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Abstract 

The objective of this research is to define and evaluate a framework and detailed 

specifications for capturing spatio-temporal set-based constraints during conceptual database 

design. The proposed framework aims to bridge the gap between rule discovery during 

requirements analysis and mle implementation during the logical design phase. It also aids 

conceptual design by providing the analyst with a structured way to determine rules from the 

client. Our research approach takes advantage of multiple research methods in: (i) defining a 

formal framework and using it to specify spatio-temporal constraints employing set theory and 

first order logic, (ii) evaluating expressiveness of the proposed framework using a case study, 

and (iii) evaluating user analyst performance and perceived ease of use via a laboratory 

experiment. 

A case study at the Internal Review Board of a major public university demonstrates that the 

framework is expressive enough to capture discovered rules in this application, and that the rules 

can be translated to schema constraints at the logical level. The experiment provides answers 

regarding analyst performance using the framework, perceived ease of use, and explores the 

utility of the framework as a structured approach to elicit rules from clients. Future work 

includes additional case studies to test the framework, experiments to establish perceived 

usefulness from the perspective of real-world analysts, and broadening the framework to 

incorporate additional types of rules. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Organizations today consider information technology critical to their success [177]. 

Databases are an important component of information systems, and the backbone of 

applications ranging from simple desktop computer managed mailing lists to gargantuan 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. The usefulness of databases and database 

management systems (DBMS) has been summarized quite nicely in a number of 

textbooks [36, 49, 106, 132] and demonstrated in the commercial success of DBMS 

software. Along with this success comes a need for robust database design. 

Database design starts upon the completion of requirements gathering and analysis, 

and is typically divided into conceptual, logical and physical design [11]. Designing a 

database is a complex process, and involves several stakeholders and decision-makers at 

different levels in the organization. While all the phases of development are important, 

this dissertation focuses on the conceptual design phase. We present a framework to 

classify and incorporate spatial and temporal (set-based) rules in conceptual data models. 

Conceptual design is generally considered an important part of the database design 

process [11 pp. 11, 49, 128] with some even terming it as perhaps the most crucial phase 

[42]. During conceptual database design, a semantic or object-oriented model, for 

example the entity relationship (ER) model [31], is typically used to generate a high-level 

(conceptual) representation of the data requirements of the user. The end product of this 
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stage is a conceptual database schema^ (diagram). Conceptual models represent 

knowledge about the application domain rather than implementation considerations 

[174]. The term conceptual modeling has been used both for process / workflow 

modeling and data modeling. Strictly speaking, while a process modeling approach using 

data flow diagrams can be used for data modeling requirements, an approach that focuses 

on the structure and semantics of the data objects in question generates more complete 

data specifications [101]. Our focus in this work is with modeling techniques specific to 

data management and not process modeling. 

In the rest of this chapter we^ discuss our objectives and contribution (Section 1.1), 

followed by the motivation for this research (Section 1.2), which includes an overview of 

business rules (Section 1.2.1) and the utility of modeling rules during conceptual design 

(Section 1.2.2). Next we explain why it is important to capture the spatial and temporal 

aspects of rules (Section 1.2.3) and discuss ontologies for time and space (Section 1.3). In 

Section 1.4 we discuss the assumptions and limitations of our approach. Research 

questions are elaborated in Section 1.5, followed by a discussion of our methodology in 

' We use the term "model" to refer to the formalism specifying the constructs available for use in developing the model, e.g., ER 

Model. We use the term "schema" to refer to the abstract description of the real world developed using the constructs provided by the 

model for an application. These two terms correspond to what some authors refer to as conceptual modeling grammar and script 

respectively [175]. 

^ The first person plural is used through the dissertation due to the awkwardness of repeatedly using the first person singular in 

reference to the research. 
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Section 1.6. Finally we conclude with the outline for the rest of the dissertation 

(Section 1.7). 

1.1. Our Objectives And Contribution 

Our objective is to make available to the database analyst a framework for classifying 

spatio-temporal set-based rules. We provide a means for incorporating these into the 

conceptual schema via annotations. The basis of our approach is a conceptual database 

model, over which a layer of rule-annotations is added. Our framework includes 

constraints^ on the well-known conceptual modeling abstractions, i.e., entity classes, 

attributes, interaction relationships, generalizations / specializations, aggregations, and 

composites. 

By spatio-temporal rules we mean a rule that is evaluated over both time and space. 

While spatio-temporal conceptual models include constraints, there has not been a 

thorough discussion of the types of constraints in such models and the formal semantics 

of each. Our work falls into the research category of extending design grammars by 

assigning additional ontological meaning to the grammar's constructs [175]. We also 

show how the semantics of spatial and temporal dimensions differ for constraints. 

Further, we make an important distinction between set and instance level cardinality 

(significant regardless of whether space and time are considered). In presenting the 

' Note: we use the teims constraints and rules synonymously. 
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cardinality constraint types, we discuss sequenced (constraints checked over a 

single granule of time) and non-sequenced (constraints checked over multiple granules of 

time) semantics for temporal constraints, and unit-spaced and collective-spaced 

semantics for spatial constraints. 

In addition to the usefulness of a classification scheme for constraints from a 

theoretical perspective, there are valuable practical implications as well. Having a 

framework allows the analyst to use it as a structured approach to eliciting constraints 

from the end users. We found it useful while doing our case study, and in our laboratory 

study the subjects using the framework performed better than those who did not use it. 

The framework also improves productivity by allowing for a standardized translation for 

each kind of constraint into database triggers. 

1.2. Motivation 

1.2.1. Overview of Business Rules and their importance 

A well-developed information system takes into account a large number of business 

policies and procedures. These policies and procedures are also known as business rules. 

Rules define or constrain some aspect of a business. They assert business structure or 

influence organizational behavior [71 pp. 4-5]. Rule statements affect the operation of a 

business by describing a state of affairs that the business wants to exist [110 pp. 59]. 

While one may be hard pressed to find a consensus on what exactly a business rule is, 

researchers tend to agree that high-quality business rules are an important organizational 



asset [142], Having a visible rule repository is important for good managerial 

decisions [173] and researchers and practitioners have recommended that user-specified 

business rules applicable to data should be documented in the database schema itself [76, 

148], Understanding and managing business rules helps organizations have a better sense 

of their own operating environment [136] and improves efficiency and competitiveness 

[142]. 

From a data management perspective, rules function as integrity constraints on a 

database helping to ensure that the business policies and semantics of the application are 

incorporated into the database [36, 148, 156]. They are also useful in normalization [11], 

schema integration [129], and query transformation for more efficient search strategies 

[161]. Extant conceptual models however provide limited support for classifying and 

capturing rules. Classification of rule types is important, not only from a theoretical 

perspective but also from the point of view of enabling automated implementation. 

Without classification, one cannot come up with standardized constraint types or 

mappings into database management system assertions / triggers. 

In the context of business rules in conceptual modeling, we consider semantic rules 

that affect and can be enforced on the data. We do not consider process-oriented rules. As 

an example, consider an application scenario involving retailers of electronic items. 

During their large Thanksgiving sales they will frequently have rules in place like: 

"Customers may purchase only one unit of each item on a special," and "If there are more 

than five customers in a checkout line, a new line should be opened if stations are 



available." The former rule is considered (presuming transaction data is stored), 

while our framework would not include the business-process rule about checkout lines. A 

future direction of research is to examine process modeling oriented rules. 

1.2.2. Utility Of Modeling Business Rules In Conceptual Design 

Precise capturing and accurate validation of information requirements is critical since 

a large percentage of systems development failures occur due to faulty requirements 

analysis and specifications [127, 153]. The cost of correcting errors increases 

dramatically with each passing stage in the development [20, 108], so it is important to 

have a well-developed conceptual schema that incorporates business rules and facilitates 

early detection and correction of errors. Not modeling rules during conceptual design 

increases the chance of inconsistent application enforcement [142]. Constraints built in to 

the database can then make use of query optimization techniques [49] and aid in semantic 

query processing or knowledge discovery in databases. Explicit modeling of business 

rules allows for better expression of the real world during conceptual design, for 

simplification of developed conceptual schemas [130], and makes rules visible and not 

simply embedded in code. Explicit documentation of rules leads to improved 

understanding and specification of applications. This in turn results in decreased costs, 

increased consistency, and easier maintenance [136]. Visible rules are easier to modify in 

a dynamic environment. They can also allow for semi-automated translation into 

databases triggers using CASE tools. From a semantics perspective, the types of 
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constraints expressible for entity classes and relationships are different; a 

distinction that is lost in logical design, which simply considers relations. 

To summarize, identifying and embedding business rules in the schema during 

conceptual design has ramifications for the design and maintenance of the database, and 

consequently the operational efficiency and adaptability of an enterprise in a dynamic 

environment. 

1.2.3. Need for spatio-temporal semantics with Rules 

Spatial and temporal data management has received a lot of research attention in 

recent times. Driving this research is the large number of applications that use spatial and 

temporal data. Spatial data is used in GIS, cadastral applications, transportation 

management, and systems that deal with small-scale space like CAD/CAM, robotics and 

medical imaging. It is estimated that about eighty percent of all human decisions involve 

a spatial component [3]. A variety of applications also manage substantial amounts of 

time-varying data, e.g., financial markets, inventory and payroll applications. It is 

important to model not only the semantics of spatial and temporal data, but also the 

associated integrity rules. 

Spatial integrity rules are needed in a variety of information systems using geographic 

data [23, 121]. A number of apphcations also require the use of temporal integrity 

constraints [32]. Many organizational rules have both a temporal and a spatial 

component. For example, a supply-chain rule may specify the minimum number of 



vendors submitting bids for a contract at a point in time for a specific site, and 

another rule may enforce the minimum number of vendors submitting bids over a year 

and relating to an entire region. Incorporating the temporal and spatial aspects of rules 

(including cardinality) provides greater flexibility and expressive power in specification. 

1.3. Spatial and Temporal Ontological Concepts 

To allow for the reuse (and sharing) of formally represented knowledge, it is useful to 

define a common vocabulary in which the shared knowledge is represented. A 

specification of a vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse is called an ontology [64]. 

An ontology provides terms for discussing our knowledge about a domain [29]. In this 

section we define the temporal and spatial ontologies used in the rest of the dissertation. 

The temporal ontology is drawn from two principal sources: [78] and [18]. Likewise, 

there are two primary references for the spatial ontology [56] and [131]. 

1.3.1. Temporal Ontology 

We assume time can be represented by a set T of time instants or time points. We 

further assume a linear model of time where the instants can be ordered along a time line. 

Thus we denote the time domain by the pair {T, <), where J is a nonempty set of time 

instants and "<" is the total order on T. 

An instant is a point on the time line. The time between two instants is known as a 

time period, and an unanchored contiguous portion of the time line is called a time 

interval. A period is anchored, and hence absolute while an interval is unanchored and 
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hence relative [150], A chronon is a non-decomposable time interval of some fixed 

minimal duration. An instant set is a set of time instants. A temporal element is a finite 

union of time periods. Special cases of temporal elements include valid-time elements, 

transaction-time elements, and bitemporal elements. These are finite unions of valid-time 

intervals, transaction-time intervals, and bitemporal intervals, respectively. 

While one may like to combine an instant set and a temporal element into a single 

extended definition of a temporal element, this would go against accepted and established 

terminology and hence we avoid doing so. The periods in a temporal element may be 

overlapping or contiguous. To eliminate overlapping and contiguous periods, a 

corresponding maximally coalesced temporal element'^ can be constructed consisting only 

of non-contiguous time periods [21]. 

The time domain can be mapped to the domain of natural numbers (N, <), integers (Z, 

<), rational numbers (Q, <), real numbers (R, <), etc., depending on the model of time 

adopted. Natural numbers (or integers) are isomorphic to a discrete view of time, rational 

numbers to the dense view, and real numbers are isomorphic to a continuous view of 

time. Database applications generally adopt the discrete view of time for a number of 

practical reasons [187 pp. 108-109]. In this view, the timeline is considered to be 

composed of a sequence of chronons and each element (except the last element if present) 

'' Note: the concept of coalescing is not needed for instant sets since it only consists of points, and by definition a set has no 

duplicates. 



has an immediate successor, and each element also has an immediate predecessor 

(except the first element if present). 

In the context of databases, two time dimensions are generally considered [151], 

Valid time refers to the times a fact is true in the mini-world. The mini-world or modeled 

reality is that part of the real world we model in the schema and represent in the database. 

Restricting ourselves to a mini-world implies application dependence, and consequently 

valid time of a fact such as: "Joe is an employee", is not always the same across contexts. 

The existence time (or lifespan) of an entity, refers to the time during which an entity 

exists in the mini-world [60]. Some authors suggest that entities (e.g., employees) have 

existence times, while facts about entities (e.g., their salary) have valid time. We will 

simply use the term valid time for both. 

The valid time of a fact is independent of the recording of that fact in a database. That 

latter aspect is captured by transaction time. Transaction time refers to the time the fact 

was actually stored in the database. The transaction time of a fact begins when a fact is 

inserted into the database and ends with the (logical) deletion of the fact. These two 

dimensions of time are orthogonal, though there may be application-defined correlations 

between the two. For example, data might be recorded (transaction time) as soon as it is 

valid and deleted upon expiry. In this case, the valid time and transaction time are 

identical. However this is not always the case. Another difference between valid time and 

transaction time is that the former can refer to times in the future if it is expected that 
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some fact will be true at a specified time in the future. Transaction time on the 

other hand is bounded by the current time. 

Additional dimensions of time can be considered for a fact as well. Event time [85] 

refers to the time some event takes place which then leads to the generation of data (or 

leads to database actions in active database systems). Decision time refers to the time a 

decision was made. It is useful for example if one wished to store when the decision was 

made to hire an employee by the name of Joe (say June 25, 2004). This may be different 

from the time when Joe was an employee (say his employment started from July 1, 2004; 

this is the valid time) or when it was recorded that Joe would be an employee (perhaps on 

June 28, 2004; this is the transaction time). User-defined time [151] has been proposed as 

a more general time dimension to handle additional temporal information about facts not 

captured by either valid time or transaction time. User-defined time could be employed to 

capture the decision time related to the hiring of Joe as an employee. 

The desirability of building decision time support (and other types of user-defmed 

time) into temporal database technologies is unclear, because the number and meaning of 

"the decision time(s)" of a fact varies from application to application [77]. Also, unlike 

valid time and transaction time, decision time is not applicable for all temporal data. 

Consequently, we do not consider it while developing our constraint framework and 

leave it for future extensions instead. 

Time-varying datum may be classified as an event or a state along the valid time 

dimension. An event occurs at a point of time, i.e., has no duration. For example an order 



is placed at 3:05pm on January 19, 2004. A state has duration, e.g., a project was 

under way from 1999-10-01 to 2001-03-15. The reason why the distinction between 

events and states is useful only for valid time (and not transaction time) is because 

transaction time relates to the time of entry and (logical) deletion in the database 

management system and it would be meaningless to have data with a transaction time 

spanning an instant. That would be equivalent to saying the data had no duration in the 

system, and was deleted upon entry. 

Unless otherwise specified, the notions of day / week / month / year refer to the 

commonly accepted definitions based on the Gregorian calendar. 

1.3.2. Spatial Ontology 

The space domain can be denoted by a set, often R'' or N'', with elements referred to 

as points. R is the set of Real Numbers and N is the set of Natural Numbers and "cT' 

represents the number of dimensions. Thus, R^ represents 3-dimensional space and R^ 

represents 2-dimensional space (so also for and N^). The three spatial dimensions 

generally considered are length, breadth and height. Length and breadth together 

represent horizontal space, while height corresponds to vertical space. This notion of 

space is commonly referred to as Euclidean space, and points in the Euclidean plane are 

used to represent the location and shape of objects on the Earth's surface [131]. For our 

work, we focus on horizontal space since most of the constraints we encountered during 

this research related to it, and usually use either R^ or (however, we briefly cover 

vertical space and associated business rules as well). 



The important spatial aspects to be captured for data are the location, shape, 

size and orientation [67] of the underlying object. Location or position is a subset of the 

power set of space, i.e., a subset of P(R^) and defines where the object exists. The shape 

of an object is usually defined in terms of points {0-dimensional objects), lines (1-

dimensional), and polygons / regions {2-dimensional) objects. The size of an object maps 

to units from the measurement system adopted, and the orientation defines the direction 

an object faces. 

A geo-referenced view of space allows the specification of these four characteristics 

simultaneously. Geo-referencing considers space relative to the surface of the earth. In a 

geo-referenced coordinate system, specifying the region or line (i.e., shape) representing 

an object also tells us about its location, size and orientation. We use the term geometry 

to refer to the object's shape in a geo-referenced system. The shape of an object may be 

composed of a finite union of one or more points, lines and regions. Similar to a temporal 

element for time, we term this union for space as a spatial element. The main difference 

is that a spatial element can be a set of points, while a temporal element is a set of periods 

(the set of time points is an instant set). To eliminate overlapping and contiguous regions 

and lines, a maximally coalesced spatial element can be constructed consisting only of 

non-contiguous space. 

The examples we encountered in our case study research (Chapter 6) were of geo-

referenced data. Other geo-referenced applications include geographic information 

systems (GIS), cadastral applications, and transportation management applications. In 
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non-geo-referenced applications (e.g., CAD/CAM applications), the objects are not 

always considered relative to the earth's surface, and their size, orientation, shape and 

location may be altered independently. We leave the development of such constraints for 

future work. 

Business rules may be applicable to the horizontal or vertical dimensions of space. 

For instance, a rule may state that there can be at most fifty people working on a project 

at any city (horizontal space). In other words, for a given project there can be no more 

than fifty different work_on^ associations that overlap in horizontal space. 

1.4. Assumptions and Limitations 

1.4.1. The Entity-Relationship Approach 

The entity-relationship approach to conceptual database design is likely the most 

widely used, but a number of competing standards have sprung up. These include various 

object-oriented approaches such as object-role modeling (ORM) [69] and UML [114]. 

We use the entity relationship approach in this dissertation. However we feel the 

classification framework for constraints can be extended to the other models with 

appropriate modifications. For example we can port the cardinality classification scheme 

^ Note: we use a sans-serif font to represent entity classes, attributes, tables, variables, and other conceptual-level / logical-level 

constructs. We use a monospaced font to represent data values. 



to the equivalent concept in UML, i.e., associative multiplicity. This would lead us 

to various types of associative multiplicity constraints. 

One of ORM's strengths has been its ability to model a number of (snapshot) business 

rules that the entity-relationship model could not [69 pp. xxiii]. In that context, one of the 

positive aspects of our framework is that it models a superset of the (appropriately 

modified) rules that ORM can. A discussion of ORM constraints is in Appendix C. The 

reason we say appropriately modified is because the two approaches (ER and ORM) 

while similar in their modeling capabilities [92], do have some fundamental differences. 

For the interested reader, more details on ORM can be found in [69] and [113], 

Some authors feel that the entity relationship approach suffers from various 

deficiencies and is not well understood [74]. We feel this is not an accurate contention. 

While certain modeling constructs like higher order interaction relationships are 

somewhat tricky to grasp initially, we feel that experienced data modelers do not have 

any difficulty managing these. Moreover, as mentioned previously, entity relationship 

model and its variants remain as some of the most widely used models for conceptual 

data modeling. 

1.4.2. Set-Based Constraints 

We refer to the constraints in our fi-amework as spatio-temporal set-based constraints. 

This is because we adopt a set-based view of the ER model. Other approaches to defining 

model construct semantics include reference (pointer) semantics or a combination of set 



and reference semantics. A purely reference approach foregoes the abihty to define 

instance identity (i.e., to use identifiers), and there is no semantic advantage to using a 

combination of the two [162]. Also, the other approaches can be mapped to the set 

approach [162 pp. 165]. Therefore, we simply adopt a set-based approach. 

In a set-based view, entity classes (or entity sets) are sets of objects with specific 

attributes. Instances of interaction relationships among entity classes also form sets (of 

relationship-tuples). The constraints we describe are applied on these sets. Four types of 

set-based constraints have been identified previously for semantic models. These being 

cardinality, repetition, ordering [140] and attribute value domains [70]. Repetition is 

relevant when duplicate set members are permitted, and ordering is relevant for list-based 

semantics. Neither pre-condition is true for our approach. Attribute value domains have 

previously been studied quite exhaustively in semantic modeling (see [70], [123], and [69 

pp. 220-229]). Therefore our focus in this work is on spatiotemporal cardinality 

constraints. 

An advantage of examining set-based rules is that it allows for formalization using set 

theory and first order logic. Also, while such rules have been looked at from a snapshot 

perspective, not much work has been done at all in extending the rules for spatio-

temporal models. 
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1.4.3. Limitations 

Aiming to classify all possible rules is a huge task, and would go well beyond the 

scope of a single dissertation. We have chosen to focus on a particular class of rules, i.e., 

spatiotemporal cardinality rules. This is a subset of the possible data integrity rule types 

[161]. One may think that cardinality is a simple concept and the focus of this work is 

unnecessarily narrow. However, as our work shows, there exist a number of interesting 

and useful issues related to this topic that have not been investigated previously which 

justify the narrow focus, hi the case study application example in Chapter 6 our 

framework identifies and classifies a number of rules that could not be captured using 

existing cardinality schemes. We leave incremental additions to the rules framework for 

future work. 

1.5. Research Questions Addressed 

The previous sub-sections motivate the need for capturing spatio-temporal rules 

during conceptual design. Related to this we address six research questions. 

The first two questions relate to the classification of set-based rules and the 

development of a framework (see Chapter 5) to represent them in the conceptual design 

stage. 

The first research question addressed by the dissertation is: RQl "How do we 

classify the different kinds of spatial and temporal set-based rules relevant during 

conceptual database design?" To address this, we look at the existing literature dealing 



with snapshot set-based constraints, as well as extensions in spatial and temporal 

literature. These include the core constraint types of participation, co-occurrence, 

projection, appearance and overlap [124]. We add a new aspect, the distinction between 

instance and set level cardinality not previously considered in literature. We extend the 

snapshot constraints to deal with temporal sequenced and non-sequenced [152] 

evaluation windows and the spatial equivalent. We also discuss constraint refinements 

that include specification of predicates, absolute vs. relative constraints, constraint 

applicability bounds, and restrictive vs. prescriptive constraints (with the latter allowing 

for actions to be performed on constraint violation). The semantics of each type of 

constraint is described using first-order logic. This is important since it ensures that each 

type of constraint is well specified and thus allows for a standardized translation into an 

executable form. 

Having come up with a framework to classify the constraint, the next issue to be dealt 

with is: RQ2 "How do we incorporate these types of rules into a conceptual model?" 

The two main options available for this included graphical augmentation of the 

conceptual model and adding a layer of aimotations. The former approach is seen in the 

Ross method for business rules [135] and the latter in McAllister's work [105]. While, 

both the graphical and annotation approaches could be designed to be orthogonal to 

existing model development, it would be easier to do so using a layer of annotations in 

the data dictionary. This is due to the variation in the graphical symbols and diagram 

structure currently employed by different conceptual models. One advantage of the 

graphical approach is the ready visibility of the constraints with the schema diagram 



itself. This advantage however turns into a liability in some cases, as the diagram 

can get very crowded if a large number of constraints are specified for a single 

relationship (or other construct). The annotation-based approach is on the other hand 

consistent with the recommendations provided by Durm et al. [45] to avoid the problem 

of visual attention overload in ER models. 

In terms of syntax, one could use an existing constraint language or other 

representation mechanism like description logic to specify the annotation. We choose 

instead to develop our own syntax to ensure brevity in representation. We have defined 

the annotation syntax in Backus-Naur Form (BNF) for clarity (Appendix B). The syntax 

closely mirrors the framework components described in Chapter 4. 

The third question considers the application and evaluation of the classification 

framework and annotations. RQ3 "Is the framework expressive enough to capture the 

constraints of a real-world application?" Expressiveness is a desired property of 

conceptual models [11 pp. 29-30], and by extension applicable to constraints for a model. 

To address this question, we conducted a case study (see Chapter 6) at the Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) at a major public university. The IRB was chosen because it 

presented a moderate sized organizational task group, i.e., a setting where we could 

examine our research questions without being overwhelmed by the size of the project, 

while at the same time having a large number of associated business rules. The case study 

helped us determine the extent to which the framework was expressive enough to capture 

spatio-temporal cardinality rules in a real-world application. 
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Related to the question of application and evaluation, we wanted to see if the 

constraints specified could be translated into database constraints. Since we adopted 

Oracle 9i as our testing platform, it meant a translation of the constraints into triggers. 

Thus, we have; RQ4 "Does the proposed framework allow for correct translation of 

constraints into a relational database management system?" The constraints elicited 

in addressing RQ3 were subsequently all translated into database constraints (Chapter 6). 

In tackling the research questions seen so far, only the developers of the framework 

had used it. To know whether it was practical for database analysts in general to use it, 

further evaluation was needed. This brought us to RQ5: "Does the framework improve 

the analyst's ability to elicit spatio-temporal rules from the client?" We conducted a 

laboratory experiment to evaluate this (see Chapter 7). The study looked at the number of 

correctly generated rules listed by analysts both with and without the framework and the 

time taken. The group using the framework did indeed perform better on both counts. The 

laboratory experiment further addressed a related issue of perceived ease of use. 

Specifically, RQ6 "Does the rules framework have an adverse impact on perceived 

ease of use?" A moderate increase in the difficulty of using the framework was noticed. 

We feel this increase is tolerable given the additional expressive power. We also feel that 

with use and over time the additional mental effort needed for employing the framework 

will decrease. 

To answer the six research questions, we use multiple research methods (see Figure 

1). First order logic and set theoretic concepts (i.e., formal modeling) are used to specify 
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semantics of each type of constraint in the classification framework. A case study 

is used as an application and to evaluate expressiveness. Analyst performance and 

perceived ease of use is evaluated via a laboratory study. The use of multiple research 

methods yields richer resuhs and is strongly advocated for MIS research [107]. 

1.6. Research Methodology 

In the Information Systems (IS) discipline, two complementary but fundamentally 

different research paradigms are prevalent, behavioral science—also referred to as natural 

science [102]—and design science [73]. This can be considered a reflection of the general 

dichotomy between the knowledge that relates to natural phenomena and human-made 

artifacts [147]. Behavioral science in IS develops and evaluates theories that explain or 

predict organizational and individual phenomena surrounding information systems. 

Design science focuses on the technological rather than the human aspect, and builds 

knowledge through the design of innovative ideas, practices, capabilities and products. In 

developing research that fits into the design science paradigm, care must be taken in 

executing and evaluating the research so as to achieve both relevance and rigor. Our work 

Evaluation of 
Performance & 
Perceived Ease 

of Use 

Evaluation of 
Expressiveness 

Rules 
Framework 

Addresses: 
RQ3, RQ4 Addresses: 

RQ5, RQ6 

Case Study Formal Modeling Laboratory Study 

Figure 1: Research Questions and Methods Employed 
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falls into the category of design science research. In describing our research 

methodology we explain also how it fits into the paradigm of design science [73, 102]. 

March and Smith identify four design artifacts and two design processes 

characteristic to design science research in IS. The design artifacts are constructs, models, 

methods, and instantiations. The design processes are build and evaluate. Each design 

artifact is subject to the two design processes, i.e., should be built and then evaluated. The 

process of building and evaluating the design artifacts is summarized in Table 2. 

Design Processes 
Build Evaluate^-

Models Classification Framework 
Expressiveness, 

Perceived Ease of Use 

§0 
Methods 

Rule Annotations and 
Approach 

Representation, 
Elicitation of Rules 

Instantiations Generated Schemas Translation into Triggers 

Table 1: Research Framework Summary 

Constructs or concepts form the ontology of the domain, a specialized language and 

shared knowledge relevant to the discipline. The constructs for our approach are based on 

three sets of research; conceptual data modeling, spatial data management, and temporal 

data management. These three streams have seen an extensive amount of research as 

evident from published surveys and bibliographies [5, 6, 59, 61, 75, 134, 170, 175, 185]. 

Thus, the constructs for our approach exist and are well defined. We focus therefore on 

building and evaluating the other three artifacts of design science {models, methods, and 

instantiations). 
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A model elaborates relationships among the research constructs. This 

corresponds to the classification framework developed as part of the dissertation (Chapter 

5). The framework is built upon the entity-relationship model and examines temporal and 

spatial cardinality constraints. The model is evaluated for expressiveness using a case 

study, and for perceived ease of use and analyst performance using a laboratory 

experiment. 

A method refers to a set of steps used to perform a task. In our case, the method 

involves the use of annotations to augment the conceptual data model with the different 

types of constraints. The framework also allows us to recommend a semi-structured 

approach to eliciting business rules from the client. The evaluation is done by use of the 

case study and laboratory experiment. The case study evaluates the use of annotations to 

succinctly represent the types of constraints elicited from users. The semi-structured 

approach in eliciting rules was used in the laboratory experiment where it was found to 

be successfully in coming up with relevant constraints. 

Instantiations refer to models and methods operationalized in a realistic scenario. We 

performed a case study where we used the framework to come up with an annotated 

schema (the operationalization). Evaluation was performed by successfully translating the 

constraint annotations into database triggers. 

Hevner et al. lay out seven general guidelines for design science in information 

systems research [73]. We briefly discuss each of the guidelines and then summarize how 

the dissertation addresses each guideline in Table 2. 



1. The end product of design-science is an IT artifact. An artifact could be an 

actual system or some types of constructs, models and methods apphed in the 

development and use of systems. 

2. Problem relevance is an important design principle. The recommendation is to come 

up with innovative artifacts that solve known information systems problems or take 

advantage of technological opportunities in a manner that is relevant to practitioners. 

3. The utility of the design artifact should be demonstrated via well-executed evaluation 

methods. As with behavioral science theory, evaluation of an artifact should be done 

rigorously and should possibly involve gathering and analysis of relevant data. 

Evaluation is a critical component of design science and is often an iterative process 

as feedback from the evaluation can be used to improve the design science artifact. 

4. Effective design-science should provide clear contributions in one or more areas 

including the generation of the design artifact, extending the design science 

knowledge base, or providing creative evaluation methods. 

5. Research rigor should be applied in both the design of the artifact and its evaluation. 

6. Design is an iterative process ("search process") of coming up with more effective 

solutions to the research problems and a demonstration of its effectiveness. 

7. Finally, it is important to communicate the research results to technology-oriented 

and management-oriented audiences. Sufficient detail must be provided to 
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technology-oriented audiences to allow for implementation. Management-

oriented audiences require information that allows them to judge the suitability and 

benefits of the artifact for their organization. 

Guideline Dissertation Component 

Design as an Artifact Classification Framework and Rule Annotations (Chapter 4) 

Problem Relevance No standard classification of spatiotemporal set-based rules, 
leading to inconsistent semantics and implementation (Section 
1.2) 

Design Evaluation Case Study (Chapter 5); Laboratory Study (Chapter 6) 

Research Contributions Framework, Standardized constraints to allow translation. 
Methodology to elicit rules from clients (Section 1.1) 

Research Rigor Formal modeling for framework specification; Careful design 
of Case study and Laboratory experiment 

Design as a Search 
Process 

Amalgamation of existing frameworks and iterative 
development of new constraint types through use of 
comprehensive examples 

Communication of 
Research 

Description of both business relevance and technical 
specifications in the dissertation 

Table 2: Meeting Design-Science Research Guidelines 
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1.7. Dissertation Outline 

The outline for the rest of the dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the 

review of literature. Chapter 3 has the background material for framework including a 

discussion of set theory and semantic modeling constructs. An overview of the 

framework is presented in Chapter 4. The details of the framework are discussed in 

Chapter 5 along with examples. Chapter 6 presents an application and evaluation of the 

framework using a case study. A laboratory experiment to evaluate analyst performance 

and perceived ease of use is discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 has the conclusions and a 

discussion of future work. References and appendices follow these chapters. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The last three decades have seen active research in the area of database design and 

modeling. A number of general-purpose and domain-specific conceptual modeling 

grammars and implementation techniques have been proposed. The conceptual models 

handle snapshot, temporal, spatial and spatiotemporal data, and are designed to capture 

the structure and semantics of the application's information requirements. Many of these 

have been outlined in survey papers and research commentaries on conceptual modeling 

[61, 75, 167, 175]. Most conceptual models capture business rules. However there is a 

wide variation in how many types of rules different models can represent. 

The types of constraints that are commonly captured by the conceptual models 

include those related to identifier uniqueness, attribute-value cardinality (i.e., single-

valued / multi-valued attributes), attribute domain constraints (i.e., a range of legal values 

for attributes) and cardinality constraints on the participation of entity classes in 

relationships. The first two types are often integrated into the semantic model constructs 

by use of special symbols such as underlining for identifiers and a double-lined oval for 

multi-valued attributes. The latter two are typically specified by annotations either on the 

schema diagram being developed, or as part of the data dictionary. For example, the 

Semantic Database Model (SDM) [70] uses value classes and derivations which are 

specified in the schema data-dictionary. All these types of constraints found in conceptual 

models aid in capturing application semantics. 
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In the rest of this chapter, we examine some of the constraint types currently 

modeled. We begin with traditional snapshot (i.e., non-spatiotemporal) models and their 

consideration of attribute and relationship cardinalities, and subsequently move on to the 

treatment of cardinality in temporal, spatial and spatiotemporal models. 

2.1. Cardinality In Traditional Conceptual Models 

Relationship cardinality is a business rule type normally captured in semantic models 

like the Entity Relationship (ER) model, and the term cardinality in most models is 

synonymous with cardinalities associated with interaction relationships [49, 132]. 

Relationship cardinality is used to represent the semantics of "how many", in connection 

with members of entity classes being associated with other entity classes in relationship 

instances. For example in a relationship involving employees working on projects, a 

cardinality constraint could specify that an employee may not work in any projects (i.e., 

minimum of 0) and could work in up to 5 projects at a maximum. This information is 

then used in translating the diagram into the relational model. The minimum and 

maximum components of the cardinalities are sometimes referred to as existence 

dependencies and mapping constraints [146]. 

The conventional (snapshot) semantic models do not explicitly capture the semantics 

of time and space. Implicitly however, the cardinality constraints do have a time frame 

and spatial extent of evaluation associated with them. For example, when stating that an 

employee may work in a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 5 projects, the implicit 

evaluation frame is at a point in time and over all space. 



In most models, the attribute cardinality is used to denote either single-valued 

or multi-valued attributes, with implications for logical design [49, 106]. Capturing the 

cardinality for attributes in terms of specific minimum and maximum values (i.e., natural 

numbers specifying the minimum and maximum number of values an attribute can have) 

and entity classes (minimum and maximum number of members in the entity class) has 

also been suggested [96, 97], 

2.1.1. Relationship Cardinality 

Different types of cardinality constraints have been identified for relationships 

beginning with Lenzerini and Santucci's detailed study of cardinality in the early eighties 

[96]. Since then a number of survey / framework papers have been written for cardinality 

(snapshot), and we summarize them. Before doing so however, we consider the most 

common interpretation of cardinality described in many textbooks [49, 106, 132, 146]. 

The semantics of these are: "For a given member of one class participating in a 

relationship, how many members of another class can it be associated with?" Using an 

example, "For a given employee, how many departments can he/she be working in 

(minimum, maximum)?" This is also the interpretation adopted by UML [114] when 

referring to associative multiplicity (the UML equivalent of cardinality). Since this 

variant of cardinality appears often in literature we give it a moniker for easy reference, 

textbook cardinality. The interesting aspect of this cardinality is that the minimum 

cardinality corresponds to the minimum cardinality of a specific kind of our participation 



cardinality (Section 5.3.1), i.e., of CARD-R-PT(i?, Q)^, i e {!...«}, where n is the 

degree of the relationship. The maximum cardinality maps to the maximum cardinality of 

a kind of co-occurrence cardinahty (Section 5.3.4). More specifically it maps to: 

CARD-R-CO(i?, (Q), (C/...C,.;, C,+/...C„)), i e where n is the degree of the 

relationship. While in most cases the max{Card) for the co-occurrence and participation 

constraints is the same for binary relationships, this is not the case for ternary or higher 

order relationships. Additionally, the co-occurrence and participation maximum 

cardinalities can possibly differ even for binary relationships if the relationship is 

temporal / spatial or any time the identifiers of the participating entity classes do not 

serve to uniquely determine the rest of the attributes in that relationship tuple. 

Ferg [54] has summarized the notation and semantics of interaction relationship 

cardinality in three commonly entity-relationship model variants. Information 

Engineering [55, 104], Merise [133] and Chen [31]. In comparing them he comes up with 

three types of cardinality, i.e., Lookacross, Participation and Visibility constraints. Ferg's 

version of Lookacross cardinality corresponds to the traditional understanding of 

cardinality constraints described in the previous paragraph. His Participation cardinalities 

are a subset of the cardinalities we describe, and take the form CARD-R-PT(i?, C,), i e 

{\...n}, where n is the degree of the relationship. There is an overlap between the 

miniCard) of his Lookacross and Participation cardinality (i.e., they refer to the same 

' The reader is referred to Chapter 5 for a discussion of the semantics and syntax of the constraints in our framework. 



concept). Visibility cardinality maps to a subset of what we classify as Projection 

constraints (Section 5.3.3); specifically projection constraints of the form 

CARD-R-PJ(i?, C,); i e {!...«}, where n is the degree of the relationship. Ferg does not 

consider cardinality constraints on constructs other than interaction relationships. 

Liddle et al. [97] formally defined (using predicate calculus and relational algebra) 

and compared (in the context of interaction relationships) the semantics of cardinality in 

thirteen different conceptual data models. The models he examined had a number of 

variants of the original ER model, but also included the Semantic Binary Data Model [2], 

Semantic Association Model [157], Semantic Database Model [70], NIAM/ORM, IRIS 

[112], Object Modeling Technique (OMT) [137], and Object-oriented Systems analysis 

(OSA) [53]. OSA was developed by one of the authors and is used as the reference model 

in the paper. Rumbaugh et al.'s OMT is similar to UML in its constraint semantics. One 

observation that is evident from the comparison is that even variants of the same ER 

model have ended up with different semantics for cardinality. This stresses the need for a 

unifying framework. A useful concept introduced by this paper is using expressions and 

variables for the min{Card) and max{Card) specifications. This allows the user to come 

up with relative constraints as well, for example the size of the student population can be 

placed as a restricted on some multiple of the number of faculty (i.e., based on a 

maximum desired student-faculty ratio). In terms of cardinality for interaction 

relationships, Liddle et al. come up with the classification of constraints into three types, 

mapping, participation and co-occurrence. Mapping constraints are related to the 

maximum co-occurrence cardinality for interaction relationships (or more specifically 



CARD-R-CO{R, {Ci), (C1...Q.1, C,+i...C„)), i G where n is the degree of 

the relationship). They typically are of the form "1:1", "1:M", "M:M" (or in 

the case of ternary relationships), where {1, M} refer to the maximum cardinality of 

association for a member (or members) of that entity class ("M" simply meaning 

"Many")^. For example, if an employee can work in only one department at most, but a 

department can have many employees, this gives rise to a "1:M" type mapping. These 

constraints are important for translation into the relational design. Our framework does 

not explicitly consider mapping constraints since they can be derived from the maximum 

cardinality of the relevant co-occurrence constraint. Liddle et al.'s participation and co

occurrence constraints are a subset of the participation and co-occurrence constraints in 

our framework. Specifically, the participation constraint takes the form 

CARD-R-PT(i?, 0, i G {\...n}, and the co-occurrence constraint takes the form 

CARD-R-CO(i?, (C,), (C1...Q-1, Ci+i...C„)), i e {!...«}, where n is the degree of the 

relationship. Thus these are identical to the corresponding definition adopted by Ferg. 

The previous two papers distinguish the notions of participation, co-occurrence and 

projection cardinalities for interaction relationships. However, these notions of 

cardinality are not generalized. By generalization we mean constraints that consider 

different possible combinations of participating entities. For example, given a ternary 

relationship R, and participating entity classes A, B, C, the conventional constraints 

' Some authors use the symbol * in place of M, for example in [155]. 



capture the following three forms of co-occurrence: (A, B) with C, (A, C) with B, 

and (B, Q with A. A generalized version would consider in addition: A with B, A with C, 

B with A, B with C, C with A, C with B, A with (B, C), B with (A, C), and C with {A, B). 

Generalized constraints are particularly significant for relationships of degree greater than 

two (i.e., ternary or higher-order relationships). The conventional, or non-generalized, 

definitions of cardinality involve either one entity class or n-\ entity classes considered at 

a time (where n is the degree of the relationship). 

Thalheim [162] has generalized these three types of cardinalities to cover 

participation, co-occurrence and projection constraints with one or more associated entity 

classes. His definition of the comp{R, R/, ..., constraint maps to what we define as 

participation constraint, while comp*{R, Rj, ..., maps to the co-occurrence constraint 

and comp+{R, Rj, ..., R„) maps to the projection constraint. The superiority over the 

previous two approaches is the generalized version of the constraint, as also support for a 

user-specified set of integers (as opposed to simply a range) to which the cardinality 

maps. 

McAllister also provides a generalization of cardinalities (i.e., for combinations of 

entities rather than a single entity), and suggests a tabular notation for capturing the 

constraints [105]. The framework is unique in that it uses the semantics of co-occurrence 

for max{Card) and participation for min{Card). This is possibly because the author does 

not specify the semantics using first order logic and instead uses intuitive operations to 

define the semantics. The author mentions projection cardinality, but deliberately chooses 
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not to consider it in the current paper. Thus, while a claim of completeness is made, 

we do not agree with it because not only are projection constraints not considered, but 

also, no distinction is made between co-occurrence and participation constraints. Instead 

of having achieved completeness, we feel the author really means to have achieved 

generalization of the cardinalities. The article does however present a very detailed 

analysis of inter-relationships between constraints. 

None of the previously mentioned authors cover appearance cardinalities for 

interaction relationships. Another limitation is that they only consider cardinalities for 

attributes, entity classes and interaction relationships. Thus, generalization/specialization 

relationships, grouping relationships and composite relationships are not considered. 

Rundensteiner et al. have proposed a framework for set-based integrity constraints 

specifically for semantic groupings [140]. These constraints have been included in a 

taxonomy for modeling set-based business rules at the conceptual design stage proposed 

by Ram and Khatri [124]. Their framework encompasses previous classification schemes, 

adds the concept of appearance constraints for interaction relationships, and addresses the 

gaps in extant cardinality frameworks that do not have much by way of a formal 

classification for cardinality constraints for generalization/specialization relationships, 

grouping relationships and composite relationships. To that extent it is the most 

comprehensive framework for classifying cardinality in traditional conceptual models. 

However, they do not make a distinction between instance and set level cardinality, and 

are limited to snapshot cardinality. 



2.1.1.1. Representation Styles and Expressiveness 

In terms of notation, a variety of styles exist, including Crow's feet [106], simply 

specifying the maximum, and specifying a minimum-maximum combination [11]. 

Essentially, most of these notation formats specify a range denoted by the minimum and 

maximum values for relationship cardinalities. Some notations are more expressive than 

others and specify numbers for minimum and maximum rather than simply allowing 

{optional, mandatory] for the minimum and {one, many) for maximum. A more flexible 

notion of having a specification system where the cardinality is not restricted to a {(min), 

(max)} pair has also been suggested [188], where a set of possible values may be 

specified for the cardinality, rather than a range. This can be useful for example to 

specify that a tennis match can have either two or four players, but not three, or that there 

must be an even number of wheels for a vehicle. Other extensions to the notion of 

cardinality include the inclusion of variables and expressions in specifying cardinality 

and the inclusion of averages (in addition to the {(min), (max)} pair) [97]. 

2,2. Cardinality In Temporal, Spatial and Spatiotemporal IModels 

Spatio-temporal ER models cover various aspects related to time and space while 

defining the conceptual model and the semantics of cardinahty. We assume the notational 

conventions from Chapter 5 when mapping the cardinality types from each of the models 

to ours. For convenience these are briefly explained the first time we use each in the 

literature review, and used consistently thereafter. We do not describe the models 



themselves in detail, just the cardinality aspect. Descriptions and comparisons 

between the semantic models is available in previous research [61, 80, 167]. 

2.2.1. Cardinality in Temporal Models 

Temporal conceptual models focus on adding support for time varying information to 

conventional snapshot models. Naturally, these do not cover spatial aspects and do not 

deal with the semantics of the spatial aspect of the cardinality. The models are considered 

in the approximate sequence they were presented in literature. 

2.2.1.1. RAKE 

The Relationships, Attributes, Keys and Entities (RAKE) model considers time-

varying relationships and attributes (entity classes per se are not considered time 

varying). It focuses on the valid time dimension and includes facts that are either events 

or states. As for cardinality, the author only considers maximum cardinality for 

interaction relationships (textbook convention), which is extended to each "state" (i.e., 

sequenced). Specifically: CARD-R-CO {R, (Q), (Ci-.-Q^i C,+i...C„)) g Card OVER seq. 

2.2.1.2. TEER and STEER 

The Temporal EER (TEER) [51, 52] and Semantic Temporal EER (STEER) model 

[48] adapt the EER model [49] to handle the time dimension. While the models have 

some differences with respect to temporal constructs, there is no perceptible difference in 

terms of cardinality; additionally the first author on both these models is the same and 

they appear in literature at about the same time. Both models have no explicit discussion 



of cardinality. However, reference is made to the max{Card) for interaction 

relationships. Since TEER is based on EER, and EER considers min{Card) as well, we 

assume the detailed model specification includes min{Card) as well. The authors also 

discuss the possibility of attributes being multi-valued at a point in time or over an 

entity's lifetime. We therefore infer that the authors wish to represent for attributes; 

CARD-A(C, A) e Card OVER seq and CARD-A(C, A) e Card OVER lifetime, where A 

represents an attribute in an entity class C. For relationships the following cardinality is 

inferred CARD-R-PT(i?, G) e Card OVER seq and CARD-R-PT(i?, C,) e Card OVER 

lifetime. 

2.2.1.3. ERT 

The Entity-Relationship-Time (ERT) Model [163] was developed as part of the 

TEMPORA modeling paradigm [100]. It supports state data (referred to as history) and 

event data (associated with a single time unit). The ERT model makes distinctions 

between three types of relationships interaction, generalization/specialization and 

aggregation (termed as an ''is_part_of' relationship). Cardinality is described for all of 

the relationship types. However, there is no reference to non-sequenced or lifetime 

cardinality, and the assumption is the authors intend to convey sequenced semantics. For 

interaction relationships, the cardinality is a sequenced extension of the traditional 

textbook cardinality. Thus, min{Card) it corresponds to the min{Card) of 

CARD-R-PT(i?, Ci) e Card OVER seq. The max{Card) maps to the max{Card) of 

CARD-R-CO(i?, {Ci), (Ci...C,.i C/+i...C„)) e Card OVER seq. Liboth cases, n represents. 



and i G For generalization/specialization relationships with a given 

superclass C and subclasses Q, we see CARD-SG-PT(C, C,) e Card OVER seq. Finally 

for aggregation relationships we see two types of cardinality, one from the base class to 

the aggregate of the form CARD-AG-PT(yl, C/) e Card OVER seq, and the next from the 

aggregate to the base class of the form CARD-AG-PJ {A, Q) e Card OVER seq. A is the 

aggregate entity class (or complex object), and Ci is the participating base class. In both 

cases ,  n  r ep resen t s  the  number  o f  pa r t i c ipa t ing  en t i ty  c l a s ses ,  and  i  e  { l . . . n } .  

2.2.1.4. TER 

The Temporal Entity-Relationship (TER) extends the entity-relationship model by 

introducing the concepts of snapshot and lifetime cardinality for relationships [159], TER 

is the first model to emphasize the distinction between snapshot and lifetime cardinality 

(though traces of this division have been referred to previously) and the need to represent 

both. On the negative side they restrict the applicability of cardinality to binary 

relationships and do not recommend allowing a "many-to-many" type relationship (based 

on maximum cardinality). This limits the generalizability of cardinality constraints. The 

semantics of the cardinality types proposed by them map to: CARD-R-PT(i?, Q) e 

CarJ OVER seq and CARD-R-PT(i?, C,) e Care/OVER lifetime for min{Card). The 

max(Card) maps to the max(Card) of CARD-R-CO(i?, {Ci), (Ci...C,.i Ci+i...Cn)) e 

Care/OVER seq and CARD-R-CO(i?, (C,), (Ci...C;.i, C/+i...C„)) e CarJOVER lifetime. 



2.2.1.5. TempEER 

The Temporal Enhanced Entity-Relationship Model (TempEER) discusses temporal 

extensions to the entity-relationship model and how it can be mapped to the relational 

model [93]. The discussion of cardinality is almost identical to TEER/STEER (Section 

2.2.1.2) and the authors discuss attributes being multi-valued at a point in time or over an 

entity's lifetime: CARD-A(C, A) e Card OVER seq and CARD-A(C, A) e 

Card OVER lifetime. Once again, the authors' intent for relationship cardinality is 

inferred from a schema used and we consider it as mapping to CARD-R-PT(i?, C,) e 

Card OVER seq and CARD-R-PT(i?, Q G Card OVER lifetime. 

2.2.1.6. TEERM 

The Temporal Event-Entity Relationship Model (TEERM) [41] extends the entity-

relationship model by introducing events as an additional construct. They distinguish 

between static, quasi-static and temporal relationships and attributes. In TEERM, 

cardinality is defined as the minimum (or maximum) number of relationship instances in 

which any instance of an entity class can participate. This maps to our definition of 

participation cardinality, specifically CARD-R-PT(i?, C,) e Card OVER seq. 

' Note: While the authors refer to their model with the acronym TEER, we use TempEER to avoid confusion with [51]. 
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2.2.1.7. TERC+ 

As one of the more recent research efforts, the TERC+ conceptual model [189] 

incorporates a number of temporal concepts. It distinguishes between valid time, 

transaction time as well as user-specified time dimensions (though only implements valid 

time). Temporal facts are classified as either events or states, and all constructs (entity 

classes, relationships and attributes) have associated time varying semantics. The TERC+ 

model expresses cardinality for attributes, interaction relationships, generalization/ 

specialization relationships and aggregation relationships. For cardinality a distinction is 

made between snapshot and lifetime cardinality. While they only discuss the max{Card) 

relative to lifetime cardinalities, the concept can be generalized to include the min{Card). 

Strictly speaking when only the two extremes of snapshot and lifetime cardinalities are 

considered, the corresponding min{Card) must be the same (since at the beginning—the 

lifetime of an item is a single unit of time). Summarizing the various kinds of 

cardinalities that are expressible in TERC+, we have: 

• Attributes: CARD-A(C, A) e Card OVER seq and CARD-A(C, A) e 

Card OVER lifetime; where A represents an attribute in an entity class C. 

• Interaction Relationships: CARD-R-PT(i?, Ci) e Card OVER seq and 

CARD-R-PT(/?, Ci) e Card OVER lifetime. 

• Generalization / Specialization Relationships: CARD-SG-PT (C, C,) e 

Card OVER seq and CARD-SG-PT (C, C,) e Card OVER lifetime. 



• Aggregation Relationships: CARD-AG-PT (A ,  Q)  e Card OVER seq, 

CARD-AG-PT  {A ,  C, )  G  CarJ  OVER l i f e t ime ,  CARD-AG-PJ  (A ,  Q)  e  

Card OVER seq and CARD-AG-PJ {A, Q) e Card OVER lifetime. 

The cardinality types in TERC+ for Generalization/Specialization and Aggregation 

are similar to that of ERT, but have and implicit extension of lifetime cardinalities. We 

say "implicit", because the authors only discuss snapshot cardinality for these. However, 

for the other abstractions, the authors discuss lifetime cardinality, and so we assume they 

also intend to consider lifetime cardinalities for Generalization/Specialization and 

Aggregation as well. 

2.2.1.8. Chrono 

The Chrono conceptual model [15] is designed as a temporal extension to the 

IDEFIX [122] model (itself an extension of the entity-relationship model). It focuses on 

representing the valid time dimension of facts and supports both states and events. Entity 

classes and relationships are considered temporal (time varying attributes lead to the 

corresponding class being designated as temporal). The model emphasizes the need for 

correctly capturing integrity constraints that can then be translated into triggers. 

However, in terms of cardinality, only the max(Card) for interaction relationships is 

mentioned. Since Chrono is based on IDEFIX, it is restricted to binary relationships. 

Therefore the cardinality corresponds to: CARD-R-CO(i?, (C,), (Q)) e Card OVER seq, z, 

j  e  { 1 , 2 }  A i ^ j .  



2.2.1.9. TIMEER 

The temporal semantic model TIMEER [60] incorporates the sequenced version of the 

snapshot participation constraint. Interestingly, they do not follow the convention of the 

snapshot conceptual database models in adopting a combination of participation and co

occurrence constraints as the cardinality. Their definition of cardinality maps to CARD-R-

PT(i?, C/) G Card OVER seq, i E {l...«} where n is the degree of the relationship, i.e., 

the number of participating entity classes. As might be expected, they do not get into 

much detail about cardinality, and do not discuss generalizability of cardinality for 

higher-order relationships (i.e., ternary or above). They do however include "lifespan 

constraints", a special type of a temporal cardinality constraint where the cardinalities are 

defined over the lifetime of the relationship in question, and derive a useful relationship 

in terms of: min{Card) lifespan > min{Card) snapshot; max{Card) lifespan > max{Card) 

snapshot. The lifespan cardinality is equivalent to our definition of CARD-R-PT(i?, C/) e 

Card OVER lifetime. 

2.2.2. Cardinality in Spatial Models 

Spatial conceptual models focus on adding support for spatial information to 

conventional conceptual models. As expected, these do not cover temporal aspects and do 

not deal with the semantics of the temporal aspect of the cardinality. However there are 

very few purely spatial models. Most spatial models recognize the importance of the 

temporal dimension and model it. However we include in this sub-section those models 

that do not touch upon the temporal aspect of cardinality. 



2.2.2.1. Worboys Extension of IFO 

Worboys et al. [184] extend the IFO model [1] to represent cartographic primitives. 

An update to that model stresses the need to include temporal information [182]. Since 

their goal is to extend IFO to represent spatial object types and subsequently spatio-

temporal types [182], they do not refer to semantics of cardinality explicitly. Likewise, 

IFO refers to SDM [70] for an interpretation of constraints noting "the integrity 

constraints ... can be incorporated into the model in a natural marmer". Thus one can 

infer the semantics of cardinality by referring to the original SDM model, and extending 

the snapshot semantics to cover "at each point in time and over all space". The SDM uses 

mappings of one attribute to another to define relationship classes, a concept that is 

similar to what we define as co-occurrence. Thus we have: 

CARD-R-CO(i?, (Q, (Ci...Q_i, Q+i...C„)) e Care/OVER -//all-space. 

2.2.2.2. GeoIFO 

GeoIFO is an extension of the IFO model for the conceptual modeling of spatial 

applications [166]. It explicitly supports the semantics of space through special object 

classes and functions. The focus of the model is to improve the representation of object 

positions and space-varying attributes. As with Worboys' extension discussed in 2.2.2.1, 

they do not refer to semantics of cardinality explicitly. However we can infer it based on 

the semantics of cardinality in the IFO (which in turn bases it on the SDM model). The 

SDM uses mappings of one attribute to another to define relationship classes, a concept 



that is similar to what we define as co-occurrence. Thus we have, 

CARD-R-CO(i?, (Q), (Ci...C,.i, C,+,...C„)) e Card O^ER -//all-space. 

Additionally, some types of cardinality can be captured in the GeoIFO model through 

the use of constraints on topological functions. For example, they support the 

specification of constraints like: "each state should have no more than one capital," and, 

"a state should have between m and n number of counties." Since their language for 

specification of functions is quite flexible, we feel they can capture all types of attribute 

and interaction relationship spatial constraints. The only difference is there is no formal 

classification of the types, which means the translation / implementation has to be done 

on a constraint-by-constraint basis and cannot take advantage of the rules for translation 

based on the type of constraint. 

2.2.2.3. GISER 

The Geographic Information System Entity Relational model (GISER) aims to unify 

the differences between field and object based modeling approaches [143], It is an 

extension of the EER model [49]. Cardinality here represents the max{Card) for 

interaction relationships and is the conventional extension of snapshot cardinality, viz. 

CARD-R-CO(i?, (Q), (C1...Q.1, C,+i...C„) G CarJOVER-//all-space. 



2.2.3. Cardinality in Spatiotemporal Models 

Spatio-temporal models deal with both the temporal and spatial aspects of 

information simultaneously. A number of spatial models incorporate some way to capture 

the changes to spatial data over time, as this is an important requirement of many GIS 

applications [183]. Many of these models take an object-oriented approach where and 

focus on spatial integrity rules (like topological relationships). Thus the treatment of 

cardinality is somewhat sparse (though the models quite likely support it). 

2.2.3.1. GEOOOA 

The GeoOOA model [89, 90] was designed to fill a gap in the requirements analysis 

phases of GIS-application design. It categorizes classes into conventional classes and 

spatial classes (which are further divided into point, line, region and raster classes). In 

terms of relationships, GeoOOA considers the equivalent of interaction relationships, 

generalization/specialization relationships and aggregation relationships (or rather a 

related construct, topological whole-part relationships). For interaction relationships, the 

cardinality extends the spatial equivalent of snapshot textbook cardinality as it models 

cardinality "from the relationship to the participating entity classes as well". Therefore 

we have, (a) CARD-R-PT(i?, C,) e Card OVER -//all-space for min{Card) from the class 

to the relationship, (b) CARD-R-CO(i?, (C,), {Cj)) e Card OVER -//all-space for the 

equivalent max(Card), and (c) CARD-R-PJ(i?, C,) e Card OVER -//all-space for the 

cardinality from the relationship to the classes. Cardinality for generalization / 

specialization is not considered. For aggregation relationships, the cardinality annotations 



are similar to conventional "whole-part" structures and take the form 

CARD-AG-PT  ( ^ ,  Q)  e  CarJ  OVER- / / a l l - space ,  and  CARD-AG-PJ  (A ,  Q)  g  

Card OVER -//all-space. Temporal relationships are modeled explicitly (e.g., Classl is an 

ancestor of Class2). The authors suggest their cardinality annotations are similar to 

conventional instance connections. However, a careful analysis of the relationships 

suggests the following temporal equivalent: (a) CARD-R-PT{i?, C,) e Card OVER seq 

for min(Card) and (b) CARD-R-PT(i?, C,) e Card OVER lifetime for max{Card). 

2.2.3.2. Geo-ER 

The Geo-ER [67] is a special-purpose extension of the entity-relationship model for 

conceptual modeling of geographical applications. It discusses spatial (or space-

dependent) attributes, entity classes and relationships. Both position and shape are 

discussed. It models space (including position and shape) using explicit entity classes. 

Relationships are then created between the space-classes and the Geo-ER constructs 

(entity classes, attributes, relationships) to define them as space varying. By doing so, it 

converts the cardinality of space into regular co-occurrence cardinality (only max{Card) 

is considered). This leaves us with: CARD-R-CO(/?, (Q), {SP\...SPj, Ci...C,.i, C,+i...C„)) 

e Card OVER seq//all-space where C, are data entity class and SPj are space-classes. An 

observation here is that it does not deal with time explicitly, but there is an implicit 

reference to it when space-varying data is discussed. Also, even though cardinality of 

data is not directly discussed, studying the paper one can infer: CARD-R-CO(i?, (Q), 

(CI...CM, C,+I...C„)) E Card OVER seq//all-space. 



2.2.3.3. MADS 

The MADS conceptual model [117] discusses cardinality for both attributes and 

relationships. For attributes, they mention that the cardinality refers to the snapshot/local 

cardinality (i.e., applying to each instant and point). This would correspond to: 

CARD-A(v¥', A) e Card OVER seq//unit. While this describes the current semantics, they 

also say that the model can be extended to handle lifespan/space-extent cardinalities. The 

extended definition would correspond to a non-sequenced constraint of the form; 

CARD-A(X, A) e Card OVER lifetime//all-space. For relationships a reference is made to 

snapshot and lifetime cardinalities of instances of an object t>pe in a relationship. With 

no other information, it sounds like the author's intent is closest to our definition of 

participation constraints, i.e., CARD-R-PT(i?, Q) G Card OVER seq//unit and CARD-R-

PT{R, Ci) e CarJOVER lifetime//all-space, i e {\...n}, where n is the degree of the 

relationship. 

2.2.3.4. STER 

The STER model [167, 168] builds on the entity relationship model to include 

spatiotemporal semantics. This is possibly the first work where a clear description of the 

semantics of temporal, spatial and spatiotemporal entity classes and attributes is 

presented. STER is presented with formal extensions to both the ER [31] and IFO [1] 

models, but the issue of cardinality is not adequately dealt with. Only the max{Card) is 

presented for interaction relationships. Upon a careful examination of the paper, one can 

infer the following type of cardinality: CARD-R-C0(7?, {Ci), (C1...Q.1, C/+i...C„)) e Card 



OVER seq//all-space. Although a previous paper [61] by one of the authors 

discusses the distinction between snapshot and lifetime cardinality for the temporal 

domain, the corresponding extension is not discussed here. A mapping is provided 

between, which allows cardinality of space to be represented in a maimer similar to Geo-

ER [67], i.e., CARD-R-CO(i?, (Q, {SPi...SPj, Ci...Cm, C,+i...C„)) e CWOVER seq//all-

space. 

2.2.3.5. ST-USM 

The ST-USM [82] model defines an annotation-based approach to augmenting a 

conventional snapshot schema to develop a spatio-temporal schema, hi terms of 

cardinality, a mention is made regarding the distinction between snapshot (translated to 

sequenced) cardinality and the lifetime cardinality constraint as a type of non-sequenced 

constraint [80 pp. 161]. However the authors do not discuss the issue in further detail. 

The given distinction allows for eight types of constraints. Four constraint types are 

generated based on the time/space frame, i.e., sequenced (time) / unit-space, sequenced / 

all-space, lifetime / unit-space, and lifetime / all-space. Assuming the conventional usage 

of cardinality, each of the above four uses participation cardinality for the minimum and 

co-occurrence cardinality for the maximum, thus leading to eight in all. 

2.2.4. Temporal and Spatiotemporal Models Without Cardinality 

The TERM model [87, 88] extends a snapshot semantic model to represent item 

histories and patterns of change over time. Support is also provided for incomplete / 

imprecise data. In terms of constraints, a mechanism for identifying objects is proposed. 
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However there is no mention of cardinality. This absence is unusual since as such 

TERM is described in great detail as noted by [61], 

Tang et al. [158] define a feature-based object oriented spatiotemporal data model. 

While they express the need for integrity constraints and also discuss semantic 

relationships (termed as relations in their paper) like generalization, association and 

abstraction, no specific treatment of integrity constraints like cardinality is made. 

The GODOT (Geographic Data Management with Object-Oriented Techniques) 

model [65, 66] seeks to develop a data management system suitable for GIS applications 

over a commercial object-oriented DBMS. The GODOT data model comprises thematic 

objects, geometric objects and graphic objects. Other than identity and referential 

integrity, no discussion of rules is made. 

2.3. Other Temporal and Spatial Integrity Constraints 

2.3.1. Temporal Integrity Constraints 

Temporal integrity constraints have long been studied in relational database research 

[57, 91]. In addition to temporal keys and referential integrity [150 pp. 117 and 126], a 

variety of constraints and implementation considerations (e.g., efficient constraint 

checking using temporal logic [32], constraint conflict resolution using temporal logic 

[33], constraints and access control permissions [17]). Most of these efforts have been 

focused at the logical level, and other than the cardinality constraints present in temporal 



entity-relationship models (see Section 2.2.1), not much attention has been paid to 

a framework for classifying temporal cardinality constraints. 

2.3.2. Spatial Integrity Constraints 

A fair amount of work has been done in the area of spatial data integrity constraints 

[23]. However these efforts have typically focused on spatial relationships between 

objects (e.g., topological relationships of adjacency, containment [47]) and their 

implications. While reference has been made to semantic integrity constraints [35], in 

context these describe constraints that are concerned with the meaning of geographic 

features, for example a rule that dictates roads and rivers cannot overlap. The constraints 

we define, fall into the category of "user-defined" spatial integrity rules [23]. However, to 

the best of our knowledge, none of the existing work describes a set-based spatio-

temporal rules framework similar to ours. 

2.4. Constraint Definition Languages 

Another area of connected work is the development of various types of Constraint 

Definition Languages. In order to overcome the inherent lack of constraint specification 

ability in most semantic models, and allow for richer specification of constraints, 

constraint definition languages / description logics and constraint enforcement systems 

have been developed [25, 111, 144, 156, 171]. The problem with constraint definition 

languages is that they are geared towards the logical design phase. Some require learning 

a new modeling approach as they are not usable with the ER model, and most are not 

designed to allow analysts to handle spatial or temporal semantics. In any case, these 



provide a language to represent constraints and generate inferences based upon 

axiomatic representations of constraints, rather than a framework to classify them. 

Additionally, complex constraints expressed in constraint definition languages are hard to 

understand by users, and may be inadequate for communicating business rules between 

users and database designers [124] (instead they propose specifying constraints for each 

of the abstractions in the ER model). 

2.5. Active Database Systems 

When thinking of database rules, one cannot but help think of active database 

systems. Much research has been undertaken in the area including work in rule models, 

languages, rule execution and implementation issues [39, 119, 178]. Rules for active 

databases are expressed using the Event-Condition-Action (ECA) paradigm, and while 

this provides a generalized mechanism for representing and implementing a large number 

of database rules, the classification of these rules is based on the driving ECA paradigm. 

Also, the focus is on rules at the logical design and implementation phases, though it has 

been suggested that conceptual design be augmented to incorporate an active database 

rule-oriented methodology [72]. As with any general-purpose approach, the semantics of 

a specific rule-type is not a focus. Our framework instead examines on the distinction of 

semantics specifically for set-based constraints in conceptual database modeling. An 

active database system can be used to implement the rules we describe. (Note: the notion 

of set-oriented rules as referred to by Widom et al. [179] is different from ours. In their 

work, the authors refer to set-oriented rules as those that may be triggered by sets of 



changes to the database and may perform sets of updates—as is common with data 

manipulation languages.) 

2.6. Business Rules Frameworks 

We discuss two well-known business rules frameworks that deal with conceptual 

modeling, the Ross Method (and classification), and BROCOM. The problems with both 

are similar, and as such illustrate the differences between comprehensive rule frameworks 

and our work, which focuses on cardinality. 

The Ross Method [135] offers a classification scheme that spans seven rule types 

including instance verifiers (counts instances), type verifiers (logical AND / OR 

connectivity between rules to derive more complex rules), and mathematical evaluators 

(functions to perform calculations), hi terms of cardinality—the category that is 

apphcable is instance verifiers. Ross offers two operators: mandatory and limited (upper 

and lower bounds) that can be used with entities or attributes. The limitation of the Ross 

Method classification is that there is no attempt to classify the different kinds of 

cardinality. Additionally, it does not consider space or time when dealing with cardinality 

evaluations and applicability. 

The BROCOM or Business Rule Oriented Conceptual Modeling [72] approach aims 

to conceptually (through a simplified SQL-like syntax that is closer to natural language) 

represent database triggers. It adopts a general-purpose classification scheme that breaks 

down rules into four components: triggering event (e.g., order inserted into table), check 



condition (e.g., is the order worth more than $50,000), action on meeting the 

condition (e.g., expedite the order processing and set its priority to high), and action on 

the failure of condition (e.g., set the priority to normal). A rule-repository facilitates 

storage and implementation (typically via triggers or procedures) of the rules. Since 

BROCOM is a general-purpose framework, it has the limitation of not providing a 

classification for different kinds of cardinality. It does not consider space or time when 

deahng with cardinality evaluations and applicability. 

2.7. Conclusion 

The issue of set-based constraints in spatiotemporal conceptual modeling has not 

received sufficient attention. The most detailed treatment so far has been in ST-USM 

[82], with some interesting aspects like cardinality of space presented in Geo-ER [67]. 

Attribute cardinality is discussed in TEER [51, 52] and STEER [48]. Also while there has 

been adequate discussion of cardinality in snapshot models, extensions and refinements 

allow us to present a more complete framework than previous research has. 



Chapter 3: Background Material for Framework 

In this chapter we first present an informal discussion of some concepts from set 

theory useful in conceptual modeling and the discussion of our constraints framework 

(Section 3.1). We then discuss the constructs in the Unifying Semantic Model (Section 

3.2), extending the semantics of the constructs to account for space and time (Section 

3.3). Finally we summarize the chapter in Section 3.4. 

3.1. Concepts from Set theory 

The concept of set is so fundamental in mathematics that a rigorous definition is not 

possible since there is nothing more fundamental in terms of which a set can be defined 

[63 pp. 11]. Nevertheless, intuitive (naive) and axiomatic set definitions exist. Cantor 

described a set as "any collection into a whole, M, of definite, distinguishable objects m 

of our intuition or thoughf [26 pp. 85]. We adopt a similar definition, and describe a set 

as a well-defined collection of distinguishable objects. The objects may represent 

physical entities such as people or places, or may refer to conceptual entities like 

numbers or constructs. The objects "in" or "belonging to" a set are called its elements or 

members. Set membership is denoted by use of the Greek letter epsilon e. So if the 

element a belongs to the set A, we write that as: a & A (conversely if a does not belong to 

the set B, we write this as a ^ E). Two sets (say A and B) are equal if and only if they 

h a v e  t h e  s a m e  m e m b e r s  ( i . e . ,  f o r  a l l  x  a n d  y , i f x e A  t h e n  x  e  B ,  a n d  i f y e B ,  t h e n  y  e  

A). This is written as: A-B. This is also known as the axiom of extension [68 pp. 2]. 



A set is generally written by enclosing symbols representing its members 

within curly braces. For example, one can write the set of prime numbers smaller than 10 

as: {2, 3, 5, 7}. Similarly for example, one can represent the set of natural numbers as 

{0, 1, 2, 3, This approach of describing a set by enumerating its members is known 

as the roster method. 

Another commonly used method is the set-builder notation which looks like: 

{£'(x) : P(x)},where E{x) is some expression involving and P{x) is a statement 

containing x as a free variable. This approach describes a set by stating some property 

that is common only to the members of that set. Thus, to describe the set of natural 

numbers one can write: {x : xisa natural number}. The can be read as "such that"^. If 

a set has no elements, it is called an empty set which is denoted either by a pair of empty 

braces {} or by the symbol 0. An example of an empty set is { x : x > 2 and x is an even 

prime number }. 

3.1.1. Set Inclusion 

If A and B are sets, and if every member of A is also a member of B, then A is called a 

subset of B. Or to state it another way, B includes A. This is written as: A^B (or B 3 A). 

B is called the superset of A. Every set is naturally a subset (and superset) of itself If A is 

a subset of B, and if ^4 5 (i.e., 3x such that x e B, but x ^ A), then we say that A is a 

' Some authors prefer the "|" symbol instead of":". Since we use | ... | extensively for cardinality, we feei it's better to use for 

"such that". 



proper subset oiB (and that 5 is a proper superset of^), or A cz B. The empty set 0 

is a subset of every set. If we take all the subsets of B and collect them together in a set, 

we end up with the power set of B, written as P(B). In set builder notation, P(B) = 

{ A : A ^ B ] .  

3.1.2. Ordered Pairs and Tuples 

Sets do not have orders, thus a set containing two elements {x, y} is considered equal 

to another set {y, ;c}. Both sets are unordered pairs. An ordered pair (x, y) on the other 

hand consists of two elements (not necessarily distinct) considered in order. Therefore, 

the ordered pair (x, y) ^ (y, x) unless x = y. In the ordered pair (x, y), x is the first 

coordinate and y is the second coordinate. Given two sets A and B, the Cartesian product 

^ X 5 is the set {(a, h) : a e A be B}. Thus if^ = {1, 2, 3} andB = {x,y}, the Cartesian 

product yields a set of ordered pairs {(1, x), (1, y), (2 x), (2 y), (3 x), (3 >^)}. For a given 

Cartesian product: C = A x B, Ihe projection of C onto its first coordinate returns the set 

A. Likewise the projection of C onto its second coordinate returns the set B. The symbol 

n is used for projection with a subscript of the coordinate projected, for example: 7T:B(C). 

A tuple is a finite sequence of elements. An «-tuple represents n elements considered 

in order. An ordered pair can be thus considered as a 2-tuple (though the term «-tuple is 

generally used with n > 3). Given sets A\, A2, ..., A„, their Cartesian product is a set 

consisting of «-tuples (a\, aj, ..., a«). More formally, the Cartesian product is the set: 

Ai X A2 X ... X A„ = {((3i, a2, ..., an) : \/i , a, e Aj}. The «-fold Cartesian product of the 



same set A, i.e., A x A x ... x A (consisting of a sequence of n members from A), is 

written as A". Thus (where R is the set of real numbers) is often used to represent 

2-dimensional space. 

3.1.3. Cardinality 

The cardinality of a set is the number of elements it contains. We assume in a data-

modeling context that data about the sets of interests can be stored in a database, and that 

these sets are finite. The cardinality of a finite set E is written as \E\. Also, since ii is a 

finite set, the cardinality is always a natural number. Thus, l^"! = «, where « e N for all 

sets in the universe of discourse. 

Let us describe a simplified corporate data management scenario from which we can 

draw examples for illustrative purposes. A company wishes to store data about its 

employees, departments, parts, orders and customers. Employees work in departments 

and handle orders for parts. Customers place these orders. Information on the 

dependents of an employee is also kept. Employees may supervise other employees. The 

company operates in the United States. 

Given a set E, representing the set of employees in the company, the actual 

cardinality n = \E\ will vary over time and space. The number of employees on January 

01, 2000 is likely to be different from the number of employees on January 01, 2004. 

Similarly, the number of employees in Arizona is likely to be different from the number 

of employees in California. Another example (with both time and space) is we may wish 



to restrict the number of order placed between January 1, 2004 and June 30, 2004 

in the state of Arizona. The time window of evaluation here is January 1, 2004 through 

June 30, 2004, and the spatial window of evaluation is the state of Arizona. 

The cardinality may vary over other user-specified dimensions, such as department 

(e.g., the number of employees in the finance department will be different from the 

number of employees in the marketing department), or product-line division (e.g., the 

number of employees in a cosmetics division as opposed to the number in the 

pharmaceutical division). However most of these user-specified dimensions are 

application dependent. Time and space are perhaps the most common orthogonal 

dimensions for any application context. This is why we focus on spatio-temporal 

cardinality constraints. 

In constraining cardinality, a restriction is made on the possible values the cardinality 

n can take within a particular time / space window of evaluation. Topically the defining 

parameters are the minimum cardinality or min{Card), and maximum cardinality or 

max(Card); min{Card) < n < max{Card). The minimum and maximum cardinality are 

often written as a pair enclosed in square brackets and separated by a colon, 

[(min):(max)]. Other notational conventions include ((min),(max)), [(min)...<max)] and 

{<min>...<max)}. We adopt the first notational style. Suppose a company desires that the 

number of employees should be between 50 and 100. Using the symbol E for the set of 

employees this rule can be written as \E\ e [50:100]. The assumption here is that n can 

take on all the intermediate values between 50 and 100. In some cases not all values in 



the range are vahd (e.g., the cardinality of a set of players in a tournament is often 

kept at an even number). In such a case, a set of valid cardinalities may be specified, e.g., 

{2, 4, 6, 8, 10}, instead of simply specifying a range. Both options can be implemented in 

a database management system without difficulty. We also draw attention to the concept 

of evaluation windows for cardinalities here by saying that the previous constraint 

example can be refined to say the number of employees should be between 50 and 100 at 

any point in time, and for the whole country. 

3.2. Overview of the Unifying Semantic Model 

In this section we begin (Section 3.2.1) by informally talking about the constructs 

supported by various semantic models including those found in the Unifying Semantic 

Model (USM). We then examine the constructs in detail. We look at domains (Section 

3.2.2), entity classes and attributes (Section 3.2.3), interaction relationships (Section 

3.2.4), generalization / specialization relationships (Section 3.2.5), composite 

relationships (Section 3.2.6) and aggregation relationships (Section 3.2.7). The reason we 

feel it is necessary to examine and formally define each of these constructs is because 

there is a reasonable amount of variation in the semantics of constructs in the popular 

conceptual data models. Also, while our definitions are similar to those in the USM, there 

are some important differences from the original model. One aspect we do not change is 

the symbols used to represent the constructs like entity classes, attributes and 

relationships. The list of symbols present in the USM is available in Appendix A. 
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3.2.1. Semantic Models and Constructs 

The Entity Relationship [31] model (and its variants)—as the name might suggest— 

has two core constructs, entity classes and relationships. 

An entity is an object (e.g., employee, book, vehicle) that has specific properties (e.g., 

employee ID, name, address, salary). The collection of all entities for which common 

properties is to be modeled is known as an entity class or entity set. The properties that all 

members of an entity class possess are also commonly known as attributes. Since 

attributes are properties of members of entity classes and do not exist independently we 

discuss them along with entity classes in Section 3.2.3. Also, the definitions for attributes 

and entity classes are related. 

Figure 2: An entity class—EMPLOYEES witli four attributes 

Relationships model associations between different entity classes. Similar to entity 

instances, entity sets and entity classes, we have relationship instances, relationship sets 

and relationship classes. 

address empID name 

EMPLOYEES 
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work in EMPLOYEES DEPARTMENTS 

Figure 3: A relationship between EMPLOYEES and DEPARTMENTS 

Variants of the ER and other semantic models extend these abstractions to introduce 

new constructs such as domain classes [79], generalization/specialization relationships 

[149], aggregation relationships and composite relationships [70], Most of the commonly 

used ER modeling variants like the Enhanced Entity Relationship (EER) model [49] and 

IDEFIX [122], support entity classes (and attributes), interaction relationships and 

generalization/specialization relationships. In addition, the EER model supports 

aggregations (it does not support composites). 

One of the first semantic models to support all the above constructs and differentiate 

between aggregates and composites was the Unifying Semantic Model (USM) [123]. An 

extension to the USM, called ST-USM [82], supports spatio-temporal constructs. These 

characteristics make the USM an attractive base model to work with for our constraints 

framework. However, the framework can be applied to other conceptual models such as 

the EER or IDEFIX in a straightforward manner. 

3.2.2. Domains 

A domain set D in conceptual modeling is a collection of values of the same tj/pe. 

Attributes take on values from a specific domain. Examples of domains are the set of 

natural numbers, the set of zip codes in the United States, the set of valid phone numbers. 



and the set of currency values. The values in a domain can change over time (e.g., 

valid phone numbers as new ones are assigned) and space (e.g., currency in different 

locales). These changes affect the possible values an attribute can take on. We believe it 

is likely that the only cardinality constraint that will be placed on the domain will be in 

terms of restricting how many values attributes can take on (e.g., there are fifty two-letter 

state codes). Consequently we do not consider domains directly in our constraint 

framework, and focus on attribute values taken on by an entity / entity set instead. In 

terms of space and time, we consider the set of values in the domain extending across all 

space and time. This simplification does not affect the development of a constraints 

framework since, as just mentioned, we impose a cardinality constraint on the domain 

only through the values attributes take on. 

3.2.3. Entity Classes and Attributes 

3.2.3.1. Entities 

A regular (strong) entity e can be defined as a 4-tuple (A, K, D, M) where: A is the set 

of attributes, K is the identifier, D is the set of domains for the attributes, and M 

represents the set of mappings between an entity attribute and the corresponding domain 

for the entity (i.e., it says "this employee-entity has a value of Joe Smith for the attribute 

name from the domain legal names''). This definition of an entity extends the definition 

of {A, K) provided by Thalheim [162 pp. 34] incorporating the attribute's domain and 

mapping function into the definition of the entity itself In Thalheim's definition, the 

attribute-domain relationship is defined at the schema level. This is not so favorable in 
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our opinion since it requires any two attributes with the same names to have the 

same type definition. 

3.2.3.2. Entity Sets and Entity Classes 

The collection of all entities for which common properties need to be modeled is 

called an entity set. At an abstract level, all these entities can be classified as belonging to 

the same entity class. Individual entities are not modeled in a USM (or any other 

semantic model) schema and instead entity classes are. Classification thus is the basic 

abstraction in a semantic model, and relates entities sharing a common (A, K, D) to 

belong to the same entity class. The difference between an entity class and an entity set is 

that the former is the intension comprising a set of properties, and the latter the extension 

comprising a set of instances that possess the property [118]. In common usage however, 

entity classes and entity sets are often used synonymously. An example of an entity class 

is in Figure 3. Both EMPLOYEES and DEPARTMENTS are entity classes, and they 

participate in the relationship work_in. 

3.2.3.3. Attributes 

Every entity in an entity set E has a set of attributes A = {A\.. .Am). The value that an 

attribute Ai takes on for a given entity e e is given by the function: 

niif. ej X Ai Di 

where Di represents the domain of the particular attribute At. We denote the set of 

attribute-domain mappings as M. The above mapping definition is the base case where 

the attributes are single valued. If the attributes are multi-valued, then we can replace Z), 
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with P{Di), where P{D^ is the power set of D,. The domains D, do not have to be 

distinct, i.e., two different attributes may share a common domain. The function Ai{e) 

returns a set consisting of one of more values (single-valued attributes return a singleton 

set, multi-valued attributes return a set with two or more values) for a given entity e and 

attribute At. Another way to look at M is via the use of property relationships defined in 

the USM. In that case, we say M,- is a relation from Ai to A, i-e., Mi c Ai x An 

example of attributes for the entity class EMPLOYEES is shown in Figure 1. The use of 

property relationships to define an attribute salary is shown in Figure 4. In the USM an 

entity class is drawn using a rectangle. Domains are represented by rectangles with 

rounded comers and property relationships with a shaded rhombus. 

Figure 4: Using a Property relationship to define the salary attribute 

3.2.3.4. Identifying Attributes 

Entities in a regular (strong) entity class also have an identifier (or identifying 

attributes) K. Let A be the set of all attributes {Ax, A2, A^}, then ^ c yl is defined an 

identifier s.t. Ve„ ej e E, if ei{K) = ej(K) then i =j, and {e{Kx) ^0, ... e{Km) 0}. In 

most entity relationship modeling variants, the identifying attribute(s) is underlined. The 

identifying attribute for EMPLOYEES is empID as seen in Figure 1. 

The difference between a strong entity and a weak entity is in the identifier K. A 

weak entity may be defined as the 4-tuple (A, WK, D, M). WK is the partial identifier that 

EMPLOYEES 
salary 

CURRENCY 
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along with the set of attributes K of its identifying parent(s) can uniquely identify 

the weak entity instance. WK may be the empty set, in which case the combination of 

identifier(s) from the parent(s) suffices to identify the weak entity instance'®. Weak entity 

classes are generally shown in a USM schema as a rectangle with a double lined border. 

An example of a weak entity class is employee dependants (see Figure 5). 

have EMPLOYEES DEPENDENTS 

Figure 5: EMPLOYEES and DEPENDENTS 

3.2.3.5. Refining the Definitions of an Entity Class 

All entities belonging to an entity set have the same (A, K, D) with the mapping set M 

defined as a function of the specific entity instance. {A, K, D) defines the type of the 

entity, and this is why some authors refer to entity classes as entity types [49]. We extend 

the notion of an entity class to include the sets of different relationships—interaction {IR), 

inclusion or generalization/specialization (GSR), aggregation (AGR), and composition 

(COR)—involving that entity class. Thus an entity class can be considered as a 7-tuple 

(A, K, D, IR, GSR, AGR, COR). Not all entity classes may participate in the four types of 

relationships, and those sets correspondingly may be empty for a specific entity class. 

WK is empty when the snapshot co-occurrence constraint of the identifying relationship (or the defining interaction relationship) 

involving all the entity classes with the weak entity class has a maximum cardinality of 1, i.e., CO-CARD-IT(/f, (C; ... C„./)(C„Bot)) has 

a max(Card) of 1. 



However at least one of (IR, GSR, AGR, COR) must be non-empty in any particular 

schema ER, since otherwise the entity class would be totally unrelated to any other entity 

class in the schema. Therefore: 

\/E e ER, I EilR) \ + \ EiGSR) | + | | + | E{COR) \ > 0 

Since an entity instance is an instantiation of the class, it too can be regarded as a 7-

tuple (to extend our earlier definition of it being a 4-tuple). We keep in mind however 

that not all instances participate in optional relationships that a class does, and so the sets 

(IR, GSR, AGR, COR) may be empty for a particular entity (even if the corresponding set 

is non-empty for the class). For simplicity however, we will often refer to entities using 

the 4-tuple definition listed earlier (unless there is a need for the 7-tuple). 

3.2.4, Interaction Relationships 

An interaction relationship IR among n participating entity classes Ei, i e {1, 2, ..., 

m) is a subset of the Cartesian product of £•! x Ejy- ... x Em- A relationship consists of 

those tuples (representing the association between the entities) from the Cartesian product 

that exist in the real world at a point in time across all space. 

A relationship instance (or tuple / member) vj e IR consists of exactly one entity from 

each participating entity class. An instance of an interaction relationship set can be 

described as (ei, e2,..., e^) where e, e Ei and 1 < i <m. Given that an identifier uniquely 

identifies each participating entity, the membership in a relationship can be represented in 

a compact manner by ei(K). 



A given entity class may participate in a relationship with multiple roles. We 

can designate each role with a unique label Lx (where x = 1, ...,/?). For example in the 

subordinate_to relationship (Figure 6), the entity class EMPLOYEES plays two roles, 

subordinate (Zi) and superior (Z2). For a given entity class E participating p times in a 

relationship IR, with roles L\, Lj, Lp we will use E'.Lk, 1 < k < p, as a shorthand 

notation to refer to the entity class E in its role in IR. 

The degree of an interaction relationship is the number of participating entity classes 

n. Since an entity class may participate in the relationship more than once with a different 

role, we see that n <m. Binary relationships (degree two) are perhaps the most common 

types of relationships. However unary, ternary and even higher order relationships may 

well exist depending on the domain. Unary relationships have a single participating entity 

class whose members play two (or more) roles in the relationship. Regardless of the 

degree of the relationship, the number of roles in a relationship is at least two. hi most 

cases, the degree of the relationship is equal to the total number of roles in the 

relationship (i.e., unique entity classes play each role). However in general one can say 

that the total number of roles is greater than or equal to the degree of the relationship. 

Unary relationships are sometimes termed as recursive relationships [49 pp. 52]. 

While unary relationships are often semantically recursive, this is not always the case and 

it depends on the application context. The difference between (unary) recursive and 

(unary) non-recursive relationships semantically is that while both involve only a single 

entity class, recursive relationships possess the property of being transitive. For example 
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the relationship siJbordinate_to between members of the EMPLOYEES entity 

class (Figure 6) is likely to be transitive. In this case if Joe is subordinate to Jim, and Jim 

is subordinate to Jill, then Joe is subordinate to Jill as well. A bill of materials type unary 

relationship is likely to be recursive as well. 

EMPLOYEES 

subordinate_to 

Figure 6: The subordinate_to relationship 

On the other hand, a relationship play (Figure 7) between members of the 

TOURNAMENT_PLAYERS entity class is not transitive (hence not recursive). In this 

case if Bob has played a match with Bill, and Bill has played a match with Ben, it does 

not imply Bob has played with Ben as well. 

TOURNAMENT 
PLAYERS 

play 

Figure 7: The play relationship 

An example of an interaction relationship, work_in, is shown in Figure 1. Various 

conventions for naming an interaction relationship exist. For example, in the work_in 

relationship, it is named based on the role played by the entity class on the left (thus 



reading from left to right, we have "employees work in departments"). Often 

modelers will name the relationship by writing all the roles played by the participating 

entity classes (e.g., work_in, employ) or by describing the nature of the relationship 

itself, such as employment—the goal being to denote the semantics of the relationship. 

Listing all the roles played on the schema diagram itself for relationships with more than 

two participating entity classes can be difficult. For compactness, we will avoid naming 

the relationship based on all the roles played and instead explain the semantics of the 

relationship in natural language wherever necessary. 

3.2.5. Inclusion (Generalization /Specialization) Relationships 

The generalization / specialization abstraction stems from the notion of set-inclusion 

and some authors use the term inclusion relationship to describe it. It defines a subset 

relationship between the elements of two (or more) classes [11]. The superset is the 

generalization, while the subset is the specialization. Generalization / specialization are 

seen as mirror images of the same process. Thus one could start with the superclass and 

define subclasses (specialization), or start with subclasses and define the superclass 

(generalization). The direction of the arrow on the relationship hexagon indicates the 

superclass (see Figure 8 and Figure 9). 
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PRINCIPALS MANAGERS CONSULTANTS 

EMPLOYEES 

Figure 8: A case of Specialization: EMPLOYEES and subclasses 

LECTURERS FACULTY 

INSTRUCTORS 

GRADUATE_ 
TEACHING_ 
ASSISTANTS 

Figure 9: A case of Generalization: The superclass INSTRUCTORS 

In both cases, the superclass models the common attributes and relationships that are 

inherited by the subclass. Generalization results in higher-level or more generic objects. 

There is one difference in terms of the cardinality for the process of specialization (as 

compared to generalization). A specialization does not have to involve total participation 

of the superclass. That is to say there may be superclass members that belong to no 

subclasses. However if the process is a generalization, i.e., the superclass is formed by 

the union of relevant subclasses, there is a covering total participation since the 
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superclass cannot have members not already present in the underlying subclasses, 

nor can there be members of the subclass that do not belong to the superclass. On this we 

differ from the Entity-Category-Relationship (ECR) model [50] that allows for 

superclasses whose cardinality is less than the cardinality of the union of the underlying 

subclasses. 

Generalization is typically modeled when a number of entity classes share some 

common attributes or participate in common relationships. A key property of the 

speciahzed class is inheritance, i.e., the attributes, relationships and constraints of 

generalized entity class (superset) are inherited by the lower level or specialized entity 

classes [146], The need for modeling new subclasses occurs when: 

• A subclass may have additional attributes not possessed by the superclass. 

• A subclass may participate in additional relationships that the superclass 

does not. 

• The constraints (cardinality for example) applicable to the subclass are 

different from those applicable to the superclass. 

An inclusion (generalization / specialization) relationship GSR^^ involves a superclass 

E and n subclasses Ei, ...,E„c^E. We assume a single superclass, and that subclasses are 

Note: we use the symbol GSR to avoid confusion with interaction relationships that use the symbol IR. 



proper subsets of the superclass since this is the most common case. If there are 

multiple superclasses (say F],...,Fm), then the subclasses Ej, ...,En^ Fin...nF^ (on this 

we differ from [58], as they continue to require a proper subset of the intersection of the 

multiple superclasses while we allow for subclasses that are regular subsets of the 

intersection of the superclasses). The subclasses are strict subsets of the superclass, since 

if a subclass were equal to the superclass, it would lead to duplication and hence 

redundant data [58]. More precisely, over the lifetime of the superclass and subclasses 

and over all space, the subclass will be a strict subset of the superclass. It is possible that 

at some point in time and place, due to the dynamic nature of set membership that a 

particular subclass and superclass have the same members. However if this is true over 

all time and all space, then the two are clearly identical. 

A single instance gsr, gsr e (GSR) can be represented as a pair (e, Ei) for i e 

{1, ..., n}, where (e e E) a (e e Ei). gsr{e) refers to the participating entity from E, while 

gsr{E^} refers to the relevant subclass Ei. 

3.2.6. Composite Relationships 

A composite relationship defines a new class called the composite class. A composite 

relationship is defined on a base class, and each composite entity has a subset of the base 

class as its members. A composite entity is defined on a single base entity class. A 

composite class is similar to the power set grouping [138], in that they both represent a 

set whose members are subsets of the base class. Each member of a composite class must 

also be a subtype of the base class. A composite relationship based on the class E and 



additional composite attributes Aj, (1 <j< m), is defined as COR c P{E) x Ai x Aj 

X ... X Am- The domain of an attribute Aj for a composite entity may include the base 

entity class. This is the case when a composite like EMPLOYEE_TYPES includes 

attributes such as seniormost_ennployee. These attributes are known as self-referenced 

attributes (since the attribute references an entity that belongs to the composite instance) 

and come about through self-referenced property relationships. A self-referenced 

property relationship can be defined as a mapping, M, fi'om an attribute, A, to the power-

set of the base entity class, P{E). Formally: Mj c Aj x P{Ei). A regular attribute is defined 

the same way as for entity classes. 

We can compactly denote a composite relationship based on an entity class E by 

COR{E, Am) where A^ represents additional composite relationship attributes. CE denotes 

the composite class. 

For a given member ce of the composite class CE, we use the notation ce(Contents) 

to refer to the set of entities from the base entity class E which collectively constitute the 

Contents of ce. ce(Contents) is both a subset and a subtype of the class E, or simply is a 

subclass of E. This distinguishes composite entities from aggregation entities, which are 

subsets but not subtypes of the base classes (we discuss the differences between 

composites and aggregates in more detail in 3.2.9). To represent the set formed by the 

projection of the entire class CE onto the base class E (i.e., the members of E that are 

present in any instance of CE), we use the notation C£'(Contents). C£'(Contents) can be 

defined as: Vce e CE, {x : x e ce(Contents)}. 



3.2.7. Aggregation Relationships 

An aggregation relationship defines a new class called the aggregation class. 

Aggregation relationships are sometimes referred to as "w part of relationships. Each 

instance of an aggregate class consists of a collection of members from component 

classes. An aggregation relationship based on component classes Ei, Ex,..., En and 

add i t i ona l  agg rega t ion  a t t r i bu t e s  Aj ,  (1  <j< m) ,  i s  de f ined  a s  AGR c  P{E\ )  x  P{E2)  x  . . .  x  

P{E„) y. A\ X A2 X ... X Am- The domain of an attribute Aj for an aggregate entity may be 

one of the component entity classes. This is the case when an aggregate like 

CONVOY_OF_SHIPS includes attributes such as fastest_ship. These attributes are 

known as self-referenced attributes and are defined similar to self-referenced attributes 

for composite relationships. A regular attribute is defined the same way as for entity 

classes. 

An aggregation relationship leads to the formation of an aggregate entity class. The 

symbol AE denotes this aggregate class. For a given member ae of the aggregate class 

AE, we use the notation (3e(Contents) to refer to the set of entities from the participating 

entity classes E„ which collectively constitute the Contents of ae, while ae(Contents, 

Ei) refers the set of entities from Ei that are present in the instance ae. To represent the set 

formed by the projection of the entire aggregate class AE onto each base class Ei (i.e., the 

members of Ei that are present in some instance of AE", \ < i < n), we use the notation 

yl£'(Contents, £•,). ^-^(Contents) can be defined as: \fae e AE, { x : x e ae(Contents, 

Ed }. 
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Aggregate relationships may involve one or more entity classes. The same 

entity class may play multiple roles in the formation of an aggregate. For example a team 

of employees may be composed of a manager and three consultants (Figure 10). The role 

names for managers and consultants are listed on the line connecting the entity class to 

the aggregate relationship hexagon. Sometimes, subclasses are used to denote the roles 

(Figure 10). 

EMPLOYEES 

managers 
[1:1] 

TEAMS 

consultants 

Figure 10: Aggregate Entity Class—TEAMS with two component roles 

[1:11 

Agg 
[3:3] 

MANAGERS 

CONSULTANTS 

EMPLOYEES 

Figure 11: Aggregate Entity Class—TEAMS with two component subclasses 

3.2.8. Other Constructs 

While we have discussed the commonly used constructs in semantic modeling, 

various authors have proposed extensions, particularly for domain specific modeling. 

Examples of other constructs include categories [SQi], fragments [176], and types [139]. 

The kinds of constraints applicable to fragments are easily derived from the kinds 

applicable to an aggregation relationship (fragmentation is essentially the reverse of 



aggregation and is useful in biological sequence modeling). Similarly, the kinds of 

constraints applicable to categories can be derived from those applicable for 

generalization / specialization relationships (a category is defined as a subclass that is 

formed from the union of its superclasses rather than the intersection). Also, the use of 

categories is not widely accepted. 

Rundensteiner and Bic make a distinction between subset and subtype [139]. They 

allow for subsets that are not subtypes (i.e., a subset that does not inherit all the attributes 

of its superset), which we do not allow since this goes against the conventional 

understanding of inclusion in set theory as well as common intuition. Similarly they 

allow for subtypes that may or may not be subsets of the superclass. Also, owing to their 

definition of subsets and subtypes, they allow for subsets whose cardinality equals that of 

the superset, which we do not allow since it leads to redundancy. 

Instead, we define a subset as a true subclass, i.e., one that inherits the entire 7-tuple 

(A, K, D, IR, GSR, AGR, COR) from its parent subclass, and can further extend it by 

having additional attributes and relationships. However, the identifier K is never 

extended. This maps directly to the concept of generalization / specialization defined in 

Section 3.2.5. 

A subtype on the other hand, only inherits the 3-tuple {A, D, M) from its supertype 

and is not a subset of the supertype. The identifier of the subtype TK is either a superset 

of K, {K, index-attr), or a new attribute that can be mapped to TK. An indexing attribute 

index-attr can be mapped to the set of natural numbers N, and serves as part of the 
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composite identifier to identify the type instance within the mini-world. Supertypes 

typically represent abstract entities, rather than physical ones. Examples of a supertype / 

subtype relationship are often seen in inventory management applications. A car is a 

supertype with certain properties like make, model, year, seating capacity, etc. It does 

not possess a vehicle identification number (VIN). Each physical car_unit (with a 

specific VIN) is a subtype and possesses certain other properties the supertype does not 

like exact month of manufacture and plant it was manufactured in. The item car itself is 

an abstract entity, while each car_unit is a physical entity. 

3.2.9. Comparing Aggregates and Composites 

There is often confusion as to the differences between aggregates and composites. 

The terminology used to describe them also varies. For example, what is referred to as an 

aggregate in the EER model [49] is called a composite by other authors [141]. 

Ram and Storey describe some of the differences [126]. We summarize the 

differences pointed out by them and point out some additional differences using an 

example. 

Consider an entity class PARTS. Members of this entity class include 

Motherboards, Monitors, Hard Disks, etc. Consider an aggregate of PARTS called 

ASSEMBLIES. Members of this class include combinations of parts sold together as a 

single assembly unit like a Motherboard-CPU combo. Finally consider a composite of 

PARTS called PART_TYPES. Members of this class include part types like Hard 



Disks, Monitors, and Motherboards. Let us denote the entity class PARTS with 

the symbol E (for the entity set). Let P{E) denote the power-set of E. The similarity 

between the aggregate class and ASSEMBLIES and the composite class PART_TYPES 

is that both are subsets of P(£). Each aggregate entity instance (e.g., Motiierboard-CPU 

combo) and each composite entity instance (e.g.. Hard Disks) is a subset of the original 

entity set PARTS. 

The difference lies in the nature of the subset. Each composite instance is not just a 

subset but also a subclass of the underlying class (PARTS), while each aggregate 

instance is a subset, but is not a subclass of PARTS. For instance Hard Disks can be 

considered not just a subset of PARTS, but also a subclass. However, the same cannot be 

said for a Motherboard-CPU Combo. It certainly is a subset of PARTS, but is not a 

subclass of PARTS. Instead it has its own type. 

3.3. Spatio-temporal Extensions to the Unifying Semantic Model 

In this section we extend the constructs found in the USM to incorporate space and 

time. We discuss the implications of space and time for entity classes (Section 3.3.1) and 

attributes (Section 3.3.1.3), interaction relationships (Section 3.3.3), generalization / 

speciahzation relationships (Section 3.3.4), composite relationships (Section 3.3.5) and 

aggregation relationships (Section 3.3.6). 

We assume the following notation conventions: T is the time domain for the database 

schema and S is the space domain for the schema. The symbols t and s denote the 



constraint evaluation windows, and the constraint applicability bounds are given by 

T* and S*\ T* ^ T, S* ^ S. We restrict the time and space domains for the database schema 

to only include the relevant sets of time and space points. For example, if the database 

contains data from 1950 through 2000 (expected), then T contains the set of time instants 

bounded by 1950 and 2000. Similarly if the database is for the North American region, 

then S is the set of points that relate to coordinates in North America. 

T and S apply for all parts of the schema being modeled. Given a class, an attribute or 

a relationship in the schema, we therefore assume it exists over all time, T, and space, S. 

Or to put it another way, we assume that the schema does not change over time and 

space. We do not get into schema versioning in this chapter, and leave it for future work. 

We also leave schemas for distributed databases / schema integration for future work. We 

adopt definitions of the temporal, spatial and spatio-temporal constructs that have 

sufficient complexity for our constraints firamework. These definitions do not capture all 

the nuances of spatiotemporal data modeling since that is not the aim of our work. For a 

thorough discussion of spatio-temporal conceptual modeling the reader is referred to 

Chapter 6 of [80]. 

3.3.1. Temporal, Spatial and Spatio-temporal Entity Classes 

This section describes the temporal, spatial and spatio-temporal extensions to entity 

classes. These definitions and functions are used in Chapter 5 to describe the constraint 

semantics. While we discuss the semantics of purely temporal and purely spatial entity 

classes in addition to spatio-temporal entity classes, we do not delve into the purely 



temporal and purely spatial semantics for the other constructs such as attributes and 

relationships. The reason is that spatio-temporal semantics are more general, and the 

changes required to them to arrive at the purely temporal / purely spatial semantics are 

relatively straightforward. Likewise, we explore projection functions in depth only for 

entity classes, while leaving for Appendix E temporal and spatial projection functions 

relevant to the other constructs. The functions described in this chapter are the ones used 

in Chapter 5 (we discuss spatial and temporal cardinality for entity classes only). 

3.3.1.1. Temporal Entity Classes 

The temporal equivalent of an entity class e is defined as C c £ x T. While the entity 

class exists at all times relevant to the database, a given entity instance c will be 

associated with a temporal element or instant set fe p(t), describing when it exists in the 

modeled reality. The symbol d stands for a subset of one or more temporal entities from 

the entity class C. For a given entity class C, the power set is written as p{c). Therefore, 

D c C, but d e c. 

Next, we describe a projection function for a temporal entity instance, and thereafter 

two projection functions for a temporal entity class. The symbol n is used to denote 

projection. We use a superscript to denote the construct (e.g., entity class) on which the 

projection function is defined. A subscript is used to specify the element being projected. 

Temporal projection Tz"t(c, t) is defined as: c x t^ p{t)- For an entity instance c, the 

function Tf\ic, t) returns the maximally coalesced temporal element or instant set f 



associated with the entity instance c within the time window t. Since a temporal 

element or instant set is returned, the range of the function is P{T). We insert a caveat 

here. Strictly, the time window t may not be a simple interval, and may be a temporal 

element itself In which case the correct description for it too would be P{T). However, 

for simplicity, we will assume T. 

There is no spatial projection function for a purely temporal entity instance. 

Temporal projection TT t{D, t) is defined as: P{C) x P{T). It takes as input a set D 

of temporal entities (Z) c C and D e P{C)). It returns a maximally coalesced temporal 

p c 
element or instant set t associated with the entities in D. t can be computed by taking 

the union of the temporal elements or instant sets associated with all the member entities, 

and then maximally coalescing the resulting temporal element (no additional coalescing 

required if it is an instant set). The set D is typically defined by the use of predicates (see 

Section 4.5.1) and can be as small as containing a single entity, or as large as C itself 

Thus it can be any legal subset of C. This is why we define the domain of this function as 

PiQ. 

Entity-set projection ifciC, t) is defined as: C x r -> P{C). It takes as input the 

temporal entity class C and a time frame t. It returns a set of entities D that exist in C 

during t. The set D is defined as: {C : c E C A 7T:T(C) n t  ̂  0}, or simply: {c : c e C a tzx{c)  

r\ t ). A refinement of entity-set projection using Allen's temporal relations [4] is in 

Chapter 4. 



3,3.1.2, Spatial Entity Classes 

The spatial equivalent of an entity class E, is defined as C c i? x 5. While the entity 

class exists over all space relevant to the database, a given entity instance c will be 

associated with a spatial element s^e. P{S), describing where it exists in the modeled 

reality. The letter s stands for a spatial extent (represented by a maximally coalesced 

spatial element) of interest; s & S. 

c • • 

Spatial projection n s(c, s) is defined as: C x S —>• F(S). For an entity mstance c, the 

function (C, S) returns the maximally coalesced spatial element S'^ associated with the 

entity instance c and the window of evaluation There is no temporal projection for a 

purely spatial entity instance. 

We now define two projection operators over a spatial entity class. The symbol D 

stands for a set of one or more spatial entities, B c C. 

Entity-set projection n^c(C, s) is defined as; C x 5' -> P(C). It takes as input the 

spatial entity class C and a spatial extent s. It returns a set of entities D that exist in C and 

overlap s. The set D is defined as: { c : c e C A TTSCC) n .y }. A refinement of entity-set 

projection using Egenhofer and Franzosa's spatial relations [47] is in Chapter 4. 

Spatial projection ifsiD, s) is defined as: P(C) x S ̂  P{S). It takes as input a set D of 

one or more spatial entities and a window of evaluation s. It returns a maximally 

c c coalesced spatial element s associated with the entities in D over s. s can be computed 



by taking the union of the spatial elements associated with all the member entities, 

and then maximally coalescing the resulting spatial element. 

3.3.1.3. Spatio-temporal Entity Classes 

The spatio-temporal equivalent of an entity class E is defined as C <^E x Tx S. While 

the entity class exists at all times and all places relevant to the database, a given entity 

instance c will be associated with a temporal element or instant set P(T), and spatial 

element s^e P{S), describing when and where it exists in the modeled reality. The symbol 

D stands for a set of one or more spatio-temporal entities, D ̂ C. The letter t stands for a 

time frame (represented by a maximally coalesced temporal element) of interest; t & T. 

The letter s stands for a spatial extent (represented by a maximally coalesced spatial 

element) of interest; s e S. 

We describe two projection functions related to a spatio-temporal entity instance. 

Temporal projection if xip, t, s) is defined as: C x Tx 5 -> P(7). For an entity instance 

c, the function tz t(c, t, s) returns the maximally coalesced temporal element or instant set 

f associated with the entity instance c for the time frame of interest t and spatial extent of 

interest, s. 

Spatial projection TC^S(C, t, s) is defined as: C x T x S -> P(S). For an entity instance c, 

the function 7t'^s(c, t, s) returns the maximally coalesced spatial element associated with 

the entity instance c for the time fi-ame of interest, t and spatial extent of interest, s. 



We now define three projection operators over a spatio-temporal entity class. 

Entity-set projection rf'ciC, t, s) is defined as\ C x T x S P{C). It takes as input the 

spatio-temporal entity class C, a time frame t and a spatial extent s. It returns a set of 

entities D. The set D is defined as: { c : (c 6 C) A (7rt(c) n t) A (ns(c) n 5)}. 

A refinement of this function can accept partial input for n c(C, t, s). The refinement 

states that in case no time frame is specified in the projection (i.e., t = 0), it is assumed 

by default to be each granule of time in T*. In case no spatial extent is specified in the 

projection (i.e., s = 0), it is assumed by default to be all space in S . Without the default 

assumptions (i.e., allowing t = 0 and s = 0), we end up with the situation that n t(c) n t 

and 7T^s(c) s can evaluate to 0, since the intersection of 0 and any other set is always 

0. The definition of D as: { c : (c € C) A (7tt(c) r\t) a (7rs(c) 05)}, will always lead to a 

constraint violation—since the cardinality of the empty set is always 0. 

Temporal projection ifiiD, t, s) is defined as: P{C) x Tx S ̂  P{T)- It takes as input a 

set, D, of one or more spatio-temporal entities, a temporal extent t, and a spatial extent s. 

It returns a maximally coalesced temporal element or instant set associated with the 

entities in D over and t. t' can be computed by taking the union of the temporal elements 



associated with all the member entities, and then maximally coalescing the result if 

12 it is a temporal element. 

Spatial projection n t, s) is defined as: P{C) x T x S P{S). It takes as input a 

set, D, of spatio-temporal entities, a time window t and space window s. It returns a 

maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the entities in D over t and s. s' can 

be computed by taking the union of the spatial elements associated with all the member 

entities, and then maximally coalescing the resulting spatial element. 

3.3.2. Spatio-temporal Attributes 

We discussed attributes in Section 3.2.3. Every entity class C has a set of attributes 

{Ai...Am}. For an attribute A, the spatio-temporal equivalent is defined as: B: B A x T x 

S. The domain D is the set of all possible values an attribute can take on over the lifetime 

of the schema and across all locations. 

Given an entity instance c, c e C, and an attribute Bj e B, the function, we denote the 

set of values for that attribute—each with an associated temporal element and spatial 

element—as 5,(c). Similarly, we use Bi{C) to denote the set of values for the whole entity 

class. A particular attribute value 6,(c), bi{c) e Bi{c), refers to a particular value, bi, for a 

spatio-temporal attribute, Bt, and specific entity instance, c. fe,(Q € Bi{C) refers to a 

From now on, we will simply use temporal element instead of "temporal element or instant set"; the understanding being it is 

either a temporal element or an instant set depending on whether we have state data or event data. 



single value, bi, of the attribute for the whole entity class C. The difference in 

the temporal and spatial elements associated with bi{c) and bi{C) is that the former has the 

time and space when the attribute was valid for a single entity instance. The latter, has the 

union of time and space coordinates when the attribute was valid for any member of the 

entity class. 

We define projection functions for spatio-temporal attributes. First we define a 

function for the attribute values of a single entity instance, and then for a set of entity 

instances. 

Attribute value projection Bt, t, s) is defined as: C x B x T x S ̂  P{D). It takes 

as input an entity instance c, an attribute Bi, a time frame t and a spatial extent s. It returns 

a set of values Bi(c) that existed for the given entity instance c during the time frame and 

spatial extent of interest. 

Attribute value projection •k\{D, BI, t, 5) is defined as: P{C) x B x T x S -> P{D). It 

takes as input a set, D, of entity instances, an attribute Bi, a time frame t and a spatial 

extent s. It returns a set of values Bi{D) that existed for the given entity instance c during 

the time frame and spatial extent of interest. 

3.3.3. Spatio-temporal Interaction Relationships 

We defined an interaction relationship in Section 3.2.4. The spatio-temporal 

equivalent of an interaction relationship IR, is defined as: R ^ IR x T x S. We denote by 



M , M =  { C i ,  C 2 ,  C n ) ,  the set of all entity classes participating in the interaction 

relationship^^. 

While the interaction relationship exists at all times / places relevant to the database, a 

given relationship instance r will be associated with a temporal element /e P{T), and 

spatial element s'& P(S), describing when and where it exists in modeled reality. 

As a quick summary, the symbol R stands for a spatio-temporal interaction 

relationship class. An instance of R is denoted by r. The symbol R' stands for a set of one 

or more spatio-temporal interaction relationship tuples, i?' c R. An entity class can 

participate p times in R with multiple roles, Lp. The letter t stands for a time frame of 

interest; t e T. The letter 5 stands for a spatial extent of interest; s & S. The degree of the 

relationship R is the number of participating entity classes and is denoted by the symbol 

n. A participating entity class in R is referred to as: C,; 1 < / < «. 

We describe projection functions related to a spatio-temporal relationship instance r. 

Sub-tuple projection (r, Ci, ..., Ci) is defined as: R x P{M) -> U. Sub-tuple 

projection is used to extract a sub-tuple u, of r, corresponding to i participating entity 

classes^'^ (of the total n participating entity classes in the relationship). The temporal 

" We assume the common case that each entity class plays a single role in r .  If not, the definition of m can be suitably modified. 

For simplicity, we use the first i participating entity classes when describing the projection. Strictly, it could be any ; 

participating entity classes, not necessarily the first i ones. 
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element and spatial element corresponding to the sub-tuple will be the same as 

that for the tuple. 

Role projection {r, c, t, s) is defined as: R x C x T x S P{L)- It takes as input a 

relationship instance r, an entity instance c, a time window t, a space window s, and 

returns the set of roles that entity instance plays in the instance r in the time frame and 

spatial extent of interest. Role projection TTL {r, D, t, s) is defined as: R x P{C) x T x S 

P{L). It takes as input a relationship instance r, a subset Z) of C, a time window t, a space 

window s, and returns the set of roles members of that subset D play in the instance r in 

the time frame and spatial extent of interest. 

We now define projection operators for a spatio-temporal interaction relationship 

applicable at the class level. 

Tuple projection t, s) is defined as: R x T x S ̂  R. It takes as input the spatio-

temporal relationship class R, a time frame t and a spatial extent s. It returns a set of 

relationship tuples R' valid for t and s. R' is defined as: {r e R: n\(r) n t A n\(r) n 5}. 

The temporal / spatial projection operators (i.e., and Ti^sir)) extract the temporal / 

spatial elements associated with the tuple r. More information on the operators is 

available in Appendix E. 

Sub-tuple projection Ci, ... , C,-, t, s) is defined as: R x P{M) x T x S P{U)-

It takes as input the spatio-temporal relationship class R, and a list of participating entity 

classes C\ through C, (the ones on which the sub-tuple is defined), a time frame t and 
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spatial extent 5. It returns a set U, the members of which are sub-tuples of R, 

corresponding to the i projected entity classes over the time window t and space window 

5. The set Uis defined as: Vr e t, 5), { (t, C\, C,) }. 

Role projection Tt\ (R, c, t, s) is defined as: R x C -x T x S ̂  P{L)- It takes as input a 

relationship R, an entity instance c, a time window t, a space window 5, and returns the 

set of roles that entity instance plays across all instances of R in the time frame and 

spatial extent of interest. Role projection {R, D, t, s) is defined as: R x P{C) x T x S 

—> P{L). It takes as input a relationship R, a subset D of C, a time window t, a space 

window j', and returns the set of roles members of that subset D play across all instances 

of R in the time frame and spatial extent of interest. 

3.3.4. Spatio-temporal Inclusion Relationships 

We defined an inclusion (generalization / specialization) relationship GSR in Section 

3.2.5. The spatio-temporal equivalent of GSR is defined as:Gc7xrx5'. A single 

instance g, g & {G) can be represented as a pair (c, for « e {\, where (c e Q 

A (c e Ci). n c(^) refers to the participating entity firom C, while n cig) refers to the 

relevant subclass Q. We denote by M, M = {C\, C2, ..., C„}, the set of all subclasses 

participating in the inclusion relationship. 

" Note: For the spatio-temporal generalization / specialization relationship, we assume the participating entity classes may be 

spatio-temporal as well. Therefore instead of e„ we use q to denote the sub-classes involved in the relationship. Likewise, the 

superclass  is  denoted by C instead of  e.  
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While the inclusion relationship exists at all times and all places relevant to 

the database, a given inclusion instance g will be associated with a temporal element e 

P{T), and spatial element e PiS), describing when and where it exists in the modeled 

reality. As usual, the letter t stands for a time frame of interest and the letter s stands for a 

spatial extent of interest. 

We describe projection functions related to instances c, c e C. The functions are 

defined for superclass entities participating in G. 

Subclass projection 7T:°C(C, G, t, s) is defined asiCxGxTxj'-^ P{M). It takes as 

input an instance c of the superclass C, the inclusion relationship G, a time window of 

interest t, and space window of interest s. It returns a set M', M' c M, of subclasses that 

the instance c belongs to in G over the time frame t and spatial extent s. 

We now define projection operators over the spatio-temporal inclusion relationship 

G. The symbol G' stands for a set of one or more spatio-temporal relationship instances, 

G'cG. 

Relationship projection % g(G, t, 5) is defined as: G x J x .S -> P{G). It takes as input 

the spatio-temporal relationship G, a time frame t and a spatial extent s. It returns a set of 

relationship instances G'. The set G' is defined as: {g : g e G a n t A 7t°S(g) n 5 }. 
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pi 
Instance projection n c{G, t, s) is defined as: G x T x S -> P{C). It takes as the 

inclusion relationship G, a time frame t and a spatial extent s. It returns a set of member 

instances D,D cC, that participate in G over the time frame t and the spatial extent s. 

G • Subclass projection n c(D, G, t, s) is defined as: P(C) x G x T x S P{M). It takes 

as input a subset, D, of the superclass C (i.e., D (^C), the inclusion relationship G, a time 

window of interest t, and space window of interest s. It returns a set Af, M c {Ci, C2, ..., 

C„}, of subclasses that the set D belongs to in G over the time frame t and spatial extent s. 

3.3.5. Spatio-temporal Composite Relationship 

We defined a composite relationship COR and composite entity class CE in Section 

3.2.6. Every composite instance ce e CE has an attribute Contents that lists the 

members from the base class in ce. We use ce(Contents) to refer to the list of members 

in a particular instance ce, and C£'(Contents) to refer to the list of members across all 

instances of the composite class CE. 

The spatio-temporal equivalent of CE is defined as: CZ c CE x T x S. While the 

composite class CZ exists at all times and all places relevant to the database, a given 

entity instance cz will be associated with a temporal element P{T), and spatial 

element P(S), describing when and where it exists in the modeled reality. The letter t 

stands for a time frame of interest; t e T*. The letter s stands for a spatial extent of 

interest; s e. S . 
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Next we describe projection functions for a spatio-temporal composite 

instance. 

Base-class-members projection t, s) is defined as: CZ x T x S ^ P{C). It 

takes as input a given composite instance cz, a time frame t, a spatial extent of interest s. 

The function returns a set of entities D, D ^ C, that occur in cz(Contents) during the 

time window t and space window s. Another option in representing this function is 

cz(Contents, t, s). However that notation would not be consistent with what we have 

used for the other projection functions. 

We now define projection operators for a spatio-temporal composite entity class. The 

symbol CZ' stands for a set of one or more spatio-temporal composite entities, CZ' c CZ. 

Base-class-members projection tz^^c{CZ', t, s) is defined as: P{CZ) x Tx S ̂  P{C). It 

takes as input a set, CZ', of composite instances, a time firame t, and a spatial extent of 

interest s. The function returns a set of entities D, D ̂  C, that occur in CZ(Contents) 

during the time window t and space window s. 

Entity-set projection tz^^cz{CZ, t, s) is defined as: CZ x T x S P{CZ). It takes as 
/ 

input the spatio-temporal composite entity class CZ, a time frame t and a spatial extent s. 

It returns a set of entities CZ' that exist in CZ during t and over s. The set CZ' is defined 

as: {cz : cz e CZ A tz^^t(cz) n ? A irF^sicz) r^s }. 
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5.5.6. Spatio-temporal Aggregation Relationship 

We defined an aggregation relationship AGR and an aggregate entity class AE in 

Section 3.2.7. We used ae(Contents) to refer to the list of members in a particular 

instance ae, and y4£'(Contents) to refer to the list of members across all instances of the 

aggregate class AE. 

The spatio-temporal equivalent of AE is defined as: AG ̂  AE x T x S. We denote by 

M, M= {C\, Cz, ..., C„}, the set of all component classes participating in the aggregation 

relationship. 

While the aggregate class AG exists at all times and all places relevant to the 

database, a given entity instance ag will be associated with a temporal element P{T), 

and spatial element P{S), describing when and where it exists in the modeled reality. 

The letter t stands for a time firame of interest; t e T*. The letter 5 stands for a spatial 

'¥ 

extent of interest; s e S . 

We describe projection functions related to a spatio-temporal aggregate instance. 

Component-class projection t, s) is defined as: AG x T x S P{M). It takes 

as input a given aggregate instance ag, a time frame t, a spatial extent of interest s. The 

function returns a set of component entity classes M', M' that components of ag are 

drawn from. 
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Component-class-members projection 7T^^c(^g', Ci, t, s) is defined as: AG x M 

X T X S -> PiC). It takes as input a given aggregate instance ag, a component class on 

which a projection is desired, a time frame t, a spatial extent of interest 5. The function 

returns a set of entities D, D ̂  Q, that occur in ag-(Contents) during the time window t 

and space window s. Another option in representing this function is <3g(Contents, Ci, t, 

s). However that notation is not consistent with what we have used for the other 

projection functions. 

Sub-aggregate projection Ci, Q, t, s) is defined as: AG x P{M) x T x S 

P{Ci u ... u Ci). It takes as inputs: an aggregate instance ag, multiple component 

classes Ci, ..., C„ a time frame t, a spatial extent of interest s. The function returns a 

sub-aggregate sag. A sub-aggregate sag, sag c ag, defined on Ci, ..., Q, is a subset of an 

aggregate ag defined on Ci, ..., C„ and consists of one or more entities from each of the 

component classes C\, ..., Ci. 

Aggregate-members projection t, s) is defined as: AG x T x S P{C\ u ... 

u C„). It takes as input a given aggregate instance ag, a time frame t, a spatial extent of 

interest s. The function returns a set of entities CN', CN' c Ci u ... u C„, that occur in 

ag(Contents) during the time window t and space window s. 

Role projection {ag, Ci, t, s) is defined as: AG x M x T x S P{L)- It takes as 

input an aggregate entity instance ag, an entity instance c, a time window t, a space 

window s, and returns the set of roles that entity instance plays in the instance ag in the 
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time frame and spatial extent of interest. Role projection if, D, t, s) is 

defined as: AG x P(Q x T x S ^ P{L)- It takes as input an aggregate instance ag, a 

subset D of C, a time window t, a space window j', and returns the set of roles members 

of that subset D play in the instance ag in the time frame and spatial extent of interest. 

We now define projection operators for a spatio-temporal aggregate entity class at the 

set level. The symbol DG stands for a set of one or more spatio-temporal aggregate 

e n t i t i e s ,  D G c A G .  

Component-class projection n^^uiDG, t, s) is defined as: P{AG) x T x S -> P{M). It 

takes as input an aggregate entity class AG, a time frame t, a spatial extent of interest s. 

The function returns a set of component entity classes M', M' M that components of 

DG are drawn from. 

Component-class-members projection ti^'^c{DG, Ci, 1, s) is defined as: P{AG) x Mx T 

X S P{C). It takes as input a set, DG, of aggregate instances, a component class on 

which a projection is desired, a time frame t, and a spatial extent of interest s. The 

function returns a set of entities D, D ̂  Ci, that occur in ^G(Contents) during the time 

window t and space window s. 

Sub-aggregate projection 7T^°SAG(-DG, CI, ..., Q, t, s) is defined as: P(AG) x P{M) x T 

X S P{C\ u ... u Ci). It takes as inputs: a set DG of aggregate instances, multiple 

component classes Ci, ..., C, a time frame t, a spatial extent of interest s. The function 

returns a collection, SAG, of sub-aggregates. Each sub-aggregate is defined on CI, ..., C,-. 
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Sub-aggregate-members projection n^^c{DG, C\, Ci, t, s) is defined as: 

P{AG) X P(M) X T X S P{C\ u ... u C/). It takes as inputs: a set of aggregate instances 

DG, multiple component classes C\, Q, a time frame t, a spatial extent of interest 5. 

The function returns a set of entities CF, CP c (Ci u ... u Q), that are present in any 

instance of DG from the component classes C\, C,. 

Aggregate-members projection n^'^ciDG, t, s) is defined as: P{AG) x T x S P{C\ u 

... u C„). It takes as input DG, a subset of the aggregate entity class AG, sl time frame t, a 

spatial extent of interest 5. The function returns a set CN of entities, CN c Ci u ... u C„, 

that occur in Z)G(Contents) during the time window t and space window s. 

Entity-set projection t, s) is defined as: AG x T x S P(AG). It takes as 

input the spatio-temporal aggregate entity class ylG, a time frame t and a spatial extent 5. 

It returns a set of entities DG that exist in AG during t and over s. The set DG is defined 

as: {ag: ag e AG A c\t a •n.^'^siag) n ̂  }. 

Role projection iPG, c, t, s) is defined as: AG x C x T x S —> P{L). It takes as 

input a subset DG of the aggregate entity class AG, an entity instance c, a time window t, 

a space window and returns the set of roles that entity instance plays across all 

instances of DG in the time frame and spatial extent of interest. Role projection TTL {R, D, 

t, s) is defined as: AG x P{C) x T x S P(L)- It takes as input the aggregate class AG, a 

subset Z) of C, a time window t, a space window s, and returns the set of roles members 

of subset D play across all instances of ylG in the relevant time frame and spatial extent. 
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3.4. Summary 

In this chapter we started by discussing the core USM constructs and their spatio-

temporal equivalents. While there are other constructs in literature whether generally 

applicable or specific to a particular domain, we have discussed the commonly accepted 

ones. We proceeded then to discuss the constraint time and space frames and to highlight 

the differences between spatial and temporal semantics. Finally we concluded with the 

different rule types and constraint refinements. 
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Chapter 4: Overview of the Proposed Framework 

In this chapter we present an overview of the framework that we propose in the 

dissertation. The concepts presented in this chapter are used while describing the 

constraints in Chapter 5. We start by an introduction to our framework in Section 4.1 In 

Section 4.2 we discuss the cardinality types and in Section 4.3 we talk about the 

constraint applicability bounds and evaluation windows for time and space. We discuss 

temporal and spatial relations in Section 4.4. Constraint refinements are discussed in 

Section 4.5. We then summarize the chapter in Section 4.6. 

4.1. Introduction 

The framework (Figure 12) considers spatial and temporal cardinality constraints as 

applied to each of the semantic modeling constructs described in Chapter 3. We believe 

that the classification of constraints based on semantic modeling constructs is a natural 

way for analysts to think about the constraints. Thus, as the analyst develops the 

conceptual database schema (using the ER model for example), she can simultaneously 

consider the relevant rules for each entity class or relationship. The framework can be 

used as a checklist to aid in eliciting constraints firom the end user. We get into more 

details about using the framework and an approach to elicit constraints in Chapter 5. First 

however, we would like to delve into the semantics for spatio-temporal constraints and 

provide an insight into the structure of the framework using sample rules. 
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We use three simple rules from the IRB Schema (Chapter 6) to illustrate the 

spatio-temporal semantics of constraints. 

Rule 1: There should be at least 50 and no more than 5000 active projects in the 

database for each state in the USA during each calendar month of 2004. 

Rule 2: A project must have exactly 1 value for its status attribute at each point in 

time and at each location. This rule is in effect from 2002-2004 for the state of Arizona. 

Rule 3; All projects classified as low risk taken together, should not have more than 5 

adverse incidents in a week (during 2004) across all locations in the United States of 

America (USA). 

Examining these rules we see some common themes. The first theme is naturally 

(since we are considering cardinality), what is being counted and the limits placed on that 

count. For example, rule 1 relates to counting the number of projects, and we see a limit 

(minimum and maximum) of 50 and 5000. Rule 2 relates to counting the number of 

values for a project's status and says that there must be a minimum and maximum of 1 

value for that attribute. Rule 3 relates to counting the number of adverse incidents 

associated with the collection of low risk projects and limits them to be 5 or fewer 

(minimum here is inferred as 0). Looking at these rules a little more closely, we see that 

they are all constraining the cardinality of some semantic model construct (see Figure 17 

and Figure 18 for the relevant schema diagrams). Rule 1 relates to counting the members 

of the entity class PROJECTS. Rule 2 relates to counting the values of the attribute 
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status. Finally, rule 3 is a constraint on the number of adverse incidents that can 

be associated with a set of projects, or in other words, constrains the cardinality of their 

association (we term this co-occurrence-, more details in Section 5.3) with adverse 

incidents in the occur relationship. Notice also, that the constraint here deals with a set of 

projects, rather than an individual project. This motivates our distinction between 

instance-level and set-level cardinality (see Figure 12 and Section 4.2,1). 

The second theme we notice is that the cardinality limits are specified with respect to 

specific time frames and spatial extents. We term these as the evaluation windows, since 

they denote the time / space window over which the constraint is evaluated. For example, 

in rule 1 the cardinality limits of 50 - 5000 are specified for each calendar month and US 

state. Similarly in rule 2, the time window is "each point in time" (we term this 

sequenced), and the space window is "each location" (we term this unit-spaced). We get 

into more details about the semantics of sequenced and unit-spaced constraints in Section 

4.3 when we discuss windows of evaluation. Finally in rule 3 we notice that the limits of 

0 - 5 are for each week (in 2004; we term this as a temporal sliding-window constraint, 

once again discussed in more depth in Section 4.3), and across all space (in the USA). 

This leads us to the next theme. 

The third theme we encounter in these rules is the bounds on the extent of the 

evaluation windows—^hence we term this component as the constraint applicability 

bounds. For example, in rule 1 the spatial evaluation window is bounded by restricting it 

to being within the USA (i.e., we are not checking for active projects in other countries— 
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quite likely because the database only relates to the USA). The temporal 

applicability bound for rule 1 is the year 2004. So, the constraint is checked for each 

month in 2004. Likewise for rule 2, we see that the bounds are: calendar years 2002 -

2004 and the state of Arizona. Rule 3 has a temporal bound of the year 2004 in the 

Gregorian calendar and a spatial bound of USA. Interestingly also, in rule 3, the 

applicability bound and evaluation window for space are identical (this leads to a fixed-

window constraint; more details are in Section 4.3). We get into more depth about 

applicability bounds, evaluation windows and the relationships between them in Section 

4.3. We summarize the three themes as applicable to one of the rules in Figure 13. 

USA for each state 

during each calendar month 

Rule 1: There should be at least 50 and no more than 5000 

Construct (Entity Class) Cardinality 

"" A 

active projects in the database 

in the 

Evaluation Window (Spatial), Sliding 

of 2004 

Evaluation Window (Tennporal), Sliding 

Applicability Bound (Space) 

Applicability Bound (Time) 

Figure 13: Sample Rule and Themes 

Essentially, coming up with the core constraint involves restricting one of three 

cardinality types (construct, time or space) related to a conceptual modeling construct 

(entity classes, attributes, interaction relationships, generalization/specialization 

relationships, aggregation relationships, composite relationships). The restriction may be 
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at the instance-level or set-level. Adding the time window of evaluation (and 

temporal application bounds) turns the constraint into a temporal one. Similarly, adding 

the spatial window of evaluation (and spatial application bounds) turns the constraint into 

a spatial one. Adding both the time frame and the spatial extent leads to a spatio-temporal 

constraint. There may be temporal / spatial applicability bounds associated with the time / 

space window of evaluation. 

Now that we have provided an overview of the main themes seen in spatio-temporal 

constraints, we get into more details about each of these aspects including the cardinality 

types (for example, we may wish to count not just the membership of the entity class 

PROJECTS, but the number of time periods associated with each project), the windows 

of evaluation and applicability bounds, and additional constraint refinements. 

4.2. Cardinality types 

The cardinality may restrict three different aspects, viz. data, space and time 

(generally, data). This distinction comes about because once space and time are inherent 

to the model (i.e., not explicitly represented by entity classes), the erstwhile interaction 

relationship cardinality (between space / time and the data construct) becomes implicit in 

the definition of the construct itself 

4.2.1. Constraining Constructs 

When applied to constructs, cardinality constraints restrict the membership of the sets 

such as entity classes, relationships and attribute values. Further these can be applied at 
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the instance-level or the set-level. In some cases, only one of instance-level or set-

level constraints is relevant. For example, when discussing Entity Class cardinality, the 

instance-cardinality is not considered (since the cardinality of a single instance is not 

useful'^). Construct cardinality is a primary focus of this dissertation. 

4.2.2. Constraining Time 

A cardinality constraint on the "time" of a construct tells us how many time-intervals 

a construct can have associated with it (or time instants if it is event data rather than state 

data). More specifically, it is one of the following. 

(a) The cardinality of the maximally coalesced temporal element associated with 

temporal state data. Recall from Chapter 1 that a temporal element is a finite 

union of ^-dimensional time periods [78], The temporal cardinality is the number 

of time periods in the temporal element. State data, as contrasted with event data, 

has a duration(s) associated with it. 

(h) The cardinality of the instant set associated with temporal event data. Recall from 

Chapter 1 that an instant set is a set of time instants. An event occurs at a point of 

time, i.e., an event is a fact that has no duration. 

" The only time it is useful to restrict the cardinality of a single entity class instance is when the instance itself is a set—as is the 

case with aggregate entities and composite entities. However, we can specify that cardinality by means of an instance-level composite 

(or aggregate) projection constraint (see Section 5.6.4). 
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An example of a temporal cardinality constraint would be: "The status of a 

project can change over time, but there should be no more than five occasions that it is set 

to inactive in any month," i.e., a total of five different periods contained in the 

temporal element for the value inactive in a month. 

The classification of the temporal cardinality can be made at an instance and set level. 

Thus the instance (data) level constraint specifies the cardinality of the temporal element 

associated with the status attribute of a single project. At the set level, the constraint 

refers to the cardinality of the maximally coalesced union of all the temporal elements 

associated with the status attribute across all (or some subset of) projects. 

This constraint is only applicable when the construct (entity class, attribute, 

relationship, etc.) is temporal or spatio-temporal. 

4.2.3. Constraining Space 

Similar to the restriction for time, a cardinality constraint on the "space" of a 

construct, tells us for example how many locations (instances of space points) projects 

can have, or how many regions it can be located in (sets of space points). It is the 

cardinality of the maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the data. 

We introduce here the notion of simplex es and complexes. A simplex is a spatial 

configuration of n dimensions determined by n + 1 points in a space of dimension equal 

to or greater than n. For example, a triangle together with its interior determined by its 

three vertices is a two-dimensional simplex [181 pp. 32]. A single point in space is a 0-
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dimensional simplex. We define a complex as a maximally coalesced set of 

simplexes, i.e., a union of all contiguous and overlapping simplexes. Thus, two 

complexes in the same set have no contiguous or overlapping points. Li the simplest case, 

if the set consists purely of points, then each complex is a single point. Using this 

definition of a complex, we restate the definition of the cardinality of the spatial element 

as: the number of complexes in a spatial element. Note that we do not have to make a 

distinction here between spatial facts associated with 0-dimensional (points) simplexes 

and facts associated with higher dimensional simplexes. We had to do this for time due to 

the way temporal elements and instant sets are defined. 

Spatial constraints are applicable only for constructs associated with spatial or spatio-

temporal data, for example, when the entity class, attribute or relationship is spatial or 

spatio-temporal. 

Spatial cardinality constraints can be classified as instance-level and set-level 

constraints. Taking the examples of a projects entity class that is spatial, at the instance 

level the constraint specifies the cardinality of the spatial element associated with a single 

project. At the set level, the constraint refers to the cardinality of the maximally coalesced 

union of all the spatial elements across all (or some subset of) projects. 

4.3. Constraint Applicability Bounds and Windows of Evaluation 

Constraint applicability refers to when and where the constraint is to be enforced. The 

window of evaluation specifies the size of the time / space window over which the 
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constraint is evaluated. Let us illustrate with the following example: "There 

should be no more than one director for a project at each point in time, and at each 

location. This constraint is in effect in North America during the years 1995 to 2000." 

The time window of evaluation is a point in time, and the space window is a location. 

The constraint applicability on the other hand is: 1995 to 2000 (for time), and North 

America (for space). We now get into more details about each of these two concepts, and 

the relationships between them. 

4.3.1. Constraint Applicability Bounds 

Each constraint is associated with applicability bounds that define when and where 

the constraint should be checked against the data. The applicability bound for time (also 

% 

called applicability period) is denoted hy T c 7, and the applicability bound for space 

(also called region of applicability) is represented by S* c S. The applicabihty bounds can 

be any subset of the time and space the database pertains to, and need not be a single 

contiguous subset. Applicability bounds can be represented as a combination of a 

temporal element and a spatial element. 

The applicability period does not have to be the same as when the constraint was 

incorporated into the schema or database, or when it is actually run. A constraint may be 

implemented today to check future periods (applicability period is the future), or regions 

for which there is no data yet. Likewise, if desired, a constraint may be implemented 

today to check against past data (along the valid time dimension, and not the transaction 

time dimension). When the database runs the constraint code (e.g., on June 24, 2004), 
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may also be different from the valid-time of the data it is checked against. We 

might choose to check on June 24, 2004 against past data (i.e., data with a valid time in 

the past), or against data with a valid-time in the future. Of course we cannot check 

against data that does not exist in the system yet (i.e., data with a transaction time in the 

future). 

The applicability bounds may be used while specifying any type of constraint. For 

construct cardinality, the constraint evaluation window represented by t and are drawn 

from t* and s* respectively. The evaluation window specifies the time frame and spatial 

extent, i.e., the size of t and s, over which a constraint is evaluated. If not specified, it is 

assumed the constraint applicability assumes the following defaults. 

\\'indow of Evaluation (Section 4.3.2) 
.Applicability Bounds Default 

Time 

(1) Sequenced 
(2) Non-sequenced sliding-window 

Across all valid-time relevant to the database 

(3) Non-sequenced fixed-window Same as the temporal evaluation window size 

Space 

(1) Unit-spaced 
(2) Collective-spaced shding-window 

Across all space relevant to the database 

(3) Collective-spaced fixed-window Same as the spatial evaluation window size 
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4.3.2. Windows of Evaluation for Time and Space 

The time frame (or time window) over which a constraint is evaluated classifies it 

into one of two types, either sequenced or non-sequenced (we explain these terms shortly, 

in succeeding subsections). Similarly, the spatial extent (or space window) over which a 

constraint is evaluated classifies it into one of two types, either unit-spaced or collective-

spaced. The notions are similar to sequenced and non-sequenced for time, but instead of 

calling it spatial sequenced / spatial non-sequenced we adopt a new term for ease of 

distinction. Also, the term sequenced is more appropriate for time where the domain is a 

totally ordered set. 

4.3.3. Sequenced 

A temporal constraint is sequenced with respect to a similar snapshot constraint in the 

conceptual model, if the semantics of the temporal constraint can be expressed as the 

semantics of the snapshot constraint evaluated independently at each point in time. Given 

a snapshot constraint, "A project should have exactly one value for its status attribute", 

the corresponding sequenced constraint is: "A project must have exactly one value for its 

status attribute at each point in time.'" A point in time is dependent on the granularity of 

the underlying construct. Thus if the granularity of status is day, the project should have 

only value for status on any given day. 

Granularities are the unit of measure for a temporal datum [46]. For example, a 

project's start date is typically measured in or known to the granularity of days, while the 

granularity for when an incident took place is often known in minutes. The granularity 
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may be specified in terms of a universally accepted notion such as day / hour / 

minute / second, or a user-defined one [81], A sequenced constraint is specified at the 

granularity level of the data it constrains^^. Thus, if a project's start and end dates is 

known to the granularity of days, it is not meaningful to specify a constraint at the level 

of minutes. The granularity may be specified in terms of a universally accepted notion 

(e.g., hour / minute / second), or a user-defined one [81]. 

A current constraint can be defined as a special kind of sequenced constraint whose 

period of applicability is defined as the current time. The time instant corresponding to 

current time is not fixed, and instead is continuously changing. The temporal variable 

now captures the current time in the database system [164]. Thus, a current constraint is 

one that is evaluated against the data at the current time. The granularity of measure for 

the current time depends on the underlying construct data. For example, the status 

attribute is associated with a temporal granularity of day. Thus, current time as applicable 

to status is today. The implementation of this constraint would be similar to that of a 

snapshot constraint in a non-temporal database. 

" Strictly speaking, the granularity of a sequenced constraint may be specified at a coarser level than that of the data. This would 

imply casting the underlying data to a coarser granularity level (else it would be a non-sequenced constraint). However for the 

purposes of this work, we assume identical levels of granularity for the constraint and the data. So also, if probability distributions are 

associated with the period start and end times, the granularity can be specified at a level finer than that of the underlying data. This 

would lead to expected values for the cardinality rather than actual values, and we leave it for future work. 
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A sequenced constraint can also be implemented as a current constraint if 

three conditions are met. The first is: the constraint is implemented on or before the 

beginning of the period of applicability. The second is: no changes are made to data 

retroactively, i.e., no change is made to data in the past. This is because past data will not 

be checked in an implementation that only considers current time. The third is: data is not 

stored about future valid time (including/orever). These conditions hold for both valid 

time and transaction time [150]. 

4.3.4. Non-sequenced 

A constraint is non-sequenced if it is applicable over a set of granularity-instants or a 

time interval (including the lifetime of the data entity). Given a snapshot constraint, "A 

project should have exactly one value for its status attribute", a non-sequenced 

constraint could state that, "No more than two different values for status should exist 

during any week". The assumption here is that the granularity for status is day. For a 

non-sequenced constraint to apply to a construct (relationship / entity class), it must be 

time varying. 

Sequenced constraints are applicable for data classified as states, while non-

sequenced constraints are applicable to both events and states. Events have no duration, 

and it is not meaningful to associate sequenced semantics with them. Sequenced 

constraints are relevant for data with point-based semantics (atelic data) rather than 

interval-based semantics (telic data) [160], while non-sequenced constraints can be 

applied to both. The reason being is that point-based data (e.g., a project's status was 
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active) possesses the property of holding true for each point between the begin 

and end of the associated valid time. So it is meaningful to check it at each such point. 

This is not the case with interval-based semantics. 

The nature of the time frame of evaluation for non-sequenced constraints may classify 

the constraints into two types, either fixed-window or a sliding-window. The time window 

is the temporal element specifying the duration over which the constraint should be 

evaluated. 

Fixed-window constraints are evaluated once over the duration specified by the 

constraint. An example of fixed-window constraint is: "No more than three different 

values for status should exist between Jan-01-2004 and Jan-31-2004." The temporal 

element specifying the window size and the temporal element specifying the constraint 

applicability are identical for this type of constraint. In effect, one does not need an 

explicit applicability bound for the constraint. If one is specified that is different from the 

evaluation window, it can be restated in terms of the evaluation window. 

Sliding-window constraints are evaluated multiple times during the constraint 

applicability. The length of the temporal element specifying the window size is a strictly 

smaller than that of the constraint applicability (in this type of constraint). If the length is 

equal, it is equivalent to defining a fixed window constraint. Associated with a sliding-

window constraint is the size (or granularity) of each slide. We have the following 

relationship between the various temporal constraint aspects; granularity of the construct 
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< granularity (size) of the slide < size of the evaluation window < size of the 

constraint applicability. 

An example of a sliding-window constraint is: "No more than two different values for 

status should exist during any week; the constraint should be evaluated each day, and is 

applicable between Jan-01-2004 and Jan-31-2004." In Section 4.3.3 we indicated the 

status attribute had a granularity of day. So, we come up with the following temporal 

information related to this constraint. 

Granularity of status attribute day 

Size of slide day 

Length of Evaluation Window week 

Constraint Applicability Jan-01-2004 - Jan-31-2004 

Here the length of the window is a week, the granularity of each slide is a day, and the 

constraint apphcability is Jan-01-2004 to Jan-31-2004. We observe also: the granularity 

of status (day) < the granularity of the slide (day) < the size of the window (week) < the 

constraint applicability period (month). 

Sliding-window and sequenced constraints are similar'^ in that each is evaluated 

multiple times during a given period of applicability. The difference lies in the 

granularity of the window of evaluation. The granularity for sequenced constraints is 

" A similar parallel can be drawn between current constraints and fixed-window non-sequenced constraints. 
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always the smallest possible granularity that is meaningful for the data'^, i.e., the 

temporal granularity of the underlying construct. We exploit this observation later on 

when defining the semantics of constraints in first order logic. 

4.3.5. Unit-spaced 

A unit-spaced spatial constraint is evaluated at each point in space. Given a non-

spatial constraint, "There should be no more than one hundred wells," a corresponding 

unit-spaced constraint may be, "There should be no more than two wells at each point in 

space. A point in space is dependent on the granularity of the underlying construct— 

in this case the spatial granularity associated with the wells entity class. Thus if the 

granularity of the wells entity class is acres, then there can be up to two wells in any 

given acre. 

The term unit could mean a point in the Cartesian plane, a city block, or an entire city 

[81]. The unit of evaluation is generally referred to as the resolution or granularity. The 

granularity of the data depends on the semantics of the application, e.g., project locations 

are generally specified in to the granularity of minutes (or more accurately, dms-mlnute) 

" Since we do not consider indeterminacy and probability distributions associated with data values, this can be restated more 

precisely as, "the smallest possible deterministic granularity that is meaningful for the data." 

The semantics of a unit-spaced constraint cannot be expressed as the semantics of the non-spatial constraint applied to each point 

in space. This is in contrast to temporally sequenced constraints. We discuss the difference in semantics between space and time in 

more detail in Section 4.3.7. 
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while supplier locations are at a granularity of a city. As with time, granularities 

for space may be expressed as standard granularities (e.g., dms-degree, dms-minute, 

dms-second) or user-defined ones [81]. Unit-spaced constraints are always evaluated at 

the same granularity as the underlying construct (e.g., the granularity specified for the 

corresponding attribute, entity class or relationship). 

4.3.6. Collective-spaced 

A constraint is collective-spaced if it is applied over a set of spatial granularity units. 

Given a non-spatial constraint, "There should be no more than one hundred wells," a 

corresponding collective-spaced constraint is, "There should be no more than one 

hundred wells in each square of 10 miles by 10 miles, or one hundred square miles 

Similar to temporal non-sequenced constraints, collective-spaced constraints may be 

classified into two types, those to be evaluated over a fixed-window (area) of space, or 

those to be evaluated over a sliding-window (area) of space. 

Fixed-window constraints are evaluated once for the window specified by the 

constraint. The spatial element specifying the window size and the spatial element 

specifying the constraint applicability are identical for this type of constraint. An example 

of a fixed-window constraint is: "There should be no more than five thousand wells in 

Santa Cruz County, Arizona." 

A square mile is equal to 640 acres. 
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Sliding-window constraints are evaluated multiple times over the constraint 

applicability. The size of the spatial element specifying the window size should be strictly 

smaller than the size of the constraint applicability. Associated with the sliding-window 

constraint is the granularity of each slide. We have the following relationship between the 

various spatial constraint aspects; granularity of the construct < granularity (size) of the 

slide < size of the evaluation window < size of the constraint applicability. 

An example of a sliding-window constraint is: "There should be no more than ten 

thousand wells in any county in Arizona." In Section 4.3.5 we indicated the wells had a 

granularity of acre. So, we come up with the following spatial information related to this 

constraint. 

Granularity of wells acre 

Granularity of slide county 

Size of Evaluation Window county 

Constraint Applicability State of Arizona 

Here the size of the window is a county, the granularity of each slide is also at the county 

level, and the constraint applicability is the state of Arizona. We observe also: the 

granularity of wells (acre) < the granularity of the slide (county) < the size of the window 

(county) < the constraint applicability region (state). 

Sliding-window and unit-spaced constraints are similar in that each is evaluated 

multiple times during a given period of applicability. The difference lies in the 
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granularity of the window of evaluation. The granularity for unit-spaced 

constraints is always the smallest possible granularity that is meaningful for the data, i.e., 

the spatial granularity of the underlying construct. We use this observation later on when 

defining the semantics of constraints in first order logic. 

4.3.7. Differences Between Temporal and Spatial Semantics 

Often, an implicit understanding is that the semantics of space and time are very 

similar—with the key difference being that space may have more dimensions. So, 

previous authors have extended the semantics of temporal dependencies and constraints 

into spatial ones in a direct manner by simply increasing the number of dimensions to be 

considered [82, 180]. There are definitely a number of similarities between time and 

space, and one can for example draw parallels between time intervals and lines in 

geometry. However, in the context of constraints, there are some key differences in the 

spatial and temporal semantics that we would like to highlight. 

The natural extension of a non-temporal cardinality constraint to include temporal 

semantics is by the use of a sequenced constraint (i.e., one applicable at each point in 

time). Compared to this, the extension of a non-spatial constraint to include spatial 

semantics is not by the use of a unit-spaced (i.e., one apphcable at each unit of space) 

constraint as one might expect. Instead it is the special case of a collective-spaced 

constraint that is applicable over all space (relevant to the database). For a similar reason, 

a current constraint is more natural than a "here" constraint. This is because in general, a 

snapshot database contains data that is true for a particular point in time, and across all 
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regions of space. For example, if we have a non spatio-temporal constraint that 

states, "a project may have up to five hundred employees", this is naturally understood to 

refer to five hundred employees at any point in time, but across all space (country / 

world; as the case may be). The implication for relational design was pointed out in 

Section 4.3.3, that a sequenced and all-space constraint could be maintained in a 

conventional database system without the storage of additional temporal and spatial 

information if certain conditions were satisfied. 

Another difference in the semantics of time and space is in the nature of the 

dimensions. The two dimensions typically considered for time are valid time and 

transaction time. The former describes when the data was valid in the real world, while 

the latter describes when it was captured in the database. On the other hand, the two (or 

three) dimensions usually captured for space relate to the horizontal geometry (or 

horizontal and vertical geometry) of the data. They are thus more closely related to valid 

time, and not transaction time (since they do not deal with where the data was captured 

in the database). A concept akin to transaction time may prove useful in a spatial context 

for a distributed database environment. Here, changes are made to multiple local copies 

of the database and then propagated to the rest of the system. We can then define the 

begin point of transaction space as the location where the data was entered, and the end 

point where it was deleted. Once again however, we notice a difference with time in that 

there is no linear order between the begin point and the end point for data. As such the 

region where we believed the fact to be true would depend on the propagation policy of 
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the distributed database management system. Also, as is evident from the 

description, transaction space is not a purely spatial concept, rather a time varjdng spatial 

concept. 

4.3.8. Summary 

To summarize, we can classify constraints based on the window of evaluation as 

sequenced, non-sequenced fixed-window and non-sequenced sliding-window along the 

time dimension. The corresponding spatial classifications are unit-spaced, collective-

spaced fixed-window, and collective-spaced sliding-window along the space dimension. 

This classification is based on the granularity and size of the window of evaluation. Since 

constraints may involve either one or both dimensions of time and space, we are left with 

sixteen evaluation-window strategies for constraints (see Figure 14). 
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Time 

Sequenced 

Non-sequenced 
Fixed Window 

Non-sequenced 
Sliding Window 

1. Snapshot 

8. Sequenced/ 
Unit-spaced 

9. Sequenced / 
Collective-spaced 

Fixed Window 

10. Sequenced / 
Collective-spaced 
Sliding Window 

11. Non-Sequenced 
Fixed Window / 

Unit-spaced 

12. Non-Sequenced 
Fixed Window / 

Collective-spaced 
Fixed Window 

13. Non-Sequenced 
Fixed Window / 

Collective-spaced 
Sliding Window 

14. Non-sequenced 
Sliding Window / 

Unit-spaced 

15. Non-sequenced 
Sliding Window / 
Collective-spaced 

Fixed Window 

16. Non-Sequenced 
Sliding Window / 
Collective-spaced 
Sliding Window 

/ Inif Collective-spaced Collective-spaced 
Fixed Window Sliding Window 

5. Unit-spaced & Collective-spaeed 
Fixed Window 

7i Collective-spaced 
Sliding Window 

Space 

Figure 14: Time, Space and constraint types 

The sixteen evaluation window combinations are: 

1. Snapshot 

2. Sequenced 

3. Non-sequenced fixed-window 

4. Non-sequenced sliding-window 

5. Unit-spaced 

6. Collective-spaced fixed-window 

7. Collective-spaced sliding-window 
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8. Sequenced, Unit-spaced 

9. Sequenced, Collective-spaced fixed-window 

10. Sequenced, Collective-spaced sliding-window 

11. Non-sequenced fixed-window. Unit-spaced 

12. Non-sequenced sliding-window, Unit-spaced 

13. Non-sequenced fixed-window, Collective-spaced fixed-window 

14. Non-sequenced fixed-window, Collective-spaced sliding-window 

15. Non-sequenced sliding-window. Collective-spaced fixed-window 

16. Non-sequenced sliding-window. Collective-spaced sliding-window 

The first window—snapshot arises in the absence of an explicitly defined time / space 

window of evaluation. In terms of implementation, this window type (i.e., no explicit 

spatial or temporal semantics) can be implemented as a special case of window type 9), 

i.e., a sequenced constraint applicable over all space. 

Windows 2-4 only involve time. Similarly, windows 5-7 only involve space. The 

remaining windows of evaluation involve various combinations of time frames and 

spatial extents. 

A constraint using a snapshot window of evaluation (window type 1) can be applied 

to any semantic model, conventional, temporal, spatial or spatio-temporal. The semantics 

of snapshot cardinality extended to a spatio-temporal context is, "over all space, and each 

point in time". 
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Windows 2 through 4 imply the construct (attribute, class, relationship) has 

temporal characteristics. Similarly windows 5 through 7 suggest underlying spatial 

characteristics. Under special circumstances, a sequenced constraint (window 2) may be 

captured for a snapshot semantic model, and checked at each point in time. However, in 

case of rule violations it will not possible to go back and determine when constraints held 

true or were violated (since a history of the data is not maintained). 

Constraints with the remaining window of evaluation combinations (i.e., 8-16) are 

spatio-temporal and are only meaningful if the underlying construct is spatio-temporal. If 

the semantic model used is not spatio-temporal in nature, a work-around may be applied 

by explicitly capturing attributes to model space and time. We will make the simplifying 

assumption that a spatio-temporal conceptual model is used. 

4.4. Constraints and Temporal / Spatial Relations 

In this section we discuss the temporal and spatial relations that can be used to allow 

for more flexible constraint specification. The constraint specifications affected involve 

non-sequenced and collective-spaced windows of evaluation (both fixed and sliding). 

4.4.1. Constraints and Temporal Relations 

In Section 3.3.1.1 we defined the entity-set projection function 7ic(C, t) for temporal 

entity classes. It took as input the temporal entity class C and a time frame t. It returned a 

set of entities D that exist in C during the time window t. In this section we discuss the 

constraint enhancements that can be obtained by further refining the notion of during the 
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time window. To do so we first discuss the concepts of earliest time and latest 

time for data (Section 4.4.1.1). Then we introduce the different relations between time 

intervals (Section 4.4.1.2). Finally we describe the implications for constraints. 

4.4.1.1. Earliest Time and Latest Time 

For starters, we make a simplifying assumption that the valid time of the data can be 

represented by a single time period (we relax this assumption shortly). In doing so, we 

also assume that the data is state data and not event data. We define earliest time as the 

beginning (earliest instant) of the time period associated with the data. We define latest 

time as the end (latest instant) of the time period associated with the data. Given that 

we're talking about single periods (which is not the general case), it is more accurate to 

term these two times as: period earliest time, and period latest time. 

We now discuss earliest and latest times for data without the simplifying assumption 

of single periods associated with it. We know that the valid time associated with event 

data can be represented with an instant set. For state data, the representation used is a 

temporal element. We term the earliest point in the instant set or the temporal element as 

the coalesced earliest time for the data^^. We term the latest point in the instant set of 

temporal element as the coalesced latest time for the data. The earliest point in a temporal 

element is the begin point of the earliest period in the maximally coalesced temporal 

Strictly, coalescing an instant set returns the same instant set and is therefore redundant. However, we use the same terms (i.e., 

coalesced earliest time and coalesced latest time) for simplicity. 
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element. The latest point in a temporal element is the end point of the last period 

in the maximally coalesced temporal element. We define two new functions: ear lies t{t) 

and latest{t). Both take as input either a temporal interval or instant set t. The function 

earliest{f) returns the earliest time in t and latest(t) returns the latest point in t. 

The coalesced data interval is the interval between the coalesced earliest time and the 

coalesced latest time for the data. The period data interval is the interval between the 

period earliest time and period latest time. For data that spans a single duration over its 

lifetime, the period data interval and coalesced data interval are identical. In most cases 

we will only be interested in the coalesced (and not the period) data intervals. We leave 

for future work an elaboration of when period data intervals are useful. 

4.4.1.2. Relations Between Time Intervals 

Allen describes thirteen different relations between an ordered pair of intervals [4]. 

These are composed of seven basic relations, with six additional inverse-relationships 

that are applicable due to the ordering of intervals. The seven basic relations are: before, 

meets, overlaps, during, starts, finishes and equal. The corresponding inverse-relations 

are: after, met-by, overlapped-by, contains, started-by and finished-by. All the relations 

with the exception of equal (since equal is perfectly symmetric for two intervals) have 

inverses. We summarize the relations in Table 3 using two intervals: x &.y. 
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Relation S> mbol 

1. X before;; < 1 ^ 1 1 ^ 1 

2. xafiery > 1 ^ 1 1 ^ 1 

3. X meets y m 1  ^ ^ ^  1  

4. xmet-byj^ ml 1  ^ ^ ^  1  

5. X overlaps J 0 " " 1 " 1 
1 ' ^ 1 

6. xoverlapped-by,); oi 1 H 1 1 1 Jt j 

7. X contained by7 cl 1 ^ 1 
1 ^^ 

8. X contains J C 1 ^ 1 
I ' j 

9. X starts J s H ^ 1 

1 ^ 1 

10. X started-by si 1 i 
1 2 H 

11.x finishes 7 f 1 ^ 1 
1 ^ 1 

12.xfinished-by>' fi 1 ^ 1 

J ' 1 

13.x equals;^ „ 1 ^ 1 

1 ^ 1 

Table 3: Relations between Temporal Intervals 
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Of the thirteen relations described, we're interested in the last nine in Table 3 

(the shaded cells). These have various kinds of intersections between the two intervals. 

The first two relations are completely disjoint, and the third and fourth relations (meets / 

met-by) touch and so only have a single common point at the boundary. 

To avoid confusion with the initial definition of during the time window, we have 

changed the name of relation 7 from what Allen's paper had. The original paper used the 

term during for relation 7. 

4.4.1.3. Implications For Constraints 

Using our knowledge of the data intervals (coalesced, period), evaluation windows, 

and relations between temporal intervals, we now make the following observation. The 

projection functions for constructs (entity-set projection, attribute value projection, 

relationship tuple projection, etc.) previously defined can be extended to incorporate 

temporal interval relations. We can set the first interval (interval x) to be the evaluation 

window (fixed / sliding), and the second interval (interval y) to be the coalesced data 

interval (or period data interval) described in Section 4.4.1.1. We illustrate using entity-

set projection and coalesced data intervals. The extension to period data intervals is 

straightforward. Also, we use temporal elements in the discussion, but instant sets could 

equivalently be substituted. 

Our current definition of the entity-set projection function 7t''c(C, t) takes as input the 

temporal entity class C and a time fi-ame t. It returns a set of entities D that exist in C 

during t. D is defined as: {c : c e C a iftic) n t}. Subsequent functions additionally take 
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as input a temporal relation, so we discuss this new aspect. We use the same 

naming conventions for the relations as proposed by Allen. 

Overlaps it ciC, /^[o]); takes the input "o" for overlaps. It returns a set of entities D 

such that: {c : (c e Q A (TI t(c) n t) a {earliest{t) < earliest{Tii{c)) A {latest{t) < 

latest{% t(c)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for which the time window of 

evaluation t overlaps the temporal element associated with the entity. This is useful if we 

wish to count the entities whose existence time began within the time window of 

evaluation, and continued beyond it. Example: For every month, count the projects that 

began during that month but did not end in that month. 

Overlapped by TT C(C, ^[OI]): takes the additional input "oi" for overlapped-by. It 

c returns a set of entities D such that: {c : (c e C) A (TT T(C) t) a {earliest{t) > 

earliest{Tfi{c)) a {latest{t) > latest{Tfx{c)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for 

which the time window of evaluation t is overlapped by the temporal element associated 

with the entity. This is useful if we wish to count the entities whose existence time began 

before the time window of evaluation, and ended within it. Example: For every month, 

count the projects that began prior to that month and ended in that month. 

Contained By n c{C, ^[Cl]): takes the additional input "ci" for contained by. It returns 

c c a set of entities D such that: {c : (c e C) a (n t(c) n ?) A {earliest{t) > earliest{n t(c)) A 

{latest{t) < latest{n t(c)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for which the time 

window of evaluation t is within the temporal element associated with the entity. This is 
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useful if we wish to count the entities whose existence time began before the time 

window of evaluation, and continued beyond it. Example: For every month, count the 

projects that began before that month but did not end in that month. 

Contains 7T*^C(C, ^[C]): takes the additional input "c" for contains. It returns a set of 

entities D such that: {c : {c e C) a (7i^t(c) C) t) a {earliest{t) < earliest{Tf'^{c)) a (latest(t) 

> latest{Tix{c)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for which the time window of 

evaluation t is wider than the temporal element associated with the entity. This is useful if 

we wish to count the entities whose existence time began within the time window of 

evaluation, and ended within it as well. Example: For every month, count the projects 

that began in that month and ended in that month as well. 

Starts 7i'^c(C', ^[s]): takes the additional input "s" for starts. It returns a set of entities 

c c D such that: {c : (c e C) a (n T(C) r\ t) a {earliest{t) = earliest{ii t(c)) A (latestif) < 

latest{Tf'i{c)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for which the time window of 

evaluation t begins with the temporal element associated with the entity and ends before 

the latest time of the temporal element. This is useful if we wish to count the entities 

whose existence time began exactly at the same time the time window of evaluation did, 

but continued beyond it. Example: For every month, count the projects that began at the 

beginning of that month and continued beyond that month. 

Started-by 7t^c(C, ^[si]): takes the additional input "si" for starts. It returns a set of 

c c entities D such that: {c : (c e C) A (TT t(c) r ^ t )  a  {earliest{f) = earliest{Tt t(c)) A {latest{t) 
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> latest{'ifx{c)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for which the time 

window of evaluation t begins with the temporal element associated with the entity and 

ends after the latest time of the temporal element. This is useful if we wish to count the 

entities whose existence time began exactly at the same time the time window of 

evaluation did, and finished within it. Example; For every month, count the projects that 

began at the beginning of that month and finished some time before the end of that 

month. 

Finishes 7rc(C, ^[f]); takes the additional input "f" for finishes. It returns a set of 

c c entities D such that: {c : (c e C) a (n t(c) n A {earliest{t) > earliest{n t(c)) A (latest{t) 

= latestijfiic)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for which the time window of 

evaluation t begins after the temporal element associated with the entity and ends at the 

same time as the latest time of the temporal element. This is useful if we wish to count 

the entities whose existence time began before the time window of evaluation did, but 

ended exactly at the same time the time window did. Example: For every month, count 

the projects that began before that month and ended on the last day of the month 

(assuming the granularity of valid-time associated with projects is day). 

Finished-by ifciC, /[fi]): takes the additional input "fi" for finished by. It returns a 

set of entities D such that: {c : (c e C) A n ?) A {earliest{t) < earliest{Tf x{c)) A 

{latest{t) = latest{Tf x{c)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for which the time 

window of evaluation t begins before the temporal element associated with the entity and 

ends with the latest time of the temporal element. This is useful if we wish to count the 
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entities whose existence time began after the time window of evaluation did, but 

ended exactly at the same time the time window did. Example; For every month, count 

the projects that began in that month (but not7m the first day) and ended on the last day 

of the month. 

Equals takes the additional input "=" for equals. It returns a set of 

c c entities D such that: {c : (c e C) a (tt: t(c) n t) a {earliest{t) = earliest{TZ t(c)) a {latest{t) 

= latest{Tft{c)) }. In natural language: the set of entities for which the time window of 

evaluation t begins and ends with the temporal element associated with the entity. This is 

useful if we wish to count the entities whose existence time began at the same time the 

time window of evaluation did, and also ended exactly at the same time the time window 

did. Example: For every month, count the projects that began on the first day of the 

month and ended on the last day of the month. 

4.4.2. Spatial Relations 

In Section 3.3.1.2 we defined the entity-set projection function 7rc(C, 5) for spatial 

entity classes. It took as input the spatial entity class C and a spatial extent s. It returned a 

set of entities D that exist in C and overlap s. In this section we discuss the constraint 

enhancements that can be obtained by further refining the notion of overlap the spatial 

window. To do so we first talk about the concepts of boundaries and interiors for spatial 

data (Section 4.4.2.1). Then we introduce the different relations between spatial objects 

(Section 4.4.2.2). Finally we discuss the implications for constraints. The underlying data 

model for space is the point-set approach. The point-set approach is considered the most 
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general model for the representation of topological spatial regions subsuming 

approaches that use models like intervals and simplical complexes [47], Thus, it includes 

our approach that uses spatial elements and is appropriate for it. 

4.4.2.1. Boundary And Interior 

We adopt the definitions of boundary and interior presented by Egenhofer and 

Franzosa [47]. The definitions require describing open and closed sets (from point-set 

topology), and we do that first. A set is defined as open if every point in the set has a 

neighborhood lying in the set. A closed set is a set that contains all its limit points. The 

notions are similar to that of open and closed intervals. Thus the open interval (0, 4) on 

the number line contains all points on the number line between 0 and 4, but does not 

include 0 and 4 themselves. The closed interval [0, 4] contains all points on the number 

line between and including 0 and 4. In Figure 15, the open disk a does not include the 

disk's boundary. While the closed disk b, includes the boundary as well. 

Figure 15: Open and Closed Disks 

We now proceed to define the interior, closure and boundary of a point-set. The 

definitions for interior and boundary follow our intuition, and the formal definitions are 

for theoretical rigor. 
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The interior of a set of points Y, denoted by 7", is defined to be the union of 

all open sets that are contained in Y., i.e., the interior of Y is the largest open set contained 

in 7. 

The closure of Y is denoted by T. It is defined as the intersection of all closed sets 

that contain Y. Or in other words, it is the smallest closed set containing Y. 

The boundary of Y is denoted by 7°. It is defined as the intersection of the closure of 

Y and the closure of the complement of Y. The boundary is a closed set. 

4.4,2.2. Spatial Relations Between Objects 

Egenhofer and Franzosa [47] describe topological spatial relations between two point-

sets A and B (both being subsets of all points in space being considered 5) as a four-tuple. 

The four-tuple consists of the following sets; {A° n B°, A' n B', A° n B', A' n B°). The 

sixteen types of spatial relationships between A and B are characterized by whether each 

of the four intersections described above are empty or not empty. The relationships are 

summarized pictorially in Figure 16 (reproduced with permission) and formally Table 4. 
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Relation A°nlf- n fi" A* 

ro 0 0 0 0 

ri -^0 0 0 0 

r2 0 ^0 0 0 

,v,;. -.0 ^0 
; •;•••' - •''' ' . . '•• • •, i • r ./ •; 

;.0;;,;' "' 

u 0 0 ^0 0 

rs -n0 0 ^0 0 

re 0 ^0 -n0 

-.0 ^0 -̂ <z 
• 

rs 0 0 0 ^0 

rg ^0 0 0 -10 

no n\ 0 
^ ^ t' ^ t?;'; •, - - .:V 

—10 0 -.0 

r 11 -10 ^0 0 -^0 

ri2 0 0 ^0 -10 

ri3 -^0 0 ^0 ^0 

ri4 0 -10 
• 

-10 

.. V, :-v, ^ 

ri5 -10 -10 -xVJ ^0 -10 

Table 4: The Sixteen Binary Topological Relations 
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A.Q B=Q A./ B=\ A=0 B=Q 

8 = 0  A =  —  8 = 0 ^  A = 0  B = , 0  A = 0  8 = 0  
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A= 0 B= "" A= 0 B= — A= Q B= Q A= Q' 8= Q 

'12 '13 

A=0|B-0 A=a"Bl£) 

Figure 16: Binary Topological Relations (from Egenhofer and Franzosa [47]) 

Of the sixteen relations described, we're interested only in the ones with intersections 

of the interiors (the second column, which has its heading text underlined) in Table 4. 

We've shaded the relevant rows (seven) for convenience. The other rows are either 

completely disjoint or have only boundaries intersecting. Since we are interested in the 

overlap between the space window of evaluation and the object's spatial element, it is not 

useful to consider the relations where the object's spatial element touches but does not 

intersect the spatial window of evaluation. Relation r2, while containing an intersection of 

interiors, refers to a case where the there are no boundaries for the two sets. Since the 

window of evaluation is always bounded, we do not consider this option. 
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While the original work does not "name" the relations, we name the seven 

relations we are interested in (for convenience). 

Relat i i i i i  Svmbol 

r3 equal = 

re within w 

r? meets m 

rio contains wi 

r i i  met by mi 

ri4 caps c 

ri5 simple overlap so 

4.4.2.3. Implications For Constraints 

Using our knowledge of boundaries, interiors, evaluation windows, and relations 

between spatial objects, and we now make the following observation. The projection 

functions for constructs (entity-set projection, attribute value projection, relationship 

tuple projection, etc.) previously defined can be extended to incorporate spatial relations. 

We can set the first spatial element (element a in Table 4) to be the evaluation window 

(fixed / sliding), and the second spatial element (element B in Table 4) to be the spatial 

extent associated with the data. 
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Our current definition of the entity-set projection function rt c{C, s) takes as 

input the spatial entity class C and a spatial extent 5. It returns a set of entities D that exist 

f"' • 
in C over s. D  is defined as: {c : c e C  a  %  s(c) r\ s ^ 0 } ,  or simply: {c : c e C  An s (c) 

0 5'}. Subsequent functions also take as input a spatial relation, so we discuss the 

differences. 

Equals tic{C, ^[=]): takes the additional input "=" for equals. It returns a set of 

entities D such that: {c : (c e C) a (5° n 7i'^s(c)°) a (j'" n 7r*^s(c)")}. In natural language: 

the set of entities for which the spatial extent of evaluation s is identical to that of the 

spatial element associated with the entity. This is useful if we wish to count the entities 

that exactly fill the space window of evaluation. Example: For every land parcel (window 

of evaluation), count the number of fields that have the same extent as the parcel (or 

check if there exists a field with such characteristics). As would be apparent from the 

example, for physical entities we are unlikely to see a cardinality of more than one for 

equals (since they are unlikely to occupy the same area unless we're dealing with a third 

dimension of space). However, for abstract entities, we may see an overlap. 

Within n^c(c, '^'[w]): takes the additional input "w" for within. It returns a set of 

entities D such that: {c : (c e C) a (s' n tjPs(c)') a (5° n Tc'"s(i^)") } • In natural language: 

the set of entities for which the spatial window of evaluation s is contained within the 

spatial element associated with the entity. This is useful if we wish to count the entities 

whose spatial extent encompasses that of the space window of evaluation. Example: For 

every land parcel (space window), count the vegetation types that encompass it. 
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Contains nc{C, ^[wi]): takes the additional input "wi" for contains. It returns a 

set of entities d such that: {c : (c e C) A (5' n 7r''s(c)") A {S' n 7R^S(<^)°) } • In natural 

language: the set of entities for which the spatial window of evaluation s contains the 

spatial element associated with the entity. This is useful if we wish to count the entities 

whose spatial extent is encompassed by that of the space window of evaluation. Example: 

For every state (space window) in the United States (US), count the number of projects 

that it contains. 

Meets Ti^c(C, ^[nn]): takes the additional input "m" for meets. It returns a set of 

entities d such that: {c : (c e Q A (5° n Tt^s(C)°) A (S' n 7I''S(C)") A (5° n 7I:^s(C)") }. In 

natural language: the set of entities for which the spatial window of evaluation s shares 

part of a boundary with and is contained by the spatial element associated with the entity. 

This is useful in the following example: for a given land parcel (space window), count the 

number of vegetation types that not only encompass it, but also begin share a boundary 

with it. 

Met by irFciC, ^[nni]): takes the additional input "mi" for met by. It returns a set of 

entities d such that: {c : (c e C) A (5° n 7i^s(c)°) A (-y" n 7r^S(c)') A (S' n 7t''S(c)°) }. In 

natural language: the set of entities for which the spatial window of evaluation s shares 

part of a boundary with and contains the spatial element associated with the entity. This is 

useful in the following example: for a given US state (space window), count the number 

of vegetation types that are contained within it and also share a boundary with it (possible 
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for example where the state boundary is also a natural boundary like a river or 

mountain range). 

Caps vpc{c, ̂ [c]); takes the additional input "c" for caps. It returns a set of entities d 

such that: {c : (c G C) A (i'" n 7i''s(c)") A n TT'^SCC)") A (5" n TI'^SCC)") }. In natural 

language: the set of entities for which the spatial window of evaluation s overlaps the 

spatial element associated with the entity, such that the boundaries do not touch but do 

intersect with the interiors. This is perhaps a not so common case, and involves a gap in 

the window of evaluation that is capped (or covered) by the spatial element associated 

with the entity. While we could not think of a natural example where this occurs, we 

include it for completeness. 

Simple Overlap n^c{c, 5[so]): takes the additional input "so" for simple overlap. It 

returns a set of entities d such that: {c : (c e C) A (5° n 7T''S(c)°) A (S' n TT^'SCC)") A (5° n 

7i'^s(c)') A (i'" n 7r'^s(c)°)}. This is perhaps the most common type of overlap (and the 

simplest formal of visual association when one thinks of overlap). In natural language: 

the set of entities for which the space window of evaluation s intersects the spatial 

element associated with the entity (but does not contain it, and is not contained by it). 

This is useful if we wish to count the entities that overlap the space window of evaluation 

and also extend beyond it. Example: For each US state count the mountain ranges that 

pass through the state at some place. 
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4.5. Other Constraint Refinements 

The constraint refinements discussed include applicability, use of predicates, 

relaxation, and effect of constraint violations. 

4.5.1. Use of Predicates on Entity Classes 

A predicate may be specified to restrict the entities involved in a constraint. For 

example, one may specify that a constraint pertains only to "active projects". This filters 

out projects that have a status of something besides active. A predicate Ak) 

may involve k attributes from a specified entity class. More than one predicate may be 

specified for a single attribute, and subscripts k, m can be used to denote the rn^ predicate 

o n  t h e  a t t r i b u t e :  P { A u ,  A u ,  •  • A ^ ,  . A k m ) .  

A predicate defined on an attribute A can be written as either; A 6i value or A 02 

values where 0i e {=, >, >, <, <} and 02 e {e, i). value denotes a value the 

attribute is being compared with and similarly values denotes a set of values the attribute 

is being related to. To simphfy the notation, we define 0 as: 0i u 02, and value-set as: 

value u values. This leaves us with: A 0 value-set for the writing of a predicate. 

A predicate P(yl 11, ^12, .••,Ak\, ...,Akm) on an entity class C returns a set of entities £) 

c C. The set D is defined as: { c : c e C a c(Au 0 value-setn) A c(^i2 0 value-setn) A 

...A c(Ak\ 0 value-set;ti) A ... A c{akm 0 value-setyt^) }• Since a predicate can be 

defined on any attribute including the identifying attribute, the resulting subset D can be 

as small as containing a single entity c as its member, or as large as C itself (if it 
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comprises all the entities in C). Therefore the formal description of a predicate is 

a mapping: C ̂  AO-

Predicates are defined directly only on entity classes, to yield a subset Z) c C. 

Through this mechanism however, they can be used with other constructs as well. 

Suppose, for example, we had the following constraint: "There should be no more than 

ten orders placed with suppliers of a rating of D in any calendar month." To check this 

constraint, we first use a predicate on suppliers to find the ones with a rating of D. Then 

we count how many times they have participated in the placed_with relationship in each 

month, hi general, for a relationship R with participating entity classes C\, ... , C,-, a 

predicate may be defined on one or more of the participating entity classes to yield a 

subset R' of R. The original constraint can then be evaluated on R'. The same principle 

applies to other constructs (such as generalization / specialization, aggregation, etc.) and 

so we observe that predicates may be used on participating entity classes while specifying 

constraints for any construct. 

For constraint specification, while writing a predicate we use SQL-like syntax (as 

used in the WHERE clause). 
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4.5.2. Constraint Relaxation 

Constraints may be relaxed during specific times or for particular places . Let us 

illustrate with the following constraint example: "There should be no more than ten 

orders placed with suppliers of a rating of D in any calendar month; this constraint is in 

effect from 2000 through 2004." This constraint may be relaxed to allow up to twelve 

orders during the busy-season (say, defined as November through December). 

There are two types of constraint spatial / temporal relaxation that we have 

encountered. The first type involves a partition of the constraint applicability in time and 

space. In the previous example, the constraint applicability bounds can be partitioned in 

the following way. 

• Partition 1: {(2 000-01-01 through 2000-10-31), (2 001-01-01 through 

2 0 0 1 - 1 0 - 3 1 ) ,  ( 2 0 0 2 - 0 1 - 0 1  t h r o u g h  2 0 0 2 - 1 0 - 3 1 ) ,  ( 2 0 0 3 - 0 1 - 0 1  

through 2003-10-31), (2004-01-01 through 2004-10-31)}, and 

" Note: we do not consider relaxations based on an attribute-defined predicate here. For example a constraint that says, "There 

should be no more than ten orders placed with suppliers of a rating of D in any calendar month. However if some of those suppliers 

have given us a credit limit of over $50000, then we shall place no more than fifteen orders in all." The reason being—such 

constraints are easily re-stated as a combination of two or more constraints. In this example, we can place an overall constraint limit of 

fifteen orders a month, and then a second one that restricts to no more than ten orders from such suppliers with a lower credit limit. 
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• Partition 2: { ( 2 0 0 0 - 1 1 - 0 1  t h r o u g h  2 0 0 0 - 1 2 - 3 1 ) ,  ( 2 0 0 1 - 1 1 - 0 1  

through 2001-12-31), (2002-11-01 through 2002-12-31), (2003-11-

0 1  t h r o u g h  2  0  0 3 - 1 2 - 3 1 ) ,  ( 2 0 0 4 - 1 1 - 0 1  t h r o u g h  2 0 0 4 - 1 2 - 3 1 ) } .  

We can then define two constraints, one with an applicability corresponding to the first 

partition, and another with an applicability corresponding to the second partition. This 

demonstrates how to handle the first type of constraint relaxation involving a partition of 

the constraint applicability in time and space. 

The second type of constraint relaxation we encountered involves a relaxation of the 

constraint bounds over a window of time and space. For example, the following 

constraint: "There should be no more than ten orders placed with suppliers of a rating of 

D in any calendar month. However for a period of one calendar month in a year we will 

allow up to twelve orders. This constraint is in effect from 2000 through 2004." 

This second type of relaxation turns out to be related to constraint violations. To 

handle this constraint, we formulate it in the form of two constraints. The first that simply 

says: "There should be no more than ten orders placed with suppliers of a rating of D in 

any calendar month; this constraint is in effect from 2000 through 2004." Let us call this 

constraint A. The second constraint states: "There should be no more than twelve orders 

placed with suppliers of a rating of D in a month; this constraint is in effect during a 

calendar month of a year." Let us call this constraint B. 
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Now, the partition of the applicability bounds takes place when a constraint 

violation occurs. Let us say a violation occurs on 2002-16-05. Then, the constraint 

b o u n d s  a r e  d e f i n e d  a s :  { ( 2 0 0 0 - 0 1 - 0 1  t h r o u g h  2 0 0 2 - 0 5 - 3 1 ) ,  ( 2 0 0 2 - 0 7 - 0 1  

t h r o u g h  2 0 0 4 - 1 2 - 3 1 ) }  f o r  c o n s t r a i n t  a ,  a n d  { ( 2 0 0 2 - 0 6 - 0 1  t h r o u g h  2 0 0 2 - 0 6 -

3 0)} for constraint b. A further constraint on the temporal interval associated with the 

bounds of constraint b can state that its cardinality must be < 1 for any year. This 

temporal cardinality constraint will have an applicability of 2000 through 2004. This is 

also an example of constraint evolution. However, we leave for future work a more 

detailed discussion of constraint evolution. 

A formal definition of constraint relaxation takes as its input a schema Si, a relaxation 

r, and returns a new conceptual schema ^2 with the effect of the constraint relaxation. 

4.5.3. Relative Constraints 

Most cardinality constraints we encounter have their range (minimum and maximum) 

specified in terms of absolute numbers. For example, a constraint might specify that there 

should be between five and fifty faculty members in a department at any time. In Chapter 

2, we referred to Liddle's work [97] that allowed for expressions and variables in the 

constraint definitions. The purpose of using such expressions is to handle the case where 

the cardinality limits are not known in advance as fixed numbers, histead, the bounds are 

known in relative terms, i.e., relative to some other cardinality numbers. For example, 

perhaps a particular university does not impose absolute limits on the number of faculty 

in a department. Instead it states it in terms of a desired student-faculty ratio. So, the 
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constraint may specify that the number of faculty members should be between 

0.05 and 0.50 times the number of students. The only caution for a relative constraint is 

to ensure that cycles do not exist. A cycle exists when a relative constraint is indirectly 

stated in terms of itself. Suppose in addition to the faculty cardinality constraint relative 

to students, there is another constraint that defines the number of students in terms of 

"between 5 and 50 times the number of faculty." We have a problem here since the cycle 

leads to an inconsistent definition. Even if the numbers had been consistent (say, the 

number of students was "between 2 and 20 times the number of faculty), we end up with 

one redundant constraint. Essentially, both constraints say the same thing and we can 

simply drop the one on students. The cycle here has two arcs {a-^ b, b-^a). In general, 

cycles may involve multiple arcs (a-^ b ... a). The good news is that there are a 

number of well-known graph theory algorithms to detect cycles, and so we do not 

consider this a serious problem. 

4.5.4. Transition Constraints 

Constraints for database integrity are often categorized into state constraints and 

transition constraints [36 pp. 256-257]. State constraints deal with a single (current) state 

of the database, while transition constraints restrict what constitutes a legal transition 

from one database state to another. In context of spatio-temporal databases, we consider a 

slightly different view of state and transition constraints. We define state constraints as 

those that restrict the cardinality for any window of evaluation. Transition constraints on 

the other hand restrict cardinality between one window of evaluation and the next. 
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We adapt well-known transition constraints for data values and apply them to 

cardinality constraints. There are two types of transition constraints, those that relate to 

discrete changes and those that relate to continuous changes. 

Discrete change constraints enumerate a set of value pairs that restrict the cardinality 

changes. For example, if only one faculty member can be hired in a month, a transition 

constraint could state that the number of faculty members in a given month was always < 

1 + the number of faculty members in the previous month. 

Continuous changes can be represented using the direction of change with time and / 

or space. We list five tj^es of change. 

• strictlylncreasing : the cardinality value should be strictly increasing 

from one time / space window to the next. While ordering for time windows is 

straightforward, for space it would need to be done explicitly. For example, a 

trivial ordering specification could be a hierarchical aggregation of regions: 

the cardinality of entities in a larger encompassing region always being 

greater than the smaller region it contains. Other forms of ordering could 

include, for example, listing of US cities in some desired sequence in which 

the cardinality always increased between any two successive pairs of cities. 

• strictlyDecreasing : the cardinality value should be strictly decreasing 

from one time / space window to the next. 

• nonlncreasing ; the cardinality value should be non-increasing from one 

time / space window to the next. 
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• nonDecreasing: the cardinality value should be non-decreasing 

from one time / space window to the next. 

• equal : the cardinality value should be equal, i.e., no change allowed 

between any two time / space windows. 

This is a preliminary development of a classification scheme for cardinality constraint 

transitions; we leave the full development for future work. 

4.5.5. Constraints Involving Multiple Relationships 

Consider an example where suppliers supply orders for one or more parts. 

supply contain PARTS ORDERS SUPPLIERS 

Suppose we are interested in a constraint that says, "Orders for up to ten different 

parts can be placed with a supplier in a month." This cardinality constraint involves both 

the supply relationship and the contain relationship. Therein lies the problem, since 

cardinality constraints typically only involve single relationships. To support a constraint 

definition of this type, we allow for a virtual interaction relationship between suppliers, 

orders and parts. A virtual interaction relationship (VIR) can be defined as a set of pairs. 

Each pair has two components: (1) two interaction relationships from the schema, and (2) 

common entity classes (or roles) between the relationships. The degree of the VIR is the 

number of such pairs. For simplicity we consider only VIRs of degree 1. We leave for 

future work VIRs of higher degrees. However, we allow a VIR to be defined using 

another VIR, and this takes care of most cases of multi-relationship chaining. 
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Corresponding to example above, we have a VIR (let us call it shipments) 

defined as follows: shipments ( (supply, contain), (ORDERS) ). Each instance of a 

virtual interaction relationship is composed of tuples {s, c) where \/ {s & supply, c G 

contain): 7toRDERs('S') = •n:oRDERs(c). Formally, a VIR is defined as follows. 

VIR = {R\, i?2, G), where R\ and R2 are a pair of interaction relationships (or VIRs) 

and C, are of entity classes or roles they have in common. This is often a single entity 

class, but may be two when the relationships involved have more than one entity class in 

common: for example with the relationships qualified_to_teach and teaches—we see 

that both involve COURSES and INSTRUCTORS. A virtual interaction relationship 

instance is defined as follows. 

{ (^1, r2) : RX& RI A RI A 7TCI(RI) = 7I:CI(''2) A ... A 7TA(RI) = nci{r2) }, where the 

projection function n\i{r) returns the entity corresponding to Q in the relationship R. 

Once a virtual interaction relationship is defined, we can impose participation, co

occurrence and projection constraints on it in a similar way as we do for normal 

interaction relationships. For the shipments constraint example described in this section, 

we have; CARD-R-CO(shipments, (SUPPLIERS), (PARTS)) IN [0:10] OVER (month)//-. 

Another way to impose a constraint involving multiple relationships is to define a 

ternary or higher order relationship involving all the participating classes (or roles) in the 

VIR. This relationship need not be translated into the relational design (since no 
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additional data needs to be stored based on it, rather we need it to check a specific 

constraint), but a view can be defined based on it to allow for the constraint enforcement. 

4.6. Summary 

hi this chapter we presented an overview of the constraints framework as seen in 

Figure 12. We began by discussing the types of cardinaUty, i.e., those appUcable to 

constructs, time and space. We then talked about the different combination of constraint 

evaluation windows and presented some distinctions between the semantics of time and 

space as applicable to constraint evaluation, hi Section 4.4, we reviewed temporal and 

spatial relations that can be used in extending the constraint semantics. Finally, in Section 

4.5, we presented constraint refinements related to constraint applicability, predicates, 

relaxation, violation, relative constraints, transition constraints, and constraints involving 

two interaction relationships. 
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Chapter 5: Set-based Spatio-Temporal Rules 

Framework 

In this chapter we discuss the types of constraints in the framework using extracts 

from a case study at the histitutional Review Board (IRB) at a major public university. 

We discuss in order: constraints related to Entity Classes (Section 5.1), Attributes and 

Domains (Section 5.2), Interaction relationships (Section 5.3), Inclusion relationships 

(Section 5.4), Composite relationships (Section 5.5), and Aggregation relationships 

(Section 5.6). After that we delve into details about metaconstraints (rules that govern the 

interaction between constraints) in Section 5.7. In Section 5.8 we discuss an approach to 

using the framework to elicit and classify constraints. We end the chapter by pointing out 

implications for relational design and some implementation considerations 5.10. 

Before we go on to the constraints, we give a short overview of the IRB scenario used 

to illustrate many of the constraints. The appropriate IRB committee composed of 

university and outside members must approve every research project involving human 

subjects. Projects that are approved are allowed to continue subject to periodic review 

(periodicity determined at time of approval). The IRB also tracks the teams of 

investigators working on projects. Investigators are classified as principal investigators, 

study coordinators, student investigators, and other personnel. Any adverse incidents that 

occur on projects have to be reported to the IRB, along with the human subjects that may 

be affected. The incidents are grouped into incident types based on the severity for 

further analysis. The USM schema diagram for the IRB case is in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17IRB Schema 

Full details of the case study are in Chapter 6. Some of the examples of constraints 

used were not actually required to be modeled by the IRB; however we describe them to 

illustrate a constraint type. Additional examples from other contexts are also presented 

wherever necessary. 

For each type of constraint discussed, we define it using first order logic and also 

demonstrate the syntax. A formal and comprehensive description of the syntax in 

Backus-Naur Form (BNF) is given in Appendix B. The syntax closely mirrors the 

framework (Figure 12) and we explain the components using an example later in this 

chapter. The symbols used in the syntax are influenced by previous work [82, 124, 169]. 
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Since the window of evaluation and constraint applicability syntax is standard 

for all types of constraints, we briefly describe them here. The evaluation window for a 

cardinality constraint is placed right after the Card range. The constraint applicability is 

placed after the evaluation window as it bounds the same. Both the evaluation window 

and the constraint applicability, have syntax of the form: (Temporal) // (Spatial) where a 

pair of forward slashes delineates the temporal and spatial aspects. 

The temporal and spatial relation of interest (see Section 4.4) is entered right after the 

window of evaluation. If no such temporal / spatial relation is specified, we assume the 

default, i.e., "during" for time and "overlaps" for space (that encompasses any kind of 

intersection between the windows of evaluation and the temporal / spatial element 

associated with the data). With a relation, the syntax looks like: (Temporal)[(t-i)] OVER 

(Spatial) [(s-i)], where (t-i) and (s-i) are one of the relations described in Chapter 4. 

For constraint applicability the (Temporal) and (Spatial) parts, consist of a temporal 

element and spatial element respectively. 

For the constraint evaluation window, the (Temporal) part takes one of: the kejword 

seq for sequenced constraints, a temporal element for non-sequenced fixed-window 

constraints, or a combination of a window-size interval and slide-granularity interval for 

non-sequenced sliding-window constraints. The (Spatial) part takes one of: the keyword 

unit for unit-spaced constraints, a spatial element for collective-spaced fixed-window 
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constraints, or a combination of a window-size region and slide-granularity region 

for collective-spaced sliding-window constraints. 

5.1. Entity Class Constraints 

In this section we discuss construct cardinality (5.1.1), temporal cardinality on entity 

class instances (5.1.2), temporal cardinahty on subsets of entity classes (5.1.3), spatial 

cardinality on entity class instances (5.1.4), and spatial cardinality for entity class subsets 

(5.1.5). For our discussions, we use variants of the entity class PROJECTS (Figure 18). 

This is the same entity class seen in Figure 17, with attributes added. Each project has an 

associate valid-time, measured to the granularity of day. It also has one or more a 

locations, measured to the granularity of city. The project's status attribute changes with 

time, and the changes are recorded at the granularity of a day. 

For construct cardinality constraints on entity classes we provide formal semantics, 

syntax and examples for all sixteen time / space windows of evaluation listed in Section 

4.3. For constraints on other constructs like attributes and interaction relationships, we 

only provide the semantics and syntax for sequenced, unit-spaced constraints. We feel the 

first order logic extensions is straightforward for the other time / space windows of 

(^^^^Status^ ProiectlD 

PROJECTS 

Figure 18 The PROJECTS Entity Class 
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evaluation. This should also be evident from definitions for the entity class 

constraints. For temporal cardinality on entity classes sequenced constraints are not 

meaningful and for spatial cardinality on entity classes unit-spaced constraints are not 

meaningful. So, instead we provide non-sequenced sliding-window and collective-spaced 

sliding-window semantics. 

5.1.1. Construct Cardinality 

An entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in a class C. 

We define the semantics of a class constraint for conventional (i.e., non-spatio-temporal) 

in sub-section 5.1.1.1, temporal (5.1.1.2), spatial (5.1.1.3), and spatio-temporal (5.1.1.4) 

entity classes. The constraint for a conventional entity class is discussed for 

completeness. Within each of those class types (temporal, spatial, spatio-temporal, 

conventional) we discuss the different evaluation windows (e.g., sequenced, unit-spaced) 

applicable for the constraint. 

For constraints on other constructs (e.g., attribute constraints, interaction relationship 

constraints), we only discuss constraints on the spatio-temporal version of the construct. 

We believe the extension to the purely temporal and purely spatial constructs is 

straightforward, and hence this approach is sufficient. 

5.1.1.1. Conventional Entity Class 

For a conventional entity class e, the only meaningful cardinality constraint is the 

snapshot constraint. 
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Snapshot Constraint: A snapshot entity class cardinality constraint restricts 

the number of members in the entity class. The formal definition and syntax for the 

constraint is as follows. 

Dcnnition \ { e \  e  e  E }  \  e  C a r d  

Syntax GARD-C {E) IN [<min):(max)] 

Since the definition is simple, we also illustrate the expansion of the constraint 

definition when we include predicates. But before we do so, we briefly cover the different 

components of the syntax seen here. As mentioned previously, the components relate 

closely to the framework as a whole (Figure 12). 

CARDHC|i(^)i INi [(min>:(max>] 

Component (1) is the type of cardinality (in this case construct cardinality; but we could 

have temporal cardinality or spatial cardinality). Component (2) refers to the USM 

construct affected. C in this case stands for Class cardinality. Component (3) is the set of 

parameters needed to specify the class cardinality (in this case it is only the name of the 

entity class, however we could also have the predicates on the entity class and if it were a 

constraint on a different USM construct, we might have, for example, names of 
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relationships included as well). Component (4) contains the cardinality limits for 

the constraint. 

Had this been a spatio-temporal constraint, we would have had in addition an 

evaluation window and possibly applicability bounds as well. We briefly describe what 

the syntax for those aspects looks like. 

(Constraint Type and Limits) OVER 
(Temporal Evaluation Window) // (Spatial Evaluation Window) AND 
(Temporal Applicability Bounds) // (Spatial Apphcability Bounds) 

Now we return to our snapshot constraint and describe the semantics when predicates 

are involved. 

Deflnition |{ e : e e E /\P{e{Ax\), e{Ax2), •••, e{Ak\), e{Akm)} \ e Card 

Syntax CARD-C {E [P{A\, ...,Ai^]) IN [(min):(max)] 

Example 1: There should be no more than five hundred inactive projects (i.e., with a 

status value of "inactive"). 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:500] 

This example involves a (snapshot) class cardinality constraint with a predicate on the 

status attribute. The minimum is not specified, so we set it to zero. Another option is to 
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use a special symbol like or to denote an unspecified cardinality. In either 

case, no constraint is to be implemented based upon the minimum in the database. 

5.1.1.2. Temporal Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1, the spatio-temporal equivalent of an entity class E, is 

defined as C c £• x T. The entity-set projection function n c(C, t), for a temporal entity 

class, returns a set of entities D for a given time frame t. 

We can define snapshot, sequenced, fixed-window non-sequenced, and sliding-

window non-sequenced constraints for this type of entity class. Spatial constraints are not 

meaningful for a purely temporal entity class since no spatial information is associated 

with the entity class. 

Snapshot Constraint: A snapshot entity class cardinality constraint restricts the 

number of members in the entity class in any snapshot state of the database. 

Using the entity-set projection function, we define D as the set returned by: TI^C(C, 0-

Regarding the constraint applicability bound T* for a snapshot constraint, we consider the 

semantics of applicability parallel to that of data in a conventional database. This leads to 

an interpretation of the applicability as being at the current time (or now). The evaluation 

window is set to be equal to the applicability bound. For the projection function, the time 

frame t is defined as the value returned by now. The formal definition and syntax of the 

constraint follow. The "// -" after the time evaluation window is for the spatial evaluation 

window, and indicates there is none. 
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1 tioTi \{ c : c e TCc(C, now) }| e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [<min):(max)] OVER now // -

Example 2: There should be no more than five hundred inactive projects (i.e., with a 

status value of "inactive") currently in the database. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inact ive"]) IN [0:500] OVER now // -

Sequenced Constraint: A sequenced entity class cardinality constraint restricts the 

number of members in the entity class at each point in time. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time granule t within the constraint 

applicability bound T*. As mentioned previously, the constraint applicability bounds 

appear in the syntax as // (temporal) bounds placed enclosing the entire constraint. For 

ease of readability, we do not show the constraint bounds syntax later on in the 

document. The syntax is straightforward, and we focus on the syntax aspects peculiar to 

the type of each constraint. 

Dct'initiiin y t e T*,\{ c : c e nc(C, 0 } 1 ^ Card 

S\nta\ ( CARD-C (C) IN [<min):<max)] OVER seq // -) // (Temporal 
Applicability Bounds) // -
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Example 3: There should be no more than five hundred inactive projects (i.e., 

with a status value of "inactive") in the database at each point in time. This constraint is 

applicable from the year 2000 to 2004. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:500] OVER seq // - AND ( 2 0 0 0 -

0 1 - 0 1 ,  2 0 0 4 - 1 2 - 3 1 ) / / -

Since the granularity of project status is in days, we change the applicability bounds 

to also be in days. The format used for dates is YYYY-MM-DD. 

Non-sequenced fixed-window: A non-sequenced fixed-window, unit-spaced entity 

class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class over a 

fixed window in time. 

This constraint is evaluated over a single time window t (a collection of granules) 

identical to the constraint applicability bound T*. We use an abbreviation (t-e-w) for the 

non-sequenced (Temporal Evaluation Window). 

Dotliiition \ { c  :  c  e  T Z c ( C ,  0 ) 1 ^  Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min):(max)] OVER (t-e-w) // -

Example 4: There should be no more than a thousand inactive projects in the database 

between January 1, 2004 and March 31, 2004. 
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CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:1000] OVER ( 2  0 0 0 - 0 1 - 0 1 ,  

2 0 0 4 - 0 3 - 3 1 )  / / -

Non-sequenced sliding-window: A non-sequenced sliding-window entity class 

cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class over each 

window in time. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time window t (a collection of granules) within 

the constraint applicability bound T*. 

Definition \f t e T*,\{c : c & tcc(C, 0) 1 ^  Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER (t-e-w> +<shde-granularity> // -

Example 5: There should be no more than a thousand inactive projects in the database in 

each calendar month. This should be checked between January 1, 2000 and December 

31, 2004. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:1000] OVER (month) +(month) 11-

AND ( 2  0  0 0 - 0 1 - 0 1 ,  2 0 0 4 - 1 2 - 3 1 ) / / -

While not explicitly stated, the language of the example indicates the grandularity of 

each slide is a month. 
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5.1.1.3. Spatial Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1, the spatial equivalent of an entity class E, is defined as 

C <^E X S. The entity-set projection function s), for a spatial entity class, returns a 

set of entities D for a given spatial extent s. The constraint applicability is bounded by S* 

c S. We can define snapshot, unit-spaced, fixed-window collective-spaced, and sliding-

window collective-spaced constraints for this type of entity class. Temporal constraints 

are not meaningful for a purely spatial entity class since no temporal information is 

associated with the entity class. 

Snapshot Constraint: A snapshot entity class cardinality constraint restricts the 

number of members in the entity class in any snapshot state of the database. 

Using the entity-set projection function, we define D as the set returned by: Tt^c(C, 5). 

Regarding the evaluation window and constraint applicability bound S* for a snapshot 

constraint, we consider it the same way as we would data in a conventional database. 

This means we interpret the evaluation window and applicability as being over all space. 

Therefore, for the projection function in the constraint definition, we set the spatial extent 

XoS. 

Definition \{ c : c e Tz^ciC, }| e Card 

Synl:)\ CARD-C (C) IN [<min>:(max>] OVER - // all - space 
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Example 6: There should be no more than five hundred inactive projects (i.e., 

with a status value of "inactive") in the database. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inact ive"]) IN [0:500] OVER-//all-space 

Note that we use the special value all-space to denote all of space (for the 

constraint evaluation window). 

Unit-spaced Constraint: A unit-spaced entity class cardinality constraint restricts the 

number of members in the entity class at each location in space. The granularity or size 

of each location is identical to the granularity of the data. 

This constraint is evaluated over each space granule s within the constraint 

applicability bound S . 

Definition V 5 e 5'*, 1 { c : c G 7Tc(C, 5) } | e Card 

S\nt:i\ CARD-C (C) IN [<min):(max)] OVER - // unit 

Example 7: There should be no more than fifty inactive projects in the database for each 

city. This constraint is applicable in the state of Arizona. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inact ive"]) IN [0:50] OVER - // unit AND - // 

(Arizona) 

Collective-spaced fixed-window Constraint: A collective-spaced fixed-window 

entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class in a 
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fixed window of space. 

This constraint is evaluated over a single space window s (a collection of granules) 

within the constraint applicability bound S*. We use an abbreviation (s-e-w) for the 

collective-space (Spatial Evaluation Window). 

Dennition 1 { c : c 6 TCc(C, i') A (5 e 5') } 1 e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min):<max>] OVER - //(s-e-w) 

Example 8: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the database 

for the state of Arizona. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:100] OVER - // (Arizona) 

Collective-spaced sliding-window Constraint: A collective-spaced sliding-window 

entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class in 

each window of space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each space window s (a collection of granules) 

within the constraint applicability bound S*. 

Dcfinitiun V 5 6 5*, 1 { c : c e TiciC, i')} | e Card 

S.\ntu\ CARD-C (C) IN [<min):(max)] OVER - //(s-e-w) +(shde-granularity) 
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Example 9: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the 

database for each state. This constraint is applicable in the USA. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:100] OVER - // (state) +(state) 

AND -// (USA) 

5.1.1.4. Spatio-temporal Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1, the spatio-temporal equivalent of an entity class E, is 

, /-I 
defined as C C £• x 7 x S. The entity-set projection function TC C(C, t, s), defined for a 

spatio-temporal entity class, returns a set of entities D for a given time frame t, and 

spatial extent 5. Constraint applicability bounds are defined by T* e T and S* e S. 

Snapshot Constraint; A snapshot entity class cardinality constraint restricts the 

number of members in the entity class in any snapshot state of the database. 

Using the entity-set projection function, we define D as the set returned by: ifciC, t, 

s). With regard to the constraint evaluation window and applicability bounds for a 

snapshot constraint, the interpretation of the semantics is analogous to that of data in a 

conventional database. In terms of time and space, that would imply a constraint that was 

applicable at the current time (or now), and over all of space. This option also leads to 

the evaluation window being set to be equal to the applicability bounds. Therefore, for 

the projection function, the time frame t is defined as the value returned by now. The 

spatial extent s is simply S, i.e., the entire spatial extent relevant to the database. The 

formal definition of the constraint follows. 
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Definition 1 { c : c 6 ifciC, now, 5) } | e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [<min>:<max)] OVER now// all-space 

Example 10: There should be no more than five hundred inactive projects. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:500] OVER now// all-space 

Sequenced Constraint: A sequenced entity class cardinality constraint restricts the 

number of members in the entity class at each point in time. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time granule t within the constraint 

applicability bound T*. Given that the underlying entity class is spatio-temporal, the 

assumption is that the constraint is evaluated over all space. This also sets the constraint 

applicability bounds to be all space. With this assumption, specifying all - space in the 

constraint definition is optional, since it v^^ill be assumed anyway. 

I)t>rinition V ? e r*, 1 { c : c € 7tc(C, t, -S*) } | e Card 

CARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER seq // all-space ... or... 

CARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER seq // -

Example 11: There should be no more than five hundred inactive projects (i.e., with a 

status value of "inactive") in the database at each point in time. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inac t  ive"] )  IN [0:500] OVER seq // all-space AND 

lifetime / / a l l  -  space  
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Since the constraint applicability bounds were not specified, they reverted to 

the defaul t  va lues .  For  a  sequenced  cons t ra in t ,  th i s  i s  the  hfe t ime of  the  da ta ,  and  a l l -

space. Alternatively we could have specified the constraint as follows (with the default 

values assumed implicitly). For the rest of the constraints, we usually adopt the more 

compact representation. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inact ive"]) IN [0:500] OVER seq // -

Non-sequenced fixed-window; A non-sequenced fixed-window constraint restricts 

the number of members in the entity class over a fixed window in time. 

This constraint is evaluated over a single time window t (a collection of granules) 

matching the constraint applicability bound T*. Given that the underlying entity class is 

spatio-temporal, the assumption is that the constraint is evaluated over all space as well. 

Definition 1 { c : c e TiciC, t, S*) } | e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min):<max)] OVER (t-e-w) // -

Example 12: There should be no more than a thousand inactive projects in the database 

between January 1, 2004 and March 31, 2004. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0; 1000] OVER (2 000-01-01, 

2 0 0 4 - 0 3 - 3 1 ) / / -
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Non-sequenced sliding-window: A non-sequenced sliding-window, unit-

spaced entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in the entity 

class over each window in time. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time window t (a collection of granules) within 

the constraint applicability bound T*. Given that the underlying entity class is spatio-

temporal, the assumption is that the constraint is evaluated over all space. 

As mentioned in Section 4.3, non-sequenced sliding-window constraints are similar to 

sequenced constraints. The formal definition of the constraint is also very similar, with 

the difference being the size of the time frame t. As expected, the default for space is 

a l l - space .  

Definition V ? G r*, 1 { c : c e TtciC, t, 5*) } 1 e Card 

Synfav CARD-C (C) IN [(min);(max>] OVER (t-e-w) +(slide-granularity) // -

Example 13: There should be no more than a thousand inactive projects in the database 

in each calendar month. This should be checked between January 1, 2000 and December 

31, 2004. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inac t  ive"] )  IN [0 :1000]  OVER (month) +(month) It -

A N D  ( 2 0 0 0 - 0 1 - 0 1 ,  2 0 0 4 - 1 2 - 3 1 ) / / -
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Unit-spaced Constraint: A unit-spaced entity class cardinality constraint 

restricts the number of members in the entity class at each location in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each space granule s within the constraint 

s|t  ̂ ... 

applicability bound S . Given that the underlying entity class is spatio-temporal, the 

assumption is that the constraint is evaluated at the current time. This also implicitly sets 

the constraint applicability to be the current time. Specifying the current time in the 

syntax is optional. 

Definition V 5 e 5*, 1 { c : c E TCC(C, now, s) A (now G 7*) } | G Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER - // unit 

Example 14: There should be no more than fifty inactive projects in the database for each 

city. This constraint is applicable in the state of Arizona. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:50] OVER - It unit AND - // 

(Arizona) 

Collective-spaced fixed-window Constraint: A collective-spaced fixed-window 

entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class in a 

fixed window of space. 

This constraint is evaluated over a single space window s (a collection of granules) 

within the constraint applicability bound S*. Given that the underlying entity class is 
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spatio-temporal, the assumption is that the constraint is evaluated at the current 

time. Explicitly stating the default in a constraint is optional. 

Definition 1 { c : c e TTcCC, now, 5) A (now e T*) A (5 e 5*)} | e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER - // <s-e-w> 

Example 15: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the database 

for the state of Arizona. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inact ive"]) IN [0:100] OVER - // (Arizona) 

Collective-spaced sliding-window Constraint: A collective-spaced sliding-window 

entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class in 

each window of space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each space window s (a collection of granules) 

within the constraint applicability bound S*. Given that the underlying entity class is 

spatio-temporal, the assumption is that the constraint is evaluated at the current time. 

Definition \/ s e S*,\{ c : c G nc(C, now, s) A (now € T*) }| E Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [<min):(max>] OVER - // <s-e-w> +(slide-granularity) 
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Example 16: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the 

database for each state. This constraint is applicable in the USA. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inact ive"]) IN [0:100] OVER - II (state) +(state) 

AND - // (USA) 

Sequenced, Unit-spaced Constraint: A sequenced, unit-spaced entity class 

cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class at each point in 

time and each location in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time granule t and space unit s within the 

constraint applicability bounds T* and S*. 

Definition V ? G r*, V 5 e 5*, 1 { c : c 6 uc(C, t,s)}\ e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min):(max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 17: There should be no more than fifty inactive projects in the database for each 

city at each point in time. This constraint is applicable in the state of Arizona between 

January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2004. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:50] OVER seq // unit AND (2 00 0-

01-01, 2004-12-31) //(Arizona) 
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Sequenced, Collective-spaced fixed-windov*' Constraint: A sequenced, 

fixed-window collective-spaced entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of 

members in the entity class at each point in time and a fixed window in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time granule t and a single space window s (a 

collection of granules) within the constraint applicability bounds T* and S*. 

Definition V f e r*, 1 { c : c e 7tc(C, t) a (s & S ) }\ e Card 

Spitax CARD-C (C) IN [(min):(max)] OVER seq // (s-e-w) 

Example 18: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the database 

for the Arizona at any point in time between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2004. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:50] OVER seq // (Arizona) AND 

(2000-01-01 .2004-12-31)  II-

Sequenced, Collective-spaced sliding-window Constraint: A sequenced, collective-

spaced sliding-window entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members 

in the entity class at each point in time and each window in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time granule t and each space window s (a 

collection of granules) within the constraint applicability bounds T* and S*. The 

constraint definition follows. 
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JLIvIinXUUQ \/ t ^ T*,\f s e S*,\{ c : c e ndC, ̂ , ̂ ) }| e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [<min>:(max>] OVER seq // <s-e-w) +(slide-
granularity) 

Example 19: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the database 

for each state and at any point in time. This constraint is applicable in the USA between 

January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2004. 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:100] OVER seq it (state) 

+(state) AND (2 00 0-01-01, 2 0 04-12-31) // USA 

Non-sequenced fixed-window, Unit-spaced Constraint: A non-sequenced fixed-

window, unit-spaced entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of members in 

the entity class over a fixed window in time and at each location in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over a single time window t (a collection of granules) and 

space unit s within the constraint applicability bounds T* and S . The constraint definition 

follows. 

Dvllnition V -y 6 5"*, |{ c : c e ndC, t, s) a {t e T*) }\ e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER (t-e-w> // unit 
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Example 20: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the 

database for each city in Arizona during January 1, 2004 and March 31, 2004. 

{ CARD-C (PROJECTS [status=" inac t ive" ] )  IN [0:100] OVER (2004-01-01 ,  

2004-03-31) //unit} II - II {Arizona) 

Non-sequenced sliding-window, Unit-spaced Constraint: A non-sequenced 

sliding-window, unit-spaced entity class cardinality constraint restricts the number of 

members in the entity class over each window in time and at each location in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time window t (a collection of granules) and 

space unit 5 within the constraint applicability bounds T* and S*. 

Definition \/ t e. T s E. S*, \ { c : c e nc{C, 5) } | e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min>:<max>] OVER (t-e-w> +<slide-granularity) // unit 

Example 21: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the database 

for each city in Arizona during each month between January 1, 2000 and December 21, 

2004. 

{ CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inac t ive" ] )  IN [0:100] OVER (month) +(month) / /  

uni t }  / / (2  000-01-01 ,  2  004-12-31) / / (Ar izona)  

Non-sequenced fixed-window, Collective-spaced fixed-window Constraint: A 

non-sequenced fixed-window, collective-spaced fixed-window entity class cardinality 
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constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class over a fixed window 

in time and a fixed window in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over a single time window t (a collection of granules) and 

a single space window s (a collection of granules) within the constraint applicability 

9f(  ̂

bounds T and S . 

Definition 1 { c : c G nc{C, t, s) a {t ^ T*) A (I' e .S*) } | G Card 

SyntiiY CARD-C (C) IN [(min):<max)] OVER (t-e-w) // (s-e-w) 

Example 22: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the database 

over the state of Arizona during January 1, 2004 and March 31, 2004. 

{CARD-C (PROJECTS [status=" inac t ive" ] )  IN [0:100] OVER (2  004-01-01 ,  

2004-03-31)  / / (Ar izona)  

Non-sequenced fixed-window, Collective-spaced sliding-window Constraint: A 

non-sequenced fixed-window, collective-spaced sliding-window entity class cardinality 

constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class over a fixed window in time 

and each window in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over a single time window t (a collection of granules) and 

each space window s (a collection of granules) within the constraint applicability bounds 

T* and S\ 
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Definition y s e S*, \ { c : c e nc(C, t, 5) A (? G T*) } | e Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER (t-e-w) // (s-e-w> +<slide-
granularity) 

Example 23: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the database 

for each state in USA during January 1, 2004 and March 31, 2004. 

{ CARD-C (PROJECTS [status=" inac t ive" ] )  IN [0:100] OVER (2 004-01-01 ,  

20  04-03-31)  / / ( s t a te )+(s t  a t e )}  / / - / / (USA)  

Non-sequenced sliding-window, Collective-spaced fixed-window Constraint: A 

non-sequenced sliding-window, collective-spaced fixed-window entity class cardinality 

constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class over each window in time 

and a fixed window in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time window t (a collection of granules) and a 

single space window s (a collection of granules) within the constraint applicability 

bounds T* and S*. The constraint definition follows. 

Definition V f e r*, |{ c : c G 7Tc(C, t,s)}\ e Card 

S>ntii\ CARD-C (C) IN [<min>:<max)] OVER (t-e-w> +(shde-granularity> // (s-
e-w) 
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Example 24: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the 

database in Arizona during each month between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 

2004. 

{ CARD-C (PROJECTS [status=" inac t ive" ] )  IN [0:100] OVER (month) +(month) / /  

(Ar izona)}  / / (2  000-01-01 ,  2  0  04  -12-31) / / -

Non-sequenced sliding-window, Collective-spaced sliding-window Constraint; A 

non-sequenced sliding-window, collective-spaced sliding-window entity class cardinality 

constraint restricts the number of members in the entity class over each window in time 

and each window in space. 

This constraint is evaluated over each time window t (a collection of granules) and 

each space window s (a collection of granules) within the constraint applicability bounds 

T* and S*. The constraint definition follows. 

DcHnitioii V ? e r*, V 5 € iS*, 1 { c ; c e TiciC, 5)} | € Card 

Syntax CARD-C (C) IN [<min):(max)] OVER (t-e-w) +<sUde-granularity> // (s-
e-w> +<slide-granularity> 

Example 25: There should be no more than one hundred inactive projects in the database 

for each state in USA during each month between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 

2004. 
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{ CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:100] OVER (month) 

+(month)// (state) +(state)} // (2000-01-01, 2 0 04-12-31)// (USA) 

5.1.2. Temporal Cardinality on Entity class Instances 

The temporal cardinality constraint for entity classes restricts the cardinality of the 

maximally coalesced temporal element associated with each entity instance. A temporal 

element is a set—a finite union of time periods. A maximally coalesced temporal element 

is one with no overlapping or contiguous time periods. Its cardinality is the count of the 

non-contiguous time periods in that set. 

Sequenced constraints are not usefiil for temporal cardinality. The reason being, the 

number of non-contiguous time periods can only be a single one in that duration. This 

leaves us with the two non-sequenced evaluation windows: fixed and sliding. 

Examples for temporal cardinality are provided using the meetings entity class 

(Figure 17, shown with attributes in Figure 19). Committees meet at designated meetings. 

Each meeting has a topic and agenda. A single meeting may span multiple time intervals 

(with scheduled breaks / adjournments). Meetings take place at different locations. 

f^meetinalD^ (^^en^ 

MEETINGS 

Figure 19 Meetings Entity Class 
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5.1.2.1. Temporal Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1.1, the function 7it(c, t) takes as input a temporal entity c 

and returns the maximally coalesced temporal element f associated with the entity 

instance c and the time frame t. 

As mentioned in Section 4.4, we define the semantics only for the non-sequenced 

sliding-window temporal cardinality constraint. 

Non-sequenced sliding-window: A non-sequenced shding-window temporal 

cardinality constraint restricts the number of time periods in the temporal element 

associated with each entity instance. This constraint is evaluated over each time window t 

(a collection of granules) within the constraint applicability bound T*. 

Derinilidii V / G 7*, V c 6 nc{C, t), 1 f = TZt(c, t) \ g Card 

Syntax TCARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(max)] OVER<t-e-w) +(slide-granularity)// -

Example 26: A budget meeting should have no more than four scheduled time blocks 

associated with it. More than that requires scheduling a second meeting. 

TCARD-C (MEETINGS[topic="budget'•]) IN [0:4] OVER lifetime // -

For this example, we assume that tracking the meeting location is not important and 

MEETINGS is a purely temporal entity class. 
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5.1.2.2. Spatio-temporal Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1.3, the function Tit{c, t, s) takes as input a spatio-temporal 

entity c, a time frame t, and a spatial extent s and returns the maximally coalesced 

temporal element f associated with the entity instance c. Constraint applicability bounds 

are defined hy T* ^ T and S* c S. As mentioned in Section 5.1.2.1, we do not consider 

sequenced temporal constraints. For a similar reason, constraints with only an explicit 

spatial window of evaluation are not useful. The implicit temporal window in that case 

would be the current time. However, the cardinality of the temporal interval associated 

with the current time will always be 1. 

Non-sequenced sliding-window, Unit-spaced Constraint: This type of temporal 

cardinality constraint restricts the number of periods in the temporal element associated 

with each entity instance over each time window t (a collection of granules), and at each 

point in space. 

Dcrinitioii y t & T* s & S* c e 7rc(C, t, s), \t'^ •.t'^ = %t{c, 5) | 6 Card 

S\nla\ TCARD-C (C) IN [(min>:(nnax>] OVER(t-e-w> +(slide-granularity>//(s-
e-w> +(slide-granularity> 

Example 27: A budget meeting should have no more than three scheduled time blocks 

associated with it on-campus. This constraint is applicable during 2004. 
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TCARD-C (MEETINGS[topic="budget"]) IN [0:4] OVER lifetime // (on-

campus)  AND / / (2004-01-01 ,  2  004-12-31) / / -

5.7.5. Temporal Cardinality on Entity class Subsets 

At the set-level, the constraint restricts the cardinality of the maximally coalesced 

temporal element associated with a set of entity instances considered together. 

5.1.3.1. Temporal Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1.1, the function nxiD, t) takes as input a set of one or 

more temporal entities D and returns the maximally coalesced temporal element f 

associated with the set D. The constraint applicability bound is defined by T* c T. The 

subset D, D C, is defined using a predicate on the temporal entity class C. Formally, D 

is defined as: D = { c : c e C a P{c{An), c(Au), •••, c{Aki), ..., } 

We define the non-sequenced sliding-window temporal cardinality constraint. 

Non-sequenced sliding-window: A non-sequenced sliding-window temporal 

cardinality constraint restricts the number of periods in the temporal element associated 

with a collection of entities D. This constraint is evaluated over each time window t (a 

collection of granules) within the constraint applicability bound T*. 
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Definition V f e T*, D ̂  T^c(C, t), \t'^:t'^ = ntiD, t) e Card 

Syntax TCARD-C-SET (C) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER<t-e-w> +(slide-
granularity)// -

Example 28: All meetings for voting taken together should have no more than five 

scheduled time blocks associated with them in a semester. This constraint is applicable 

during 2004. 

TCARD-C-SET (MEETINGS[topic="budge t" ] )  IN [0:5] OVER (semester) 

+(semes te r )//-AND (2004-01-01 ,  2004-12-31) / / -

5.1.3.2. Spatio-temporal Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1.3, the function t, 6) takes as input a set of spatio-

temporal entities D and a spatial extent s. It returns a maximally coalesced temporal 

element t'" associated with the entities in D over the time frame t and spatial extent 5. 

Constraint applicability bounds are defined by T* c T and S <^S. 

Non-sequenced sliding-window, Unit-spaced Constraint: This type of temporal 

cardinality constraint restricts the number of periods in the temporal element associated 

with the set of entities D over each time window t (a collection of granules), and each 

point in space, s. 
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Definition \ / t e T , \ / s e S * , D ^  n c ( C ,  t ,  s ) ,  \ t ' ^ : t ' "  =  n t { D ,  5) | e Card 

Syntax TCARD-C-SET (D) IN [<min);(max>] OVER(t-e-w> +(slide-
granularity)// (s-e-w) +<slide-granularity> 

Example 29: All meetings for voting taken together should have no more than four 

scheduled time blocks associated with them in a semester on-campus. This constraint is 

applicable during 2004. 

TCARD-C-SET (MEETINGS[topic="budge t" ] )  IN [0:4] OVER (semester) II (on-

campus)  AND (2004-01-01 ,  2004-12-31) / / -

5.1.4. Spatial Cardinality on Entity class Instances 

The spatial cardinality constraint for entity classes restricts the cardinality of the 

maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the data. Unit-spaced (evaluation 

window) constraints are not useful for spatial cardinality. The reason being, the 

cardinality of a single unit of space is always one. This leaves us with the collective-

spaced evaluation windows: fixed-window and sliding-window. 

At the instance-level, the constraint restricts the cardinality of the maximally 

coalesced spatial element associated with each entity instance. 
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5.1.4.1. Spatial Entity Class 

As described in 3.3.1.2, the function Tisic, s) takes as input a spatial entity c and 

returns the maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the entity instance c. 

The constraint applicability bound is defined by S* c S. 

Since time is not involved in a spatial entity class, we are left with non-sequenced 

fixed-window and non-sequenced sliding-window as the evaluation strategies. The 

maximally coalesced spatial element is computed for each entity instance within the 

spatial bounds, and its cardinality is then determined. 

As mentioned in Section 4.4, we define the semantics only for the collective-spaced 

sliding-window spatial cardinality constraint. 

Collective-spaced sliding-window: A collective-spaced sliding-window spatial 

cardinality constraint restricts the number of complexes in the spatial element associated 

with each entity instance. This constraint is evaluated over each space window 5 (a 

collection of granules) within the constraint applicability bound S*. 

I)ci1iiili(in V 5 e 5*, V c 6 7Cc(C, s), 1 / ; / = 7rs(c, s) \ e Card 

S\nt:)\ SCARD-C (C) IN [(min):{nnax>] OVER - //(s-e-w> +<slide-granularity> 
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Example 30 A high-security project should have no more than three locations in 

each state in USA. 

SCARD-C (PROJECTS[security_rating="high"]) IN [0:3] OVER - //(state) +(state) 

AND - // (USA) 

5,1.4.2. Spatio-temporal Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1.3, the function 7ts(c, t, s) takes as input a spatio-

temporal entity c, a time frame t and spatial extent s. It returns the maximally coalesced 

spatial element s'^ associated with the entity instance c. Constraint applicability bounds 

are defined by T* c T and S* ̂  S. 

Sequenced, Collective-spaced sliding-window Constraint: This spatial cardinality 

constraint restricts the number of complexes in the spatial element associated with every 

entity instance over each point in time, t, and each space window s (a collection of 

granules). 

Doilnitinii \ / t e T * , V s e S * , \ / c e  7tc(C, t, s), | 5*^: 5*^ = 7is(c, /, 5) | e Card 

S>iita\ SCARD-C (C) IN [<nnin):<max>] OVER seq // <s-e-w> +<slide-
granularity) 
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Example 31 Projects should have no more than ten locations in each state in USA 

at any time. This constraint is applicable between 1995 and 2005. 

SCARD-C (PROJECTS) IN [0:10] OVER seq / / ( s t a te )  + (s ta te )  AND (1995-01-

01 ,  2005-12-31) / / (USA)  

5.1.5. Spatial Cardinality on Entity class Subsets 

At the set-level, the constraint restricts the cardinality of the maximally coalesced 

temporal element associated with a set of entity instances considered together. 

5.1.5.1. Spatial Entity Class 

As described in Section 3.3.1.2, the function s) takes as input a set of one or 

more spatial entities D, a spatial window of evaluation s, and returns the maximally 

coalesced temporal element s associated with the entity set D. The constraint 

applicability bound is defined by S* c S. The subset D,D ̂  C, is typically defined using 

a predicate on the spatial entity class C. 

Since time is not involved in a spatial entity class, we are left with two possible 

evaluation strategies for the constraint, collective-spaced fixed-window and collective-

spaced sliding-window (unit constraints are not useful here). The maximally coalesced 

spatial element is computed for the entire subset D in question, and its cardinality is then 

determined. 
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Collective-spaced sliding-window; A collective-spaced sliding-window 

spatial cardinality constraint restricts the number of complexes in the spatial element 

associated with each entity instance. This constraint is evaluated over each space window 

s (a collection of granules) within the constraint applicability bound S*. 

Definition \/ s e S*,D^ nc{C, s), 5''^ : = ns(D, s) \ e Card 

Syntax SCARD-C-SET (C) IN [<min):<max)] OVER - //<s-e-w) +<slide-
granularity) 

Example 32 All high-risk projects taken together should have no more than fifty locations 

in Arizona. 

SCARD-C-SET (PROJECTS[risk="high"]) IN [0:50] OVER -11 (Arizona) 

5.1.5.2. Spatio-temporal Entity Class 

As described in 3.3.1.3, the function 7ts(/), t, s) takes as input a set of one or more 

spatio-temporal entities D, a time frame of evaluation t, and a spatial extent for evaluation 

s. It returns a maximally coalesced spatial element s associated with the entities m D 

over the time frame t. Constraint applicability bounds are defined hy T and S <^S. 

Sequenced, Collective-spaced sliding-window Constraint: This spatial cardinality 

constraint restricts the number of complexes in the spatial element associated with every 
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entity instance at each point in time, t, and each space window s (a collection of 

granules). 

Definition \ / t e T * , \ / s e S * , D ' ^  n c ( C ,  t ,  s ) ,  |  5) | € Card 

Syntax SCARD-C-SET (C) IN [(min):<max>] OVER seq // <s-e-w> +<slide-
granularity) 

Example 33 All high-risk projects taken together should have no more than seventy-five 

locations in Arizona over the course of a year. 

SCARD-C-SET (PROJECTS[risk="high"]) IN [0:75] OVER (year) +(year)// 

(Arizona) 

5.2. Attribute and Domain Constraints 

5.2.1. Attribute Constraints 

An attribute constraint restricts the cardinality of the number of values an entity 

instance can take (for a particular attribute) over a time window and space window of 

interest. 

As described in Section 3.3.2, the projection of an attribute Bt, for a given entity c, 

over t, and s is given by 7I:'^b(C, Bi, t, s). It returns a set of values Bi(c), for the attribute 5; 

valid for c, t, s. The formal definition of the constraint (sequenced, unit-spaced) follows. 
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Definition \ / t e T * , \ / s e S * , \ / c e  r f c i C ,  t , s ) ,  | {x : x e Bu ?, ^)} [ e 
Card 

Syntax CARD-A (C, B) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER seq // unit 

The reason we use Vc e TT c{C, t, s) instead of Vc e C is to ensure that cardinahty 

only takes into account entities valid for the evaluation windows s and t. This projection 

is important for both the minimum and maximum cardinalities. When checking to see if 

the minimum cardinality constraint has been satisfied, if we end up with entities outside 

the time / space window of evaluation, they may not have attribute values at those points. 

For the maximum cardinality, this is important because we do not want to count extra 

values for the attribute that exist outside the current evaluation windows. Let us illustrate 

with the following constraint example: "A project should always have at least one value 

for its status attribute at each location. The location granularity is city. This constraint is 

applicable in Arizona." Consider a project PI currently ongoing in Tucson AZ. Now if 

we use Vc e C, PI would be selected from C since it is a project that exists in C at some 

time and place. The problem lies in using that in combination with \/ s e S*. The 

quantifier over space \/ s e S* will evaluate the constraint for each city in Arizona. PI 

would therefore be selected even when the evaluation window was looking at say 

Phoenix AZ . But, it would have zero values for the status attribute there. The 

projection 7tB(c, Bt, t, s) would return no values for the combination of: PI, status, time-

t. Phoenix AZ. 
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Another option here would be to introduce a shorthand notation by modifying 

the belongs to operator, e, to include time and space semantics. We did not define this 

with entity class constraints because we often used special values for t and s (such as the 

current time and all space), and those are easier to write with the projection operator than 

the belongs-to operator. 

New 
Operator 

E/ Belongs to during the evaluation window (c C) <=$> (c G TI C(C, t)) 

E. Belongs to within the evaluation window (c Q 0 (c e TT C(C, s ) )  

^ t ,S Belongs to during t, and within s. {c e,^s Q (c e n c(.C, t, s)) 

Now, we can restate Veen c(C, t, s) c et,s C. The constraint definition itself can 

be modified to look like: \/ t e T*,\/ s e S*,\/ c C, | {Jt : x e 7r\(c, Bi, 5) } | e 

Card 

Example 34: A project must have exactly one value for its "status " attribute at any point 

in time and location, however the status can change (e.g., from "under review" to 

"active " to "inactive these are the only possible values for the status) over a period of 

a year, and can be different for the various project locations across the country. No more 

than two different values for status should exist during any week however. The project's 
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status attribute is thus both spatial and temporal. This can be initially captured by 

a combination of five constraints. 

(a) CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:1] OVER seq // unit 

(b) CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:3] OVER (year) +(year)// unit 

(c) CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:3] OVER - // (USA) 

(d) CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:2] OVER (week) +(week)// -

(e) CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:3] OVER lifetime // all-space 

The first constraint specifies that at any point in time and place, there can be exactly 

one value for PROJECT.status. The second one suggests that there can be no more than 

three attribute values for PROJECT.status in any year; the fourth makes the appropriate 

restriction for a period of a week. The third constrains the number of possible values one 

may see for that attribute across the country. Finally the fifth, an implicit constraint based 

on the cardinality of the domain (see Section 5.2.2) of the attribute PROJECT.status 

(since we know there are only three possible values for that attribute), implies a 

lifetime (temporal) // all-space (spatial) constraint for the cardinality of the 

attribute for an entity instance. This is an example of a meta-constraint (Section 5.7). 

Additionally, we observe that the upper and lower bounds of cardinalities (b) and (c) are 

equal to the upper and lower bounds of the lifetime//all-space, i.e., constraint (d), 

and the seq//unit, i.e., constraint (a). The relevant metaconstraint (see Section 5.7) tells 
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us that no integrity is lost by simply enforcing constraints (a) and (d). Thus, we 

end up with: 

(1) CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:1] OVER seq // unit 

(2) CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:2] OVER (week) +(week) // -

(3) CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:3] OVER 1 if etime // all - space 

This is an example of the use of metaconstraints and it leads to maintenance of a single 

constraint in place of three. In general, if either an explicit domain constraint on status 

is captured or an explicit constraint for the three values the domain can take on is 

captured, there is no need to implement this last constraint in the system, as it will be 

enforced automatically. 

Attribute constraints can be used to specify various characteristics including optional, 

single-valued versus multi-valued, changeable versus non-changeable [70, 75], 

implication, equivalence, inclusion, exclusion and alternation [123]. A combination of an 

attribute, domain and class constraint can be used to specify uniqueness. To do so, the 

attribute cardinality is set to a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 1, and the domain 

cardinality is set to be exactly equal to the class cardinality at all times (a relative 

constraint). 
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5.2.2. Domain Constraints 

A domain cardinality constraint restricts the number of possible values an attribute 

can take on for the set of entity instances, over a time and space window of interest. It is 

the set-equivalent of the attribute constraint. While the attribute constraint restricts the 

number of attribute values a single entity-instance can have, the domain cardinality 

restricts the number of values the entire set of entities can have. 

The projection of an attribute B, for a given set of entities D, over t, and s is given by 

TtB(D, Bi, t, s). It returns a set of values 5,(Q, for the attribute B valid for D, t, s. 

Dclinition ^  t  ̂  T *  s  e  S *  , \  { b  \  b  ̂  B ,  t ,  ̂ ) )  }  |  e Card 

Syntax CARD-D (C, B) IN [(min>;(max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 35 Campus-based projects can be classified into three types ("biomedical", 

"behavioral", "continuing"). Research projects carried out at off-campus locations may 

be classified into two additional categories. This classification is in place between the 

years of 1985 and 2004 in the state of Arizona. There is at least one project going on on-

campus and off-campus at all times (even though its type may be unknown). Over any 

two-year period, of a year. 

(a) CARD-D (PROJECTS, type) IN [1:3] OVER seq/ / ( campus)  AND (1985-01-01 ,  

2004-12-31) / /  (Ar izona)  
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(b) CARD-D (PROJECTS, type) IN [1:5] OVER seq/ / (o f f -campus)  AND 

(1985-01-01 ,  2004-12-31) / /  (Ar izona)  

5.2.3. Attribute Value Constraints 

The attribute value constraint places a restriction on the cardinality of the value of any 

attribute (or combination of attributes) appearing in an entity class. 

One might think that this constraint is very similar to the entity class cardinality 

constraint with a specified predicate. The predicate defines a subset of the entity class 

based on a combination of attribute values. The cardinality of that subset then seems 

quite akin to the attribute-value cardinality. However, the difference is that class 

cardinality constraint works for a specific combination of attribute values, while attribute-

value constraints are more general and work for every legal combination of attribute 

values (for the attributes so constrained). 

We define this constraint formally in stages. Recall that in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.2) 

we defined the projection function 7i\(5(C), t, s). It takes as input the set of spatio-

temporal attribute values B{C), a time frame t and a spatial extent s. It returns a set of 

attribute values A' that existed for at least one member of the entity class C during the 

time frame and spatial extent of interest. 

Let us assume the constraint is placed on a combination of m attributes, B\, B2, ..., 

Bm-
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We define the Cartesian product CPB as: x 52 x ... x Each member 

cpb of CPB is an m-tuple of values. Bi{cpa) returns the value of the attribute 5, in cpa\ i < 

m. 

We define a set projection function; 7c\(C, bm,t, s) as C b\ x 62 x • • • x x t x s ̂  

D. It takes as input the spatio-temporal entity class C, a time frame t, a spatial extent s, 

and an m-tuple of attribute values. It returns a set of entities D that possess the attribute 

values in the m-tuple over t and s. 

We now define a grouping, X , X ^  P{C), as follows. 

\/ t & T*,\/ s e S*,V cpa CPA, {: x e n^ciC, t, s, cpa) } 

Finally, we describe attribute value cardinality as follows. 

Dollnitioii y x  e  X  , \ x  \  6  C a r d  

S\iit:i\ CARD-AVAL { C , B \ ,  . . . , B i )  IN [(min>:(max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 36 There should be at least 10 and no more than 500 projects of any of the 

project types ("biomedical", "behavioral", "other", etc.) going on at any time outside of 

campus. 

CARD-AVAL(PROJECTS, type) IN [10:500] OVER seq//(off-campus) 
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5.3. Interaction Relationship Constraints 

An interaction relationship relates members of one entity class to members of one or 

more entity classes. 

As described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.3), for a spatio-temporal interaction 

relationship R, the projection of i? at a given time frame t,t& T*, and space frame s, s e: 

S*, is given by 7T\(i?, t, 5). A single tuple of i? is denoted by r. 

A sub-tuple projection function, Ttu(i?, C\, ..., C,) takes as input the spatio-temporal 

relationship class R, participating entity classes C, through Q which are to be projected 

out to form the sub-tuple, a time frame t and a spatial extent 5. It returns a set of 

relationship sub-tuples. 

Interaction relationship constraints are classified into participation, set-participation, 

projection, co-occurrence, set-co-occurrence, appearance, set-appearance, appearance-

across-i?, and set-appearance-across-i? constraints. We begin by briefly describing each 

type of constraint and illustrating its semantics using a very simple example, the 

relationship reviewed_at from Figure 17. Thereafter, each constraint type is discussed in 

detail. 

Participation constraints look at a relationship (e.g., projects are reviewed at 

meetings), and ask the question, "How many times can an entity (e.g., a project) 

participate in the relationship?" Set-Participation constraints look at a (sub)set of 

entities (e.g., projects with a type of "biomedical" or "behavioral") and ask, "How many 
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times can the set of entities considered together participate in the relationship?" 

The generalized version of both these rule types consider not just a single entity class, but 

also entity combinations, for example "How many times can a given combination of 

project and meeting participate in the reviewed_at relationship?" 

Projection constraints look at the relationship and restrict how many distinct entity 

instances can occur across the set of relationship instances. Thus, "How many different 

projects can there be in all in the reviewed_at relationship?" is an example of the 

projection constraint. The generalized version of this constraint examines entity 

combinations from multiple entity classes. 

Co-occurrence constraints consider an entity already known to be participating in a 

relationship, and ask how many members of another entity class can co-occur with it. 

Thus, for example, one could ask, "Given a project that exists in the reviewed_at 

relationship, how many distinct meetings can co-occur with it?" The Set-Co-occurrence 

constraint looks at a set of entities known to be participating in a relationship and asks 

how many members of another entity class can co-occur with it. For example, "For 

projects classified as high-security, how many different meetings co-occur with them?" 

The generalized version of this constraint considers entity combinations. 

Appearance constraints are relevant in relationships where the same entity-class 

plays more than one role. Common examples are unary relationships (e.g., a supervises 

relationship where an employee can be a supervisor or supervisee). The appearance 

constraint restricts the number of roles a single entity can play in a particular relationship 
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instance (if an employee can supervise herself, then she plays two roles). The Set-

Appearance constraint restricts the number of roles a single entity can play across all 

relationship instances. 

5.3.1. Interaction Participation Constraint 

An interaction participation constraint specifies the number of interaction instances of 

R that a given entity combination in C\, ..., Q can participate in over a given time 

window t and space window s. A participation constraint specifies the constraint from the 

perspective of the class to the relationship. Intuitively, it looks at an entity or a 

combination of entities, and asks, "How many times can this combination occur in the 

relationship?" Formally, the participation constraint (sequenced, unit-spaced) can be 

defined as follows. 

nermitinii Vt e f, \fs E S\ V (CI C\, .. . ,  Q  Q),\ { r - . r  R  A  •k\ (r, Ci) = 
CI A ... A 71^ (r, Ci) = Ci}\ G Card 

S\iita\ CARD-R-PT {R, Ci,..., C,) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq // unit 

When discussing attribute constraints (Section 5.2.1) we discussed the reason why we 

use c, e n c(C, t, s) instead of c, e Q. The purpose is to ensure that cardinality only 

takes into account entities valid for the evaluation windows s and L We illustrate the need 

for doing so (time using the time dimension this time) once more with the following 

constraint example: "A department should have between 5 and 50 employees at any time 
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and in any state." This constraint is in effect between 1990 and 2005." Now, say a 

department was started in 1998. This constraint should not be considered to have failed 

for that department during 1995 simply because the department did not exist during the 

years 1990 through 1997. Similarly if the department does not exist in a particular state, 

then having employees in that state is not possible. Now, if the company wished to insist 

that a department should have between five and fifty employees in every state in the 

USA, then this needs the specification of a second constraint on the spatial cardinality of 

departments that requires it to be present in each state. In combination with the previous 

constraint, it would then mean the department must exist in each US state and have 

between 5 and 50 employees in those states. 

We also use r ei^ R r e n\{R, t, s). 

Example 37 An active project may have up to five adverse incidents in a quarter, across 

locations. 

CARD-R-PT (occur, PROJECTS[status="active"]) IN [0:5] OVER (quarter) 

+(quarter) // all - space 

5.3.2. Interaction Set-Participation Constraint 

An interaction set-participation constraint specifies the number of interaction 

instances of R that a set of entity combinations from C\, ..., C/ can participate in over a 

given time window t and space window s. Note that the set is defined on the participating 

classes, not on the relationship itself A set-participation constraint specifies the 



constraint from the perspective of the class to the relationship. Intuitively, it looks 

at a set of entities, or a set of entity-combinations (set of sub-tuples), and asks, "How 

many times can members from this set occur in the relationship?" 

A subset Di, Di e C„ is usually defined based on a predicate defined on the entity 

class C. At least one such predicate must be defined. If no predicates are defined, then we 

end up with the entire entity class (or entity classes). The cardinality of that is simply the 

cardinality of the interaction relationship itself This is because while instance 

participation can be optional in an interaction, class participation is never so. 

Definition Wt e T*, \/s e S*, Z)i c Ci, ..., A ̂  Q, |{ r : r i? A 7T% (f, Q) e D\ a 
... A Ti^u {r, Ci) e -D;} 1 e Card 

Syntax CARD-R-PT-SET {R, Ci, ..., C,) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq // unit 

The reader may wonder why we did not use D, C TT ciCi, t, s) in this constraint, and 

chose instead to stick with simply Di c Q. Without the projection, the meaning of Z), c 

Ci would be a subset Di of entities that existed in Q over its lifetime and over all space. 

The reason we let it be so, is because we do not require the constraint to hold true for 

every subset Di of the entity class. Instead we're checking how many times any member 

of that subset appeared in the relationship over the evaluation window. Therefore it is 

acceptable to consider the subset D, of entities that existed in C, over its lifetime and over 

all space. If we were referring to every subset, there would be a need for D, c %^c{Ci, t. 
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s). As before, we could define a spatio-temporal subset operator to restate this as: 

A ̂ t,s Q. 

Which brings us to the next question: "Why not define a new constraint type over 

every subset of C/?" The answer is—we do not feel there is a need for such a constraint, 

and further that the constraint cannot be meaningfully defined. Let us proceed to explain 

why with an example. Consider a simplified participation constraint that specifies the 

number of interaction instances of R that a given entity c from Q can participate in (for 

now, let us ignore time and space). The set-participation version of this constraint would 

specify the number of interaction instances of R that a given set D of entities from C, can 

participate in. Now, the every-subset-participation version of this constraint would 

specify, the number of interaction instances of R that every subset P(C,) of entities from 

Ci can participate in. This includes single entity instances as well as the entire set C, 

itself So what we end up with is a range of cardinality values where on one end the 

single instance cardinality will be equal to the regular participation constraint. On the 

other end the cardinality of the entire class is simply "how often is this entity class seen 

in the relationship", which is naturally "in every relationship instance". Therefore, we 

conclude it is not meaningful to specify an every-subset-participation cardinality (or for 

that matter any cardinality type on every subset). This also provides the intuition for a 

metaconstraint discussed in Section 5.7.2 that states that the participation cardinality 

values are bounded by set-participation cardinalities. 
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Example 38 All projects, with a classification of low risk, taken together should 

not have more than five adverse incidents occur at any single testing location (defined as 

a point in space with a granularity of dms-min), in a month. 

CARD-R-PT-SET (occur, PROJECTS[risk="low"]) IN [0:10] OVER (month) +(month) It 

p(dms-min)/p(dms-min) 

5.3.3. Interaction Projection Constraint 

An interaction projection constraint specifies the number of distinct entity 

combinations from Ci, C, that can appear across the instances of R over a given time 

window t and space window s. A projection constraint is restriction from the perspective 

of a relationship to the participating entities, and can be considered the relationship 

counterpart of the participation constraint. 

There is no set equivalent of the projection constraint for interaction relationships. 

This is because the set version would constrain "the number of entity-set combinations" 

that can appear across the instances of R over t and s. However, in the absence of 

predefined entity sets—there is no way to form meaningful sets from the relationship. 

Using an example, consider the relationship occurs that captures information about the 

adverse incidents that have occurred related to a project. A projection constraint from 

OCCURS to PROJECTS restricts the number of (distinct) projects affected by adverse 

incidents. This is well defined. A set-projection constraint would restrict the number of 

(distinct) sets of projects affected by adverse incidents. However, "sets of projects" is not 
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well defined in the relationship. If one wished to restrict the number of different 

sets of projects based on the value of some attribute, e.g., the status value of a project, 

then this constraint is better captured by defining a composite class, PROJECT_TYPES 

and restricting the projection cardinality on a relationship between PROJECT_TYPES 

and ADVERSE INCIDENTS. 

Definition V/ e T, Vj e JS" , 1 { M : « e Ci, ..., Ci) } | e Card 

Syntax CARD-R-PJ {R, C\,..., Ci) IN [<min>:(max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 39 Up to five adverse incidents are permitted in a week for any single testing 

location (defined as a point in space with a granularity of dms-min), regardless of the 

project (more than that requires the committee to evaluate whether there is some problem 

with a given location). The committee has also set a standard of being alerted anytime 

more than one hundred adverse incidents take place in a quarter (so they can conduct an 

evaluation of the review process). 

(a) CARD-R-PJ (occur, ADVERSEJNCIDENTS) IN [0:5] OVER (week) 

+(week)//P(dms-min)/P(dms-min) 

(b) CARD-R-PJ (occur, ADVERSEJNCIDENTS) IN [0:100] OVER (quarter) 

+(quarter)//-
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5.3.4. Interaction Co-occurrence Constraint 

An interaction co-occurrence constraint restricts the number of distinct entity 

combinations from entity classes C,+i, Cj that can co-occur with a given entity 

combination from C\, C,- in an interaction relationship R over a given time window t 

and space window s. 

Detinitioii \/t e f, \/s e S*, V (ci, c,) e Ci, Q, t, s )  , \ { u  :  u  &  

7t \j{R, C\, ..Ci, Ci+\, .Cj, A TT U (u, Cl) c\ A ... A TC U (M' 

}| e Card 

Syntax CARD-R-CO {R, (Ci, C/)( Q+i, Q)) IN [<min>:(max>] OVER 
seq //unit 

Example 40 An active project should affect no more than five human subjects in a month 

and twenty-five human subjects in a year across locations. 

Define a VIR: affected_h_s ((occur, affect), (ADVERSE_INCIDENTS)) 

(a) CARD-R-CO (affected_h_s, (PROJECTS[status= "active"]), 

(HUMAN_SUBJECTS)) IN [1:5] OVER (month) +(month) // all-space 

(b) CARD-R-CO (affected_h_s, (PROJECTS[status= "active"]), 

(HUMAN_SUBJECTS)) IN [1:25] OVER (year) +(year) // all-space 
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5.3.4.1. Distinguishing Between Participation and Co-occurrence 

constraints 

The difference between participation and co-occurrence constraints is not always 

clear. This is partly because the participation constraint bounds the corresponding co

occurrence constraint at both ends (i.e., the minimum participation cardinality < 

minimum co-occurrence cardinality, and maximum participation cardinality > maximum 

co-occurrence cardinality), and there is often a degenerate relationship in many cases 

(i.e., the minimums and maximums are equal). We feel it is important to make the 

difference clear, and we use an example to highlight it. Employees advise departments. 

Not all employees serve in an advisory capacity. However, if an employee does serve as 

an advisor, she or he is assigned to advise at least two departments and at most five 

departments in any given year. There is no limit as to how often an employee may advise 

an assigned department in a year. We show this in Figure 20. We use a highly 

abbreviated notation style to avoid cluttering the schema. PT or CO to indicate if it is a 

participation or co-occurrence constraint respectively. The constraint evaluation window 

follows the cardinality as usual. 

CO[2:5]//(year)//-PT[0:M]//(year)//-
advise EMPLOYEES DEPARTMENTS 

Figure 20 The advise relationship 
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5.3.5. Interaction Set-Co-occurrence Constraint 

An interaction set-co-occurrence constraint restricts the number of distinct entity 

combinations from entity classes C;+ i, Cu that can co-occur with a given set of entity 

combinations from C\, C, in an interaction relationship R over a given time window t 

and space window 

Definition \ft e f ,  e S*, Dx c Ci, A c Q, |{ w : w G ti\{R, Q,  Q, Q+i, 
..., Cj, t, s) A TT^U(u, Ci) G Di A ... A 71*^0Q) ̂  -D,-}| G Card 

Syntax CARD-R-CO-SET (R, ( C i , Q X  C , + , , Q ) )  I N  [ ( m i n > : < m a x > ]  
OVER seq // unit 

Example 41 No more than 25 projects should be affected by adverse incidents that have 

an impact of severe during any month in any state. 

CARD-R-CO-SET (occur, (ADVERSEJNCIDENTS[impact=" severe" ]), (PROJECTS)) 

IN [0:25] OVER (month) +(month)//(state) +(state) AND - it (USA) 

5.3.6. Interaction Appearance Constraints 

An appearance constraint restricts the number of roles in which a given member of C 

can appear in any instance r, r & R, over a given time window t and space window s. It 

applies to an interaction relationship R in which the same underlying entity class C 

participates in R in different roles L}, ... Lk. 
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Definition \/t G T*, \/s G S*, Vr et,s R, Vc et,s C,\{1:1 & 7r\ (r, c, 5) }| G Card 

Syntax CARD-R-AP {R, C,L\, ...,Lk) IN [(min):<max>] OVER seq // unit 

To demonstrate appearance constraints, we use the supervise relationship, in Figure 

21 (not from the IRB case). This relationship captures information on employees who 

supervise other employees. The roles played are; SUPERVISOR and SUPERVISEE. 

EMPLOYEES supervise 

Figure 21 supervise relationship 

Example 42 An employee classified as clerical staff may not supervise herself at any 

point in time. An employee classified as managerial staff may supervise herself 

(a) CARD-R-AP (supervise, EI\/lPLOYEES[classification="clerical"], SUPERVISOR, 

SUPERVISEE) IN [0:1] OVER seq It -

(b) CARD-R-AP (supervise, EMPLOYEES[classification="managerial"], 

SUPERVISOR, SUPERVISEE) IN [0:2] OVER seq // -

The non-sequenced version of the constraint is always identical to the sequenced 

version. For a non-sequenced constraint that is different from the sequenced version to 

exist, two different rules have to exist simultaneously about whether an entity can take 
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one or two roles in a relationship. This does not make sense. Hence, we only 

consider the sequenced version of the constraint. 

5.3.1. Interaction Set-Appearance Constraints 

A set-appearance constraint restricts the number of roles in which a given set, D, of 

entities can appear in any instance r, r e R, over a given time window t and space 

window s. D c C. It applies to an interaction relationship R in which the same underlying 

entity class Cparticipates inR in different rolesZ/, ... Lk. 

Dennitioii V/ G T*, \/s e S*, Vr R, D ̂  C , \ { I: I e TC'^l D,t,s)}\e Card 

Syntax CARD-R-AP-SET {R, C, L\,Lk) IN [(min>:(max)] OVER seq // 
unit 

Example 43 An employee classified as an intern may not supervise anyone at any time. 

CARD-R-AP-SET (supervise, EMPLOYEES[classification="intern"], SUPERVISOR) 

IN [0:0] OVER seq // -

Once again, the non-sequenced version of the constraint is always identical to the 

sequenced version. For a non-sequenced constraint that is different from the sequenced 

version to exist, two different rules have to exist simultaneously about whether an entity 

can take one or two roles in a relationship. This does not make sense. Hence, we only 

consider the sequenced version of the constraint. 
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5.3.8. Interaction Appearance Across-R Constraints 

An Appearance Across-R constraint restricts the number of roles in which a given 

member of C can appear across R (or some subset R',R' <^R) over a given time window t 

and space window s. 

Definition V? e T*, \/s e S*, Vr et,sR', Vc C, |{ /: / e Tt\ (R', c, r, 5) }| e Card 

Syntax CARD-R-AP_ACROSS {R, C,L\, ...,Lk) IN [<min):(max)] OVER seq 
// unit 

Example 44 Employees classified as interns must always be supervised by someone, and 

cannot supervise another employee. 

(a) CARD-R-AP_ACROSS (supervise, EMPLOYEES[classification="intern"], 

SUPERVISEE) IN [1:1] OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-R-AP_ACROSS (supervise, EMPLOYEES[classification="intern"], 

SUPERVISOR) IN [0:0] OVER seq // -

Since this constraint is across the relationship instances, one can have a non-

sequenced version of the constraint that is different from the sequenced version. For 

example, an employee may at a given time either be a supervisor supervisee. Over time, 

an employee who starts off as a supervisee may end up becoming a supervisor and hence 

play two roles across the instances of the relationship over time. 
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5.3.9. Interaction Set-Appearance Across-R Constraints 

A Set-Appear ance Across-R constraint restricts the number of roles in which a given 

set, D, of entities can appear across R (or some subset i?', i?' c i?) over a given time 

window t and space window 5'. 

Definition e T\ "^s e S*, Vr e,,, R',D^ C ,  \ { l : l ^ n \  {R', D , t , s ) } \ e  C a r d  

Syntax CARD-R-AP_ACROSS-SET {R, C,Lu .. . ,Lk) IN [<min):(max>] 
OVER seq // unit 

Example 45 Employees classified as clerical staff may supervise other employees, but 

need not always do so. However, they will always have a supervisor. 

CARD-R-AP_ACROSS-SET (supervise, EMPLOYEES[classification="clerical"], 

SUPERVISOR, SUPERVISEE) IN [1:2] OVER seq // -

5.4. Inclusion (Generalization / Specialization) Relationship 

Constraints 

Generalization and specialization lead to the modeling of superclasses and subclasses. 

C denotes the superclass in the inclusion relationship. C„ C, c C denote the subclasses in 

the inclusion relationship. G denotes the inclusion relationship itself, and a single 

instance of G is denoted by g. The instance g consists of a pair (c, Q) that represents the 

subclass C, that c belongs to; / e {1, 7r°c(g') refers to the participating entity from 
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C, while Tt c(g) refers to the relevant sub-class C,. As described in Section 3.3.4 

the projection of G at a given time frame T*, and space frame s, s e S*, is given by 

'nPoiG, t, s). The projection returns a set of inclusion instances G' that are valid for t and 

5. We use g &t,s G g ^ ^°G(G, t, s). Subclass projection G, t, s) on the other 

hand returns a set of subclasses M that the superclass entity c belongs to in G, over the 

windows t and s. 

Inclusion relationship constraints are classified into participation, set-participation, 

projection, overlap and set overlap constraints. For inclusion relationships, an appearance 

constraint is not useful since each entity appears only once in a pair (c, C,). Instead, if one 

wishes to determine how many subclasses a given superclass instance c belongs to, we 

use the participation constraint. A co-occurrence constraint is not relevant for inclusion 

relationships since subclass entities occur only once in a superclass [124], 

5.4.1. Inclusion Participation Constraint 

A participation constraint on an inclusion relationship specifies the number of 

different subclasses C/ that any member c of superclass C can belong to over a given time 

window t and space window s. 

In the syntax, we use: "CARD-GS-PT..." instead of: "CARD-I-PT..." because 

inclusion relationships are commonly referred to as generalization / specialization 

relationships in textbooks. Also the letter "I" may be associated with "Interaction 

Relationships". 
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Definition e r , e 5", Vc C ,  \ { m  :  m  g G, -y) }1 e Card 

Syntax CARD-GS-PT (C, Ci,..., C,) IN [<min>:(max>] OVER seq // unit 

This constraint can be used to specify the completeness constraint on generalizations 

and specializations. The completeness constraint on inclusion relationships refers to 

either a total or partial constraint [49]. A total constraint specifies that every entity in the 

superclass must be a member of some subclass, while a partial constraint allows an entity 

in a superclass not to belong to any subclass. In the EER Model, the disjointness 

constraint specifies if the subclasses are disjoint; if the subclasses are not disjoint, the 

sets of subclasses may overlap. We can capture total/partial specialization constraints 

along with disjointness/overlapping constraints. A cardinality of [0:M] denotes partial-

overlapping and [1:1] denotes a total-disjoint constraint, over the time and space frame in 

question. If the minimum cardinality is 0, it implies a partial constraint and if the 

maximum cardinality is > 1, it implies overlap. 

The constraints may differ in properties over time and space, and some are not 

compatible. For instance, a [1:1] OVER seq//unit, constraint implies that at each point in 

time and each location, a superclass member must belong to exactly one subclass. This is 

not compatible with a constraint that does not have a max.{Card) > 1 over collective 

space. In either case, the class in question should be spatial. A [1:1] OVER seq//all-

space suggests a total-disjoint constraint at each point in time and across all space. An 
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example is in a university department where a tenure track faculty must belong to 

exactly one subclass among; "Assistant", "Associate" or "Full" professor. 

Example 46 An investigator may be classified as a Principal Investigator, Study 

Coordinator, Student investigators or Other personnel. The same investigator may be 

working on multiple projects in different capacities and hence may belong to more than 

one subclass simultaneously. However, principal investigators cannot be students. 

Therefore, any given investigator can belong to one of three subclasses. The IRB keeps a 

historical record of investigators even after project completion and some investigators 

may not currently belong to one of the subclasses. Note: the entity classes in question are 

temporal, but not spatial. This constraint has been in effect since 1995. 

CARD-GS-PT (INVESTIGATORS, PRINCIPALJNVESTIGATOR, 

STUDY_COORDINATOR, STUDENTJNVESTIGATORS, OTHER_PERSONNEL) 

IN [0:3] OVER seq//-AND (1995-01-01, forever) II -

We use the special value forever to denote a valid time that continues into the 

future with no known expiration date. 

5.4.2. Inclusion Set-Participation Constraint 

A set participation constraint on a inclusion relationship specifies the number of different 

subclasses that a given set of members from a superclass C can belong to over a given 

time window t and space window 5. 
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Definition V? e T*, \/s e S*,D'^C, \{m : m e n^ciD, G, s) }1 e Card 

Svntax CARD-GS-PT-SET (C, Q,Q) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 47 Investigators who are students at the university cannot be Principal 

investigators, but can be Study Coordinators, regular Student investigators or Other 

Personnel. Faculty members and staff members cannot be student investigators either. 

The classification attribute in the Investigators superclass denotes if the investigator is a 

faculty member, staff member, student or an external investigator. 

(a) CARD-GS-PTSET (lNVESTIGATORS[classification="student"], 

STUDY_COORDINATORS, STUDENTJNVESTIGATORS, OTHER_PERSONNEL) 

IN [0:3] OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-GS-PTSET (lNVESTIGATORS[status="student"], 

PRINCIPALJNVESTIGATORS) IN [0:0] OVER seq//-

(c) CARD-GS-PTSET (INVESTIGATORS[status="student"], 

STUDY_COORDINATORS) IN [0:0] OVER seq//-

(d) CARD-GS-PTSET (INVESTIGATORS[status="faculty"], 

STUDENTJNVESTIGATORS) IN [0:0] OVER seq//-

(e) CARD-GS-PTSET (INVESTIGATORS[status="staff"], STUDENTJNVESTIGATORS) 

IN [0:0] OVER seq//-
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5.4.3. Inclusion Projection Constraint 

A projection constraint specifies the number of superclass members that are covered 

by j subclasses (1 < j < n) over a given time v^'indow t and space window s. If the 

participation constraint is total and j=n, the inclusion projection constraint is equal to the 

cardinality of the superclass C. 

Definitiuii V/ E f, E S*, Vc G,., C,\{c: (C, G 7I°C(C, G,t,s))v ...v (Q e 

n^c(c, G, t, J')) } 1 E Card 

Syntax CARD-GS-PJ (C, CI,Ci) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 48 A minimum of twenty investigators are involved as principal investigators, or 

study coordinators at any time. 

CARD-GS-PJ (INVESTIGATORS, PRINCIPALJNVESTIGATORS, 

STUDY_COORDINATORS) IN [20:M] OVER seq//-

5.4.4. Inclusion Overlap Constraint 

An overlap constraint specifies the amount of overlap between k (2 < k < n) 

subclasses of C, and specifies the number of entities belonging to all of the k subclasses 

in question over a given time window t and space window s. 

Defmition e T*, \/s e S*, Vc et,s C, |{c ; (Ci e G,t,s)) a .. .  a (Q G 

:r°c(c, G, t, 5)) } | e Card 
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If two or more subclasses are disjoint, setting the maximum overlap cardinality 

among them to 0 can specify this. Naturally, this should not conflict with the participation 

constraint, i.e., if the participation constraint indicates that no overlap is possible, then the 

overlap constraint should have a maximum of 0 for the time and space frame in question. 

If the minimum cardinality in the participation constraint is > 1, then it indicates the 

presence of overlap. 

Example 49 No more than fifty principal investigators are also study coordinators at any 

time (no more than one hundred over a quarter). 

(a) CARD-GS-OL (INVESTIGATORS, PRINCIPALJNVESTIGATORS, 

STUDY_COORDINATORS) IN [0:50] OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-GS-OL (INVESTIGATORS, PRINCIPALJNVESTIGATORS, 

STUDY_COORDINATORS) IN [0:100] OVER (quarter) +(quarter)//-

5.4.5. Inclusion-Set Overlap Constraint 

An inclusion set overlap constraint specifies the amount of overlap between m  { 2 < m  

< n) sets of subclasses of C, and specifies the number of entities belonging to all of the m 

subclass sets in question over a given time window t and space window s. Instead of 

looking at one subclass at a time (like the overlap constraint does), we consider sets of 
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subclasses at a time. We call each of these sets as subclass-groups. Note that the 

set (group) is defined on the subclasses, not on the superclass. 

For instance, we could consider study coordinators and principal investigators 

together, and compare this with the combination of student investigators, consulting 

investigators and external investigators—^perhaps because we wished to say that study 

coordinators / principal investigators cannot be consulting investigators or external (non-

university) investigators. The number of members in the first subclass-group is two, and 

the number in the second subclass-group is three. 

Definition \/t e T*, \/s e S*, Vc St,s C,\{c:{ (Ci, i  e 7t^c(c, G , t , s ) ) v  . . .  v  ( C i j  e 
N ^ C { C ,  A  . . .  A {  { C m , I  e  N ° C ( C ,  G , t , s ) ) V  . . . v  ( C ^ ,  , •  e  N ° C I C ,  G ,  

5)) ) } 1 e Card 

S\ntii\ CARD-GS-OL-SET (C, (Ci.i,..., Ci,), ..., ((C„,i, ..., C.,,)) IN 
[(min>:(max)] OVER seq // unit 

Note: to denote the subclass of the subclass-group, we use the subscript m, i for 

the corresponding subclass. 

If two or more subclass-groups are disjoint, setting the maximum set-overlap 

cardinality among them to 0 can specify this. Naturally, this should not conflict with the 

participation constraint, i.e., if the participation constraint indicates that no overlap is 

possible, then the set-overlap constraint should have a maximum of 0 for the time and 

space frame in question. 
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Example 50 (Extending the schema) Principal investigators and study 

coordinators must be from within the university. Therefore they cannot be external 

investigators or consulting investigators at any time. 

CARD-GS-OL-SET (INVESTIGATORS, (PRINCIPALJNVESTIGATORS, 

STUDY_COORDINATORS) (CONSULTINGJNVESTIGATORS, 

EXTERNALJNVESTIGATORS)) IN [0:0] OVER seq//-

5.5. Composite Relationship Constraints 

A composite relationship defined on a base class C leads to the formation of a 

composite entity class CZ. Each composite entity, cz, is a grouping of entity instances 

from the base class C. The contents attribute for the composite entity class has a list of 

entities from C that comprise cz. 

As described in Section 3.3.5, base-class-members projection on a composite instance 

t, 5) takes as input a given composite instance cz, a time frame t, a spatial extent 

of interest 5 and returns a set of entities D,D ̂ C, that occur in cz(Contents) during the 

time window t and space window 5'. Similarly, base-class-members projection on a set of 

CZ composite instances n c(CZ', t, s) returns a set of entities D, D ^ C, that occur in 

CZ(Contents) during the time window t and space window s. 

' ' CZ Entity-set projection n cziCZ, t, s) takes as input the spatio-temporal composite 

entity class CZ, a time frame t and a spatial extent s. It returns a set of entities CZ' that 

exist in CZ during t and over 5. We use cz CZcz e if^cziCZ, t, s). 
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The composite relationship constraints we consider are composite 

participation, composite set-participation, composite constitution, composite projection, 

composite-set projection, composite overlap, and composite-set overlap. 

5.5.1. Composite Participation Constraint 

The composite participation constraint specifies the number of composite instances in 

which a base class member can be included over a given time window t and space 

window s. It is defined on a composite class CZ as follows. 

Deflnition \/t e T ,\/s e S ,\/c et^s C, \{cz : c E n^^cicz, t, s) A cz et ,s CZ }| 6 

Card 

S\iitu\ CARD-CP-PT (CZ, C) IN [<min);<max>] OVER seq // unit 

The minimum Card specifies the completeness constraint and the maximum Card 

specifies the disjointness constraint. If the maximum Card is 1, it indicates a mutually 

exclusive relationship among the subclasses of C that constitute members of the 

composite class; otherwise, there can be overlap among them. 

Example 51 (Extending the schema) A project may not be classified, or may be classified 

into up to two types (e.g., biomedical, continuing, etc.) at a point in time. However, over 

its lifetime, a project may belong to multiple types and should belong to at least one. 

(a) CARD-CP-PT (PROJECT_TYPES, PROJECTS) IN [0:2] OVER seq//-
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(b) CARD-CP-PT (PROJECT_TYPES, PROJECTS) IN [1:M] OVER lifetime//-

5.5.2. Composite Set-Participation Constraint 

The composite set-participation constraint specifies the number of composite 

instances in which a set, D, of base class members can be included over a given time 

window t and space window s. Note that the set is defined on the base class, not on the 

composite class. 

Deilnition \/t e T*,\/s e S*, D e C, | {cz : £) e tz"^c{cz , t, s) a cz = if^cziCZ, .y)} | 
e Card 

CARD-CP-PT-SET (CZ, C) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 52 An inactive project should belong to no more than one project type 

composite. The set of inactive projects taken together should not belong to more than five 

at any point in time. 

(a) CARD-CP-PT (PROJECT_TYPES, PROJECTS[status="inactive"]) IN [0:1] 

OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-CP-PT-SET (PROJECT_TYPES, PROJECTS[status="inactive"]) IN [0:5] 

OVER seq//-
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5.5.3. Composite Constitution Constraint 

Composite constitution constraints restricts the number of times the exact same set, 

D, of base class members forms different composite instances, over a given time window 

t and space window i'. 

Detlnition VF G T*, \fs G S*, VJD C C, |{CZ : D - if^CICZ, t, s) A CZ CZ }| G 

Card 

Syntax CARD-CP-CON (CZ, C) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq it unit 

Example 53 No two composite instances should be identical, i.e., the same set of projects 

cannot form more than one composite. 

CARD-CP-CON (PROJECT_TYPES, PROJECTS) IN [0:1] OVER seq//-

5.5.4. Composite Projection Constraint 

A projection constraint on a composite instance, specifies the number of entities from 

a base class C that should be included in each member of a composite class CZ over a 

given time window t and space window s. 

Ho rill it inn \ft G R*, V5 G S*, \/cz et,s CZ, \ {c : c e if'^cicz, t, 5)}| G Card 

Svntax CARD-CP-PJ (CZ, C) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq // unit 
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Example 54 There should always be at least 5 projects of each type (i.e., each 

composite should contain at least five members) in the state of Arizona. 

CARD-CP-PJ (PROJECT_TYPES, PROJECTS) IN [5:M] OVER seq//(Arizona) 

5.5.5. Composite-Set Projection Constraint 

Across a set of composite instances, we can restrict the total number of distinct base 

class members included over a given time window t and space window using a 

composite-set projection constraint. We denote a set of composite instances by DZ, DZ c 

CZ. Note that the set is defined on the composite class, not the base class. 

Delinition \/t e f, ys e S*, DZe CZ, l{c : c € if^ciDZ, t,s)}\e Card 

Syntax CARD-CP-PJ-SET (CZ, C) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 55 At least twenty active projects should belong to biomedical and behavioral 

composites at any time. 

CARD-CP-PJ-SET (PROJECT_TYPES[type_name="biomedical" or 

type_name="behavioral"], PROJECTS[status="active"]) IN [20:M] OVER seq//-
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5.5.6. Composite Overlap Constraint 

An overlap constraint on composite instances compares two or more specified 

composites (i.e., cz\, czk) and restricts the number of base class members that they can 

have in common over a given time window t and space window s. 

Dctlnition y t  &  T  , W s  e  S  ,  Vczi, . . . ,  c z k  e . t , s  C Z ,  |{c : c e (7t^^c(czi, 5) n ... n 
'nF^ciczk, ^5 •s') ) } 1 e Card 

Syntax CARD-CP-OL (CZ, C, czi, ..., czk) IN [(min>:<max)] OVER seq // unit 

Example 56 There should be no biomedical projects that are also classified as exempt 

projects at the same time. 

CARD-CP-OL (PROJECT_TYPES, PROJECTS, biomedical, exempt) IN [0:0] OVER 

seq//-

5.5.7. Composite-Set Overlap Constraint 

A composite-set overlap constraint compares two or more sets of specified 

composites (i.e., CZ\, ..., CZ'k) and restricts the number of base class members that they 

can have in common over a given time window t and space window s. 

Dotinition \/t e f, e S*, \fCZ\, ..., CZ'a e if^ziCZ, t,s), |{c : c e ( 

if^ciCZ'x, t,s)n\ ... r\ if'^ciCZ'k, f, .s))}| e Card 
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Syntax CARD-CP-OL-SET (CZ, C ,  C Z \ , C Z ' u )  IN [<min>:<max>] OVER 
seq //unit 

Example 5 7 There should be no biomedical or neuropsychological projects that are also 

classified as exempt or archaeological projects at the same time. 

CARD-CP-OL-SET (PROJECT_TYPES. PROJECTS, (biomedical, neuropsychological) 

(archaeological, exempt) IN [0:0] OVER seq//-

5.6. Aggregation Relationship Constraints 

An aggregation relationship defined on component classes C\, C2, C„ leads to the 

formation of an aggregate entity class AG. Each aggregate entity, ag, is a grouping of 

entity instances from one or more of the component classes C\, C2, C„. The contents 

attribute for an aggregate entity class has a list of entities from Ci, C2, ..., C„ that 

comprise ag. 

As described in Section 3.2.7, component-class projection t, s) is takes as 

input a given aggregate instance ag, a time frame t, a spatial extent of interest 5. The 

function returns a set of component entity classes M', M' that components of ag are 

drawn from. A component-class-members projection on an aggregate instance •K^'^c{ag, 

Ci, t, s) takes as input a given aggregate instance ag, a component class C,- to project on, a 

time frame t, a spatial extent of interest s. It returns a set of entities Z), Z) c C,, that occur 

in ag(Contents) during the time window t and space window j'. Similarly, component -
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class-members projection on a set of aggregate instances iz^'^ciDG, Ci, t, s) 

returns a set of entities Z), D c Q, that occur in ylG(Contents) during the time window t 

and space window s. 

Entity-set projection t, s) takes as input the spatio-temporal aggregate 

entity class AG, a time frame t and a spatial extent s. It returns a set of entities DG that 

exist in AG during t and over s. We use ag AG ag e t, s). 

The aggregate relationship constraints we consider are aggregate participation, 

aggregate set-participation, aggregate constitution, aggregate projection, aggregate-set 

projection, aggregate co-occurrence, aggregate appearance, aggregate overlap, and 

aggregate-set overlap. We provide examples for the constraints from a corporate schema, 

where employees aggregate to form teams (Figure 22). We could have used the 

aggregation relationship from the IRB case, but the resulting constraints are not as useful. 

Agg 

TEAMS 

EMPLOYEES 

CONSULTANTS MANAGERS PARTNERS 
OTHER_ 

PERSONNEL 
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Figure 22 Corporate Schema: EMPLOYEES and TEAMS 

5.6.1. Aggregate Participation Constraint 

An aggregate participation constraint restricts the number of aggregates in which an 

entity from a component class or an entity combination from different component classes 

can be included as aggregate members over a given time window t and space window 5. 

Definition e T*, V5 G S*, Vci C\, \fci ^t,s Q |{ag : ag ei^sAG ac], Ci 

e %^'^c{ag, 5) } 1 e Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-PT {AG, Ci, C,) IN [<min>:(max)] OVER seq // unit 

The minimum Card specifies the completeness constraint and the maximum Card 

specifies the disjointness constraint. 

Example 58 A consultant should participate in no more than ten teams at any given time 

and twenty over quarter. 

(a) CARD-AG-PT (TEAMS, CONSULTANTS) IN [0:10] OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-AG-PT (TEAMS, CONSULTANTS) IN [0:20] OVER (quarter) 

+(quarter)//-
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s.6.2. Aggregate Set-Participation Constraint 

The aggregate set-participation constraint restricts the number of aggregates in which 

a set, DN, of one or more entities from component classes can be included over a given 

time window t and space window s. DNc Ci u ... u Q. 

Definition \/t e T ,\/s e S*, DN c Ci u ... u C,- | {ag : ag AG A DN c 
n^^c{ag, 5) } s Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-PT-SET (AG, Ci, Ci) IN [<min>:<max)] OVER seq // 
unit 

Example 59 Consultants with an experience level of less than one year should not be 

members on more than fifty teams at any given time. 

CARD-AG-PT-SET (TEAMS, CONSULTANTS[experienceJevel<"l year"]) IN [0:50] 

OVER seq//-

5.6.3. Aggregate Constitution Constraint 

The aggregate constitution constraint restricts the number of times that the same set, 

DN (comprising one or more entities from component classes), forms aggregate instances 

over a given time window t and space window s. DN e Ci u ... u C,. 
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G T*, \fs E S*, DNC Ci U ... U C„ [{ag : ag e ,̂ s AG A DN = 
i') } 1 6 Card 

CARD-AG-CON (AG, Ci, Q) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq // unit 

Example 60 The same combination of partners, managers and consultants should not 

make up more than ten teams at any point in time. 

CARD-AG-CON (TEAMS, PARTNERS, MANAGERS, CONSULTANTS) IN [0:10] OVER 

seq//-

5.6.4. Aggregate Projection Constraint 

A projection constraint on an aggregate class specifies how many members from 

component classes Ci, Ck (or roles L\, Lk) are included in each member of the 

aggregate class AG over a given time window t and space window s. 

Detmitioii \/t E T*, \/s G S*, \fag e^^AG, \{cn : cn g ( n^^ciag, Ci, t, s) u ... u 

n^^ciag, CK, 5) )}| G Card 

S\iit:i\ CARD-AG-PJ {AG, C\,Ci) IN [<min):(max)] OVER seq // unit 

Example 61 A project team should have between one and five managers at a point in 

time, and up to ten over its lifetime. 
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(a) CARD-AG-PJ (TEAMS, MANAGERS) IN [1:5] OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-AG-PJ (TEAMS, MANAGERS) IN [1:10] OVER lifetime//-

5.6.5. Aggregate-Set Projection Constraint 

Using an aggregate-set projection constraint we can restrict the total number of 

distinct members (from component classes C\, Q) included across a set of aggregate 

instances, over a given time window t and space window s. We denote a set of aggregate 

instances by DG, DG c AG. 

Definition \ft e f, V5 6 S\ DG c AG, \{cn:cn&{ %^^c{AG, Ci, 5) u ... u 
ti^°c{AG, Ck, t,s)}\e Card 

Syntax ; CARD-AG-PJ-SET {AG, Q, Q) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER seq // 
unit 

Example 62 At least five partners should be assigned to project teams at any point in 

time. At least ten should be assigned over the span of a quarter. 

(a) CARD-AG-PJ-SET (TEAMS, PARTNERS) IN [5:M] OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-AG-PJ-SET (TEAMS, PARTNERS) IN [10;M] OVER (quarter) +(quarter)//-

5.6.6. Aggregate Co-occurrence Constraint 

An aggregate co-occurrence constraint restricts the number of distinct sub-aggregates 

formed from component classes C,+i, Ck, that can co-occur with each sub-aggregate 
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formed from component classes Q, Ci. The aggregate constraint is evaluated 

over a given time window t and space window s. An aggregate ag, is a grouping based on 

all the component classes C\, C„. 

Dennition \/t E T*, \/s G S\ \/sag G TCSAGC^G, CI ,  . . . ,  Q, t, s) \{ag : sag = 

CI ,  . .Ci, t, s) A  s^g(ag, Q, •••, Ck, t, s) e TZ^'^sAoiDG, CI ,  

Cic, t, s) }\ G Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-CO (AG, (Ci,..., Q) (Q+i, Q)) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER 
seq // unit 

Example 63 Across all high-security project teams, a given combination of managers and 

consultants can work with 5 different sets of partners 

CARD-AG-CO (TEAMS[security_rating="high"], (MANAGERS, CONSULTANTS), 

(PARTNERS) IN [1:5] OVER seq//-

5.6.7. Aggregate Set-Co-occurrence Constraint 

An aggregate set-co-occurrence constraint restricts the number of distinct sub-

aggregates from component classes C,+i, Q, that can co-occur with each sub-

aggregate formed from a set of members from each component class Ci, C,. The 

constraint is evaluated over a time window t and space window s. 
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DefinitioH V? e f, Vs e S\DxcCu Di c Q, \ {ag : sag = 7r'^°SAG(ag, Ci, ..., 

Ci, t, s )  A 7r^°SAG (ag ,  C i ,  ? ,  5 )  e  Di  A . . .  A  7i ' ^ °SAG («g ,  Ci ,  t ,  s )  e  D i } \ e  
Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-CO-SET {AG, (Ci,..., C,) (Q+ i ,  ..., Q) IN [<min>:<max>] 
OVER seq // unit 

Example 64 Across all high-security project teams, assistant managers can work with 10 

different sets of partners in all. 

CARD-AG-CO-SET (TEAMS[security_rating="high"], 

(MANAGERS[level=" assistant "]), (PARTNERS) IN [1:10] OVER seq//-

5.6.8. Aggregate Appearance Constraint 

An aggregate appearance constraint restricts the number of components (or roles) in 

which a given entity from C can appear in each aggregate instance over a given time 

window t and space window s. This constraint type applies to a aggregate class AG m 

which entities from the same component class C (i.e., class{L\)) fill multiple components 

(roles) labeled L\, Lk. For appearance constraints we make the assumption that the 

roles played by employees correspond to the subclasses forming the aggregate. We use 

lowercase role-names to denote the roles: partner, manager, consultant, and other. 
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Definition \ft e T*, \/s e S*, \fag AG, \/c ei^ C, \ { I: I e {ag, c, 5) }| e 
Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-AP (AG, C,L\, ...,Lk) IN [(min>:(max)] OVER seq // unit 

Example 65 An employee can be either a manager or a consultant (in a team) but not 

both at any point in time. However, over the lifetime of the project, the employee may 

serve both roles. 

(a) CARD-AG-AP (TEAMS, EMPLOYEES, manager, consultant) IN [1:1] OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-AG-AP (TEAMS, EMPLOYEES, manager, consultant) IN 

[1:2] OVER lifetlme//-

5.6.9. Aggregate Set-Appearance Constraints 

A set-appearance constraint restricts the number of roles in which a given set, D, of 

entities can appear in any instance ag, ag ^ AG, over a given time window t and space 

window s. D ^ C. It appHes to an aggregate relationship AG in which the same 

underlying enti ty class Cparticipates in different roles Lj,  . . .  Lk.  

Definition yt e T", \/S e S", Vag ei^AG, D ̂  C, \ { I: I e (ag, D,t,s)}\ e 
Card 

S.\ nta\ CARD-AG-AP-SET {AG, C,L\, ...,Lk) IN [(min>:(max>] OVER seq It 
unit 
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Example 66 On any given project, employees designated as senior partners can only play 

one role, that of partner. 

(a) CARD-AG-AP-SET (TEAMS, EMPLOYEES[designation="senior partner"], partner) 

IN [0:1] OVERseq//-

(b) CARD-AG-AP-SET (TEAMS, EMPLOYEES[designation.="senior partner"], manager, 

consultant) IN [0:0] OVER seq//-

5.6.10. Aggregate Appearance A cross-A G Constraints 

An Appearance Across-AG constraint restricts the number of roles in which a given 

member of C can appear across AG (or some subset DG, DG e AG) over a given time 

w^indow t and space window s. 

Definition V/ E T*, \/s G S*, VAG DG, VC C ,  | {  / :  /  G (DG, C,  5 )  } |  G 

Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-APACROSS {AG, C,Li, ...,Lk) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER 
seq // unit 

Example 67 Across all projects, a single employee must serve at least one, and can serve 

up to three roles. This is because regular employees may serve the manager, consultant 

or other roles. Partners may (very rarely; only if a very senior partner is the partner in 

charge of a team) serve the role of manager, and sometimes other. 
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(c) CARD-AG-APACROSS (TEAMS, EMPLOYEES, partner, manager. 

consultant, other) IN [1:3] OVER seq//-

5.6.11. Aggregate Set-Appearance Across-A G Constraints 

A Set-Appearance Across-AG constraint restricts the number of roles in which a 

given set, D, of entities can appear across AG (or some subset DG, DG c AG) over a 

given time window t and space window 5. 

Oeniiition \ft e f, \/s e S*, \fag e,,, DG, D ̂  C, 

\{l: I e (DG, D,t,s)}\ e Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-AP_ACROSS-SET (^G, C,Lx ,  . . . , Lk )  IN [<min>:<max>] 
OVER seq // unit 

Example 68 Employees with a clearance level of less than 3, can serve as consultants, but 

cannot serve as managers on any team at any point. 

(a) CARD-AG-AP_ACROSS-SET (TEAMS, EMPL0YEES[clearance<"3"], consultants) 

IN [0:1] OVERseq//-

(b) CARD-AG-AP_ACROSS-SET (TEAMS, EMPL0YEES[clearance<"3"]. managers) IN 

[0:0] OVER seq//-
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5.6.12. Aggregate Overlap Constraint 

We develop this constraint in two stages for convenience. To begin with, we define 

an aggregate overlap constraint as follows. It compares two or more specified aggregate 

instances (i.e., ag\, ..., agj^, and restricts the number of component class members (from 

a single component class C; or role L) that they can have in common over a given time 

window t and space window s. 

Derinitioii V? e T*, \/s e S*, Vagi, agk ^i,sAG, \{c : c e (n^'^dagi, C, t, s) n 
... n n^'^ciagk, C, /, 5) ) } 1 e Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-OL (AG, C, ag\, ..., agk) IN [<min>:<max)] OVER seq // 
unit 

Example 69 The SUN_project team and the Microsoft_project team cannot 

have more than two members in common at any point and not more than one manager in 

common. 

(a) CARD-AG-OL (TEAMS, EMPLOYEES, SXIN_project, Microsof t_proj ect) 

IN [0:2] OVER seq//-

(b) CARD-AG-OL (TEAMS, manager, SUN_project, Microsof t_proj ect) IN 

[0:1] OVER seq//-

We can generalize the aggregate overlap constraint as follows. The generalized 

version of the aggregate overlap constraint (also known as a sub-aggregate-overlap 
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constraint) compares two or more specified aggregate instances (i.e., agi,  . . . ,  agk),  

and restricts the number of enti t ies from component classes C\,  . . . ,  C, or roles L],  Lk 

that the two instances can have in common over a given time window t and space 

window s. 

Dctlnition \/t e T\ G S\ Vagi, agk &t^AG, |{c : c e (Ci, ..., Q, 
t,s)r\ ... n •n^'^ciagk, Cu •••,Ci,t,s))}\ e Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-OL {AG, C\, ..., C„ ag\, . . . ,  agi^ I N  [(min):(max)] OVER 
seq // unit 

Example 70 There should be no more than five employees serving as managers or 

consultants common to: NSF_projact, NASA_project and NIH_project at any 

point in time. There is no restriction on the overlap for other kinds of members. 

CARD-AG-OL (TEAMS, managers, consultants, NSF_project, NASA_proj ect, 

NIH_proj ect) IN [0:5] OVER seq//-

5.6.13. Aggregate-Set Overlap Constraint: 

Once more, we develop this constraint in two phases for ease of understanding. To 

begin with we state: an aggregate-set overlap compares two or more sets of specified 

aggregates (i.e., DG\, ..., DGk) and restricts the number of component class members that 

they can have in common over a given time window t and space window s. 
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Definition V? e f, \Js 6 5*, VDGi, ...,DGk^ n^^AoiAG, t,s), \{c : c e ( 

n^^ciDGi, C,t,s)n...n n^^c{DGk, 5) ) } | e Card 

Syntax CARD-AG-OL-SET (AG, C, (DGi), ..., (DGk)) IN [<min>:<max>] OVER 
seq //unit 

Example 71 There should be no more than five employees in common beP^een the two 

groups: 1) UA_j)roject, Pima_j^roject and 2) ASU_project, NAU_project. 

CARD-AG-OL-SET (TEAMS, EMPLOYEES, (UA_project, PiTna_proj ect), 

(ASU_pro j ect, NAU_pro j ect)) IN [0:5] OVER seq//-

An generalized aggregate overlap constraint compares two or more sets of aggregate 

instances (i.e., DG\, DGi^, and restricts the number of entities in sub-aggregates (from 

component classes C\, Ci or roles L\, Li^ that they can have in common over a 

given time window t and space window s. Formally the constraint can be defined as 

follows. 

Dctinitioii 

Syntax 

V? e T*, \/s e S*, Vagi, •••,agk et,sAG, |{c : c e (n^^c(DGu Ci, ..., Q, 

t,s)r\... n n^^ciDGic, Cu ..., Ci, 5))}| e Card 

CARD-AG-OL-SET {AG, Q, ..., C,, {DGx), ..., {DGk)) IN 
[<min>:<max>] OVER seq // unit 
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Example 72 There should be no more than ten employees serving as managers or 

consultants common to the two groups: 1) IBM_project, Oracle_project and 2) 

HP_project, Microsoft_proj ect at any point in time. There is no restriction on 

the overlap for other kinds of members. 

CARD-AG-OL-SET (TEAMS, managers, consultants, (lBM_proj ect, 

Oracle_proj ect), (HP_proj ect, Microsof t_proj ect)) IN [0:10] OVER seq//-

5.7. Metaconstraints: Relationships Between Constraints 

Consistency checking and conflict-resolution between constraints has been widely 

studied [28, 34, 97, 105, 162]. One approach to resolving some types of inter-constraint 

consistencies is through the use of relationships between the different types of cardinality 

constraints. We term these relationships metaconstraints, i.e., constraints or rules about 

the constraints themselves. 

We have alluded to some of the metaconstraints that exist in earlier sections of this 

chapter. While, a comprehensive discussion of metaconstraints and conflict resolution is 

left for future work, we summarize some previous work on the issue, and include some 

metaconstraints related to spatial and temporal windows of evaluation. 

We use the subscript max to denote the maximum cardinality, and min to denote the 

minimum cardinality for a type of constraint. We number the metaconstraints Ml, M2, 

M3, ... and so on. While, we talk relationships between participation / co-occurrence / 

projection / etc. for interaction relationship constraints, the same relationships hold for 
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other types of relationships (e.g., aggregation relationships). Also, we assume for 

simplicity there are no predicates, and that the windows of evaluation are identical (for 

the kinds of constraints being compared). The use of predicates does not change the 

relationships as long as identical predicates are used for the kinds of constraints being 

compared. A simple example of students enrolling in courses offered by different 

campuses (Figure 23) is used to illustrate the metaconstraints. 

enroll in 

CAMPUSES 

COURSES STUDENTS 

Figure 23: Students, Courses and Campuses 

5.7.1. Previous work on Metaconstraints 

Lenzerini and Santucci [96] describe a number of metaconstraints. We list the 

metaconstraints without getting into the proofs, since the proofs are available in the 

original paper. Wherever possible, we do present the intuitive explanation behind the 

constraint. 

Metaconstraint Ml: The maximum value for a projection constraint involving entity 

classes C\, ..., C„ is no more than the product of the maximum values of the 

corresponding class constraints for C\, Ci. This follows from the fact that a 
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relationship i? is a subset of the Cartesian product of the participating entity 

classes Ci x ... x C„. Likewise, a set of sub-tuples (projected) from the relationship will 

be a subset of the Cartesian product of: C\ x ... x Q. The cardinality, cardcp, of the 

Cartesian product may be obtained by multiplying the cardinality of each of the 

participating entity classes. The cardinality of the projection will be less than that number 

(i.e., less than cardcp). 

CARD-R-PJmax (^) Ci, ..., Ci) < CARD-Cmax (Ci) X  . . .  X  CARD-Cmax {Ci) 

Example: Suppose there are no more than 1000 students, 50 courses, and 10 campuses 

(maximum class cardinalities) in the university system. Then in any given database 

snapshot there cannot be more than 1000 x 50 x 10 = 500,000 enrollments. This of course 

assumes that each student may enroll in every class at each campus. Which leads us to 

the next metaconstraint. 

Metaconstraint M2: The maximum value for a projection constraint involving entity 

classes C\, ..., C„ is no more than the smallest of: maximum class cardinality x 

maximum participation constraint across any of the entity classes C\, ..., C/. This follows 

from the fact that a given entity class Q with cardd members, each of which can 

participate in the relationship R a maximum of card^j-ci times, can be represented in a 

relationship R no more than cardd x card^i-d times. 

CARD-R-P Jmax {R,  C\ ,  ..., Ci) < min { CARD-Cmax (Ci) x CARD-R-PTmax Ci),  

..., CARD-Cmax (Ci) X CARD-R-PTmax (R, Q)} 
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Example: Suppose each student (and we have a maximum of 1000 students) can 

have a maximum of 6 enrollments at any time. Each course (we have a maximum of 50 

courses) can have a maximum of 500 enrollments at any time. Each campus (we have 10 

campuses) can have a maximum of 10000 enrolments at any time. Using the combination 

of class constraints and participation constraints, we come up with; a maximum of 1000 x 

6 = 6000 enrollments based on the constraints on students. Similarly, we come up with a 

maximum of 50 x 500 = 25000 enrollments based on the constraints on courses. The 

maximum enrollments based on campuses is 10 x 10000 = 100000. The maximum size of 

enrollments will be the lowest of the three, i.e., 6000. 

Metaconstraint M3a: The maximum value for a co-occurrence constraint involving 

entity classes (c\, ..., C,) with entity classes (Q+i, ..., Q) is no more than the co

occurrence constraint involving entity classes (Ci, ..., C/,) with entity classes (C,+i, ..., 

Ck) where h < i. This is because a combination of fewer entities (i.e., h is fewer entity 

classes than i) is always less specific in the fixed component, and can therefore result in 

more possibilities. A given course can always have more students (across campuses) than 

a given course and campus combination (where we are dealing with a specific campus). 

CARD-R-COmax {R ,  (Ci, ..., Q, (C,+i, ..., C,)) < CARD-R-COn^ax {R ,  (Q, ..., Q), 

(C,+i, ..., Q)) given that h < i. 

Metaconstraint M3b: The minimum value for a co-occurrence constraint involving 

entity classes (Ci, ..., C,) with entity classes (C,+i, ..., Q) is no more than the co
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occurrence constraint involving entity classes (Ci, C/,) with entity classes 

(Ci+i, Ci) where h < i. This is because a combination of fewer entities (i.e., h is fewer 

entity classes than i) is always less specific in the fixed component, and can therefore 

result in more possibilities. 

CARD-R-COmin {R ,  (Ci, ..., Ci), (C/+i, ..., Ck)) < CARD-R-COmin {R, iC\, ..., Ch), 

(CM, 

Example-. Let's assume a given course at a specific campus can have a minimum of 5 and 

a maximum of 80 students enrolled in at any time, i.e., CARD-R-COmax {R, (COURSE, 

CAMPUS), (STUDENTS)) = 80. What that means is, the minimum and maximum 

number of students enrolled for a course regardless of campus must be set to at least that 

much, i.e., CARD-R-COmin {R, (COURSE), (STUDENTS)) > 5 and CARD-R-COmax 

{R, (COURSE), (STUDENTS)) > 80. This is because in each campus there can be 

between 5 and 80 students for the course. So across campuses the numbers should be 

allowed to exceed that (or there will be an inconsistency, and either the first set of 

constraints will need their limits lowered, or the second will need their limits raised). 

Metaconstraint M4a: The maximum value for a co-occurrence constraint involving 

entity classes (Ci, ..., Q) with entity classes (C+i, ..., Ck) is > to the co-occurrence 

constraint involving entity classes (Ci, ..., C,) with entity classes (C,+i, ..., Cj) where j < 

k. This is because a there are always fewer possible combinations using a smaller number 

of entities (i.e., 7 is smaller than k). The number of courses (or the number of campuses) 
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is always < the number of course-campus combinations. They two alternatives are 

equal only if the cardinality of courses (or the cardinality of campuses) is - 1. If the 

number of courses or campuses is > 1, then: |COURSES| x |CAMPUSES| is always > 

|COURSES| (or the ICAMPUSES]). 

CARD-R-COmax {R j  {C i ,  C i ) ,  (C,+i, C^)) ^ CARD-R-COmax {R, {C\, Q), 

(CM, 

Metaconstraint M4b: The minimum value for a co-occurrence constraint involving 

entity classes (Q, C,) with entity classes (C,+i, .... Q) is > the co-occurrence 

constraint involving entity classes (Q, ..., C,) with entity classes (C,+i, ..., Cj) where j < 

k. This is because a there are always fewer possible combinations using a smaller number 

of entities (i.e.,7 is smaller than k). 

CARD-R-COniin {R, (Ci, ..., Q, (C,+i, ..., Q)) > CARD-R-CO^in {R, (Q, . . . ,  Q, 

(CM, 

Example: Let's assume a student has to enroll in at least 2 and can enroll in up to 8 

different courses across campuses. Thus: CARD-R-COmin {R, (STUDENTS), 

(COURSE, CAMPUS)) = 2, and CARD-R-CO^ax {R, (STUDENTS), (COURSE, 

CAMPUS)) = 8. We allow students to enroll multiple times for the same course 

simultaneously, as long as it is at a different campus. 



What these constraints also imply is that (given that the minimum value for a 

co-occurrence constraints is always >1): 

• 1 < CARD-R-COmin (R, (STUDENTS), (CAMPUS)) < 2: A student cannot be 

forced to enroll in more than one or two campuses in any snapshot. 

• 1 < CARD-R-COmin (,R, (STUDENTS), (COURSE)) < 2; A student cannot be 

forced to enroll in more than one or two different courses in any snapshot. 

• CARD-R-COmax (R, (STUDENTS), (CAMPUS)) < 8^"*: The maximum number 

of campuses a student can enroll in is 8 in any snapshot. 

• CARD-R-COmax (R, (STUDENTS), (COURSE)) < 8: The maximum number of 

courses a student can enroll in is 8 in any snapshot. 

Metaconstraint M5: The maximum value for a co-occurrence constraint involving 

entity classes (Ci, ..., Q) with entity classes (Cj+\, ..., Q) is < the product of the 

maximum co-occurrence cardinalities (i) {C\, ..., Q) with (Q+i, ..., Cj), and (ii) (C,+i, ..., 

Cj) with (Q+i, ..., Ck). To simplify the transitivity here, let's use the symbolXfor C\, 

Ci, use Y for (Q+i, ..., Cj) and Z for (Q+i, ..., Q). Given that: each x, x e X, is at most 

associated with m instances of y, y e Y; and that each y is at most associated with n 

The maximum cardinality is bounded on the lower end by the corresponding minimum cardinality. 
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different instances o f z , z e  Z ,  it tells us that each x  is associated at most with m  x 

n different instances of z. 

CARD-R-COmax (R, (Cu Q), (C,+,, Q)) x CARD-R-COmax (R, (C,>i, 

Q) ,  (Cy+i ,  Q))  >  C A R D - R - C O n : i n  ( i ? ,  (Q ,  Q) ,  (C ,+ i ,Q))  

Example: Let's assume a course can be offered at a maximum of 5 different campuses in 

any snapshot. Further, each campus can accommodate a maximum of 5000 different 

students in any snapshot. Therefore, the number of students taking a course in any 

snapshot (across campuses) will be < 5 x 5000, i.e., < 25000. 

Metaconstraint M6: The maximum value for a co-occurrence constraint involving 

entity classes (Q, ..., C,) with entity classes (Q+i, ..., Q, ..., Q) is < the product of the 

maximum co-occurrence cardinalities (i) (Ci, ..., C,) with (Q+i, ..., Q), and (ii) (Ci, ..., 

C/) with (Q+i, ..., Ck). To simplify the relationship here, let's use the symbol X for Ci, 

..., Ci, use Y for (C+i, ..., Q) and Z for (Q+i, ..., Ck). Given that: each x, x e ^ is 

associated with at most m instances ofy,y e F; and that each x is associated with at most 

n different instances of z, z e Z, it tells us that the number of combinations (y, z) e Yx Z 

tha t  each  x  can  be  assoc ia ted  wi th  i s<  m x  n .  

CARD-R-COmin (i?, (Ci, ..., Q, (Q+i, ..., Q, ..., Q)) < CARD-R-CO^x (i?, (Q, 

Ci), (C,+,,..., Cj)) X CARD-R-COmax (R, (Cu ..., Q), (Cj+u ..., Q)) 
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Example: Let's assume a student can take up to 10 distinct courses at any 

time, and also that she can enroll in up to 5 different campuses at any time. That means 

the number of distinct (campus, course) combinations the student can enroll in is < 10 x 

5, i.e., a maximum of 50. 

Ram and Khatri [124] describe some metaconstraints in addition to what was 

described by Lenzerini and Santucci [96]. We hst them below. 

Metaconstraint M7: The maximum value for a participation constraint is no more 

than the cardinality of the relationship (i.e., the projection of all participating entity 

classes). This is simply because the number of times an entity can participate in a 

relationship cannot exceed the number of relationship instances that exist. Since this 

metaconstraint is straightforward, we do not provide an example to illustrate. 

CARD-R-PTmax (Ci, ..., C/) < CARD-R-PJmax {R ,  C i ,  ..., C„) where n  is the degree 

of the relationship, and 1 < i  < n .  

Metaconstraint M8: The maximum value for the participation cardinality of a 

smaller combination of entity instances is no less than the maximum value of the 

25 participation cardinality of a larger combination of entity instances . This is because the 

smaller combination is less restrictive. 

Note: the source paper has the relationship reversed; however that is not correct. 
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CARD-R-PTmax (R, (Cu Q) < CARD-R-PTmax (R, (Q,a ) )  ̂h ^ i .  

Example: Let's assume a student can have a maximum of 10 enrollments at any time. The 

number of enrollments for a specific student-course combination is always < 10. It will 

be equal to 10 only if the student enrolls for the same course 10 times (presumably at 

different campuses). Otherwise, it will always be less than 10. 

Metaconstraint M9: The maximum cardinality value for a Co-occurrence constraint 

involving Ci,..., C, entities (with (C,+i,..., Q) other entities) is no more than the 

maximum value of the participation constraint involving (Ci,..., C,) entities. This is 

because the co-occurrence counts the number of distinct combinations, m, from (C,+i,..., 

Q) that a given combination from (Ci,..Q) appears with. The participation only counts 

the number of times the combination from (Ci,..., C,) appears in the relationship (which 

at the very least is with m distinct entity combinations (C,+i,..Ck))-

CARD-R-COmax (R, (Cu ..., Q, (C,+i,..., Q)) < CARD-R-PT,T,ax (R, (Q, ..., C,)) 

Example: Let's assume a student can have a maximum of 10 enrollments at any time. The 

number of distinct courses the student can enroll in is therefore always <10. 

Metaconstraint MIO: The maximum cardinality of a subclass is always less than its 

parent superclass. This follows from the definition of a subclass where a subclass C„ is a 

strict subset of the superclass C. Since this metaconstraint is straightforward, we do not 

provide an example to illustrate. 
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CARD-Cmax (Q ̂  CARD-Cmax (Q); \ < i < n  (presuming n  subclasses) 

5.7.2. Additional Metaconstraints 

Metaconstraint Ml la & b: An attribute cardinality constraint is bounded by the 

corresponding attribute domain cardinality constraint. This is because the domain 

represents all  possible values an attr ibute can take on.  Assume we have an enti ty class C, 

and an attribute B, we have the following bounds on the minimum and maximum 

cardinality. 

CARD-Amax (C, B) < CARD-Dmax (C, B) and 

CARD-Amin (C, B) < CARD-Dmin (C, B) and 

Example: Let's assume a student can have between one and two majors selected. The list 

of all possible majors offered by the university (simplified) is; architecture, business, 

education, engineering, humanities, medicine, nursing, and science (i.e., a total of 

eight different majors). We see here the constraint holds, i.e., CARD-A (STUDENTS, 

major) IN [1:2] while CARD-D (STUDENTS, major) IN [8:10]. Now, had there been 

fewer majors offered (say, 4), and students allowed to take up to 5 majors—we see a 

logical impossibility that would also lead to a constraint violation. 

Metaconstraint Ml2a: The maximum value for a projection constraint involving 

entity classes (Ci,..., Q) is no more than the projection constraint involving entity classes 

(Ci,..., Cj), where j > i. This follows from the observation that the maximum possible 
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number of combinations from i entity classes is «,• = |Ci| x IC2I x ... x |C/|, while 

the maximum possible number of combinations from j entity classes is «,• x |C,+i| x ... x 

IQI-

CARD-R-PJmax {R, (Ci, ..., C,)) < CARD-R-PJ,iax (R, (Q, . . . ,  Q, ... ,  Q)). 

Metaconstraint Ml2b: The minimum value for a projection constraint involving 

entity classes (Ci,..Q) is no more than the projection constraint involving entity classes 

(Ci,..., Cj), where j > i. The reasoning is similar to that above. 

CARD-R-PJmin {R, (Ci,..., CO) < CARD-R-PJmin {R, (Ci, C„ C,+/, ..., Q)). 

Example: Let's assume there are at least 500 and at most 1000 different course-campus 

combinations that are offered at any point in time. That implies that there are no more 

than 1000 courses offered at a time, and the minimum number of courses offered caimot 

be more than 500. It also means that if two constraints: CARD-R-PJmin (enrolled_in, 

COURSES) = 500 and CARD-R-PJmin (enrolledjn, COURSES, CAMPUSES) = 

500 exist in the database at any time, we can discard the second one since the lower 

bound of that constraint is CARD-R-PJmin (enrolled_in, COURSES) = 500. 

Maintaining the other constraint does not add any additional integrity checking power. 

Metaconstraint Ml 3: The maximum value for a co-occurrence constraint involving 

entity classes C\, ..., C„ with C,+i, ..., Q is no more than the product of the maximum 

values of the corresponding class constraints for C,+i, ..., Q. This follows from the fact 

that a relationship i? is a subset of the Cartesian product of the participating entity classes 
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Ci X ... X C„. Likewise, a set of distinct sub-tuples from entity classes C,+i, Q 

will be a subset of the Cartesian product of: C,+i x ... x Ck. This metaconstraint is also 

useful when examining the structural validity of a semantic model schema, and is 

imphcitly used for this by Dullea et al. [44]. 

CARD-R-COmax (R ,  (Ci, Q, (C,+,, ..., C,)) < CARD-Cmax (C,+i) x ... x CARD-

Cmax (Ck) 

Example: Suppose each student can take up to 20 different courses in a year (co

occurrence cardinality). The implication of this is that there are at least 20 different 

courses (class cardinality) that exist in the database over the course of the year. 

Further let us assume that a course can be taught by up to 3 different instructors in a year. 

What that means also is the number of different instructors a student can be associated 

with over the year is < 20 x 3. Dullea et al. [44] explore relationship paths like these (the 

path here involves STUDENTS -> COURSES INSTRUCTORS) and focus on ones 

that form cycles. They lay out rules for consistency checks involving co-occurrence and 

class cardinalities along the path (minimum and maximum). 

Metaconstraint Ml 4: The set versions of constraints are always greater than or equal 

to the instance versions of the equivalent constraints. This applies to participation, co

occurrence, projection, appearance, and overlap cardinality constraints. Both the 

minimum and maximum values for the set version are greater than or equal to the values 

for the instance version. The reason is intuitive—the set cardinality encompasses the 



instance cardinality. Using the interaction relationship participation cardinality as 

an example, and assuming the cardinality of the predicated defined subset (for which the 

set version of the constraint is defined) is m, we have the following results. 

CARD-R-PTn,ax {R, (Ci, ..., Q) < CARD-R-PTSETmax {R, (Q, . . . ,  Q) 

CARD-R-PTrriin {R, (Ci,..., C,)) < CARD-R-PTSETmin {R, (Q,..., Q)) 

CARD-R-PTmax {R, {Ci,C,)) x w > CARD-R-PTSETmax (R, (Ci, ..., C,)) 

C A R D - R - P T r r i i n  {R, (C I ,  . . . ,  Q )  xm> C A R D - R - P T S E T m i n  (R, (Q ,  . . . ,  Q)  

The last two results derive from the fact that each of the m members in the predicate 

defined subset can participate in the relationship CARD-R-PT {R, (Ci, ..., Q)) times. 

Example: A 400-level business course can have at most fifty enrollments in a year and 

should have at least 5. All 400-level business courses considered together should have at 

least 200 enrollments. There are 100 business courses. Given these facts we can rewrite 

the third constraint as, "all 400-level business courses considered together should have at 

least 500 enrollments." 

Metaconstraint M15: When comparing the maximum cardinality of a set of 

constraints of the same type (e.g., interaction participation constraint), the loosest bound 

(i.e., the constraint with the largest max{Card) value) of any constraint is one that applies 

over  i t s  en t i re  Hfe t ime and  across  a l l  po in ts  in  space  ( i . e . ,  a  l i fe t ime / /  a l l - space  

constraint). For minimum cardinality, the loosest bound (i.e., the smallest min{Card) 

value) is one that applies at any point in time and place (i.e., a seq //unit constraint). 
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We can generalize these observations to note that the maximum cardinality 

value for a larger window of evaluation will always be no less than the maximum 

cardinality value for a smaller window of evaluation that it encompasses. Similarly the 

minimum cardinality of the larger window of evaluation will be no less than the 

minimum cardinality of the smaller window of evaluation that it encompasses. 

Example: We are given the following set of constraints. 

CARD-A (STUDENTS, major) IN [1:1] OVER seq // unit 

CARD-A (STUDENTS, major) IN [1:3] OVER (year) // all-space 

CARD-A (STUDENTS, major) IN [1:3] OVER lifetime // all-space 

We know from the metaconstraint that the lowest bound of any constraint is the 

sequenced and unit-spaced one. Since the minimum cardinalities of the other two 

constraints (whose windows of evaluation encompass the sequenced, unit-spaced 

windows), we do not need to store those minimum cardinalities. Similarly, the upper 

bound on the maximum is given by a constraint that is evaluated over the lifetime and 

across all space. The maximum cardinality in the second constraint is thus redundant. So, 

we end up with the following constraints: 

CARD-Arr,in (STUDENTS, major) = 1 OVER seq // unit 

CARD-A,^ax (STUDENTS, major) = 1 OVER seq // unit 

CARD-Amax (STUDENTS, major) = 3 OVER lifetime // all-space 
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5.73. Summary 

A metaconstraint on interrelated classes is based on partial ordering among various 

types of constraints. Metaconstraints are restrictions that can be validated without 

knowledge of the database state. Thus metaconstraints can be used to verify consistency 

among constraints during conceptual design itself A consistency checker in a CASE tool 

can perform checks on the defined set-based constraints using the metaconstraints stored 

in its knowledge base. 

5.8. Using the Framework, An Approach 

So far in this chapter we have presented a detailed classification of constraints, and 

also discussed relationships between them (metaconstraints). We now discuss how an 

analyst armed with this framework might proceed to use it to elicit and classify 

constraints. We used this approach in our case study (Chapter 6), and also employed it 

when training subjects to elicit constraints in the laboratory study (Chapter 7). 

Business rules are gathered during requirements analysis. The client in describing the 

data semantics will specify the rules that go along with them. Often, not all rules are 

easily recalled, and so an iterative process of validation helps draw out more rules. Our 

framework helps this process in three ways. 

First, the analyst can step through the types of constraints applicable to each semantic 

model construct to elicit any further rules the client may have unintentionally missed. As 

the conceptual schema is being developed, the analyst can examine each construct (class / 
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attribute / relationship) in turn and consider whether any of the associated 

constraints are needed for that construct in the application. For each type of constraint, 

she can further consider refinements that may be applicable with respect to space and 

time. These include the different time and space windows of evaluation, the applicability 

bounds, predicates, and temporal and spatial relations (see Chapter 4 for more details). 

This provides a structured approach to eliciting constraints. The framework can also be 

used in conjunction with domain knowledge to come up with application-specific lists of 

frequently occurring constraints. 

The second way the framework proves useful is to classify the gathered rules. The 

classification in turn allows for easier translation into constraints at the logical design 

level. Finally, the metaconstraints discussed (Section 5.7) are useful to perform logical 

consistency checks between rules. Rules that are found to be in inconsistent can either be 

automatically restated (in some cases) or taken back to the client for further validation. 

5.9. Implications for Relational Design 

Cardinality constraints play an important role in designing relations arising from 

interaction relationships. General rules exist [49] for the translation of (non-temporal) 

interaction relationships into tables. For instance, in 1:M relationships (where 1 and M 

represent maximum cardinality), the key from the relation on the "1" side becomes a 

foreign key in the relation on the "M" side. Similar rules exist for the translation of 

temporal relationships into relations [62]. 
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The existence of a non-sequenced constraint impHes the need to maintain the 

history of the affected constructs. Similarly, a unit-spaced or a collective-spaced 

constraint—with the exception of a spatial constraint that applies "over all the space 

relevant to the database"—requires the storage of associated spatial information. In a 

temporal database, history information is automatically maintained. In a snapshot 

database the analyst would need to add timestamp attributes to the relations. It is not 

possible to enforce a constraint at granularities finer than what the data supports, thus 

granularity must be considered when creating the relations. 

Projection constraints are useful in placing upper bounds on the size of relations. 

CARD-R-PJ (affect, ADVERSEJNCIDENTS, HUMAN_SUBJECTS) IN [0:5000] 

OVER seq//- informs the analyst that there will be no more than 5000 tuples in the 

relation corresponding to affect at any point in time. A non-sequenced version of the 

constraint can provide additional information regarding the size of the relation over time, 

e.g., a maximum value of [15000] OVER (year) tells the analyst that no more than 

15,000 tuples will be generated for this relation over a year. Tighter bounds may be 

obtained using a combination of projection, participation and class constraints. 

5.10. Implementation Considerations 

In Chapter 4 we described sixteen types of constraints based on the spatial and 

temporal characteristics (or absence thereof). The translation of each type of these 

constraints into database triggers is different, but follows the same basic approach. We 

describe the general approach and illustrate with an example. 
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A database trigger is typically fired by three different types of events viz. 

INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE. Since the integrity constraints must be checked prior 

to any possible violations, we consider those fired BEFORE the database event takes 

place. A minimum cardinality specification of > 0, implies the need for a DELETE 

trigger on the corresponding relation, while a maximum cardinality of < M requires an 

INSERT trigger. We assume identifier values are unchangeable. If the database allows 

updates to primary key values then an UPDATE trigger must be used. UPDATE triggers 

are also needed when a predicate is specified on any of the entity classes. 

Constrsilnl I*ropcrt\ Trigger Fired On 

Minimum cardinality specification of > 0 DELETE 

Maximum cardinality of < M INSERT 

Predicates on Entity Class involved in Constraint UPDATE 

Table 5: Trigger Firing Types Based On Constraint Properties 

We pick a constraint from the IRB case (see Section 5.3.5) to illustrate the approach. 

CARD-R-CO-SET (occur, (ADVERSEJNCIDENTS[impact=" severe" ]), (PROJECTS)) 

IN [0:25] OVER (month) +(month)//(state) +(state), 

Now, we develop the cardinality constraint in SQL using the following basic approach. 
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SQL Clause 

SELECT COUNT (distinct (construct-identifier combination)) 

FROM DBMS table(s) that contain the spatiotemporal information about the 
affected entity class, attribute or relationship. In case a virtual 
interaction relationship (VIR) is defined, it would lead to the creation 
of a DBMS view corresponding to the VIR first. The data 
manipulation component would then be applied to the VIR. 

WHERE Used to: 

(a) Filter rows based on any applied predicate 

(b) Select existing database tuples that conform to the evaluation 
window for fixed-window constraints 

(c) Select existing database tuples that conform to the constraint 
applicability bounds for sliding window constraints 

The selection of rows depends in part on the nature of the temporal 
relation (Allen [4]) or spatial relations (Egenhofer and Franzosa [47]) 
between the data and evaluation window. Snodgrass [150 pp. 90-108] 
demonstrates how the various temporal relations can be implemented 
on different DBMS products (including Oracle). For spatial relations. 
Chapter 1 of the Oracle Spatial User Guide [115] describes how these 
can be implemented. 

GROUP BY Used for sequenced and sliding window constraints to perform 
temporal and spatial aggregations when the temporal / spatial extent 
of the data being entered spans more than one evaluation window 

Table 6: SQL Corresponding to Constraint Type 

In the case of the set co-occurrence constraint listed above, it is applied on the occur 

relationship. When translated into the relational model, this relationship involves placing 

a foreign key from PROJECTS into the relation ADVERSE_INCIDENTS. An extract 

from the relation is presented in Figure 24. We assume the implementation is done using 

Oracle 9i, but any DBMS with spatial support can be used. 
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Impact Date 
A34101 11004 low 2003-10-05 33.5,-112.2 AZ 
A29101 12508 severe 2003-10-07 34.2,-115.5 CA 

Figure 24 Extract From ADVERSE_INCIDENTS relation 

Since the maximum (25) is < M and a predicate is used, we need an INSERT and an 

UPDATE trigger. The non-sequenced component of the rule involves tuples with dates 

within a month of the new tuple being added, and the collective-spaced aspect requires 

consideration of all incidents in the same state as the tuple being added. While incident 

locations are measured as a point with resolution of dms-minute, since the constraint 

(and presumably other queries as well) requires the check to be made by US state, a 

lookup of the state is first performed and the value populated before the cardinality is 

checked (using SDO_GEOM.RELATE(:new.location, 'INSIDE', states.shape)). This 

is done purely for optimization purposes and is not necessary. The designer may choose 

to instead simply perform this check at run-time. Either approach assumes a reference 

table is created and populated with each of the fifty states and their associated shape 

geometries. The analyst would need to do that a single time upon the creation of the table. 

An extract from the trigger body follows. 
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CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER 
adverse_incidents_impact_coset_max 

BEFORE INSERT or UPDATE OF impact 
ON adverse_incidents 
WHEN (:new.impact = 'severe') 
DECLARE 

MAX_card CONSTANT number = 25; 
card_count number(10); 

BEGIN 

SELECT count(distinct projectid) INTO card_count 
FROM adverse_incidents 
WHERE impact = 'severe' 
AND date >= add_month(:new.date, -1) -- one month in the past 
AND state = :new.state; 

IF ( card_count > iyiAX_card ) THEN 
dbms_output.put_line('Warning: Maximum Projects Co 

o c c u r r i n g  i n  m o n t h  a n d  s t a t e  e x c e e d s  l i m i t  o f  '  | |  
MAX_card || 'and is now ' || card_count); 

END IF; 

END; 
/ 

As seen from this trigger, in general the generated trigger has the following template. 

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER (Trigger Name) 

BEFORE (Firing Event as described in Table 5) 

ON (Affected Table) 
DECLARE 

(Variables including Cardinality Limits) 
BEGIN 

(SQL clause as described in Table 6) 

IF (Cardinality Limits are Violated) THEN 

(Perform Database Actions to Manage Violation) 
E N D  I F ;  

END; 

/ 
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In the event of a constraint violation, a variety of actions may be taken. These 

include (but are not limited to) forbidding the database action that leads to a constraint 

violation, allowing the action and generating further database updates (e.g., to error 

logging relations) and / or DBMS environmental variables (error messages / warnings). 

These issues are discussed in depth in active database literature. Some work also exists in 

modeling the effect of constraint violations at the conceptual design phase [9], We leave 

the further development of this topic, including describing how metaconstraints influence 

the actions to be taken upon violation, for future work. 

5.11. Summary 

In this chapter we discussed the different spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal 

constraints applicable to the constructs in semantic modeling. We distinguished between 

cardinality for the construct, and for the temporal element and spatial element associated 

with the construct. For each type of constraint, we defined it using first order logic, and 

also presented the syntax for using that type of constraint. 
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Chapter 6: Evaluating Framework Expressiveness: A 

Case Study 

The constraints framework provides a classification of the different types of 

constraints applicable on semantic modeling constructs. It is always important to 

complement the theoretical development of the framework with application and 

evaluation in a real world scenario. We presented some examples of the constraints seen 

in our Institutional Review Board (IRB) case study in Chapter 5. In this chapter we detail 

the case study as a methodology appropriate for evaluating the expressiveness of the 

constraint framework. 

We begin by providing the background for and objectives of the study in Section 6.1. 

We then discuss the case study methodology in Section 6.2. The findings are presented in 

Section 6.3. We end with a discussion and summary. 

6.1. Background and Objective 

A good conceptual model possesses the qualities of expressiveness, simplicity, 

minimality and formality [11]. Constraints applicable to a conceptual model should also 

satisfy these properties. Expressiveness relates to allowing a comprehensive 

representation of the real world being modeled. We do not aim to capture every possible 

type of rule and confine ourselves to set-based spatio-temporal rules. Simplicity is 

satisfied when a schema annotated with the framework-defined constraints is 

understandable to database analysts (the users of the framework). We conducted a 
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laboratory study (Chapter 7) to test this. We achieve formality (i.e., providing a 

unique, precise and well-defined meaning for each constraint-type) by accurate 

specification of constraint-types using first-order logic (FOL). Finally, minimality 

(ensuring each constraint-type has a distinct meaning with respect to every other type) 

can be verified by examining the semantics of each constraint-type expressed in FOL. 

In this case study we test the property of expressiveness, i.e., a schema annotated with 

constraints based on our framework sufficiently represents the real-world rules present in 

the case, and does so more completely than a conventional schema without the 

framework. We also test whether the constraints captured could then be translated to 

database triggers. Specifically, we address the research questions: "Is the framework is 

expressive enough to capture the constraints of a real-world application?" (RQ3 from 

Chapter 1), and "Does the proposed framework allow for translation of constraints into a 

relational database management system?" (RQ4 from Chapter 1). 

6.1.1. Expressiveness and Completeness 

Expressiveness of conceptual models is described by Batini et al. as the ability to 

comprehensively represent the real world [11 pp. 29]. Similarly, expressiveness has been 

defined by Chaves and Carvalho [30] as the extent to which a conceptual model can 

represent reality. Other authors speak of a very similar concept when describing the 

completeness of the model. Completeness has been defined as the ability of a data model 

to meet all user information and functional requirements [109]. Or, in other words, the 
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degree to which a model contains the elements (constructs) needed to represent 

the system(s) it wishes to support [101], 

These descriptions by authors refer to the expressiveness and completeness of the 

model as a whole, but we feel the same principles are relevant to a constraints framework 

applicable to a conceptual data model. Interestingly, with respect to completeness, 

Moody and Shanks [109] feel that, "An important aspect of completeness is the 

representation of business rules in the data model." To that end, we feel our framework 

augments the completeness aspect of existing conceptual data models. 

Most authors do not aim for completeness in an absolute sense. It is almost 

impossible, and certainly impractical, to achieve total completeness for anything but 

extremely simple problems (or problem domains) [98]. Instead there is a trade-off 

between expressiveness and simplicity, so that a schema (or annotated schema) built 

using the model is easily understandable to the designers and users of database 

applications [11 pp. 29]. We seek this balance by limiting the scope of our framework to 

cardinality constraints. The issue of relative completeness, or expressiveness, is discussed 

in the next section (6.1.2). We prefer the term expressiveness to completeness, since 

completeness tends to be associated with absolute completeness. 

6.1.2. Relative Expressiveness (Completeness) 

An excellent discussion of completeness is provided in Chapter 5 of Bajaj's work [7]. 

The author summarizes and augments previous work in MIS literature on completeness. 
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We adopt, modify and extend some of the definitions presented by him relevant to 

our discussion of expressiveness. 

We denote the considered set of rule frameworks and formalisms as: 

F = {/J, / = 1, The set F contains all the frameworks to be compared, and/ is a 

specific instance of a rule framework or formalism. 

We represent the end-user rule requirements from the mini-world as: 

U == {texti, i = I, ..., n}. The set U represents the mini-world or application domain 

being modeled. It consists of a series of natural language textual descriptions of rules 

to be modeled. 

We denote a specific rule set of interest (subset of U) as: 

U' = {textj,j = 1, m; m < «}. The set U', U' e U represents an enumerated set of 

rules that users consider important or of interest for some reason. Perhaps out of all 

the rules U, some rules, the ones in U', are listed critical by users. 

We define the rules that can be modeled by the formalism/ by: 

e U, i.e., the subset of U that can be modeled using yj. Likewise, yj(U') is the 

subset of U' that can be modeled hyfi. 

For example, let us consider the following enumerated set of statements in U' taken from 

the U that relates to an IRB context. 
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Text-1: There should be no more than 100 adverse incidents over the Hfetime 

of a project. 

Text-2: There should be no more than 10 adverse incidents over the span of any week 

related to a project. 

Assume that the set F consists of { TIMEER, our-framework }. Then, TIMEER(U') = 

{Text-1}, while our-framework{\]^) - {Text-1, Text-2}. 

We define expressiveness as follows: 

A formalism/ is considered completely expressive over U if it can model all the rules 

in U. Symbolically we have:y5(U) = U. 

We compare expressiveness as follows: 

A formalism/ is more expressive over U than fj, if and only if the set of rules / can 

model is a superset of the set of rules fj can model. Or symbolically: /(U) c: /(U). We 

could use U' instead of U, should we choose to test expressiveness over U' (some 

subset of rules that are of interest to the users) instead of over U. 

It may happen that: /(U) cz /(U) and, /(U) (Z:/(U). Or in other words, there are some 

rules that can be modeled by / but not fj and vice versa. This leads us to another 

comparative expressiveness measure called pragmatic expressiveness. The idea behind 

this is that there are some rules that are more important or useful than others (as identified 

by the users). We define pragmatic expressiveness as follows: 
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A formalism/J is pragmatically more expressive than fj over U if the elements 

of U that^ can model but fj cannot, are perceived by end-users to be more important 

than the elements fj can model but fi cannot. Symbolically: (/J(U) - j5(U)) > m)-

yj(U)), where the > operator represents "more important than". For the sake of 

rationality, we can also add the following requirements: (//(U) -^(U) ^ (j)) A (U-

j^(U) ^ (j)). These two additions ensure that the rules modeled byyj(U) and j5(U) are not 

identical as also that is not the complete set of rules in U (since in that case there 

is no way we can say that fj{\]) is less complete). 

We also note that if / is completely expressive over U, it is pragmatically at least as 

expressive as any^J over U. 

In conclusion, we observe that our framework is more expressive than other 

cardinality classification schemes presented in literature previously (summarized in 

Chapter 2). As for being completely expressive over a problem domain, we feel this can 

only be ascertained by actual testing in that domain. The larger the number of such tests 

across domains, the smaller the likelihood that new constraint types will be needed to 

handle the semantics of a new domain. 

6.1.3. Using a Case-Study Methodology 

A number of prior studies evaluating conceptual models have involved laboratory 

studies. For example, Batra and Davis compare differences between expert and novice 

designers [12]. Another study by Batra et al. compares differences in representation 
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between the EER and relational data models [13]. Kim and March compare EER 

and NIAM for analyst tasks and user tasks [86]. The impact of application domain 

familiarity on conceptual modeling performance has also been investigated via 

experiments in [24, 83, 145]. Many studies, including some of the ones just mentioned, 

strongly advocate moving beyond the laboratory setting to field studies and real-world 

testing. For example, both Kim and March [86] and Batra et al. [13] recommend that 

future work should include field studies and actual applications and implementations. The 

use of a field setting can improve the external validity of studies evaluating conceptual 

models [116]. Strong recommendations for case-based research comes from [80 pp. 175] 

and [7 pp. 149], particularly in the context of measuring completeness and 

expressiveness. 

Case study as a research approach is fairly well established in the management 

information systems research community [14, 27, 95]. Case methodology is an 

appropriate technique when a real-world, current setting is desired [14]. Research 

questions particularly suited for a case study methodology those of an exploratory or 

explanatory nature [186]. Typically in such situations no established body of previous 

literature explaining the phenomena of interest (in our case—expressiveness of the 

spatio-temporal rules framework) exists, nor is there an existing theoretical model that 

can be used as a basis for performing laboratory experiments or other quantitative studies 

[22]. Since ours is a new firamework, and the research question pertains to expressiveness 

of the framework in a real-world setting, the case study method was felt to be 

appropriate. 
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6.2. Methodology 

A case study methodology includes defining the unit of analysis, specifying the data 

collection approach, and describing how threats to validity were managed. 

6.2.1. Unit of Analysis 

Establishing the unit of analysis is an important step in designing the case study. 

Benbasat et al. [14] recommend it be done prior to searching for sites. We wanted to find 

units that were sufficiently large to provide complex constraints, yet not so large that the 

magnitude of the modeling overshadowed the research goal of testing the framework. 

The unit of analysis for our case was a task group. Specifically, the Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) at a major public university. The ERB requires every university 

research project involving human subjects to be approved by the appropriate committee 

composed of university and outside members. 

6.2.2. Data Collection 

Case studies typically involve multiple data collection sources. Some of the useful 

sources [186] include: documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, 

participant observation and physical artifacts. In the IRB study we^^ used the first three 

kinds of sources. IRB policy manuals and published documentation was scanned for a 

There were a total of four other investigators who gathered the data requirements of the chent besides the dissertation author who 

focused primarily on the business rules aspect of the case. 
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description of the review process. Reports generated for the committee members 

were examined, and multiple interviews were conducted with key personnel. 

The advantage of using multiple data sources is to achieve triangulation by improving 

the quality of the data gathered. Data triangulation also improves construct validity since 

multiple sources essentially provide multiple measure of the same phenomenon [186]. 

The end result of the data collection process was a natural language description of the 

requirements. An iterative process of validation interviews and requirements document 

modification was conducted to test the correctness and completeness of the requirements 

description. The requirements were then translated into a USM schema along with the 

constraint annotations. An independent reviewer then verified that the requirements 

described in natural language had indeed been captured by the schema and annotations. 

6.2.3. Threats to Validity 

The four commonly used tests of any empirical social research are construct validity, 

internal validity, external validity and reliability [84, 186]. These roughly correspond to 

the problems of making controlled observations, making controlled deductions, allowing 

for generalizability and allowing for replicability as described by Lee in his classic "A 

Scientific Methodology of MIS Case Studies" [95]. 

Construct validity refers to establishing the correct operational measure for the 

concept being studied. In the IRB case it would imply that schema and annotations 

developed should be both correct and complete. One way to guard against threats to 
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construct validity is by using multiple data sources, as described in Section 6.2.2. 

Conducting validation interviews aids in the convergence of data and construct validity. 

Trochim [165] refers to internal validity as credibility or believability of the findings 

and results. For the findings to be credible, the underlying assumptions for the case study 

must hold true. He suggests that study participants are in the best position to legitimately 

judge the credibility of the results. Multiple iterations of validation interviews improved 

the internal validity of our findings. Strictly, the main threat to the validity of our findings 

lies in whether other frameworks can accurately capture and classify cardinality 

constraints that we cannot. Thus even if the requirements evolve and new cardinality 

rules are found that our framework currently does not capture, we should still achieve the 

objective of greater pragmatic expressiveness (compared to existing frameworks) since 

our framework is a superset of those frameworks. 

External validity refers to the issue of generalizability of case study results. Yin [186] 

recommends using replication logic as a basis for predicting outcomes in similar 

scenarios. Since we only conduct a single case study, the generalizability is admittedly 

not as strong as we would like it to be. Trochim [165] suggests that the context and 

assumptions relevant to the case study be accurately described, to make evident and 

improve the transferability (degree to which the results can be generalized). We describe 

the context and assumptions of the study in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. 

Reliability ensures that if a future researcher undertook the same steps and procedures 

in conducting the case study, they would come up with similar results. For this to be 
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possible, case researchers should document the case study procedures [186], We 

do so in this chapter and relevant appendices. 

6.3. Findings 

In this section we talk about the background for the case study and a natural language 

description of the case and associated rules. We follow that by representing the case and 

rules using a USM schema and annotated data dictionary. 

6.3.1. Background 

The modem history of protection for human subjects in experiments began with the 

Nuremberg Code, developed for the Nuremberg Military Tribunal as standards by which 

to judge the human experimentation conducted by the Nazis. The Code lays out 

fundamental principles governing the ethical conduct of research involving human 

subjects. The most important of which is perhaps freely given consent to participation 

from the subject. Other provisions require the minimization of risk and harm, a favorable 

risk/benefit ratio, qualified investigators using appropriate research designs, and freedom 

for the subject to withdraw at any time. [120]. 

In the United States, requirements for protecting human subjects became part of the 

law in 1974. Promulgated by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (later to 

be renamed the Department of Health and Human Services or DHHS), those regulations 

raised to regulatory status the National Institute of Health (NIH) Policies for the 

Protection of Human Subjects issued in the mid sixties. The regulations established the 
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Institutional Review Board (IRB) as one mechanism through which human 

subjects would be protected. 

The IRB is consequently the administrative body established to protect the rights and 

welfare of human research subjects participating in research at the institution with which 

it is affiliated. The IRB reviews such research activities keeping in mind both the federal 

regulations and local university policy. Research that has been reviewed and approved by 

the IRB may be subject to further review (and possible disapproval) by officials of the 

university. However, other university officials cannot clear (for approval) research that 

has been disapproved by the IRB. For example, the IRB may coordinate with a university 

committee that reviews research proposals to determine whether the institution should 

support or fund the proposed research. However, the IRB functions independently of such 

a committee and makes its independent determination whether to approve or disapprove 

the research based upon whether or not human subjects are adequately protected. 

The Office of Human Research Protection at the DHHS also lays down guidelines as 

to what constitutes research (as opposed to regular practice of medicine for example) and 

should be under the review of the IRB. Other recommendations in the IRB guidebook 

relate to institutional administration, regulations and policies, basic review procedures, 

other considerations related to biomedical and behavioral research, and protection for 

special classes of subjects (e.g., minors). 

Next, we describe the data semantics to be captured for the institutional review board 

we studied. The core description is kept separate from the rule listings. We do this for 
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convenience since the core description leads to the generation of the USM schema 

diagram and the rules go as annotations in the data dictionary. 

6.3.2. Natural Language Description of Case Study 

There are three main committees: biomedical, behavioral and continuing review. 

Each human subjects committee consists of at least eight voting members (including a 

chair person), and several alternate and special members. The committee members have 

various experiences and skills necessary in evaluating human research and its 

institutional, legal, scientific, and social implications. In addition to professionals 

representing the health sciences, the committee has representation from the disciplines of 

behavioral science, law, ethics, and also informed laypersons. For each member, the IRB 

stores the following information: first and last name, gender, degree earned, primary 

scientific or non-scientific specialty, institutional affiliations, and comments about the 

member. The member role (voting, alternate, special, etc.) is also stored. 

The committee members meet to review projects. Review packets containing copies 

of each principal investigator's submitted research proposal (consisting of project 

approval form, consent form(s) and supporting documentation) are sent to committee 

members one week in advance of a regularly scheduled meeting. The chairman assigns 

each project to a primary reviewer who is responsible for presenting an in-depth critique 

at the meeting. An open discussion follows whereby Committee members may clarify 

concerns and request specific changes. The members submit their vote for (a) approval. 
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(b) approval after required changes, or (c) disapproval. Project approval is based 

on majority vote. 

The minutes of the committee meetings reflect attendance, actions taken by the 

committee, the vote on actions (including the number of members voting for, against, and 

abstaining), and written summary of discussion of discussed issues and their resolution. 

Investigators are classified into a number of categories including principal 

investigators (or co-principal investigators), sub-investigators, study coordinators, 

collaborators, data managers, research assistants and other study personnel. Each 

investigator is assigned an identification number, which is kept along with the name, 

department, street address, email, phone, gender, the last earned degree, and university 

rank (if a professor). Student investigators have an assigned advisor. Other constraints 

apply for student investigators (such as they cannot be a principal investigator), and so 

whether an investigator is a student or not is important information to be stored. 

Investigators must pass a human subjects training test. There is more than one test 

that an investigator may have passed (depending on when and where she/ he took the 

test). The committee keeps information on each of the tests that lead to qualification for 

research. They also store when the investigator took a particular test, and the test scores. 

Based on the scores an investigator is either deemed to have passed or failed. Only 

investigators who have passed the test may conduct human subject research. 
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When a project is submitted for review, the standard application form details 

among other things the project title, brief background and objectives, the classification 

(biomedical for example), the proposed project duration, and associated investigators. 

The form contains certification from the supervising official and departmental review 

committee. In the even that the project involves medical procedures the investigator is not 

authorized to conduct, the physician responsible for these procedures must also sign off 

on the form. 

The goal of the IRB is to ensure adequate protection of human subjects. The 

information collected from the project about this includes the estimated number of 

subjects, a description of the population including the age range to be recruited and the 

rationale for their participation, the source of subjects and the method of recruitment, 

how assent is secured from minors, criteria for exclusion of potential subjects, and the 

steps to be taken to encourage recruitment of minorities and women. The cost to the 

subject, or any monetary compensation offered is noted. 

For biomedical projects, information about the methodology and research protocol is 

kept. This information includes the project locations need to be listed, as well as a general 

description of the procedures carried on at each location. Details also have to be provided 

for the measurements that will be conducted, any drugs that will be administered, and if 

they are experimental what the status of the FDA approval for the drug is (in detail). 

Special instruments and technical equipment that will be used is also listed, hiformation 

is also collected regarding any tissue or blood samples that are to be collected and 
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injections administered. The physical activity required for the subjects and any 

dietary modifications / restrictions to be followed by them is also noted. If hospitalization 

is required for the study, the nature and duration of the expected stay is recorded. 

When drugs are involved in a biomedical project, a detailed statement related to the 

possible complications is asked for. The comphcation likelihood and severity is stored. 

Any possible injury that may result from the administration of the study is also detailed. 

In a behavioral project, information about methodology and data collection 

procedures is stored. This includes any interventions / treatments to the subjects that 

involve the possibility of improving their situation. A record of the data collection 

procedures to be used (such as surveys, observations, focus group discussions, 

videotaping) is stored. The location(s) where the project data collection is carried out is 

kept, and whether such a location may put subjects at risk. 

Confidentiality of the subjects is ascertained by a listing of investigators with access 

to specimens, results and data. Also a comprehensive record is made of the parties who 

will have access to the identities of the subjects. If a certificate of confidentiality is 

utilized, information about that is stored as well. The location of consent forms for the 

project is also kept to satisfy inquiries from appropriate authorities. 

One of the criteria for evaluating projects is the potential benefit from the research. 

The benefit to subjects as well as to society with the implications for future expansion is 
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listed. The investigator must clearly show that the benefits outweigh any risk or 

harm to the subjects. All attempts to minimize the risk to the project are also specified. 

Project funding sources (sponsoring agencies) and budgets is tracked. A billing 

history is kept related to the amounts due to the IRB from the projects. 

Projects that are approved are allowed to continue subject to periodic review. The 

current review stage and status is stored for each project. The periodicity of review is 

determined at time of approval. The IRB committee determines the reevaluation interval 

based on the degree of risk (i.e., more risky projects are reviewed more often). Typical 

re-review intervals are; annual, semi-annual, quarterly, or after a specific number of 

subjects has been enrolled. Continuing review is an important step in protection of human 

subjects, and a study cannot go on unless the requisite periodic review report is submitted 

and the project has been reviewed and approved. In some cases, the IRB may decide to 

extensively re-review before approving a project if it continues to involve human subjects 

beyond three years. 

Any adverse incidents relating to human subjects are reported to the program. Each 

incident is assigned a report number, and the project involved is noted. A thorough 

description of the adverse event and whether it was directly related to the study is 

submitted to the IRB. Also, the site (location) at which the event took place, and the 

impact of the incident is noted. User defined time related to the incident such as the date 

on which the report about the incident was written and the date it was submitted to the 
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IRB is tracked. An adverse incident may affect multiple human subjects. 

Information about each subject affected including the gender and age is kept. 

6.3.3. Business Rules Associated with the Case 

A number of business rules (in addition to the ones just described in 6.3.2) were also 

ascertained for the case. 

There should be no more than five hundred inactive projects (i.e., with a status value 

of "inactive") at any time. 

There should be no more than fifty inactive projects in the database for each city. This 

constraint is applicable in the state of Arizona. 

There should be no more than two hundred projects under review (i.e., with a status 

value of "under review") at any time. Of these, no more than seventy-five should be 

related to any specific committee type such as biomedical, behavioral or continuing 

review. 

It has been decided that committees will meet twice a month to review projects in 

2004. The meeting times are fixed in advance for all three committees (biomedical, 

behavioral science and continuing review). The meeting locations are also decided in 

advance (each meeting has a single location). During December, only one meeting will 

be held. 
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A voting member may have no alternate members, or may have up to ten at 

any time. Each alternate member must serve as an alternate to at least one voting member 

and may serve as an alternate to up to ten members. 

A quorum of five members is necessary for Committee action on a project. The 

primary reviewer of the project must also be present. 

All investigators must have taken at least one human subjects training course. 

A project must have exactly one value for its status attribute at any point in time and 

location, however the status can change (e.g., from under_review to active for 

example) over a period of a year. A history of the status and its changes is kept. The 

project should have no more than three different status values in a week and five values 

(not necessarily distinct) in a month. The last part in effect imposes a cardinality 

constraint on the history of the project status values and can be captured using a temporal 

cardinality constraint. The project status attribute applies across all locations, (i.e., it is 

for a project, not a project location). 

Campus-based projects are classified into four types; biomedical, behavioral, 

exempt and continuing. Research projects carried out at off-campus locations may 

be classified into one additional category (agricultural). 

In terms of membership in the corresponding subclass, a project may be classified as 

exactly one of the types at a point in time. Over time however, a project may come up for 

re-review and be classified as a continuing project. However, exempt projects do not 
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become continuing projects (or any other project type). A behavioral project 

cannot be classified as biomedical or vice versa. 

A pending project may turn into an approved project or a disapproved project. 

However, a disapproved project cannot ever turn into an approved project. 

An active project may have up to five adverse incidents in a quarter, across locations. 

Only ten incidents are permitted in any year. Also, no more than twenty-five human 

subjects should be affected in a year across these incidents. 

All projects, with a classification of low risk, taken together should not have more 

than five adverse incidents occur in a month. 

To protect human subjects, no more than five adverse incidents should occur in a 

week at any single testing location (defined as a point in space with a granularity of 

dms-min). More than that requires the committee to evaluate whether there is some 

problem with a given location. The committee has also set a standard of being alerted 

anytime more than one hundred adverse incidents take place in a quarter (so they can 

conduct an evaluation of the review process). 

No more than 25 projects should be affected by adverse incidents that have an impact 

of severe during any month across all locations. 

Each research team should have at least one principal investigator. 
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The same student should not be a part of more than twenty research teams at 

any point in time. 

A review committee should have at least one chairperson and up to three at any time. 

There should be at least seven voting members and up to fifteen at any time. While 

review committees may have members in common, the same set of members should not 

form more than one review committee. Also, a given member can only play one role in 

any single committee. 

6.3.4. Developing the Conceptual Schema with Rule Annotations 

In this section we present the USM schema and associated rules for the case study. 

6.3.4.1. USM Schema 
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6.3.4.2. Abbreviated Data Dictionary with Rule Annotations 

In this section we present the data dictionary with constraint annotations for the IRB 

case. The data dictionary does not include the snapshot cardinahty constraints shown in 

the USM schema in Figure 25. 

Schema Construct Description 

ADVERSEJNCIDENTS Entity Class, to model adverse incidents. Each adverse 
incident has a time and location at which it occurred. 

(a) ReportID Identifying number of the adverse incident 
(b) Description Description of the adverse incident 
(c) Impact Impact (severity) of the incident 

ALTERNATE_M EMBERS Subclass, to model information related to alternate members 
of committees 

ATTEND Relationship to capture data on meetings attended by a 
member 

BEHAVIORAL PROJECTS Subclass, to model information related to behavioral projects 
BIOMEDICAL PROJECTS Subclass, to model information related to biomedical projects 
CONTINUING_PROJECTS Subclass, to model information related to projects under 

continuing review/ 
HAS ALTERNATE Relationship to capture data on a voting member's alternates 

CARD-R-PT (has_alternate, VOTING_MEMBERS) IN [0:10] OVER seq//-

CARD-R-PT (has_alternate, ALTERNATE_MEMBERS) IN [1:10] OVER seq//-

CARD-R-CO (has alternate, (VOTING MEMBERS), (ALTERNATE MEMBERS)) IN 
[1:10] OVER seq//-

CARD-R-CO (has alternate, (ALTERNATE MEMBERS), (VOTING MEMBERS)) IN 
[1:10] OVER seq//-

HUMAN_SUBJECTS Weak Entity Class, to model human subjects affected by an 
incident 

(d) HSID Identifying number of the human subject relative to an 
incident 

(e) age Age of the subject 
(f) gender Gender of the subject 

INVESTIGATE Relationship to capture data on the project investigated by a 
research team 

INVESTIGATORS Entity Class, to model investigator information 
(g) iiD Identifying number of the investigator 
(h) Iname Last name of investigator 
(i) fname First name of investigator 
(j) department Investigator department (no department if external 
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investigator) 
(k) type Whether investigator is a faculty member, staff member or 

student 
INVOLVES Relationship to capture data on human subjects involved in 

an adverse incident 
Subclass, to model information related to chairpersons of 
committees 

IRB CHAIRS 

MEET Relationship to capture data on meetings held for review 
committees 

MEETINGS Entity Class, to model meeting information 
(I) MID Identifying number of the meeting 
(m) type Meeting type (e.g., biomedical) 

CARD-AVAL(MEETINGS, type) IN [2:2] OVER (month)//a!l-space AND (2 004-01-

01, 20 04-11-3 0)//all-space 

CARD-AVAL(MEETINGS, type) IN [1:1] OVER (month)//all-space AND (2004-12-

01, 20 04-12-31)//all-space 

SCARD-C (MEETINGS) IN [1:1] OVER lifetime //all-space AND (2 004-01-01, 
2004-12-31)//all-space 

MEMBERS Entity Class, to model member information 
(n) MID Identifying number of the member 
(o) Iname Last name of investigator 
(p) fname First name of investigator 
(q) degree Highest degree earned by member 
(0 type Type of member (e.g., voting, alternate) 

OCCUR Relationship to capture data on the adverse incidents that 
occur related to a project 

CARD-R-PT (occur, PROJECTS[status="active"]) IN [0:5] OVER (quarter) 
+(quarter) // all-space 

CARD-R-PT (occur, PROJECTS[status="active"]) IN [0:10] OVER (year) +( year) 

// all -space 

Define a VIR: affected_h_s ((occur, involve), (ADVERSE_INCIDENTS)) 

CARD-R-CO (affected_h_s, (PROJECTS[status= "active"]), (HUMAN_SUBJECTS)) 
IN [1:25] OVER (year) +(year) //all - space 

CARD-R-PT-SET (occur, PROJECTS[rjsk="low"]) IN [0:5] OVER (month) +(month) I I -

CARD-R-PJ (occur. ADVERSEJNCIDENTS) IN [0:5] OVER (week) +(week)//P(dms-
min)/P(dms-min) 

CARD-R-PJ (occur, ADVERSEJNCIDENTS) IN [0:100] OVER (quarter) 
+(quarter)//-

CARD-R-CO-SET (occur, (ADVERSEJNCIDENTS[impact=" severe"]), (PROJECTS)) 
IN [0:25] OVER (month) +(tnonth)//all-space 
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PRIMARY REVIEWER Relationship to capture the primary reviewer for a project 
PROJECTS Entity Class, to model project information 

(s) RID Identifying number of the project 
(t) type Project type, (e.g., biomedical, behavioral) 
(u) status Project status 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:500] OVER seq // -

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="inactive"]) IN [0:50] OVER - // unit AND - // 

(Arizona) 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="under 

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="under 
[0:75] OVER seq // -

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="under 
[0:75] OVER seq // -

CARD-C (PROJECTS [status="under 
[0:75] OVER seq // -

CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:1] OVER seq // -

CARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:3] OVER (week) +(week) // -

TCARD-A (PROJECTS, status) IN [1:5] OVER (month) +(month) // -

CARD-D (PROJECTS, type) IN [1:4] OVER seq//(campus) 

CARD-D (PROJECTS, type) IN [1:5] OVER seq//(off-campus) 

CARD-GS-PT (PROJECTS, BIOMEDICAL_PROJECTS, BEHAVIORAL_PROJECTS. 
EXEMPT_PROJECTS, CONTINUING_PROJECTS) IN [1:1] OVER seq//-

CARD-GS-PT (PROJECTS, BI0MED1CAL_PR0JECTS, BEHAVIORAL_PROJECTS, 
EXEMPT_PROJECTS, CONTINUING_PROJECTS) IN [1:2] OVER lifetime//-

CARD-GS-OL (PROJECTS, BIOMEDICAL_PROJECTS, BEHAVIORAL_PROJECTS) 
IN [0:0] OVER lifetime//-

CARD-GS-OL (PROJECTS, EXEMPT_PROJECTS, BEHAVIORAL_PROJECTS) IN 
[0:0] OVER lifetime//-

CARD-GS-OL (PROJECTS, EXEMPT_PROJECTS, BIOMEDICAL_PROJECTS) IN 
[0:0] OVER llfetlme//-

CARD-GS-PT (PROJECTS, APPROVED_PROJECTS, DISAPPROVED_PROJECTS, 
PENDING_PROJECTS) IN [1:2] OVER lifetime//-

CARD-GS-OL (PROJECTS, DISAPPROVED_PROJECTS, APPROVED_PROJECTS) 
IN [0:0] OVER lifetime//-

RESEARCH TEAMS Aggregate Entity Class, to model research team 
(v) TID Identifying number of the research team 

review" ]) IN [0:200] OVER seq // -

review" and type="behavioral"]) IN 

review" and type="biomedical"]) IN 

review" and type="continuing"]) IN 
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CARD-AG-PT (RESEARCH_TEAMS, INVESTIGATORS[type="student"]) IN [0:20] 
OVER seq//-

CARD-AG-PJ (RESEARCH_TEAMS, principaljnvestigator) IN [1:M] OVER seq//-

REVIEWED AT Relationship to capture the projects reviewed at meetings 

Define a VIR: review_attends ((reviewed_at, attend), (meetings)) 

CARD-R-CO (review_attends, (PROJECTS), (MEMBERS[type="voting"])) IN [5:M] 
OVER seq//-

Define a VIR: review_primary ((review_attends, primary_reviewer), (members-p_r)) 

Note: members-p_r refers to the role played by the member who serves as a primary 
reviewer 

CARD-R-CO (review_primary, (PROJECTS), (members-p_r [type="voting"])) IN 
[1:M] OVERseq//-

REVIEW COMMITTEES Aggregate Entity Class, to model committee information 
(w) CID identifying number of the committee 
(x) type Type of committee (e.g., biomedical, behavioral) 

CARD-AG-CON (REVIEW_COMMITTEES, CHAIRS, VOTING_MEMBERS, 
ALTERNATE_MEMBERS, SPECIAL_MEMBERS) IN [0:1] OVER seq//-

CARD-AG-PJ (REVIEW_COMMITTEES, CHAIRS) IN [1:3] OVER seq//-

CARD-AG-PJ (REVIEW_COMMITTEES, CHAIRS) IN [7:15] OVER seq//-

CARD-AG-AP (REVIEW_COMMITTEES, CHAIRS, VOTING_MEMBERS, 
ALTERNATE_MEMBERS, SPECIAL_MEMBERS) IN [1:1] OVER seq//-

SPECIAL MEMBERS Subclass, to model information related to special members o f  
committees 
Relationship to capture data on the projects funded by an 
agency 

SPONSOR 

SPONSORING AGENCIES Entity Class, to model sponsor agencies 
(y) name Sponsor name (identifying attribute) 
(z) address Address of the sponsoring agency 
(aa)type Nature of agency (e.g., government funding agency) 

TAKEN BY Relationship to capture data on the human subjects training 
taken by an investigator 

CARD-R-PT (taken_by, INVESTIGATORS) IN [1:M] OVER lifetime// all-space 

VOTING MEMBERS Subclass, to model information related to voting members of 
committees 
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6.4. Discussion 

In addressing the research questions (RQ3 and RQ4), the framework was found to be 

expressive enough since no new constraint types were discovered during the study. We 

came across approximately seventy rules. Less than forty percent of these rules can be 

currently modeled using existing approaches (i.e., using the classification schemes 

available in current literature). The framework was found useful during interviews as a 

structured means to ask the clients about business rules. Additionally all the discovered 

rules could be translated into database triggers. 

A limitation of this case study is that the number of spatial constructs was few (only 

the PROJECTS and ADVERSE INCIDENTS entity classes have spatial 

characteristics). Future case studies will need to address this. Additional case studies are 

also needed to improve external validity. Another improvement for the future is to 

conduct pilot case studies as recommended by Dube and Pare [43]. 

6.5. Summary 

In this chapter we discussed the notion of expressiveness. We tested the 

expressiveness of our framework using a case study at a university IRB and found it to be 

completely expressive for that problem context. Future work includes additional case 

studies in different domains. 
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7.1. Background and Objective 

One of the ways human beings simpUfy and make sense of the world is by 

classification or categorization. This allows us to reduce the amount of information we 

have to process. Categorization is a basic activity among all humans, and is fundamental 

to our thought, perception, action and speech [94 pp. 5]. In that sense, our work is another 

attempt to categorize, with the goal of providing a structured approach to eliciting and 

representing spatio-temporal cardinality rules. 

Thus far we have presented a framework to classify spatio-temporal cardinality rules 

and tested in an application scenario. Among the many advantages of classifying rules is 

that it facilitates the capture of these rules at the conceptual design stage as opposed to 

waiting until the logical design phase with consequent advantages in efficiency and 

productivity. We hypothesize that another beneficial effect of the classification is 

improved database analyst performance. We address the issue of performance, and also 

comparative ease of use, in this chapter. 

7.1.1. Need For Evaluation 

As mentioned, we hypothesize that a beneficial effect of our framework is improved 

analyst performance. This claim must be tested if we are to make it with any confidence. 

With any classification scheme, there is additional cognitive load on an analyst in using 
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that framework. This is true whether the analyst uses the framework to elicit rules 

from the client (i.e., use the framework as a structured approach to gather business rules 

during requirements analysis and conceptual design) or to annotate the schema. We need 

to evaluate this aspect as well. 

The questions we ask in connection with this are RQ5 and RQ6 from Chapter 1. 

1. Does the framework improve the analyst's ability to elicit spatio-temporal rules 

from the client? We decided to evaluate this research question in two ways; the 

first relates to the number of correctly formulated rules the subject comes up with, 

and the second relates to the average time taken per correct rule (see 7.1.2). 

2. Does the rules framework have an adverse impact on perceived ease of use? 

At this time we do not answer the question: "What is the perceived usefulness of the 

framework to real-world database analysts?" While this is a germane question, to 

accurately answer it would require studies involving actual database analysts in the field. 

So, we leave it for future work. 

7.1.2. Research Questions 

In connection with our research, we wanted to answer the following questions. 

A: Does the framework improve the analyst's ability to elicit spatio-temporal rules from 

the client? 

The null hypothesis we wished to disprove is: 
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HO-A : There is no difference in the number of correctly formulated rules 

elicited by analysts in the two groups. 

This question was examined from the perspective of the number of questions asked 

(listed) by analysts related to rules during the experiment for each group. The total 

number of correctly formulated questions (rules) was counted towards the score. To test 

if the rules are correctly formulated, we applied the following criteria. 

(a) Acceptable rules could be formulated either in the form of a question (like, "How 

many suppliers can supply any given project during a month?") or a specification 

of the rule (like, "A minimum of two and a maximum of twenty-five suppliers can 

supply any given project during a month."). 

(b) Rules that were duplicated were not counted. 

(c) Rules that were outside the framework because of either being not a set-oriented 

rule or a rule that dealt with workflow / business processes, were disregarded. To 

ensure the subject focuses on set-oriented rules, we specifically asked them to list 

only those rules that relate to "cardinality". The meaning of cardinality was 

discussed during the training administered to the subjects. 

(d) Rules that do not have space and time associated with them were disregarded. To 

ensure the subject focuses on spatio-temporal rules, we specifically asked them to 

list only those rules that relate to space and time. 
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(e) Rules listed that could not be understood either due to the subject's 

handwriting or because the meaning was not clear, were disregarded. To avoid 

bias, a database faculty member examined such items to verify that it did indeed 

fall into that category. 

(f) We do not disregard rules that were conflicting or logically incompatible, because 

the assumption is that the subject does not make an attempt to review the rules for 

consistency. 

B: Is it more efficient (quicker) for analysts to develop the rules using the framework? 

Null Hypothesis we wished to disprove: 

HO-B : There is no difference in the time taken by analysts in the two groups to 

develop correctly formulated questions related to the rules. 

This question was examined by calculating the average time taken per correctly 

formulated question (listed) by analysts during the experiment for each group. Subjects 

were asked to note the start and end time for their work. The metric for average-time was 

calculated by dividing the total time taken (in minutes) by number of correctly 

formulated rules. Correctly formulated rules were defined as in (A) above. 

C: Does the rules framework have an adverse impact on perceived ease of use? 

Null Hypothesis we wished to disprove: 
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Ho-c : Subjects will perceive the "non-framework" approach easier to use than 

the framework approach. 

This research question was examined by comparing the scores on the questions in the 

ease of use survey instrument. 

7.2. Methodology 

To answer the research questions, we conducted a classroom experiment. An 

experiment has the advantage of being a low-cost controlled environment where the 

researcher can manipulate the independent variables and test the effect on the dependent 

variable. Thus, it provides for precision and control in the measurement of variables [40]. 

Laboratory studies have the advantage of high associated internal validity [154]. 

Additionally, experiments allow for the key scientific requirement of repeatability. 

In designing the study, we were careful in developing the tasks and including 

controls. Dependent variables were the user performance (in terms of number of correct 

rules and time) and perceived ease of use, while the independent variable was the use / 

non-use of our rules framework. We included both the number of correctly specified rules 

and the time taken since it has been established that there's a positive correlation between 

accuracy and time [19]. 

The traditional information systems model of technology acceptance refers to 

perceived usefulness along with perceived ease of use [37]. However in our case—since 

the experimental group does not consist of spatio-temporal database practitioners who 
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would accurately be able to rate the usefulness—the former construct is not 

applicable. Future work includes testing this construct via experiments. User 

performance, as listed above, was measured by counting the number of correctly 

specified spatio-temporal cardinality rules listed by the subjects. We normalized the time 

by dividing it by the number of correct rules to end up with the "average time taken per 

correct rule". 

The training itself could serve as a possible source of bias since it was performed by 

the investigator. To avoid this, the training materials were kept as similar as possible. The 

examples of spatio-temporal rules given to the students were also identical. The 

difference was in the organization of examples, hi the control group they were organized 

by the entity classes affected, while in the experimental group the examples were 

organized using our framework. The training material is available in Appendix D. 

For the study, we set up two groups. 

Group 1: They were trained in basic conceptual modeling using the entity-

relationship (ER) model and were provided an introduction to business rules and how 

rules are affected by space and time. 

Group 2\ They were trained in basic conceptual modeling using the ER model, and 

were provided an introduction to business rules and our framework for spatio-temporal 

rules. 
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Both groups received a textual description of the experiment case, along with 

the corresponding ER schema and data dictionary. They were asked to note the start and 

finish times, and list the questions they would ask the users to determine rules. The 

reason we asked them to note the times, is because it was felt that not all subjects would 

use the allotted forty-five minute maximum. The time used was then used in the 

calculation of time taken per correctly answered question. Finally, subjects were asked to 

complete a profile-questionnaire, and the perceived ease of use survey. 

We have a between-subjects two-level design with a single independent variable (use 

of framework). The key advantage of a between-subjects design is that exposure to one 

level of treatment cannot affect the subject's performance on another level of treatment. 

A within-subjects design would have the respondents work with both methods and 

evaluate performance on each. However this may lead to a problem as the change in 

performance could be influenced by the order of administering tests. Once exposed to our 

framework, they may be biased into using that way of thinking in the next experiment. 

Therefore we feel a between-subjects design is more suitable. The main caveat to keep in 

mind when using a between-subjects approach is the possibility of differences in groups. 

While a random assignment to groups is ideal, we did not have that luxury as it was 

conducted during class hours. Instead, we used a proxy measure of past performance in 

conceptual database modeling to test whether one group was significantly different from 

the other. We therefore ended up with a quasi-experimental design. To allow for an 

unbiased comparison of the results, we used a proxy pre-test measure of the subjects' 

performance in the conceptual database modeling homework. The average for the control 
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group was 80.24 with a standard deviation of 7.39, while the average for the 

experimental group was 76.73 with a standard deviation of 6.78. Thus the control group 

had a better pre-test proxy score, though the differences were not significant at the 0.05 

level. 

Scores on Training Scores on Test 
Homework 

Experimental Group Oi X O2 
Control Group 0, O2 

As a summary: to test hypothesis A, the number of correctly generated spatio-

temporal business rules was used. Hypothesis B was tested using the time taken per 

correct rule generated. To test hypothesis C, we administered an ease of use 

questionnaire. 

7.2.1. Procedures 

Subjects were invited to participate in the study, and a random selection was done to 

decide which class session would serve as the control group and the experimental group. 

Since one class was larger than the other, members were encouraged to attend the other 

class session as well. We ended up with groups of comparable size (29 for the control 

group and 26 for the experimental group). Each group was provided training to 

understand and use spatio-temporal business rules. Respondents were also given notes 

summarizing the training material that they could use as a reference while answering 
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questions. This material is available in Appendix D. The case scenario presented 

to each of the groups was identical. 

7.2.2. Subjects 

Our intended audience for the framework is database analysts. End-users of a 

database system are not the target audience, as it is assumed that once the schema is 

developed, the analyst uses various forms of communication to validate the requirements 

and schema with them. Given that our intended audience for the framework is database 

analysts, the experiments are conducted on subjects familiar with database design, i.e., 

MIS graduate students who were taking / had taken a database class. During the class 

students are taught how to undertake conceptual modeling. They also develop multiple 

conceptual modeling schemas (during in-class practice exercises, as an assignment for 

credit, and as part of a real-world class project). The respondents have typically taken 

technical courses (involving data structures and algorithms) and are business-oriented. 

Many have prior work experience, thought not always in the area of information systems. 

Subjects were informed of the cash reward of $50, $35, $25, $15 and $10 for the top 

performers. The objective of the reward was to provide an incentive for performance and 

address the question of motivation when using student subjects. 

7.2.3. Tasks 

The study had the following sequence of activities. 
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i) Respondents were provided notes and trained for approximately 30 

minutes in conceptual modeling and spatio-temporal business rules concepts. A 

database faculty member reviewed the training notes to ensure that the material 

was not biased in favor of any group. Respondents were allowed to keep the 

training material while tackling the practice exercise and experiment. 

ii) The experimental exercise was given to the subjects. They were asked to note 

begin and end times for the exercise. 

iii) Subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire describing their background 

and database-related experience. 

iv) A questionnaire measuring the respondents' perceptions about ease of use was 

administered. 

7.3. Threats to Validity 

Validity of the experiment questions refers to how well an experiment measures what 

it is supposed to measure. There are various kinds of validity that must be satisfied for an 

experiment. These include construct validity, internal validity, conclusion validity, and 

external validity [165]. We discuss each in turn, addressing the potential threats. 

7.3.1. Content and Construct Validity 

Content validity requires that the test item represent the intended content areas. 

Designing a study case with a balanced set of constraints (i.e., constraints that apply to 
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attributes, entity classes, relationships on the one hand, and have both spatial and 

temporal components on the other hand) helps ensure content validity. 

Construct validity is the degree to which the test score is a measure of the 

psychological characteristic of interest. This is not applicable in our study. 

7.3.2. Conclusion Validity 

Conclusion validity refers to the reasonability about the conclusions reached 

regarding relationships in our data [165]. Threats to conclusion validity arise due to the 

following errors; 

(a) Type I error - rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true. This can be countered 

by setting the level of significance (i.e., probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when 

it is indeed true) for the test to be sufficiently low. 

(b) Type II error - accepting the null hypothesis when it is in fact false. This can be 

countered by allowing for a reasonable power of the test. 

(c) Making incorrect assumptions about the underlying statistical distributions. This 

can be addressed by testing the characteristics of the data to check if it falls into the 

statistical distribution being considered. 

7.3.3. Internal Validity 

Internal validity refers to the change in the dependent variable being caused by the 

manipulations to the independent variable. It is important to avoid the effects of 
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confounding variables to make the claim that the experiment is indeed internally 

valid. Martin [103] lists the following threats to internal validity: History, Maturation, 

Selection, Mortality, Testing, Statistical Regression, hiteractions with Selection. 

History. This occurs if a long time elapses between data collection for different 

levels. In that case, time may lead to confounding effects (essentially the groups may be 

altered in composition). Since our experiments were conducted on the same day, this is 

not an issue. 

Maturation-, refers to participants growing older / more experienced during the 

experiment. Once again, since the time frame for the experiment is short, we do not see 

this as a problem. 

Selection-, can be a threat if the participants are either self-selected or selected in a 

biased manner by the experimenter. We guard against this by testing factors that could 

influence performance such as: past scores in conceptual modeling, past database related 

work experience, and level of conceptual modeling skill (see Section 7.4.1). The past 

abilities of the subjects suggested that the control group would perform better. Had they 

indeed performed better, we would have had a problematic interpretation of results at best 

(not to mention the serious doubts about the benefits of our framework). Since the 

experimental group performed better, this in fact strengthened our case for strong internal 

validity. 
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Mortality, is a threat to vahdity, when some of the participants drop out (and 

this drop out can be directly related to the variables in question). In our case, we do not 

see any mortality at all. 

Testing: refers to the act of experimentation itself producing a change in the results 

because the participants are sensitized to the experiment being conducted and react 

accordingly. However, in our case, there's a single treatment for both groups, so the 

outcomes of the experiment are not affected by testing. 

Statistical Regression: refers to a problem that might occur when participants are 

chosen on the basis of scoring low / high on some test. It's essentially a variant of the 

"selection" problem where "subjects with extreme scores" on an initial test, tend to 

"average out their scores" on subsequent tests, regardless of the experiment's effects. 

However, we do not have this situation in our experiment. 

Interactions with Selection: Variables such as maturation and history may have 

interactions with selection. This can happen when the selection of participants in 

"different levels" is based on age or have some other temporal factor influencing them. 

There was no time gap between the testing of the two groups. 

7.3.4. External Validity 

External validity refers to the generalizability of experimental results. Bernstein and 

Sheldon [16] mention the following threats to external validity: 
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Reactive or interaction effect of testing: A pre-test can sometimes cause a 

change in the behavior of the experimental subject, so that they no longer are 

representative of the general population in question. Giving a pre-test here about spatio-

temporal rules was not feasible since the subjects were unlikely to be aware of such rules. 

Therefore, we did not conduct a pre-test and do not have to worry about the interactive 

effects of testing. 

Interaction effects of selection bias with the experimental variable: This occurs when 

the observations made hold only for the population selected for evaluation, and not the 

desired general population. Since the subjects in question, graduate students in MIS, are 

typically those entering a career in information systems, they can be considered fairly 

representative for the population of database analysts. 

Reactive effects of experimental arrangements: this means the effects observed for the 

experiment are not generalizable to other populations in non-experimental settings, i.e., 

the experiment conditions are not representative of real world scenarios. Our problem 

case involving products and promotions is typical of a real-world application. 

Multiple-treatment interference: the impact of past participation affects the 

respondents' behavior in the experiment. We do not see this as a problem since 

participants only took the experiment a single time. 
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7.4. Findings 

In this section, we describe the background of the respondents and discuss the study 

findings. 

7.4.1. Background of Respondents 

A majority of the subjects were majoring in Management Information Systems (MIS), 

and pursuing a Masters degree. A little over one third of the respondents were in the 

doctoral program. Most of the subjects were under thirty years old, and were 

predominantly male. The level of prior conceptual modeling experience was typically 

either basic or intermediate. A larger percentage of subjects in the control group reported 

an intermediate or higher level of prior conceptual modeling experience (about 49%), as 

compared to the experimental group where only about 19% had intermediate or higher 

level of prior conceptual modeling experience. Subjects were likely to have had prior 

work experience, with some of it related to databases. About 69% of the control group 

had two or fewer years of database experience (the rest had over two years of database 

related experience). Compared to that 85% of the experimental group had two or fewer 

years of database experience and only 15% had more than two years. So, as such, we 

would not expect there to be any pre-selection bias in favor of the experimental group 

since their self-reported level of database work experience and prior conceptual modeling 

experience was lower. 
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Further details about the respondent background are available in appendices 

4A-C. They contain data on the questions asked and replies received about the respondent 

backgrounds. 

7.4.2. Performance 

We summarize the results of the analysis in Table 7. 

Hypothesis Conclusion IVfCaDcotttrol Grp Meanjprainework Grp jp-value 

Ho-a 
(No. of rules) 

Reject Null 6.62 10.31 0.016 

Ho-b 
(Time taken) 

Reject Null 4.0165 2.3577 0.007 

Ho-c 

(Ease of Use) 

Accept Null 21.03 18.31 0.041 

Table 7 Summary of Results 

As is evident from Table 7, the first two null hypotheses are rejected, and the third is 

supported at the 5% level of significance, i.e., all the p-values are less than 0.05. The 

^-value identifies the likelihood that the outcome could have happened by chance. 

H>pothesis A related to the number of correctly identified cardinality rules, and the 

average for the framework group was 10.31 while the average number identified by the 

control group was 6.62. Hypothesis B related to the average time taken per correctly 

identified cardinality, and here we see the control group took a little over 4 minutes per 

rule, while the framework group was around 2.36 minutes (approximately 2 minutes and 
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22 seconds). Hypothesis C related to the perceived ease of use, and we see that 

the control group had a higher overall perceived ease of use. 

We mentioned in Section 7.1.1 that we do not answer the perceived usefulness 

question since answering it would require a study that involved real-world analysts 

engaged in spatio-temporal data modeling. What we did instead (as a kind of pilot for 

future studies) was ask the subjects in the experimental group using the framework, 

whether they found the framework useful in coming up with questions (to ask the client) 

related to the constraints. The median response score was 6 (out of a maximum of 7 on 

the Likert scale). We find this result to be encouraging. 

More details about the experiment results including the output tables and analysis are 

available in Appendix D4. 

7.5. Discussion 

From the study, in answering the research questions we conclude that the framework 

does lead to a greater number of correctly formulated spatio-temporal rules and improved 

performance with respect to time taken per correctly identified rule. We feel the first two 

results are a result of the framework providing a structured approach to classify and think 

about rules. The adverse effect on the perceived ease of use is due to the additional 

cognitive load placed on the analyst by using the fi-amework. Given the advantages 

gained in terms better analyst performance, one could justify the additional work required 

to use it. We also feel that the additional burden of understanding and using the 
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framework will drop with repeated use and also can be reduced by the use of 

CASE tools to automate the process. 

7.5.1. Limitations of the Study 

The study has a limitation in that the proxy pre-test scores (performance on 

conceptual modeling homework) were not used as a covariate in the comparison of 

means. While we feel comfortable that the main threat to validity was addressed (i.e., the 

students in the experimental group were not better at conceptual modeling to begin 

with—otherwise we would definitely have had problems with an unbiased interpretation 

of results), it would be preferable to do a direct measurement (pre and post). The reason 

we did not do so was to preserve the anonymity of the subjects and not violate student 

privacy concerns. Another limitation of the study was the small sample sizes. This 

manifests itself in the level of significance achieved in some of the results as also low 

power of tests. Further studies will benefit from larger sample sizes. The study can also 

be improved by performing it will real-world analysts who work with spatio-temporal 

data. 

Additional research is required to test the generality of the findings across domains 

and subject-types. Since completion-times were self-reported, it is possible the 

respondents trimmed the times. However, there would be no reason to believe there is a 

greater trimming in one group over the other. 
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7.6. Summary 

In this chapter we presented results of the experiment performed to test analyst 

performance and perceived ease of use. The conclusion is that while the performance 

increases, there is a trade-off to that in terms of perceived ease of use. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter has a two-fold purpose. The first is to summarize the research 

contributions of the dissertation (Section 8.1). The second is to discuss future work. We 

have referred in previous chapters to items left for future work. We pull together and 

organize those items in Section 8.2. 

Our focus in this dissertation was spatio-temporal cardinality constraints. At first 

glance, one might think it is too narrow a subject matter. We hope to have by now 

convinced the reader that there exist a number of interesting and useful issues related to 

this topic that have not been investigated previously. In the dissertation we adopted a 

multi-methodology approach to both build and evaluate (i) the framework (model), (ii) a 

rule annotation approach (method), and (iii) generated schemas (instantiation), as 

recommended by March and Smith for design science research [102]. 

8.1. Contributions 

The constraint classification framework (Figure 12) is at the heart of this dissertation 

and serves as one of the contributions of this work. We have not only subsumed known 

(to us) cardinality frameworks for snapshot constraints, but also taken into account the 

effect of time and space on the constraints. In doing so, we include refinements like the 

use of predicates, temporal / spatial relations in constraints, constraint applicability 

periods and virtual interaction relationships. Also, to our knowledge it is the first time 

that a distinction has been made between instance-level and set-level entity association 
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cardinality. Other novel ideas include the notions of cardinality of time and space 

and are not seen in extant conceptual models (most of which deal with some form of 

construct cardinality). 

Effective database design, and on a broader scale effective information systems 

design, depends heavily on quality requirements specification. The process of 

requirements specification is recognized as a difficult one partly due to human problem-

solving limitations [38]. A structured and systematic systems development methodology 

acts as an aid to working memory and ameliorates some of these limitations [172]. Our 

approach fits into a structure systems development methodology and allows analysts to 

elicit constraints from end users in a structured fashion. 

We use an annotation-based approach that does not involve changing existing data 

modeling constructs. This has implications for CASE tools since an independent 

constraint-modeling layer can be added on top of existing tools [125]. The modeled 

constraints can take into account our translation recommendations and spatiotemporal 

aggregate computation techniques [99] to semi-automatically translate the constraints 

into database triggers. The knowledge of metaconstraints can also be used to aid conflict 

detection among the modeled constraints (in conjunction with other logic-based and 

graph-theoretic techniques). 
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8.2. Future Work 

We categorize future work into three areas, these being framework extension, 

framework evaluation and theory building. 

8.2.1. Framework Extension 

Framework extension refers to research that either refines existing constructs / 

methods (to deal with new dimensions of time and space, for example) or adds new 

branches of related research (for example, extending the framework to include process 

oriented rules). In this area we have perhaps the richest number of items that can form the 

basis future work. 

Related to the temporal dimension, we would like to see the feasibility of including 

user-defined cardinality dimensions such as event-time or decision-time. Issues related to 

this would include the kinds of constraints applicable, how they can be incorporated into 

a conceptual schema, and evaluating the feasibility of doing so with a case study. We also 

need to develop the transaction time aspect of the constraints framework, and the 

differences in constraints on telic versus atelic data. Another aspect left for future work is 

the semantics of now-relative constraints. A now-relative constraint is one for which the 

end of the valid time (or transaction time) applicability bound is not fixed, but rather 

moves with the progressing current time. 

Related to the spatial dimension, we would like to extend the framework to handle 

non-geo-referenced and small-scale space. In non-geo-referenced applications (e.g.. 
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CAD/CAM applications), the objects are not always considered relative to the 

earth's surface, and their size, orientation, shape and location may be altered 

independently. Many such objects are conceptual rather than physical. They may not 

have a physical position relative to the earth's surface and may exist only in computer 

models. Constraints for non-geo-referenced applications would involve a reference to 

some geometric aspect of the object (like its centroid, vertex, or surface) instead of an 

absolute reference to the earth. A constraint could then be placed for example, limiting 

the number of drive bay slots on a computer case. 

A promising area for future work relates to constraint conflict detection and 

resolution. For large-scale / industrial systems, the number of business rules would go 

into the thousands. Work already exists in the expert systems and temporal-logic related 

areas on how to detect potential conflicts among rules in a knowledge base. We feel that 

knowledge can be used in conjunction with metaconstraints to provide schema-level 

conflict detection and resolution techniques. 

One of the assumptions we have made in this dissertation is that the schema itself is 

static (i.e., while the data was spatiotemporal, the schema did not vary over time and 

space). A good area for future research would be how best to manage constraint evolution 

as the schema changes. Related to that are issues of managing constraint differences in a 

federated database schema / heterogeneous database environment. 

A useful extension to the framework would be considering the required modifications 

for applying the framework to conceptual modeling approaches other than entity-
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relationship based ones. While we feel that the extension to ORM and UML is 

fairly straightforward, it would be quite interesting to see how extensions could be made 

to the framework for the semantic web for example. We could then evaluate these 

extensions with real-world application studies. 

In this dissertation we did not get into much detail about casting constraints to coarser 

granularities. Related to this are issues of indeterminacy and probability for constraints 

(i.e., how constraints should be evaluated when we're dealing with indeterminate data). 

Another area of incremental addition to the framework is to handle process-oriented 

rules, particularly process-oriented rules that have connections to the evolution of data. 

For example in the IRB case, we had a sequence of transitions between projects that were 

under reviewed and then either moved to being approved or disapproved projects. 

Disapproved projects could not move to becoming approved projects without passing 

through the review stage again. Some work in the area has already been done in 

combining workflow and data modeling formalisms (for e.g., [8]) as also representing 

causation in conceptual database models (for e.g., [128]). 

8.2.2. Framework Application and Evaluation 

Application and evaluation of the framework includes further case studies and 

experiments to test the framework and the method to elicit constraints. 

Building a prototype system that adds a layer on top of an existing spatio-temporal 

conceptual modeling CASE tool, and allows the users to model rules from our 
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framework, is a practical extension to our work. Having such a tool would also 

help us better evaluate the perceived usefulness of the framework among analysts who 

could use it to model (and semi-automatically translate) spatio-temporal cardinality 

constraints. 

To improve the external validity / generalizability of the constraints framework, we 

feel it will be useful to perform additional case studies (particularly in geo-spatial 

application arenas) in different domains. This will also help us establish more clearly 

exactly what types of constraints can be automatically translated and those that require 

analyst intervention. 

Future laboratory / field studies would benefit from the involvement of real-world 

database analysts engaged in spatio-temporal data modeling. While the sample sizes in 

such studies is likely to be small, we feel valuable insights can be gained from the 

analysts in terms of perceived usefulness of the framework and also improvements to the 

methods used to elicit constraints from end users. Other helpful laboratory studies would 

include those that test the effect of different constraint representation schemes on user 

performance / perceived ease of use, and tests to evaluate the trade-off between greater 

modeling capability (leading to improved performance) and complexity (leading to 

degradation of performance). 

We feel it would also be useful to explore the feasibility of rule mining from legacy 

(or other existing) database schemas. Evaluation would involve determining the kinds of 

applications where mining rules would be useful, and the costs and benefits of doing so. 
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8.2.3. Theory Building 

Theory building is perhaps the most challenging of future activities. Here we seek to 

adopt and develop theories that explain, for example, why analysts using the framework 

perform better than those who do not. In a sense it seeks to complement the design 

science aspect of this dissertation with behavioral science oriented research. Some work 

already exists in the area of evaluating structured systems analysis and design techniques. 

Additionally, we feel we can profitably borrow from the fields of cognitive science and 

psychology that discuss how humans think about and represent spatio-temporal data. 

Likewise, the field of linguistics has long studied similarity and categorization, and that 

knowledge would be useful in the design and implementation of extensions to the 

framework as well as revisions to the current methodology of eliciting constraints based 

on natural ways to categorize and form taxonomies. 

8.3. Summary 

To summarize, in this chapter we discussed the contributions of the dissertation, as 

also topics for future research. While we feel our work has made a useful contribution, 

many opportunities exist to build on and further improve our research. 
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Appendix A: USM Notation 

A set of entities for which 
Entity Class common properties (attributes) 

are to be modeled 

Weak Entity Class 
An entity class dependent on 

another (strong) entity class for its 
existence 

Composite Entity 
Class 

A set of composite entities, each a 
subset of a base entity class 

Aggregate Entity 
Class 

A set of aggregate entities formed 
by the collection of entities from 

component classes 

Interaction Association between members of 
Relationship one or more entity classes 

superclass 

Relationship defining a 
Inclusion generalization / specialization 

Relationship relationship between members of 
entity classes 
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Agg 
aggregate 
> ^ Aggregate 

Relationship 
Results in the formation of an 

aggregate entity class 

Sel 

Enum 

selected 
composite 

enumerated 
composite 

Composite membership is either 
Composite selected, i.e., selected based on 

Relationship some attribute, or enumerated 
by the user 
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Appendix B: Annotation Syntax 

(Set-based Business 
Constraints) 
(Constraint Type) 
(Construct Cardinality) 

(Class Constraint) 

(Attribute / Domain 
Constraint) 

(Attributes) 

(Interaction Relationship 
Constraint) 

(RE) 
(Inclusion Constraint) 

(SS) 
(Superclass) 
(Subclasses) 
(Composite Constraint) 

(CO 
(Composite Class) 
(Base Class). 
(ci) 
(CI) 
(Aggregate Constraint) 

(AG) 
(Aggregate Class) 
(Component Classes) 
(ai) 
(AI) 

{(Constraint Type) IN (Card) (Constraint Evaluation Window)} (Constraint 
Applicability Bounds) 
(Construct Cardinality) | (Temporal Cardinality) i (Spatial Cardinality) 
(Class Constraint) | (Attribute / Domain Constraint) | (Interaction Relationship 
Constraint) | (Inclusion Constraint) | (Composite Constraint) | (Aggregate Constraint) 
CARD-C ((Entity Class)) 

CARD-A ((Entity Class), Attribute) | 
CARD-D ((Entity Class), Attribute) | 
CARD-AVAL ((Entity Class), (Attributes)) 
Attribute, (Attributes) | Attribute 

CARD-R-PT ((RE)) | CARD-R-PT-SET ((RE)) | 
CARD-R-PJ ((RE)) I 
CARD-R-CO ((RE), (Entity Classes)) | 
CARD-R-CO-SET ((RE), (Entity Classes)) | 
CARD-R-AP (Relationship, (Entity Class), (Entity Classes)) | 
GARD-R-AP-SET (Relationship, (Entity Class), (Entity Classes)) | 
GARD-R-AP_ACROSS (Relationship, (Entity Class), (Entity Classes)) | 
CARD-R-AP_AGROSS-SET (Relationship, (Entity Class), (Entity Classes)) 
Relationship, (Entity Classes) 
GARD-GS-PT ((SS)) | GARD-GS-PT-SET ((SS)) | GARD-GS-PJ ((SS)) | 
GARD-GS-OL ((SS)) | GARD-GS-OL-SET ((SS), (Subclasses)) 
(Superclass), (Subclasses) 
(Entity Class) 
(Entity Classes) 
GARD-GP-PT ((CO) I GARD-GP-PT-SET ((CC)) | GARD-GP-GON ((CC)) | 
GARD-GP-PJ ((CC)) I GARD-GP-PJ-SET ((CC)) [ 
GARD-GP-OL ((CO, (ci)) | GARD-GP-OL-SET ((CC), (CI)) 
(Composite Class), (Base Class) 
(Entity Class) 
(Entity Class) 
composite-instance, (ci) | composite-instance 
composite-instance-set, (CI) | composite-instance-set 
GARD-AG-PT ((AG)) | GARD-AG-PT-SET ((AG)) | GARD-AG-GON ((AG)) | 
GARD-AG-PJ ((AG)) | GARD-AG-PJ-SET ((AG)) | 
GARD-AG-GG ((AG), (Component Classes)) | 
GARD-AG-GG-SET ((AG), (Component Classes)) | 
GARD-AG-AP ((Aggregate Class), (Entity Class), (Entity Classes)) [ 
GARD-AG-AP-SET ((Aggregate Class), (Entity Class), (Entity Classes)) | 
CARD-AG-AP_AGROSS ((Aggregate Class), (Entity Class), (Entity Classes)) | 
GARD-AG-AP_AGROSS-SET ((Aggregate Class), (Entity Class), (Entity 
Classes)) j 
GARD-AG-GL ((AG), (ai)) | GARD-AG-OL-SET ((AG), (AI)) 
(Aggregate Class), (Component Classes) 
(Entity Class) 
(Entity Classes) 
aggregate-instance, (ai) | aggregate-instance 
aggregate-instance-set, (AI) | aggregate-instance-set 

(Temporal Cardinality) := TGARD-G ((Class)) | TGARD-G-SET ((Class)) | 
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(Spatial Cardinality) 

(Entity Classes) 
(Entity Class) 
(Class) 
(Card) 
(min) 
(max) 
(Constraint Evaluation 
Window) 
(Constraint Applicability 
Bounds) 
(Temporal Window) 
(Non-sequenced Fixed-
window) 
(Non-sequenced Sliding-
window) 
(Temporal Slide granularity) 
(Temporal Element) 
(Periods) 
(Period) 
(Interval) 
(begin-instant) 
(end-instant) 

(Spatial Window) 
(Collective-space Fixed-
window) 
(Collective-space Sliding-
window) 
(Spatial Slide granularity) 
(Spatial Element) 
(Complexes) 
(Complex) 
(t-i) 
(s-i) 

TCARD-A ((Entity Class), Attribute) | TCARD-D ((Entity Class), Attribute) 
= SCARD-C ((Class)) | SCARD-C-SET ((Class)) | 

SCARD-A ((Entity Class), Attribute) | SCARD-D ((Entity Class), Attribute) 

= (Entity Classes), (Entity Class) | (Entity Class) 
= Entity Class | Composite Class | Aggregate Class | Role | Role:(Class) 
= (Entity Class) | Interaction Relationship Class 
= (min):(max) | (min).. .(max) | set-builder definition 
= Natural 
= Natural | M 

= OVER (Temporal Window)[(t-i)] OVER (Spatial Window)[(s-i)] | € 

:;= AND (Temporal Element) // (Spatial Element) | £ 

;:= seq | (Non-sequenced Fixed-window) | (Non-sequenced Sliding-window) | -
::= (Temporal Element) 

::= (Temporal Element), (Temporal Slide granularity) 

= (Interval) 
= (Periods) 
= (Periods), (Period) | (Period) 
= ((begin-instant), (end-instant)) 
= Gregorian-year | Gregorian-month | day | hour | second | user-defined-interval 
= Date-time 
= Date-time 

::= unit I (Collective-space Fixed-window) | (Collective-space Sliding-window) | -
::= (Spatial Element) 

;:= (Spatial Element), (Spatial Slide granularity) 

= L I Line | R | Region | (user-defined) 
= (Complexes) 
= (Complexes), (Complex) | (Complex) 
= L I Line | R | Region | P | Point 
= < I > I = I c I ci I f I fi I m 1 mi I 0 I oi I s I si 

= I c I m I mi I so 1 w I wi 
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Appendix C: ORM Constraints 

Object-role modeling (ORM) incorporates a number of cardinality-related constraints 

in the core semantic model. In this chapter we list the constraints and what they map to in 

our framework. The constraints are taken from Halpin's Information Modeling and 

Relational Databases textbook [69]. 

Mandatory and Optional Roles; Mandatory and optional role constraints can be used 

(in the equivalent ER model schema) for two purposes. The first is to set the minimum 

cardinality of attribute values, and the second is to restrict the minimum participation 

cardinality for relationships. We can capture these using our attribute constraints (5.2.1) 

and interaction relationship participation constraints (5.3.1). 

Subset, Equality, and Exclusion Constraints; These constraints are used to compare 

two sets of associations (but do not relate to superclasses and subclasses though they 

appear to be so). In the ER model they translate to inter-relationship constraints and can 

be captured by declaring a virtual interaction relationship (4.5.5) and setting the 

appropriate co-occurrence cardinality to M, 1, and 0 respectively. 

Occurrence Frequencies; Occurrence frequencies are similar to interaction 

relationship co-occurrence constraints (5.3.4). ORM also allows for inter-relationship 

occurrence frequencies, which can be captured using virtual interaction relationships and 

co-occurrence cardinality constraints. 
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Ring Constraints: are used to specify special properties of unary relationships 

such as transitivity, reflexivity and symmetry. These are not cardinality constraints, but 

do provide us with some interesting areas for future work. 
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Appendix D.l: Control Group Materials 

Training Material 

Spatio-Temporal Business 
Rules During Conceptual 
Design 

Welcome! 

-^Agenda 

> Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 
• Overview of Business Rules 

> What are Business Rules? 
• How do Space & Time affect Business Rules? 

> Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples 
• Summary 

Agenda 

• Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

• Overview of Business Rules 

* What tire Business Rules? 

• How do Space & Titrie affect Business Rules? 

• Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples 

• Summary 

•4iiLCommon Constructs in ER 

STRONG ENTITY 
CLASS 

—<$Sbu§> 

ENTITY 
CLASS 

—<$Sbu§> WEAK ENTITY 
CiJiSS 

^J^SLATIONSHTK 
\(;nteraction)/^ 

—<$Sbu§> 

DEPARTMENTS EMPLOYEES 

Binary Ralationship 

PROJECTS 
Ternary Relationship 

Cardinality 

« In the previous examples we see the use 
of Cardinality constraints 

• Cardinality is a type of Business Rule 

• Our focus In this study is on different 
kinds of Cardinality rules 

• Rules = Constraints 
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Agenda 

m Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

• Overview of Business Rules 
• What are Business Rules? 

• How do Space &. Time affect Businass Rules? 

m Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples 

• Summary 

What are Business Rules? 

m Rule / Statement constraining some 
aspect of the business. 

a Asserts structure. Influences business 
operation. 

• E.g. Departments can have between two 
and four managers 

Agenda 

• Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

M Overview of Business Rules 
• What are Business Rules? 

• How do Space & Time affect Business Rules? 

> Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

a Examples 

• Summary 

Effect of Space & Time I^HI 

m Gives us additional power / flexibility in specifying 
rules 

m Business Ruies cPiange with space 
« E.g. How many managers can a department have at a 

single branch? For the whole region? Across the 
country? 

m Business Rules change with time 
a E.g. How many departments can an employee work in 

at any thne? How many over the course of their 
training? 

Rules with Both Space & Time 

• Rules may involve both space and time 

m E.g. How many contracts cah a supplier 
with a ratinig of "B" or "C" be giveh per 
month in a region? 

» E.g. How many associates should work in 
a branch location during, the night shift? 
What about for all stores across the city 
of Tucson for the Christmas season? 

^ Utility of Space and Time 

To Summarize 
> Business Rules may realistically Involve 

both space and time 

• Incorporating Space and Time, allows us to 
specify rules with greater expressive power 
/ flexibility 
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^Agenda 

Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

I Overview of Business Rules 

•> What are Business Rules? 

• How do Space & l irne affect Business Rules? 

I Deriving the Constraints, an approach 
I Examples 

I Summary 

Deriving the Constraints, 
,An Approach 

• Examine 
» Relationships 

• Think about Snapshot Rules 

• Consider the need for Space and Time 
Extensions for each rule 

Agenda 

a Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

• Overview of Business Rules 

« V(/hat are Business Rules? 

• How do Space & Time affect Business Rules? 

« Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples 
• Summary 

SUPPUERS PARTS 

Ternaiv Relationship 

^Suppliers Cardinality 
• E.g. A SUPPUER may or may not supply 

during a year. If the supplier does supply 
us, there will be a maximum of 25 
shipments during the month across the 
country. 

SUPPUERS 

PRCUEfTS 

PARTS 

|Supp[iers Cardinality 
E.g. A supplier can supply up to ten different 
projects during a month. 

E.g. We store one office address per supplier in 
any corporate region. However, across all regions 
suppliers may have multiple office addresses that 
we need to store. 

^R'Ki'SUiWERS 

PROJIEaS 
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^Projects Cardinality 

• E.g. There can be at most ten projects being 
undertal<en in any county 

• E.g. The company always has at least two 
projects going on at any time, and at least 
ten during the year. 

SUPFtiESS -^upRlv, 

PROJECTS 

Suppliers & Projects Cardinality 

• E.g. SUPPLIERS with a rating of "D" or 
below taken together may only be asked to 
supply "high-risk" Projects a maximum of 5 
shipments per quarter across the country. 

.Suppliers & Projects Cardinality 

• E.g. The same supplier should supply the same 
project with no more than five different parts in 
a region. 

> E.g. For all "high security" projects during any 
month in any region there should be no more than 
ten Suppliers With a rating of "A" supplying them. 

SUPPUERS 

PRO.itcrs 

PARTS 

Suppliers, Parts & Projects 
Cardinality 

E.g. At least five and no more than fifty 
suppliers should make shipments (of parts 
to projects) during any given month 

Agenda 

• Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 
• Overview of Business Rules 

• What are Business Rules? 

* How do Space &,Time affect Business Rules? 

• Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples 

a Summary 

Summary 

• Constraints may be of the following types 

• Affect single Entity Class 

. Affect single Multiple Entity Classes 

• Constraints may be Temporal and/or 
Spatial 

« Adding Space and Time allows for more 
powerful / flexible constraints 
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Product Promotion Case 

The marketing department of a retail store designs promotions to be run for products. Products 
have a lifespan, and may be discontinued after a certain date; also some products are not sold in 
all regions. Multiple products may be combined in a single promotion and a single product may 
be involved in multiple promotions. The same promotion may relate to different products in 
different regions and during different times. Product prices and promotion budgets data fluctuate 
over time, and may be different across the country. An ER schema for the case follows. 

promotionName budget productName listPrice 

[0:M] 
PROMOTIONS promotionlD PRODUCTS productlD run 

promotionDescription productType 

Data Dictionary 
Schema Construct Dese.p.io„ 

PRODUCTS Entity Class, to model product information 
(bb)productlD Identifying number of the product 
(cc) productName Product name 
(dd)productType Nature of product, e.g. "electronics", "toys", "l<itchenware" 
(ee)listPrice List price (in $) of the Product 

PROMOTIONS Entity Class, to model promotion information 
(ff) promotionlD Identifying number of the promotion 
(gg)promotionName Name given to the promotion 
(hh)promotionDescription Description of the promotion (has details like "buy two, get one 

free") 
(ii) budget Budget (in $) for the promotion 

RUN Relationship that models the promotions run on products 
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Key for ER Constructs 

Entity Class 

Interaction Relationship 

Entity Class Attribute 

A. Please list as clearly as possible, cardinality rules that you can think of (you are 

free to assume values for minimum and maximum). Alternatively you can frame the rules 

in the form of "questions you would ask the end-users" to find such rules. Please 

remember to focus on rules that involve cardinality, space and time. You may refer to the 

handout for the framework and for examples. 

Please Note your Start Time: HH: MM: 

[BLANK SPACE PROVIDED FOR SUBJECTS TO ANSWER QUESTIONS] 

Please Note your End Time: HH: MM: 
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B. Based on the case you recently completed, please answer the following questions. 

Please circle one of the numbers (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7) for each of the questions. 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. The different types of spatio-temporal rules were clear 
and understandable to me 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. The approach for deriving the spatio-temporal rules was 
complicated to use 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Coming up with questions related to spatio-temporal rules 
was straightforward 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. The approach for deriving the spatio-temporal rules was 
easy to use 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

5. Coming up with questions related to spatio-temporal rules 
required a lot of mental effort 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
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C. Background Information 

1. Age, in years (where ">" means "greater than or equal to" and "<" means "less than"); 
n < 25 • > 25 and <30 • > 30 and <35 • > 35 and <40 • > 40 

2. Gender 
• Male • Female 

3. Education 

(a) Prior Education: What is the highest degree that you have already earned {Check one) 
n Undergraduate • Masters • Doctorate • Other (please 
specify) 

(b) Current Education: 

(i) I am now in the following program {Check one) 
n Undergraduate n Masters n Doctoral • Other (please 
specify) 

(ii) My current major is (Check one) 
• MIS • Undecided • Other (please specify) 

Level of Prior conceptual Modeling Experience: 

How much prior experience do you have in conceptual modeling? {Check one) 
• None: Have no experience in conceptual modeling 
n Basic: Have basic experience in conceptual modeling (e.g. used ER models during a one-semester 
class / in one or two applications) 
n Intermediate: Have a fair amount of experience in conceptual modeling (e.g. used ER models 
beyond a one-semester class / in a fair number of application contexts) 
• Extensive: Have extensive experience in conceptual modeling (e.g. used ER models for many years 

/ many application contexts) 

Level of Prior Business Rules Modeling Experience: 
How much prior experience do you have in modeling business rules (need not be for capturing the 
same kinds of rules we just did)? {Check one) 
• None: Have no experience in conceptual modeling 
• Basic: Have basic experience in business rules modeling 
• Intermediate: Have a fair amount of experience in business rules modeling 
n Extensive: Have extensive experience in business rules modeling 

Work experience (where ">" means "greater than or equal to" and "<" means "less than") 

(a) Total vears of work experience; please include internships and part-time jobs including research / 
teaching assistantships (Check one): 
•  N o n e  ^ < 2  •  > 2  a n d  < 5  •  > 5  a n d  < 1 0  • >  1 0  y e a r s  

(b) Total vears of database related experience (if any); please include internships and part-time jobs 
including research / teaching assistantships (Check one): 
•  N o n e  ^ < 2  •  > 2  a n d  < 5  •  > 5  a n d  < 1 0  • >  1 0  y e a r s  
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Appendix D.2: Experimental Group Materials 

Training Material 

Spatio-Temporal Business 
Rules During Conceptual 
Design 

Welcome! 

Agenda 

« Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

I Overview of Business Rules 
a What are Business Rules? 
. How do,Space & Time affect Business Rules? 

• Overview of Framework 

• Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples of Rules with Framework 

• Summary 

Agenda 

« Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

• Overview of Business Rules 
« What are Business Ruies? 
« How do SpscB & Time affect Business Rules? 

• Overview of Framework 

« Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Exarriples of Rules with Framework 

• Summary 

Common Constructs in ER 

STRONG ENTITY 
CU\SS 

ENTITY 
CLASS 

WEAK ENTITY 
CLASS 

,;^«^LATIONSHlK 
^interaction)-/ 
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ER Schema Examples 

EMPLOYEES DEPARTMENTS 

Binary Relationship 

SUPPUERS p^supplteS^ PARTS 

PROJECTS 
Ternary Relationship 

Cardinality 

• In the previous examples we see the use 
of Cardinality constraints 

> Cardinality is a type of Business Rule 

• Our focus in this study is on different 
kinds of Cardinality rules 

• Rules = Constraints 

Agenda 

• Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

• Overview of Business Rules 
« What are Business Rules? 

• How do Space RiTime affect Business lluies;? 

m Oven/iew of Framework 

« Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

m Examples of Rules with Framawrk 

a Surntriary 

What are Business Rules? 

• Rule / Statement constraining some 
aspect of the business. 

• Asserts structure. Influences business 
operation. 

> E.g. Departments can have between two 
and four managers 

Agenda 

at Intradurtion to Conceptual Modeling 

m Overview of Business Rules 
« What are Business Rules? 

• How do Space & Time affect Business Rules? 

m Overview of Framework 

m Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples of Rules with Framework 

• Summary 

Effect of Space & Time 

« Gives us additional power / flexibility in specifying 
rules 

m Business Rules change with space 
• E.g. How many managers can a department have at a 

single branch? For the whole region? Across the 
country? 

• Business Rules change with time 
• E.g. How many departments can an employee work in 

at any time? How many over the course of their 
training? 
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•A Rules, with Both Space & Time 

• Rules may involve both space and time 

« E.g. How many contracts can a suppiier 
with a rating of "B" or "C" iDe given per 
month in a region? 

• E.g. How many associates should work in 
a branch location during the night shift? 
What about for all stores across the city 
of Tucson for the Christmas season? 

.Utility of Space and Time 

To Summarize 
• Business Rules may realistically involve 

both space and time 

• Incorporating Space and Time, allows us to 
specify rules with greater expressive power 
/ flexibility 

LAgenda 

Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

Overview of Business Rules 
• What are BusinefK, Rules? 

• .How do Space S. Tims sffect Business Rules? 

Overview of Framework 

Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

Examples of Rules with Framework 

Summary 

,Framework Summary 

Y I Relationslup 
Tyrt'lvHIa A id ER Model 

Framework: 1.1 

Supplier Projects Parts 

^oe ^wid: 

Framework: 1.2 
,(Participation-Set Cardinality) 
Supplier Projects Farts 

^oe ^ibm ®widget 
Psntetpsttpft-W ^nsa •nut Incorpor^g Nuts 

^iv ©nih ®nut or:"How 
' many Qtnes.can a.$el: 

®bob 
of parte participate in 

®bob Wfigf the relationship?" , , 
aiPWJERS/:, wis;l 
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Framework: 1.3 
(Co-occurrence Cardinality) 

Supplier Projects Parts 

PARTS 

Framework: 1.4 
,(Co-occurrence Set Cardinality) 
Supplier 

^oe 

^oe 

Projects 

^ibm 
Parts 

"widget 

,, ^ob/ 

•^nih 

^nsf 

"nut 
How many different Projects 
can a (sub)set of Sup|)l)eis 
(i.e. Lii & Bo6) co-occuf with? 
fCo-oecurrence Set) 

sumJERS ~ j——I 

Framework: 1.5 
.(Projection Cardinality) 

Supplier Projects Parts 

^oe 

^nsf ®bolt 

# distinct Parte = Projection 

Framework. . 3 
^^(Time Dimension) 

At Each Point in 
Time (sequenced) 

For a Time Intervai 
(non-sequenced) 

SJime/ 

Framework ... 4 
•A,. (Space Dimension) 

At Each Point in Space 
(unit-space) 

Across a region of Space 
(collective-space) v^orizontSN 

V&omet™^ 

.Space &. Time - Constraint Types 

1 

Sequeneetf Hon-
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Agenda 

m Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

m Overviev.' of Business Rules 
• what are Business Ruies? 
.• How do Space- & Tim® sffeci; Business Ruiss? 

• Overviw of Frameworic 

• Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples of Pailes with Framtwork 

» Summary 

An Approach for Deriving the 
Constraints 

• For Each Relationship: 
• Take Each type of Cardinality Constraint 

• Participation, Participation Set 
. Co-Occurrence, Co-Occurrence Set 
» Projection 

• Think about the 4 space-time Constraint Types 
• At a Point in Time / At a Point in Space 
. At a Point in Time / Over a Region of Space 
. Over a Period of Time / At a Point in Space 
• Over a Period of Time / Over a Region of Space 

Agenda 

• Introduction to Conceptuai Modeling 

• Overview of Business Ruies 
• Wlwt ai'e Busings:, Ruies? 
• How do Spaca S. Time affect Biisinas5 Rules? 

m Overview of Framework 

• Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

« Examples of Rules with Framework 

• Summary 

Example 

SUPPUERS PARTS 

PROJECTS 
Teroaiv Relationship 

Participation Cardinality 

• E.g. A SUPPUER may or may not supply 
during a year (non-sequenced minimum 
card). If the supplier does supply us, there 
will be a maximum of 25 shipments during 
a month (non-sequenced) across all regions 
(collective-spaced). 

PARTS SUPaiERS 

Participation-Set Cardinality 

. E.g.; For the set of {all SUPPLIERS with a 
rating of "D" or iselow} and {"high-risk" 
Proiects}> thiere should be a maximum of 5 
shipments in a quarter (non-sequenced) 
across the country (multi-spaced). 

SUPPLIERS 

PROJtCTS 
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,Co-Occurrence Cardinality 

E.g. A supplier can supply up to ten different projects 
during a month (non-sequetieed). I.e. 10 different 
projects can co-occur with a single supplier. 
A given Part and project combination can have up to 
five different supplied parts (that co-occur with that 
combination) across regions (coDeetive-Spacad). 

SUPPUERS 

PR-

Co-occurrence-Set Cardinality 

• E.g. For the set of "high security" projects 
during any month (non-sequenced) and 
across a region (collective-spaced), there 
should be no more than ten Suppliers with 
a rating of "A" supplying them (i.e. co-
occurring with that set). 

Suppiv SUPPLIERS PARTS 

;Projection Cardinality 

E.g.: There can be at most ten different projects 
being undertaken across the county (collective-
spaced) 
E.g. At least five and no more than fifty 
suppliers (i.e. projection of suppliers) should be 
making shipments during any given month 
(non-sequenced) 

PARTS SUPPUERS 

Agenda 

• Introduction to Conceptual Modeling 

» Overview of Business Rules 
• What are Business Rules? 

m How do Space & Time affect Business Rules? 

» Overview of Framework 

• Deriving the Constraints, an approach 

• Examples of Rules with Framework 

> Summary 

Summary 

• Cardinality may be of the following types: 
• Participation, Participation Set, Co-Occurrence, 

Co-Occurrence Set, Projection 

• Constraints may be Temporal (sequenced, 
non-sequenced) and/or Spatial (unit-
spaced, collective-spaced) 

a Adding Space and Time allows for more 
powerful / flexible constraints 
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Product Promotion Case 

The marketing department of a retail store designs promotions to be run for products. Products 
have a lifespan, and may be discontinued after a certain date; also some products are not sold in 
all regions. Multiple products may be combined in a single promotion and a single product may 
be involved in multiple promotions. The same promotion may relate to different products in 
different regions and during different times. Product prices and promotion budgets data fluctuate 
over time, and may be different across the country. An ER schema for the case follows. 

promotionName budget productName listPrice 

[0:M] [0;M] 
promotlonlD PROMOTIONS PRODUCTS productID run 

promotionDescrlptlon productType 

Data Dictionary 
Schema Construct Description 

PRODUCTS Entity Class, to model product information 
(jj) productID Identifying number of the product 
(kk) productName Product name 
(11) productType Nature of product, e.g. "electronics", "toys", "kitchenware" 
(nnm) listPrice List price (in $) of the Product 

PROMOTIONS Entity Class, to model promotion information 
(nn)promotionlD Identifying number of the promotion 
(oo)promotionName Name given to the promotion 
(pp)promotionDescription Description of the promotion (has details like "buy two, get one 

free") 
(qq)budget Budget (in $) for the promotion 

RUN Relationship that models the promotions run on products 
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Key for ER Constructs 

Entity Class 

Interaction Relationship 

Entity Class Attribute 

A. Please list as clearly as possible, cardinality rules that you can think of (you are 

free to assume values for minimum and maximum). Alternatively you can frame the rules 

in the form of "questions you would ask the end-users" to find such rules. Please 

remember to focus on rules that involve cardinality, space and time. You may refer to the 

handout for the framework and for examples. 

Please Note your Start Time: HH: MM: 

[BLANK SPACE PROVIDED FOR SUBJECTS TO ANSWER QUESTIONS] 

Please Note your End Time: HH: MM: 
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B. Based on the case you recently completed, please answer the following 

questions. Please circle one of the numbers (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7) for each of the 

questions. 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. The spatio-temporal rules framework was clear and 
understandable to me 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. The approach for deriving the spatio-temporal rules was 
complicated to use 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Coming up with questions related to spatio-temporal rules 
using the framework was straightforward 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. The approach for deriving the spatio-temporal rules was 
easy to use 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5. Coming up with questions related to spatio-temporal rules 
using the framework required a lot of mental effort 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6. I found the rules framework useful (to help me come up with 
questions related to constraints) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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C. Background Information 

7. Age, in years (where ">" means "greater than or equal to" and "<" means "less than"): 
•  < 2 5  • >  2 5  a n d  < 3 0  • >  3 0  a n d  < 3 5  • >  3 5  a n d  < 4 0  ^ > 4 0  
8. Gender 

n Male • Female 
9. Education 

(a) Prior Education: What is the highest degree that you have already earned {Check one) 
• Undergraduate • Masters n Doctorate • Other (please 

specify) 

(b) Current Education: 

(i) I am now in the following program {Check one) 
• Undergraduate • Masters • Doctoral • Other (please 

specify) 

(ii) My current major is (Check one) 
• MIS • Undecided • Other (please specify) 

10. Level of Prior conceptual Modeling Experience: 

How much prior experience do you have in conceptual modeling? {Check one) 
• None: Have no experience in conceptual modeling 
• Basic. Have basic experience in conceptual modeling (e.g. used ER models during a one-semester 

class / in one or two applications) 
• Intermediate: Have a fair amount of experience in conceptual modeling (e.g. used ER models 

beyond a one-semester class / in a fair number of application contexts) 
• Extensive: Have extensive experience in conceptual modeling (e.g. used ER models for many years 

/ many application contexts) 

11. Level of Prior Business Rules Modeling Experience: 
How much prior experience do you have in modeling business rules (need not be for capturing the 
same kinds of rules we just did)? {Check one) 
• None: Have no experience in conceptual modeling 
• Basic: Have basic experience in business rules modeling 
• Intermediate: Have a fair amount of experience in business rules modeling 
• Extensive: Have extensive experience in business rules modeling 

12. Work experience (where ">" means "greater than or equal to" and "<" means "less than") 

(a) Total vears of work experience; please include internships and part-time jobs including research / 
teaching assistantships (Check one): 
•  N o n e  • < !  n  S  2  a n d  <  5  •  > 5  a n d  < 1 0  n s  1 0  y e a r s  

(b) Total vears of database related experience (if any); please include internships and part-time jobs 
including research / teaching assistantships (Check one): 
•  N o n e  ^ < 2  •  > 2  a n d  < 5  •  > 5  a n d  < 1 0  • >  1 0  y e a r s  



Appendix D.3: Background of Respondents 

We summarize the background of the respondents using bar charts for 

readabihty. 

Age of Respondents 
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< 25 >= 25 >= 30 
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Age Groups 
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Previous Conceptual Modeling 
Experience 

O Control Group 0 Experimental Group 

None Basic Intennediate or 

Extensive 
Conceptual Modeling Experience 

Previous Business Rules Experience 

El Control Group 0 Experimental Group 

None Basic Intennediate or 

Extensive 

Business Rules Experience 



Work Experience (Total) 
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Work Experience 

Work Experience (Database Related) 
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< 2 >=2 and < 5 >=5 

Database Related Work Experience 
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Appendix D.4: Experiment Data Analysis 

We performed all tests at 95% confidence interval, or a level of significance (a) of 0.05. The use of a 5% level of 

significance is standard in MIS and behavioral research [10], We adopt two-tailed tests. 

First we ran the proxy pre-test on the two groups comparing their scores on the conceptual modeling assignment. The 

output results are in Table 8 and Table 9. We find that the assumption of homogeneity of variance is not satisfied since the 

Levene's test is significant at the 0.05 level {F-value = 0.155,/> = 0.695). Thus we consider the output relevant to tests without 

assuming equal variances. 

While the control group had a higher mean (80.24) than the experimental group (76.73), the difference was not significant 

W52.962) = -1.803,;? = 0.077]. 
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Group Statistics 

Std. Std. Error 
GROUP N Mean Deviation IVlean 

Proxy 1 26 76.73 6.91 1.36 
Score 2 29 80.24 7.52 1.40 

Table 8: Average Proxy Pre-test Scores (Group 1 = Framework, Group 2 = Control) 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of thie Mean 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference Lower Upper 

Proxy Equal 
Score variances .155 .695 -1.795 53 .078 -3.51 1.96 -7.43 .41 

assumed 

Equal 
vanances 
not -1.803 52.962 .077 -3.51 1.95 -7.42 .39 

assumed 

Table 9: Differences in Means for the Proxy Pre-test Scores (Group 1 = Framework, Group 2 = Control) 
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Group Statistics 

Std. Std. Error 
GROUP N Mean Deviation IVlean 

CARD 1 26 10.31 6.67 1.31 

2 29 6.62 4.20 .78 

Table 10: Number of Cardinality Rules Correctly Identifled (Group 1 = Framework, Group 2 = Control) 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the Mean 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference Lower Upper 

CARD Equal 
vanances 3.100 .084 2.481 53 .016 3.69 1.49 .71 6.67 
assumed 

Equal 
vanances 

2.422 41.255 .020 3.69 .61 6.76 not 
2.422 41.255 .020 3.69 1.52 .61 6.76 

assumed 

Table 11: Differences in Means for Number of Cardinality Rules Correctly Identified 

The second test related to the differences between the two groups in terms of the number of cardinality rules correctly 

identified. The output results are in Table 10 and Table 11. We do not violate the assumption of homogeneity of variance, 
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since the Levene's test is not significant at the 0.05 level {F-value = 3.100, p = 0.084). Thus we consider the output 

relevant to tests assuming equal variances. 

The experimental group using the rules framework performed significantly better than the control group [^(53) = 2.481,/) = 

0.016]. 

The average number of cardinality rules found by the control group was 6.62 with a standard deviation of 4.2. The average 

number of cardinality rules found by the experimental group was 10.31 with a standard deviation of 6.67. 

The wide variation in standard deviation is possibly partly attributable to the variations in time taken. To test this, we 

performed correlation analysis between the number of correctly identified rules and the time taken. The output results are in 

Table 12. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.488 for the experimental group (level of significance 0.047, which is 

significant at the 0.05 level). The corresponding coefficient for the control group is 0.079, which is not significant at the 0.05 

level (level of significance is 0.734). 

We feel this could suggest that the members in the experimental group who took more time performed better, while in the 

control group this was not the case. This could be because the fi-amework provided a structured approach to think about rules. 
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However, we did not control for time explicitly so the results cannot be taken as conclusive. Also, a number of 

respondents did not enter their start and end times (nine people in the experimental group and eight people in the control group 

did not provide start and end times) so we cannot say for sure that this is the main cause of the high standard deviation in the 

cardinality scores. For future tests, we could control explicitly for time (i.e., give them different times to complete the test). 

Correlations 

GROUP CARD TIME 
1 Pearson CARD 1.000 .488* 

Correlation TIME .488* 1.000 

Sig. CARD .047 
(2-tailed) TIIV1E .047 

N CARD 17 17 

TIME 17 17 

2 Pearson CARD 1.000 .079 
Correlation TIME .079 1.000 

Sig. CARD .734 
(2-tailed) TIME .734 

N CARD 21 21 

TIME 21 21 

*• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Table 12: Correlation Between Number of Cardinality Rules Correctly Identified and Time Taken (Group 1 = 

Framework, Group 2 = Control) 



The next set of tests we performed relate to the differences between the two groups in terms of the average time 

taken per correctly identified cardinality rule. The output results are in Table 13 and Table 14. We find that the assumption of 

homogeneity of variance is not satisfied since the Levene's test is significant at the 0.05 level (F-value = 6.092, p = 0.018). 

Thus we consider the output relevant to tests without assuming equal variances. 

The experimental group using the rules framework performed significantly better than the control group [^(31.232) = -

2.865, p = 0.007]. They took about 2.3577 minutes per rule, while the control group members averaged 4.0165 minutes per 

correctly identified cardinality rule. 

This result is interesting because we see also that on an average the total time spent by members of each group was about 

the same. The experimental group average was 24.47 minutes, control group average was 23.00 minutes (see Table 15). As a 

confirmation we ran a t-test on the total time taken, and we find the time taken was not significantly different [/(27.751) = 

0.589,/? = 0.561] (see Table 16). 
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Group Statistics 

Std. Std. Error 
GROUP N Mean Deviation Mean 

TPERCA 1 17 2.3577 1.1942 .2896 

2 21 4.0165 2.2972 .5013 

Table 13: Time Taken Per Cardinality Rule (Group 1 = Framework, Group 2 = Control) 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sifl. t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the Mean 

F Sifl. t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference Lower Upper 

TPERCA Equal 
variances 6.092 .018 -2.693 36 .011 -1.6588 .6161 -2.9082 -.4094 
assumed 

Equal 
variances 
not -2.865 31.232 .007 -1.6588 .5790 -2.8392 -.4784 

assumed 

Table 14: Differences in Means for Time Taken Per Cardinality Rule Correctly Identified 
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Descriptive Statistics 

GROUP N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 
1 TIME 

Valid N 
(listwise) 

17 

17 

14 41 24.47 8.71 

2 TIME 

Valid N 
(listwise) 

21 

21 

14 35 23.00 6.11 

Table 15: Total Time Taken (Group 1 = Framework, Group 2 = Control) 

Independent Samples 

Levene's Test 
Equality of t-test for Equality of 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. 

(2-
Mea 

Differenc 
Std. 
Differenc 

95% 
Interval of the 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. 

(2-
Mea 

Differenc 
Std. 
Differenc Lower Uppe 

TIM Equa 
variance 4.688 .037 .611 36 .545 1.47 2.41 -3.41 6.35 
assume 

Equa 
variance 

.589 .561 2.50 -3.65 6.59 not .589 27.75 .561 1.47 2.50 -3.65 6.59 

assume 

Table 16: Differences in Means for Total Time Taken 
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Next, we moved on to testing perceived ease of use. Initially, we felt that all five questions (based on previously 

validated measures in the IS literature) would measure ease of use with strong reliability. However, performing a reliability 

analysis showed us a moderate level of reliability with an a = 0.7676 (see Table 17). A desired level for a is generally 

accepted as being 0.8 or greater. This suggests caution needs to be maintained while interpreting the results. 

Since, 0.7676 was not too far from 0.8, we proceeded with the data analysis. Two of the questions (questions 2 and 5) were 

asked in the negative sense, and we had to invert the scores for those questions (i.e., subtract from 7 since we were using a 7-

point Likert scale). We then added up the scores of each subject's responses to get a total score for perceived ease of use. 

We performed a /-test to compare the two groups in terms of their perceived ease of use scores. The output results are in 

Table 10 and Table 11. The assumption of homogeneity of variance was not satisfied, since the Levene's test was significant at 

the 0.05 level (F-value = 0.425,= 0.517). Thus we consider the output relevant to tests not assuming equal variances. 

The results show the control group had a higher perceived ease of use score than the experimental group [^(50.883) = -

2.102, p = 0.041]. A higher score means a greater perception of ease of use. 



R E L I A B I L I T Y  A  N  A  L  Y  S  I  S  -  S  C  A L E  ( A L P H A )  

Correlation Matrix 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

Q1 1. 0000 
Q2 .3139 1.0000 
Q3 .4698 .4188 1.0000 
Q4 .5914 . 5488 .4603 1. 0000 
Q5 .2262 .2853 .4763 .2420 1.0000 

N of Cases = 55 . 0 
N of 

Statistics for Mean Variance Std Dev Variables 
Scale 19.7455 24 .3044 4 . 9299 5 

Item-total Statistics 

Scale Scale Corrected 
Mean Variance Item- Squared Alpha 

if Item if Item Total Multiple if Item 
Deleted Deleted Correlation Correlation Deleted 

Q1 14 .4545 16 .3636 . 5301 .4034 . 7280 
Q2 17.0182 16 . 6478 .5189 . 3480 . 7318 
Q3 14.9091 15.7508 . 6325 .4149 . 6922 
Q4 15.2364 16.1838 . 6333 .5038 . 6944 
Q5 17.3636 17.3468 .3972 .2361 . 7760 

Reliability Coefficients 5 items 

Alpha = .7676 Standardized item alpha = . 7716 

Table 17: Reliability Analysis of Perceived Ease of Use Questions 
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Group Statistics 

Std. Std. Error 
GROUP N Mean Deviation IVIean 

EASEUSE 1 26 18.31 5.01 .98 

2 29 21.03 4.56 .85 

Table 18: Perceived Ease of Use Score (Group 1 = Framework, Group 2 = Control) 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the Mean 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference Lower Upper 

EASEUSE Equal 
variances .425 .517 -2.113 53 .039 -2.73 1.29 -5.32 -.14 
assumed 

Equal 
vanances 

50.883 not -2.102 50.883 .041 -2.73 1.30 -5.33 -.12 

assumed 

Table 19: Differences in Means for Perceived Ease of Use 
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Appendix E: Functions on Spatio-temporal Extensions to 

USM Constructs 

In this appendix we list projection functions on the spatio-temporal extensions to the 

USM constructs that were not included in Chapter 3 for reasons of brevity. These 

functions would be useful during the implementation of a CASE tool augmentation that 

incorporated the spatio-temporal constraint framework. The functions are organized 

based on the USM constructs. 

Spatio-temporal Attributes 

We discussed spatio-temporal attributes in Section 3.3.2. We now define projection 

functions for spatio-temporal attributes. These functions relate to the attribute values of a 

single entity instance, c. 

The temporal projection function 7X^t(c, -S,(c), t, s) is defined as; C x P{D) x Tx S ̂  

P{T). It takes as input an entity instance c, a set of attribute values 5/(c), a time evaluation 

window t, and a space window s. It returns the maximally coalesced temporal element 

for the set of attribute values 5,(c) and the space window s. 

If the temporal element for a single value d,(c), bi{c) e 5,(c), is desired, we use the 

function ni{c, bi{c), t, s). This function is defined as: C x D x T x S P{T)- It returns the 

maximally coalesced temporal element for a single attribute value for the entity c over t 

and s. 
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The spatial projection function 7T:^S(C, -S,(C), t, s) is defined as: C x P{D) x Tx 

S —> P{S). It takes as input: an entity instance c, a set of attribute values 5,(c), a time 

frame t, and spatial extent s. It returns the maximally coalesced spatial element for the 

set of attribute values 5,(c) over t and s. 

If the spatial element for a single value bi(c), bi{c) e 5,(c), is desired, we use the 

function 7t^s(c, bi{c), t, s). This function is defined as: C x D x T x S P(S)- It returns 

the maximally coalesced spatial element for a single attribute value over t and s. 

The next set of functions relate to the attribute values of a set, D, of entity instances. 

The temporal projection function Bi{D), t, s) is defined as: P(C) x P{D) x Tx S 

-> P{T). It takes as input a set, D, of entity instances, a set of attribute values Bi{D), a 

time frame t, and a spatial extent s. It returns the maximally coalesced temporal element 

^B{D) values Bi{D) and the space window^ s. 

If the temporal element for a single value bi{D), bi{D) e Bi{D), is desired, we use the 

function 7Tt(Z), bi{D), t, s). This function is defined as: P(C) x D x S ^ T. It returns the 

maximally coalesced temporal element for a single attribute value for the entity set D 

over t and s. 

The spatial projection function TC^S(-D, BiiD), t, s) is defined as: P{C) x P{D) x T x S 

—> P(S). It takes as input a set, D, of entity instances, a set of attribute values Bi{D), a 
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time window t  and space window s .  It returns the maximally coalesced spatial 

e l e m e n t  5 ®  f o r  t h e  s e t  o f  a t t r i b u t e  v a l u e s  B i { D )  o v e r  t  a n d  s .  

If the spatial element for a single value bi{D), bi{D) e Bi{D), is desired, we use the 

function Tii{D, bi{D), t, s). This function is defined as: P{C) x D x Tx S ̂  It returns 

the maximally coalesced spatial element for a single attribute value over t and s. 

Relationships between Temporal /Spatial elements for Attributes 

For a specific entity instance c ,  the temporal element i' e  P{T), and spatial element 

e P(S), describe when and where each attribute value is true in the modeled reality for 

that entity. Likewise, the temporal element e P(T), and spatial element g P{S), 

describe when and where a set of attribute values are true in the modeled reality for that 

specific entity. The temporal element f and the spatial element s'^ describe when and 

where the entity itself existed in modeled reality. We have the following relationship 

between the temporal elements for a single attribute value, the set of attribute values, and 

the entity instance itself: 

J) x b B c t  A S  

Or in other words, the temporal element (and spatial element) for an attribute value 

should be a subset of the temporal element (and spatial element) for all the attribute 

values, which should be a subset of the temporal element (and spatial element) of the 

entity itself (assuming the entity varies over time and space). If the entity itself is not time 

varying or space varying, this relationship is trivially true since the lifetime of the entity is 
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simply all of time relevant to the database, and so also the spatial extent is simply 

all space relevant to the database. 

Spatio-temporal Interaction Relationships 

We discussed spatio-temporal interaction relationships in Section 3.3.3. We now 

define the relevant temporal and spatial projection functions. We first define functions 

applicable at the instance level. 

Temporal projection Tt^ir, t, 5) is defined as: i? x T x S ^ P{T). li takes as input a 

relationship instance r, a time window t, and a space window s. It returns a maximally 

coalesced temporal element associated with the relationship instance r over the extents t 

and j'. 

Spatial projection t, s) is defined as: R x T x S P(S). It takes as input a 

relationship instance r, a time fi:ame t, and spatial extent s. It returns a maximally 

coalesced spatial element associated with the relationship instance r over t and 5. 

We now define projection operators for a spatio-temporal interaction relationship 

applicable at the class level. 

Temporal projection t, s) is defined as: P{R) x Tx S ^ PiX). It takes as input a 

set, R', of spatio-temporal relationship instances, a time window t, and a spatial extent s. 

It returns a maximally coalesced temporal element associated with the relationship 

instances in R' over t and s. t' can be computed by taking the union of the temporal 
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elements associated with all the relationship instances, and then maximally 

coalescing the resulting temporal element. 

Spatial projection n\(R', t) is defined as: P{R) y. T SAX takes as input a set, R\ of 

spatio-temporal relationship instances, a time frame t and spatial extent s. It returns a 

maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the relationship instances in R' over 

t and. s' can be computed by taking the union of the spatial elements associated with all 

the relationship instances, and then maximally coalescing the resulting spatial element. 

Spatio-temporal Inclusion Relationships 

We describe temporal and spatial projection functions related to instances c, c e C. 

The functions are defined for superclass entities participating in G. 

> C » 
For a superclass instance c, the function n t{c, G, s) is defined as: C x G x 5 ̂  7. It 

returns the maximally coalesced temporal element associated with the superclass 

instance c for the space window s. It tells us during what times c participated in G for the 

spatial extent s. 

Similarly, the function G, t) is defined as: C x G x T 5'. It returns the 

maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the superclass instance c and the 

space window s. It tells us the spatial extent for the participation of c participated in G for 

the time fi-ame s. 
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We describe projection functions related to instances g, g e G, of the spatio-

temporal inclusion relationship. 

For a relationship instance g, the function ti t(g, s) is defined as: G x S ^ T . It 

returns the maximally coalesced temporal element associated with the inclusion 

relationship instance g for a given spatial extent s. 

Similarly, the function 0 returns the maximally coalesced spatial element 

associated with the relationship instance g for a given time window t. It is defined as G x 

T ^ S .  

We now define projection operators over the spatio-temporal inclusion relationship 

G. The symbol G' stands for a set of one or more spatio-temporal relationship instances, 

G ' e G .  

Temporal projection is defined as: iit(G', t, s)\ P{G) x Tx S ̂  P{T)- It takes as input a 

set, G', of generalization / specialization relationship instances, a time window t and a 

space window s. It returns a maximally coalesced temporal element associated with the 

relationship instances in G' over the extent t and 5. t' can be computed by taking the union 

of the temporal elements associated with all the relationship instances, and then 

maximally coalescing the resulting temporal element. 

Spatial projection is defined as: TC'^S(G', t, s): P{G) x T x S PiS)- It takes as input a 

set, G', of generalization / specialization relationship instances, a time frame t and spatial 
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extent s. It returns a maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the 

relationship instances in G' over t and s. s' can be computed by taking the union of the 

spatial elements associated with all the relationship instances, and then maximally 

coalescing the resulting spatial element. 

Spatio-temporal Composite Relationship 

We describe temporal and spatial projection functions related to a spatio-temporal 

composite entity instance. 

Temporal projection t, s) is defined as: CZ x T x S ^ P{T)- The temporal 

projection function returns the maximally coalesced temporal element associated with 

the entity instance cz over the time frame t and spatial extent s. 

C7 
Spatial projection n s(cz, t, s) is defined as: CZ x T x S ^ PiS)- The spatial 

projection function returns the maximally coalesced spatial element associated with 

the entity instance cz over the time frame t and spatial extent s. 

We now define temporal and spatial projection operators for a spatio-temporal 

composite entity class. The symbol CZ' stands for a set of one or more spatio-temporal 

composite entities, CZ' c CZ. 

Temporal projection t, s) is defined as: P{CZ) x T x 5 —> P(7). It takes as 

input a set, CZ', of one or more spatio-temporal entities, a time frame t, and a spatial 

extent s. It retums a maximally coalesced temporal element associated with the entities in 
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CZ' over t and s. t' can be computed by taking the union of the temporal elements 

associated with all the member entities, and then maximally coalescing the resulting 

temporal element. 

Spatial projection is defined as: t, s): P{CZ) x T x S P{S)- It takes as 

input a set, CZ', of one or more spatio-temporal entities, a time frame t and spatial extent 

s. It returns a maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the entities in CZ' over 

the t and s. s' can be computed by taking the union of the spatial elements associated with 

all the member entities, and then maximally coalescing the resulting spatial element. 

Spatio-temporal Aggregation Relationship 

We describe temporal and spatial projection functions related to a spatio-temporal 

aggregate entity instance. 

Temporal projection t, s) is defined as: AG x T x S -> P{T). The temporal 

projection function returns the maximally coalesced temporal element associated with 

the entity instance ag the time frame t and spatial extent s. 

Spatial projection t) is defined as: AG x Tx S ̂  P(S). The spatial projection 

function returns the maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the entity 

instance ag over the time frame t and spatial extent s. 
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We now define temporal and spatial projection operators for aggregate entity 

classes at the set level. The symbol DG stands for a set of one or more spatio-temporal 

agg rega t e  en t i t i e s ,  D G  ̂ A G .  

Temporal projection Ti^'^t{DG, t, s) is defined as: P{AG) x T x S P{T). It takes as 

input a set, DG, of one or more spatio-temporal entities, a time frame t and a spatial 

extent s. It returns a maximally coalesced temporal element associated with the entities in 

DG over the time frame t and spatial extent s. t' can be computed by taking the union of 

the temporal elements associated with all the member entities, and then maximally 

coalescing the resulting temporal element. 

Spatial projection is defined as: •k '̂̂ S{DG, t, s): P(AG) x T x S ^ It takes as 

input a set, DG, of one or more spatio-temporal entities, the time frame t and spatial 

extent s. It returns a maximally coalesced spatial element associated with the entities in 

DG over time frame t and spatial extent s. s' can be computed by taking the union of the 

spatial elements associated with all the member entities, and then maximally coalescing 

the resulting spatial element. 
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